
.APPENDIXtA 

THE MICRO-MEGALITHIC  OF BALI, 19 70 

In Chapter III.t26. b of the main text, we drew attention to 
fairly close parallels between stone-usage at Santubong's 
"tantric" shrine excavated in 1966 and the "sanctuary terraces" 
of Indonesia, and pointed out how one of these structures be
came the State temple of Bali.t• We suggested an especially close 
even if superficial, relationship between Santubong and the 
fifteenth century terrace forms of Indonesia, with their element 
of "megalithic tantricism.t" 

Since that text was completed, both of us have been able 
to visit Bali, in January and February, 19 70, and one of us to 
spend a week on an intensive study of the State temple, Besakih,
and ten others of the "terrace" and associated forms, with the 
help of Dr . Ida Bagus Ratu at the University of Den Pasar . This 
note briefly states some further points which deserve mentiont. 
It is intended to elaborate on these along with material from 
other islands for fuller publication presentlyt. Here, initially 
what is enc�uraging is that we find the micro-megalithic concept 
as postulated in our main text not only stands up but gains 
strength when carried for testing into other countries and con-

· ·ditionst. 

Points of emphasis here: 

(i) Besakih is, as it were, a major elaboration of Bong
kisam, with massive use of natural stones and pebbles 
to establish a series of seven terraces up the sacred 
mountain, Agung volcanot. 

(ii) Tens of thousands of stones and pebbles have been 
placed round earth case or fill, or used as pavements, 
steps and sloping facest. 

(iii) A wide range of larger rocks, either natural or shaped, 
are involved as menhirs, and these play a crucial role 
beside the ·tnumerous formal Hindu figurest. 

(iv) This tremendous temple assemblage dates back to before 
the eleventh century, and is certainly a direct carry
on from earlier, animist, megalithism, b ased on a less 
"sophisticated" concept but still firmly rooted in the 
use of a lot of small stone and a few larger rocks in 
stepped patterns towards a summit (truncated pyramid)
consummationt. 
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(v) Throughout the whole , the utmos t  importance i s  at tached 
to the es t ab l i shment and ident ificat ion of s eats  where
upon the gods and spirits  are invited to  rest  during 
temp le riteso. More of  the larger rocks form part or 
a l l  of thes e  s eats , o ften the back rest espec ially . 

(v i )  The earlier  phase s  surv ive w i th less  Hindu ove rlay on 
the remarkab le  temp le north b eyond Kintamani at Panu
l i s an ,  built  a l l  up a s teep h i l ls ide and deve loped 
forma l ly in the e l eventh centuryo. But the i dea i s  
everywhere in Bal i ,  even in ostens i b ly "non - terrace d" 
temples  l ike the large Gelgel  one , whe re the p roj ect ion 
is flat but the app roach almo s t  the s ame in e s s enceo. 

(v i i )  The s imp l e s t  form s een was the f i shermen ' s  temp le  at 
Sanur , close  to the new Intercont inental Hot e l  Be ach . 
Thi s  i s  a s imp l e ,  terrace d ,  truncated pyramid entire ly 
of  natural rock ( local coral ) ,  with two associated 
smaller  pyramids , 

• 
and a b are sprinkling of Hindu regalia  

• as minor accessorieso. 

(vi i i )  Apart from the temples , Bali  is  al ive with othe r mega
l i thic  works , especia l ly micro -me ga l ithic us ages  of 
many s orts , notab ly connected with the dome s t i c  en
closures and fam i ly temp les , walls , s teps , i rrigat i on 
sys tems ( closely l inked ,  especially in the Temp aks iring 
and Pedj eng s e ctor) , and a mul t i tude of separate , s ecu
larly used  s tone seats  (mo s t  consp icuous ly around 
G e l g e l ) o. 

( ix )  Some of the latter bear the curious cup - shape marks 
( c f .  I I I . 2 6 . b ) ; there are a l s o  negle cted s tone urns in 
s everal important temp les , po int ing to another mega
l i thic  funerary practiceo. 

(x)  The several known s tone s arcophag i of Bali  have hi therto 
rece ived most attent ion . A newly found one was examined 
and photographed in s i tu, at Nongan ( the main source 
area)o. 

(xi )  This s arcophagus typ ically contained b ronzeo. I n  the 
sma l l  mus e um at Pedj eng there is also  s ome go ld  leaf
foi l reportedly found ins ide a s arcophaguso. 

Bal i shows a devotion to natural s tone shapes , mos t ly qu ite 
smal l ,  used to e re ct e l aborate holy structures w i thout any cor
responding e l aborat ion in architecture as suc h ,  without comp lex 
bui lding technique s o r - -particul arly important here - - the forma
t ion o f  ful ly enclosed roofed spaceso. The rock and e arth has 
been re - as s emb led  to ref l e ct , reshap e ,  restate and revere the 
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forms of nature and the conceived universe , with Mt. Meru from 
India reformed onto Balit' s  Mt. Agung. Many smaller such struc
tures flourish inside the main micro-megalithic quadrants (never
other than ·rectangles)t, sometimes roofed with wood or grass (cf . 
Bongkisam?) but not shut- in--despite the savage monsoon and 
mountain weather. 



APPENDIX . B 

MORE INFORMAT ION ON PHI L I PPINE GOLD 

(Especially Gold  Leaf F o i l )  

Schol ars of  A s i an ceram i cs are f ami l i ar with the outs t and
ing collect ion of export pottery by Dr . Arturo de Santoso. His  
important collect i on of  p re - Spanish g o l d  obj ects is , howeve r- 
unlike the Locsin collection - - unpub l i shed and relat ively un 
s tudi e d .  Although not the p roduct of s cientific archaeological  
excavat i on , and thus wi thout record l inking obj ect to  s i te , con
text and association,  the colle ction has a wide variety of  ob 
j ects and offers a range o f  form from the ve ry s imp le to the 
comp lexo. 

During a b r i e f  v i s it to Man i l a  in Decemb e r ,  1969 , one o f  
the authors ( S . J . O ' C . )  was ab le t o  i dent i fy a number  o f  p ieces 
of  gold- leaf fo i l  that b ore almost exact analogy with the leaf
shaped gold -foil  p i e ce s  that are s o  typ i cal in the ground at 
Jaong in the Santub ong comp lexo. Several of the De Santos p ieces 
bore the repous se  des ign elements , the center  cut bre ach and the 
overall  leaf shape that we f ind on Jaong gold  foi l .  Whi le the 
range o f  Phil ipp ine go ld j ewelry in the De Santos collect ion in
clude s many p i e ces of  a comp lexity and fines s e  that i s  beyond 
anything attempted  at Jaong , or in the Sarawak de lta at any
time , the re is  clear evidence that Southwestern Borneo and the 
Philoippines shared a system of conventions for the e arly treat
ment of  gold  fo i l  in l e af - shapeo. 

The re is  also  in the Nat ional Museum in Man i l a  a leaf- shaped 
p iece of  gold fo i l  that fits  ve ry closely with the Jaong gold 
p i eceso. 

The se p ieces add to the informat ion in Chapter 1 6 . a  of  our 
main text accordingly and widen the argument for treat ing gold 
fo i l  as an important cultural clue for the anc ient pas t .  
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APPENDIX C 

UBIAN BURIALS ON BANGGI ISLAND 

by Barbara Harrisson 

On January 23, 1970, I visited the Ubian village of Padang,
founded six years ago. The people were previously settled at 
Pulau Tiga, a small island sandwiched between Northern Banggi
and Balanbangan, off the northwest tip of Sabah. 

A few graves are present, just along the village street and 
above high water mark--the houses are lined up on high stilts 
in permanent water (i. e. , high and low tide). These new graves
are rectangular frames of cement or timber, enclosing sand, with 
a nisian (grave marker) planted to one short side and a ceramic 
pot (ewer, mug, bottle) in center. The people say that some of 
the old graves at Pulau Tiga are still built up with stones. 
But we cannot stop there with our launch owing to high winds 
and tide. 

Howevei, we manage to make a visit to another old Ubian 
cemetery, opposite the new village (police station) at Karakit, 
on Pulau Patanumau at the southern tip of Banggi• Island. This 
island has coconuts, but no present-day village. A small ceme� 
tery is just above the tideline, largely overgrown with scrub. 
This shows several graves (about ten) all built up with rec -· 
tangular or quadrangular frames of limestone rock (found oppo
site, on Banggi). One is built to a height of two and a half 
feet, the other less, about one foot. Inside the stone frame is 
a wooden frame, some of planks, others of beautifully turned 
and slotted pieces. The inner space has a nis an--or knob--and 
in every case there is a bottle or ceramic object, or a coconut 
bowl. The best preserved (and highest) structure has four woode: 
uprights, placed in each inner corner of the stone-square. Thes1 
are connected at a height of three feet or so, with a slight 
frame carrying faded and torn cloth formerly spread over the 
grave. 

What struck me about these burial places was their close
ness to the sea--just where one would step first on landing.
This is so unlike other people's burial places, which are usual
ly some distance away from villages or houses, on hillocks, etc. 
Not so with the Ubians--as recorded previously on Usukan 
[ III. 17. b of main text] .  
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APPENDIX D 

FIVE DYNASTtIES' STONEWARES FROM JAONG 

In 1968, fresh from a study of old Chinese kilnt-sites, Pro
fessors rsugio Mirami and Fujio Koyama visited Sarawak to examine 
our excavated stonewares (see above, Chapter III.21. b). They
identified many pieces from Jaong (p. 129 above), as products of 
Si Chun, a kiln near Canton, hitherto little known but reported 
in a Chinese booklet by the Canton Cultural Preservation Commit
tee, 1958. Their analysis, elaborated by Eine Moore, has now 
appeared in S . M . J . , 16, 1968: 85-99, with Plates X-XII. Examples
have earlier been illustrated and discussed as "puzzling and 
unusual wares found in the earliest Sarawak sites' '  (Moore: 85) 
by Tom Harrisson in Transactions Oriental Cerami c  Society  , 28,
1953-4 (with Coloured Plates) and Oriental Art ,  5, 1959 : 2, as 
well as in previous S . M . J .  issues. 

Si Chun produced not only white porcelain of ch ' ing-pai 
types but wares imitating yueh and even temmoku ; iron slip 
decoration is frequentt. Of nine defined Si Chun types, seven 
occur at Jaong and several at the other "earlier" delta site, 
the small Tanjtong Kubor cemetery ( S . M . J .  , 8, 1957: 18-50 and 
13, 1965 : 1-62; cf. H. O. : 16). The Si Chun wares of Jaong and 
Kubor were made at the end of the T'ang, primarily during the 
Five Dynasties (907-959 A. D. ), perhaps a little into early Sung 
(at 960 A. D . ) .  As stated in Chapter 1 here, Jaong "was in main 
use before and around 1000 A. D. , "  Bongkisam later (p . 5 above)t. 
We may now italicize before . Most vessels with pebble-bed assot
ciations from Jaong (illustrated in Plates 15-19 following) are 
Si Chun. 

Mrs. Moore's paper, written in 1968, was included in the 
S . M .  J.  issue for that year, which however was not distributed 
until May 1970. Thus, she had not read our first delta Data 
Paper (1969), while we received her excellent study too late 
for incorporation in this second main textt. 
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Plate 1. Principal excavation sites in the Santubong area, 
Sarawak River delta (after Cheng Te-K'un ' s  A Pahae ology 
in SaPawak, Cambridge, 1969)t. 
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Plate 2. Drawing of a petroglyph executed in soft sandstone at 
Sungei Jaongt, Santubong, one of many on natural boul
ders in s itu there, associated with placed beds of 
river pebbles, gold leaf and other gold artifacts, 
ceramics, glass and a great bulk of slag from prehis
toric iron-working (mainly , from there , to 1000 A. D. ). 
This _figure , drawn by Che Abdul Aziz (see Credi ts on 
Contents sheet) is shown photographically on Plate 41 
following. 

This and the following four plates (3-6) are published
here to enable comparison with the photographic record 
in connection with the difficulties described in the 
caption to Plate 33 followingt. 
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Plate 3. A small petroglyph at Jaong, usual in the spread- out 
position, unusual in that female sex organs are indi
cated by a circle without a dot in the center (unlike
the next Plates)t. The rather cursory treatment of the 
head is also usual in this context, but there is no 
elaborate headdress as in Plate 2 and other figures. 
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Plate 4. 

This assemblage of the Jaong petrog-lyphs is 
on the same natural boulder as the headdress 
figure in Plate 2, and all are shown photo
graphically at Plate 41 following. Apart
from the human figure with characteristic 
"female pudenda" (see Plate 39 following)t, 
it is difficult to interpret the exact inten 
of these outlines--or even their precise
extent. 

, 
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Plate S. This is the same Jaong boulder face as is shown photot
graphically in the following Plate 40. It is particu
larly useful to compare these two versions, as indi
cating the degree of agreement between Che Abdul Azizt' s  
eye and Che Junaidi's camera. The agreement is 
particularly close in this case. 
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Plate 6 .  Compare this with photographic Plate 39,t.twhere the 
particular importance of the "spotted triangle" as a 
sex symbol (£eminine) is discussed in the captiont. 
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same rocks as the figurest, are believed to symbolize masculine 
activities. 
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Plate 15. Three bowls  and the bottom part of a lidded round 
box, in Yueh-type stoneware made in China in the 
T'ang or early Sung dynasties, as described in detail 
in Chapter 21. All excavated at Sungei Jaong in 1966 
in A/series trenches at between 12" and 24". (This
and following drawings by Mis s Selene Fung.) 
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Plate 16. A bluish white fat pot in Ching-pai style excavated 
at  Jaong A7, 18", with pebbles. This Chinese-made 
stoneware pot 1 S  a less common type at Jaong. 
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Plate 17. A heavy bowl excavated in 12-18" at Sungei Jaong. Brownish olive glaze, 
probably made c. 1000 A. D. in southern China (Chapter 21. b) .  Drawn 
natural size. 
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Plate 18. "Pomegranate" lidded box in Chinese stoneware from 
Jaong trench A6, a rather distinctive form of Yueh
ware, late T'ang (probably c. 9 0 0  A. D. ) .  All these 
whole pots are excavated in as sociation with placed 
small pebbles (Chapter 19, 21) .  Actual size. 
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Plate 19. Heavy spouted pot (actual s ize) with brownish  olive glaze, unusual in this 
place as having a flat foot (see 21.b, Table 24) . Made in China and

•excavated at Jaong A ,  12- 18" , 1n 1966 



Plate 20. Santubong Mt .t, a sandstone peak of just under 3,000 feet, rises sheer out 
of the South China Seat, the first landfall in a thousand miles of open
oceant. The village of Santubong stands overshadowed at the westerly mouth 
of the Sarawak River. Across a narrow creek, bridged with planks (lower 
foreground), the far side is Bongkisam. One of the major iron-working 
sites of the Sarawak River delta, this richly rewarding sector lies 200 
years behind the last house in center picture. The Tantric Shrine is within 
a j avelin throw of the end of the creek-bridge (see Chapters 1 and 3) . 
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Plate 2 1. Santubong Mt. seen from the other, southerly side of the sand flats near 
Buntal in Baka Bay. The Sungei Jaong site, earlier than Bongkisam, lies 
be�ind the fringe, where the mountain sweeps down to the level land of the 
Sarawak River out of sight. The foot of the slope behind the man in center 
is extensively holed with gold-mining shafts (see Chapters 2, 5, 6). 
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Plate 22. The labyrinth of the Sarawak River delta, as seen from Mtt. Matang behind 
Kuching , capital of Sarawak . The highest point is Santubong Peak , and the 
lower formation a little upriver is Buah hill. The lowland in the center
ground is dense mangrove and nipah palm swamp. 
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Plate 23. Threading through dense mangrove (foreground) and nipah palm (behind) 
swamp , the Jaong creek is today j ust broad enough for a small boat on high 

water and impassable at low tide. Here the tide is falling but not yet
right outi. A mile up this unpromising water-and-mudway lies the old iron
working and rock-carving center at Jaong, dating to the end of the tenth 
century (see Chapter 22). 
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?late 2 4 .. · Cut -b r e ach . l eaf- fo i l  o f  beaten go l d �  . decorated wi tl1 
r-epous s � . do t s  .. This i s  typ i cal o f  the sh.ape and style· 
excavated i11 .· and abo·ut the pebb l e -b e ds at J aong , and 
is regarded a s  a.n important marke·r fo -.r burial and 
1--elated  activities at that time  .. C l o s e ly s imilar 

· p ieces  have been found e l .s e-w·here in S ar�wak (Plate
30)t, as well as in B al i ,  the Phi lippines, _ and as far 
afi e l d  as  'fi11neve l ly . in s outhe rn India  (Chap t:ers 7 ,  
10 , 16 , 2 7 )  . The l e af 1nay l1ave been put ove1" the 
eyes of the dead (Chapter 1 6.e ; cf .. 31 ( i i) ) .  
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Plate 25. Plain gold leaf pieces from Sarawak River delta exca
vations. These occur both at Jaong and Bongkisam, 
and came in all shapes. They are very finely beaten 
thin. This technique belongs, we believe, to the 
earliest native gold tradition in Borneo, where more 
advanced crafting (e. g. , casting) of gold seems to 
have been very late to develop--perhaps not until the 
12th-13th centuries, and then considerably under 
"Javanese" influence rather than (as with iron) on a 
native art basis. (Chapters 6, 9 ) .  
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Plate 26. Gold foil figurines from the Tantric Shrine at Bong
kisam, dated to approximately 1300 A . D . , in associa
tion with a silver ritual deposit box containing a 
fine golden Zihga. These included a tortoise, two 
elephants (which are not indigenous to Borneo), a 
nicely made snake, two sexless squatting humans,
crescent moon (6) , star (2), and sun (1) symbolst. 
This simple but expressive style follows naturally 
out of the earlier symbolism of the leaf foil (Plate
24). (See Chapter 24 . )  
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Plate 27. Various styles of ring from the Bongkisam shrine, as 
detailed in Chapter 24. c. 2. The s maller whorls may
have been studs of some kind, on clothing. The work
manship is simple, but effective, the gold of high
quality and probably of local production, either from 
the Bau gold field upriver or from Santubong Mt. 
foot- slopes. 
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Plate 28. Four gold  beads from Bongkisam, again showing the 
re latively crude and simp le workmanship as indicate d 
for P lates 26-27 previously. These beads are seldom 
solid, but hol low and therefore light. No such gold 
beads have been recorded in use in Borneo during
modern times. (See Chapter 24. ) 
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Plate 29. The stone platform of the Bongkisam shrine, with the 
deposit shaft positioned under the white card in 
center .  The transition between use of pebbles and 
small stones to roughly shaped tiles or bricks is 
considered important in this setting (as discussed 
in Chapters 24 . a, 24. d, 26. b). Adjacent charcoal 
here gave a C - 14 date of 1 3 1 5  A . D . + 9 5  ye ars. See 
also another view in Sarawak Museum Journal, 15, 
1 96 7 :  Plate XXXVIIt. 



P l ate 30. Cut-breach gold foi� from the recent ly discovered open site at Gedong, on the 
Sadong River 40 miles from Jaong. This site has been excavated · by the Sarawak 
Museum and revealed large amounts of T'ang and Sung stonewares. It wil l  be re
ported upon short ly by R. Nyandoh and Lucas Chin , in the· Sarawak Mus e um Journa l .  
(See Chapter 11  for preliminary information. ) 
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Plate 31i. (a) np illet" of gold from the Limbar1g hoard in Brunei 
Bay, showing affinities to the Jaong style as in 
Plate 24 previously. The piece i s  described in Chap
ter 15. b ;  it has distinct i f  remote affinities to the 
'finnevelly "diadems"i· (Chapter 16. e). 

(b) This handsome gold ring, one of several from the 
L imbang hoard with Javanese-style workmanship, has 
been identif ied by Profes sor Sastri and Dr. Chhabra, 
leading Indian s cholars , as representing a dolmen 
( see details in Chapter 1 5 . b )o. It is  remarkable that 
of only f ive rings with des igns known from West 
Borneo, one has a megalithic connection. 
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Plate 32. The well-known and often described (with varying accuracy) Batu Gambar,  the 
sandstone rock carving identified in the Jaong creek at Santubong , which trig
gered the Sarawak River delta excavations after 1947 A.tD. This is not to be 
confused with the cast copy now outside the Museum in Kuching. This photo of 
the original was taken in 1966. The figure is rather less than life size. See 
our earlier Data Paper , frontispiece , for another view at a higher angle (H. O. : 
ii). (See Chapters 3, 18 ; cf. Plate 51 fol lowing. ) 
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Plate 33. Small human figure from Jaong with curious headdress 
(common in these petroglyphs). The black and white 
scale at the side measures 12 inches. The outline 
has been chalked in for photographic purposes, as the 
original execution is often far from clear and there 
is jungle overhead. Most of these Jaong designs are 
incised in chipped or gouged lines on the soft rock 
surface, whereas Batu Gambar has been cut in high 
relief (Plate 32). Heavy climatic and vegetational 
weathering has therefore made exact retracing diffi
cult. In  all the following Plates (34-44) these 
qualifications must be emphatically borne in mind: 
(i) first, that some of the original pattern may have 
been lost; (ii) second, that what remains frequently
merges into the natural weathering and seaming of 
such soft rock, so that to some extent what is marked 
as deliberate design depends on subjective eye judg
ment. (See also caption to Plate 2, previously. ) 
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Plate 34. This small human figure, again with a curious head 
treatment, is transitional between the two previously
illustrated (Plates 32-33) in technique; it is exe
cuted, unusually, in low relief. The right hand may
hold a weapon. There appear to be roughly indicated 
sex organs, probably female (cf. Plates 5-6 previous
ly). This figure is cut on an unusually level almost 
squared section of a natural boulder, in the old 
river bed, where most are more rounded. 
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P late 3 5 .  One o f  s everal J aong figures which are mos tly pecked 
out with a metal  ( i ron?)  t ip , but w i th head in s light 
re l i e f .  The result is open to more than one inter 
pretation , along the l ines dis cussed  with s ome un 
certainty in Chapter  1 8 .  The des i re t o  make s ome 
pattern on the natural rock of Jaong seems t o  have 
been at least  as imp ortant as a phys ical  act as any
intent t o  achieve representat ion , let  alone art formso. 
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Plate 36i. This figurei, apparently spread-eagled in the same way 
as Batu Gambar, has an evidently deliberate open side 
with carefully pecked out spots as shown in the petroi
glyph. We have been tempted to relate this to the 
idea of scattering iron slag pebbles, even conceivably 
semen, in a symbolism which however remains obscure 
indeed from a millennium oriso ago. (See Chapter 18. ) 
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Plate 37. Another rather complicated set of apparently human 
figures among the petroglyphs (cf. Plate 35). Here 
again it is  difficult to be certain of the origin�l
design, and of what the result was intended to con
vey. When experienced observers examine either 
these photographs or the unchalked rock-faces in situ  
at Jaong, they come up with surprisingly different 
visual interpretations ofwhat they see. (Chapter 18). 
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Plate 38. The most complete "family" of figures, with dancing or some processional move
ment strongly implied. Once more, the hand is in each case treated with a 
measure of fantasy, suggesting that whatever happened so long ago at Jaong was 
especially concerned with heads and headdresses too. The whole assemblage 
covers less than 2 feet of rock face, and like all these petroglyphs except 
Batu Gambar was buried deep in roots, moss and soil before excavation (1952 on). 
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Plate 39 . Another spreadt-eagle figure, this time with a more 
pronounced "weapon" in the right hand; and more 
"normal" treatment of the head heret. Important on 
this is the triangle with a central dot, which occurs 
in many forms and which we suggest symbolizes the 
female pudenda in this context (cf .  Plates 3-6, 40-41  
and Chapter 18, cf . 31.tii). The "Mother Earth" idea 
is especially connected with "The Magic I ron" scat
tered all around (H . O . :  77, etc . ) .  
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Pl ate 40. The ne arest thing to an "animal, " though still to bte s e en as human pe rhap s ?  

The emphasis on human form is striking in this whole Jaong as s emb l age. The 

spotted triangle occurs he re again (cf. Pl ate 39) in the metaphor which has 

b e en p ropos ed a s  female s ex (Chapter 18 ; al so Plate s  S, 9). 
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Plate 41. A rather clear-cut set of petroglyphs exposed under a big tree in the Jaong 
excavationst. The headdress figure on the background is as shown in the drawing 
at Plate 2, and the "female" near the measuring-rod with its surroundings in 
Plate 4. (See discussion in captions to those, previously. ) 
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Plate 42. A cryptic set of incis.ed lines, one of which might be taken to symbolize a bird 
(hornbill? egret?) .  More probably, in this very rounded boulder face, much of 
the original has been lost in erosion (cf. Plate 33 above on this aspect)t. 
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Plate 4 3. The least representational of all the Jaong petroglyph assemblages , cut in a 
yard-long band low on a large sandstone boulder beside the present creek-bed. 
It is thought that in this case the chalked lines reflect the original intention 
with more than.iusual accuracy. Some sort of tally or score could be indicated--
perhaps of the iron-worker? 





Plate 44. An isolated head with unusually clear features indicated, though the nose line 
is far from certain. Two female pudenda symbols each have a dash cut at one 
side (as if to signify some act against the sex). This rock is particularly 
difficult to interpret, the face is so worn. Thus the hole and lines immediately
below the measure may very well be man-made. I n  such cases, decision has been 
conservative and no effort made to stretch the petroglyph dimensions (Chapter 
18). Compare this Plate with the drawn version reproduced as Plate 2 2  in H.O.i: 
30 1. 





Plate 45. Batu Boya, Crocodile Rock, which guards the western mouth of the Sarawak River 
on the point just below Santubong village. It is a natural formation, which to 
the local people strongly reveals a crocodile's head. In folklore this is the 
petrified head of the monster-dragon-serpent-crocodile (according to source 
version) which befriended the culture hero Datu Merpati, and which had golden
scalesi. (See Chapter 24. f. ) 
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Plate 46. Massive dolmen placed on mound of pebbles and stonesi, called p arapun 
but iron age)i. Traditional monument to a person dying without heirs 
largest single type of megalithic activ ity in the Kelabit uplands of 
interior Sarawak and just over the border into northwest Kalimantani. 
ture is in course of excavation near Pa Trap , at 3800 feet , in 1963. 
characteristic stone size in foregroundi. (See Chapter 17 . d. )  

(prehistorici, 
and the 
northern 

The struc
Note 





Plate 4 7 .  A parapun in the Kelabit uplands at 3 700 feet (cf. Plate 46), the mound over
grown by jungle and the dolmen collapsed (T. H. stands on cap stone) . Thousands 
of stones are scattered about, some of them showing at the feet of the Kelabit 
men at each side. (Chapter 17. d. ) 





te  48e. In another remote, now uninhabited jungle area at 
4500  feet in the Kel abit uplands stands an impressive 
row of megaliths ( only p artly shown in this Plate) . 
The Kelabit man sits on a stone seat, one of several. 
Behind him is a stone table. In the foreground a 
slab grave (cy s t) which contained charred bor1es and 
15th ce11tury ceramics. Large menhirs to left and 
right, one capped by a stone slab. 
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Plate 49. A sandstone boulder (very like some at Jaong in the 
lowlands) curiously cut to enlarge a natural feature , 
near Bario in the Kelabit uplands of the far interior 
at 3 , 000 feet. There is a resemblance to the techt
nique used with the "block-cuts" at Jaong (see P lates 
7-14 previously) , but with less of a square "male" 
and more of a female (in the Jaong sense) atmosphere. 
The Kelabit woman Bulan, who definitely considers the 
form ltere sexy and fun ,  is wearing the earrings until 
very recently required for all  upper-class upland
women , and recalled also in the Plate 5 1  figure. 



Plate 50. Another natural sandsitone boulder which has been cut by a metal blade to produce
in largeriform some of the same symbolismi (?) as in Plate 49. This boulder 
s tands as part of an "avenue" of similar s tones and two impressive dolmens near 
Bario in the uplands, as one of the very many Kelabit megalithic forms (see 
Table 7 in Chapter 17. c). 





Plate 51. High in the mountains of the I ndonesian-Malaysia border behind the village of 
Pa Main, this is one of several similar half life-size figures cut in bold re
lief on a natural boulder as part of a c liff face. Compare this to Batu Gambar 
at Jaong (Plate 32). The enlarged earlobes are a regular feature ( compare the 
Kelabit woman in Plate 49). 
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Plate 5 2 .  Prehistoric petroglyph between Bario and Pa Main in 
the Kelabit uplands, pecked out with an i ron point
and believed to represent a man-eating hornbill; cfi. 
Garuda) about three t imes natural size. Lower on the 
sandstone boulder some small, nearly triangular human 
heads are similarly outlined . (Chapter 17.) 
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Plate 53 

(a) Line of stones placed as menhirs ( =  (b) Stones s tre\-\Tn over Ubian burials on
Moslem nisarl) on Ubian graves at Usukan Usukan Island (see Chapter 1 7 . b) -
Island off the northwest coast of Sabah. 
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Plate 5 4. Small black pebbles are often strewn over Moslem 
Malay graves in southwest Borneo. These are the 
oldest such graves known in Sarawak, created for 
Brunei nobles. Originally in the grounds of the 
Astana (Palace) across the river in Kuching , they
were moved to the Museum grounds after World War II , 
and replaced exactly as before. (Chapters 23, 26) . 

• 
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P late 5 5 .  One o f  the wooden figures which coul d be  used in 
p lace of s tone menhirs among  the Kadaz ans round Kota 
Kinabalu ,  Sab ah . Thi s  one represents a female , and 
was e re cted  in connection w i th the death of an heir
less  pers on (c f .  Plate 4 6 ) o. The orig inal has now 
been removed to the Sab ah Museum, and rep l aced in 
s i tu by an exact cas t rep lica .  (Chapter 1 7 . a)o. 
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Plate 56.  Menhir incorporated as lihg a in a special shrine inside the main upper court 
of the great terraced hill-temple at Besakihi, State Temple of Bali. This is 
one of several such menhirs here incorporated from a pre-Hindu megalithic past
into the structure of Hindu observance. The same tradition included the stone 
terraces, pebble pavements, and stone seats (Chapters 24. d, 26. c ;  Appendix A ;  
and following Plates)i. 
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Plate 57. Stone seats for the visiting gods and spirits are 
es sential and central in Balinese temples, but have 
also a continuing "secular" use, notably around 
Gelgel in the southeast. Commonly the seat itself 
is of two natural large stones, one upright and the 
other flat, placed on a platform of smaller stones 
and pebbles in micro-megalithic s tyle (Chapter 23).
This line of seats circling a clump of bamboo has 
strong animist links also. 
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Plate 58. Menhir seat back with smaller stone as seat base, part of a loose assemblage in 
micro-megalithic style. The back is pock-marked with low cup-shaped depressions, 
which have puzizled observers on several examples in southern Bali. This one, 
at Gelgel ,  suggests a "board" for the widespread Asian game of throwing small 
pebbles into cup-like depressions arranged in rows. 
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Plate 59. Menhir adapted as animist shrine under sacred fig
tree beside the road between Sanur and Den Pasiari, 
capital of Bali. "Offerings" on stone and on wooden 
platform above, upon which several pebbles had also 
been placed--a common micro-megalithic feature from 
the State Temple downwards at several levels of Bali 
religious observance. 
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	X1V 
	PART I 
	THE SARAWAK RIVER DELTA EXCAVATIONS 
	. In the summer of 1966 I had the privilege of visiting the Sarawak Museum and the excavation which was taking place on the delta at Santubong near Kuching, capital of Sarawak, the largest state in Malaysia. The name of the state is derived from the river which rises in the limestone mountain on the Indonesian border, drains a wide hinterland, passes
	by the capital, and which continuing for another fourteen miles enters the South China Sea as a system of great river mouths. One of these is Santubong, where the entrance is marked by two hills, Santubong on the right and Buah on the left, rising above the labyrinthine d.elta of mangrove and nipah swamp. The river flows in stately fashion between them as if passing through a huge ·gateway into the sea. It was here that some six sites or localities were being investigated, a project now in its twentieth 
	Standing in front of the headquarters of the excavation party, which was located on a promontory at the mouth of the river, one could be moved poetically by the waves which were forever breaking on the sandy beach. On clear days and with a slight imagination one could even have some faint visions of the mountains of Vietnam, Kwangtung and Fukien more than a thousand miles away on the opposite shore. 
	Cheng Te-K'un, Archaeology in Sarawak, Cambridge, 1969 
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	Figure
	CHAPTER 1 
	THE SANTUBONG COMPLEX 
	Santubong, at the southerly corner of Borneo's 750 mile long west coastline, is, today, the largest community in the Sarawak River delta: an elaborate labyrinth of mud, creek, mangrove and nipah palm swamps, leading intricately into and facing out upon the great, empty spaces of the South China Sea. Heading due north, the next dry land is well over 1,000 miles, to southern China. The delta's seldom-very-dry land covers some 30,000 acres. The people of Santubong today are Moslem Malays, the descendants of 
	But until the second half of the fourteenth century (tobefore c. 1375 A.D.) this delta was the scene of an intensive and rather extraordinary activity, most conspicuously associated with the collection, smelting, and export of iron (and probably steel)t, but also richly with trade in Chinese ceramics, western glass beads, gold of local origin and much else. A good deal of this background has been set in our previous Data Paper (= H.O.) and Dr. Cheng's recent book, "Archaeology in Sarawak" (1969), plus a gen
	1 

	A few points, however, need emphasis by way of introduction here: 
	(i) The hinterland of the Sarawak River is or ·was once rich in minerals, including iron, antimony (which brought Sir James Brooke, first White Rajah) and gold. In earlier times the headwater area round Bau rated as a major goldfield (see II.S)t. 
	3 
	(ii) Gold also occurs downriver, and has been won both bywashing and shafting into historic times (II.6). 
	(iii) Downriver, in the delta, there is an abundant supply
	of excellent wood and charcoal for fuel from mangrove, as well as good anchorage for fleets of sea-going ships --the last for over three hundred miles of coastline. 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	There is adequate cultivable land, but a restricted supply of good fresh water in many sectors (cf. I.i2). 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	The area evidently supported (then as now) a virile native population from around 800 A.iD. and maybe before that, with a vigorous indigenous culture ready to receive--but not to be dominated by--outside influences, which in effect reached this remote place relativelyweak in strength and light though varied in depth of impact (II.i8-9, 13, III.i18-24, etc.i). 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	Upriver human clearing of jungle and other factors have supplemented natural erosion under a heavy rainfall to produce constant and rapid silting up in the delta, and consequent frequent changes of river course, creek formation and eventual mud-banks reoccupied by tree vegetation. This has meant that a reach easily navigable in 800 A.iD. may be up a tiny creek by 1200 A.iD. Thus delta sites are never continuous over the whole occupation period (I.i2 and 3). This process continues, with vigor today. 


	This last point is fundamental in explaining the number of distinct sites scattered around Santubong and over the delta generally; and the seemingly "impossible" isolation now of some of the old sites like Jaong (below). The situation can best be 
	seen from the air, where the Jaong creek meanders on one side 
	and the similar Buah (later site) on the other side of the main river, faint relics of once full river-size channels, now choked. This description underlines the crucial point: 
	Fly in a plane over Buntal and Sungei Jaong. You can see from above not only tremendous windings of the rivers, which sometimes loop round nearly into themselves and once in a while do cut through and meet, leaving a long ox-bow and the new course; you see equally where old waterways ran and are now filled (incontinuous lines of non-communication) by mangrove swamps ranging from new to old stuff--"losing ground" to the other forces of time, of fauna and flora, of mud for much of it--on towards firm soi 1. 
	2
	1970:52). 
	The Map will give some idea of the distorted geography in a delta where Jaong today is a little backwater, but a thousand years ago was a focal center of iron-working and overseas trade enmeshed with this iron--with wide access both to the trader's sea and the miner's hinterland. 
	The Sarawak Museum studies since 1947 have concentrated on three large and several small sites (H.0.:9). Only two of those are considered in any detail in what follows: 
	I.t2. Jaong, 2 miles upriver from Santubong, 1n main use before and around 1000 A.tD. 
	I.t3. Bongkisam, a part of Santubong village itself, in main use after Jaong silted up, from c. 1050 to 
	c. 1350 A.tD. 
	In addition, the large, Buah site, broadly contemporary to Bongkisam, is referred to where relevant in that connection, while the interesting small cemetery headland of Tanjong Kubor, broadl; contemporary with Jaong, is similarly invoked where necessary.t
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	CHAPTER 2 
	SUNGEI JAONG: CREEK BACKWATER AT NOWHERE 
	Sungei means river, usually a smallish stream. Jaong has no presently known meaning and is applied to several small adjacent waterways in the delta. 
	The creek-stream with which we are concerned is in reality 
	a tidal creek, meandering through dense nipah palm and mangrove swamp on the flat land between the Santubong branch of the Sarawak River eastward towards the Buntal branch--as one small element in the Sarawak River delta complex. It is about 15 yardswide across the mouth at high tide, and can then be navigated
	in a small rowboat for nearly one mile. On very high tides it 
	is possible to push and drag the boat on through into a connecting creek going in the opposite direction for half a mile, into Bako Bay and the South China Sea, west of Buntal village. At low tide, there is only a trickle of saline water in the bed of the Jaong, the rest dense mud, impassable. When work beganthere in the early 'fifties even at high tide the swamp had so diminished the _creek that a lot of time and money had to be spent cutting and clearing a way in; since 195i2, the Sarawak Museum has kept
	There is an overland approach to Jaong, also almost overgrown with jungle scrub until re-cleared (iri 1949). This runs over almost flat land behind the true right bank of the main Sarawak River and across the foot of Santubong Mountain, from the Bongkisam side of Santubong village through rubber gardensand orchards (rich in iron slag and pot-sherds) on into very poor sandstone soil clothed in low trees and bushes. From this stoney track one emerges--after an hour's hot fast walk--onto sandy grass southeast
	The prehistoric material at Jaong starts at the junctionof the brook and main creek, where the deep mud and swamp vegetation gives way to the sandy soils on the left going in and up-
	-
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	the other bank continues flat and inextricably swampy. On this dry-land bank the land now rises into low undulating hillocks which--where not cleared--support a reduced form of true rain forest. Iri 1952, when serious research began here, a 200 yardstrip between the creek and the open land behind the hillock line held trees up to 150 feet high, most of which had overgrowrand often completely disguised the underlying massive sandstone boulders since proved to be abundantly carved and cut by human 
	.
	.
	hands (III.18 below) .i

	The focus of this now isolated and superficially unpromisirplace remains a single carved rock which alone stood uncovered, though far from conspicuous. It is a little up the ·side of the aforesaid hillock where this comes down most steeply (for 35 feet) towards the creek bed and a thin edgeline of mangrovealong the bank there. A large rock above the reach of highesttides, a sort of foot-hillock, it is carved with a half-lifesize spread-eagle figure in bold relief, a curious "head-dress" protruding to one s
	("Picture Rock"), rediscovered in the last century by a Malayfisherman, and subsequently copied in plaster-cast and repeated on an artificial boulder at the entrance to the Sarawak Museum in Kuching. The design has been widely reproduced--for instance in Ling Roth (1896: 28), Baring-Gould (1909: 39) and by the French archaeologist Madame Colani (1935, II: 300).Ł The learne French lady points out the similarity of Jaong's Batu Gambar in sandstone to a bas-relief in granite from Na Nang in Laos (herPlate LVI)
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	This Batu Gambar rock was the only indication of anything anciently humanistic having happened when the time came to examine the prehistoric potential of this unattractive, out-ofthe way, and currently uninhabited, uncultivated terrain two decades ago. Everything else was under jungle, mud, sand or scrub. Yet the figure was so emphatic that its occurrence in such strange isolation far up a little mud-stream seemed implausible unless connected, invisibly, with some unclear cultural tradition. So it was he
	mosquitos, that one of us dug a first trial trench: at the foot of the Batu Gambar rock. Under the surface humus and the subsurface network of roots, an appreciable admixture of what has since become the standard delta trench materials were revealed: imported hard monochrome stonewares and glass beads, local softer earthenwares, a wide range of iron-slag forms and much else. Out of this--at that stage somewhat surprising--positive result,Jaong was taken seriously as a site, subsequently largely cleared and
	From our present point of view Jaong is most significantfor three things: 
	1. Parts of the site (which extends at least 43,500 square yards) are rich in small pieaeis of gold--usually as foil, specifically shaped--and associated with a layer of laid naturally rounded pebbles, along with small,trare whole vessels of old Chinese stoneware (III.t8, 19, 
	· 

	21) • 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	This part, totaling close to 750 square yards (2% of the site) is surrounded by and in places encroached upon bynatural rocks reiworked by human agenay, of which Batu Gambar was the only one not covered by later overgrowthor silting up, when excavation began two decades ago(III.t18). 

	3. 
	3. 
	The whole is part of the primarily iron-working complex and intimately associated with iron in space and time 


	(H. 0. : 3 8) . 
	The exact dating of the Jaong occupation is hard to come by. There are difficulties in the use of Carbon-14 dating,owing to extensive disturbance (H.tO.t: 17). The large numbers of sherds and small number of whole pieces of stoneware, all made in or about China, provide the best indicator. There is a distinctive and consistent difference here between Jaong and the other two large iron-working sites excavated at Buah and Bongkisam. Jaong is, for instance, strong in Yueh wares, includingtrue Yueh bowls, jars
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	We will return to this problem later. Meanwhile, on all presently available criteria, Jaong dates earlier than the other two (Bongkisam and Buah)--they terminated about 1350 and before 1375 A.D. (H.O.: 18). Jaong can be safely put "around and before 1000 A.D.," running stoneware-wise through the T'ang dynasty in China into the early Sung, which started in 960 A.tD. 
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	CHAPTER 3 BONGKISAM: THE LATER PHASE 
	Bongkisam is an extension of Santubong village, on the other side of the creek of that time. Later than Jaong (at 1050-1350 A.D.) it is similar in many respects and certainly in the same close, indigenous traditions. The site is now covered invillage overspill and rubber gardens. The main excavations have been carried out in the land of our old friend and colleague, A. K. Mericen Salleh, who allowed this work to destroyhis rubber assets. The most important feature, for the present study, was the discovery 
	. 
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	To compare Bongkisam with Jaong--both nestling at the foot of Santubong Mountain--as we constantly do hereafter, is to compare two separate but continuous manifestations of the same operations (operations in iron, gold, stone, stoneware, pottery,glass and so on) in the same environment, so that the outside ecological a.nd physical variables are reduced to a minimum, a situation highly desirable but seldom achievable in Southeast Asian archaeology. It is thus possible to trace changes in procedure, style, an
	·t
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	Figure
	PART II GOLD IN WEST BORNEO 
	There can be no other criterion, no other standardt·tthan gold. Yes, gold which never changes. 
	Charles de Gaulle, 1965 
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	Figure
	CHAPTER 4 BORNEO IN THE WORLD GOLD SETTING 
	Today Borneo is literally "nowhere" in the world settingof gold production or craftsmanship of any kind. It does not even rate a mention in the Enayialopedia Britanniaa (1968) treatment, which is very full. Yet in the last century the fields round Bau, at the headwaters of the Sarawak River, were of thei1 own a major source, and the antiquity of Borneo gold long predates most of 'the present world centers. Similarly, exploratior of prehistorical sites in West Borneo has produced many and varied gold objec
	Gold was the earliest metal discovered and used by mankind in many lands, largely because it is so easy to identify, isolate and work. In ancient China ahin was used at first for golc later extended to cover all metal. It occurs either as nuggetsin rocks or as small particles, easily weathered out into solid and other alluvial deposits. As R. J. Forbes insists, working gold is so s.imple that: 
	Gold production could never lead to that most important
	discovery in metallurgy, the working of ores for the 
	production of metals.t
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	/'
	Gold lasts indefinitely, it is (unlike many metals) "immortal.t" It is extremely soft and in the pure state extraordinarilymalleable, so that it can readily be beaten even when cold--thuŁ enabling the earliest metal craftsmen to hammer out thin sheets quite easily. The Elder Pliny reported that one ounce of gold could be beaten into more than 750 thin leaves, and nowadays this amount can be worked, by methods inherited from medieval goldsmiths, to cover an area of 75 square inches at better than 1/100,t000t
	SO miles.t
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	Gold has therefore never presented the complicated problemŁ involved in getting or crafting iron, which so concerned us in the previous study of this series. On the other hand, the ease of gold-mining with its early and continuing high value, has meant that in many places where it was once abundant it is now no longer to be found. This is so not only in much of Borneo and Southeast Asia, but also in Africa where, for instance, the gold centers reported in early texts for Libya and Western OaseŁ now have not
	13 
	reconstruction, further complicated by the extreme unreliabilityof all early accounts where, inevitably, self-interest, greed,and secrecy were likely to be considerationst. In consequence, the source information was often deliberately distorted; this makes present-day interpretation extraordinarily difficultt. To quote from the essential Forbes once more, on a point that must always be borne in mind in what follows throughout this study: 
	We must distinguish carefully the ancient deposits
	mentioned as mines or those regions and places from 
	which gold is said to comet. (Forbes, 1964: 151)t
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	"Must,t" yes; but often in fact "cannot,t" on existing data (cf. II.16, etc.). 
	Today four countries--South Africa, U.S.S.R., Canada and 
	U.S.At. in that order--produce 85% of the world's gold, estimated at 50,t000,t000 troy ounces a yeart. The world's gold trade is,however, also a highly intricate affair of international trade in existing stocks--in a single week during a recent gold"scare," speculators bought more than 370 tons (worth an estimated $415 million)t, as compared with only 156 tons won from 
	the whole Klondimmortalized
	.

	ike gold-rush, by Charlie Chaplin'sfilm. Timothy Green has recently estimated that in gold smuggling along "syndicates operating out of Europe, the Middle East, and to a lesser degree Canada, handle between them 300 to 400 million dollars in gold a yeart." Much of this, ironically, goes today to Southeast Asia, and in one peak week the same 
	·
	writer reports twenty-five couriers on that route, "eight of them travelling together on the same flight."t
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	Despite all this, Sutherland has calculated that the total amount of gold won from all the earth's surface during the last five centuries as a little over 50,000 tons, the whole of which could be contained in a cube measuring 15 yards in each direction --a small American shophouse. This seemingly small space is, 
	of course, due to gold's very high specific gravity, about 19. And that was a factor in earlier times: a high value in gold could be carried on the person--a king's ransom in a small boatt. Everything goes to show that early gold extraction was, in bulk, far below the rate of recent timest. 
	This extraction, what Sutherland calls "the human zest for gold,t" began long before the start of the Christian erat. Probably the earliest extensive use of the metal was achieved byhammering out small nuggets into sheet, leaf or wire forms: 
	Hence all the techniques of the goldsmith employing 
	gold sheet or foil gold go back to the oldest phase 
	as do the techniques of pasting such gold foil on 
	.t

	wood, stone, etc. (Forbes, 1964: 153) 
	These are the considerations most frequently applicable to the excavated gold artifacts of the Sarawak River delta, as we shall see. The know-how to do fine work by these methods goes backtat least to the early Eygptians, who beat nuggets into leaf 
	. 

	0.001 millimeters thin. The Romans improved on this by gettingtheir leaf down to 0.0002 mm. When the Spaniards arrived on 
	the south coast of Peru 335 years ago, the wonderful Chimu goldsmiths were still hammering out sheet gold to make magnificentgolden beakers and monumental bowls from single sheets; they 
	·t
	never attempted casting either gold or bronze. What exactlyhappened when remains sequentially obscure in Southeast Asia,though clearly the sheet-foil-leaf technique was very important in the earlier phases. This gap in knowledge is not unique to our area, however. For despite the tremendous literature on the precious metal, specially on .extracting it from the earth: 
	e

	Further historical studies in the goldsmiths' craft by experts are urgently wanted if we want to trace its spread over the old and New World. Excellent books have been written on ancient jewelry, but more work is needed to link this up with the Chinese and Far East te.chniques. (Forbes, 1964: 182.) 
	On these early Chinese and Far Eastern techniques, the record is particularly weak, alas--since so many Bornean artifacts and ideas must be seen in this Far Eastern setting. 
	Although gold was important in earlf China, it was also rare. J. G. Andersson has identified a very few artifacts, mostly bronze with gold inlay, earlier than the Han dynasty (which began 220 B.C.). This use of inlay is "by far the most important branch of the goldsmith's art in ancient China" (1935: 37).tLater, one township specializing in gold-beating is known for the T'ang: Huan-chou in Anname. Export of gold was forbidden--along with iron, pearls, and yaktails--in 714 
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	A.tD. To this metal, by then, all the usual attributes were allocated, such as conferring health and long life. The Buddha was styled "Golden Man" and the Garuda bird, companion of Vishnu, rose on golden wings. In summing up this for the T'ang, Edward Schafer has written: 
	Island kingdoms in the southern ocean, whose names are now difficult to identify, sent cottons: mysterious Dabatang was such a land--there ... the mouths of dead men were filled with gold, after which their bodies were burned on pyres of Borneo camphor.(Schafer, 1963: 205.) 
	.. 
	Dabatang is identified as among the Indonesian islands ("perhaps Sumat r a , " ide m : 136) . But, as this Berkeley scholar properly emphasizes: 
	What is surprising in all this welter of gold is that we hear nothing of gold brought to China from the Indies. Somewhere in Malaya was Svvarnadvipa, the island or continent of gold, an almost fabulous El Dorado for the peoples of India. But the tradition, which was a powerful factor leading to the Indian settlement of Southeast Asia, was absent from China. 
	(Idem: 254.)
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	The problems of continental or insular El Dorado may concern us, in passing, later (II.16.d-e). There is more to be said, too, in linking Chinese gold with deeper megatlithoid concepts and other intellectual impacts (III.21.d). Meanwhile, it seems likely at this stage that although Chinese contact was important into Southeast Asia and Borneo during the T'ang dynasty (618-500 A.D.) and powerful through the period of occupation on the Jaong creek in the Sarawak River delta, gold was not then a major Sino-Bo
	no such exclusion in the westerly trade, long obsessed by gold (next chapter) . 
	CHAPTER 5 
	BORNEO'S GOLD SOURCES 
	One of the consistent features of excavation in the SarawaŁ River delta is the recovery of objects of goldt. Such objects have now been recorded for Jaong, Bongkisam, Buah and TanjongKubort. The total number from these sites is over 200t. Added to this must be the constiderable number of gold objects that have been recovered casually by local people over the past hundred years without coming to official notice, as well as others taken by looters and miners in early historic timest. For instance, the first B
	and Hewitt, 1909: 6). There is a local tradition at Santubong that Everett, who lived there for many years, acquired a considerable number of gold objects. Nothing is now known of these objects, despite the efforts of the Sarawak Museum to trace theIT. in 1949 when, as Curator, T.H. summarized information about every ancierit gold object that had then been recorded in the three British Territories of West Borneo.t
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	It is apparent from the literary as well as from the archaeological record that the inhabitantst·tof the ancient tradting stations in the Sarawak River delta had access to gold in significant quantitiest. 
	a. The Tradition of Gold 
	Unlike the uncertainty surrounding the question of iron 
	ore sources for the delta iron industry as detailed in our earlier monograph ,(H.O.: 183), there is direct local evidence-both historical and comtemporary--for the presence of intensive working of rich gold-bearing ores in Western Borneo, over some centuriest. This activity today is at a very much reduced level, concentrated in the Bau area near the headwaters of the Sarawak River above Kuching, the capital--Santubong being downrivert. But western Borneo was formerly a major gold exporter and the gold fiel
	17 
	for gold. Significantly, the area around Santubong has been a local focus for this activity (II.t5.c below)t. As Drt. Marschall concluded in his extensive recent Indonesian studyt, "of all Indonesian islands, Borneo is richest in gold" (1968: 90)t, echoing the words of Sir Stamford Raffles more than a century before: 
	Borneo is not only one of the most fertile countries in the world, but one of the most productive in goldand diamonds.
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	In the remote historical past, gold was a commodity intimately associated with the historical geography of Borneo in Southeast Asia. The French Indologist, Sylvain Levi, has emphasized the role that the search for gold played in early Indian contacts with Indochina and Indonesia (1931: 627).Professor Coedes has speculated that Indian exploration of Southeast Asia may have been stimulated by developments in the last centuries 
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	B.tC. when access to their Siberian source of gold supply was cut.t° Certainly the references to Southeast Asia in the Buddhat's birth stories, the Jataka tales, which are probably not later than the third century B.C. cast the area as an Eldoradot, a fabled land of gold. It was apparently the dim echo of these reports that led the Alexandrine geographer Ptolemy to refer to what is commonly now considered to be the Malay Peninsula, as 
	1

	11
	the Golden Khersonese (perhaps erroneously)t.This rather fitful literary evidence does at least indicate the special sensitivity, indeed cupidity, with which the early Indian, Persian, and other merchants and adventurers viewed potential sources of gold supply. It is not at present possible directly to link this broad tradition with any archaeological evidence of early Indian gold working in Borneo; however there are significantaffinities in gold artifacts at the ends of this chain.t
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	Arabic trade sources from the ninth to the fourteenth centuries are notably weak on gold references (Morley, 1949: 145).The Mas'udi text of around 950 A.D.--within the Jaong period-appears to put main emphasis in this respect in Sumatra and Java, although it is clear that islands further east, includingBorneot, were often merged with the westerly ones in these accounts, and that material was brought to and from Borneo bylocal agents rather than in direct tradetwith Indiat, the Middle East or China (H.O.:
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	.t
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	His Capital was situated on a large river, subject to the tides. The palace was situated near a pond which retained some water at low tide. Every day an official of the king threw a piece of gold into the pond in the presence of his master, the gold being in the form of 
	a brick and of a certain weight. During high water the gold bricks were covered with water and at low tide became visible again to shine brightly through the water. The audience hall of the king was situated on the shores of the pond so that the king could turn to face the gold and reflect its shine on his face whenever he was surrounded by his court. The goldenbricks were not counted during the life-time of a monarch. But when he died, his successor extracted all the golden bricks from the pond. He was car
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	Gold is more or less clearly mentioned in early Chinese tests. Groenveldt (1880: 80) has many references to Po-li as in northern _Sumatra, where the king was said to have sat on a golden throne wearing a golden hat and a sword decorated with gold. But most recent authorities favor Brunei in Borneo as Po-li.tOther accounts destcribe the use of gold in death rites on Bali, Javanese gold ornaments and Malayan use of golden vestsels for the ashes of the dead,twithout specific references to Borneo--which Dr. Ma
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	However, there is a striking commentary on Brunei by Chao Ju-Kua, about 1225 A.D.: 
	The King's mode of dressing is more or less like that of the Chinese. When he does not wear clothes and goes barefooted, his upper arm is encircled with a goldein ring, his wrist with a gold silk band, and his body is draped in a piece of cotton cloth. He sits on a string bedstead. When he goes out, they spread out a large piece of cloth unlined on which he sits; a number of men bear it aloft .... He is followed by over five hundred men, those in front carryingsingle and double edged swords and other weapon
	• 
	is cast of copper and shaped like great tubes, into which they insert their bodies so as to protect the stomach and the back. Their household vessels are 
	often made of gold. • . . (Chu Fan Chih text.) 
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	The earlitest Europeans to reach Borneo were in Magellant's vessels making the first circumnavigation of the world, three centuries after Mr. Chao. The official chronicler of that great voyage left a lively and impressive account of the rich and powerful Brunei sultanate of West Borneo in 1521 A.D. This is part of what Pigafetta sawt: 
	The next day the king of that island sent a prahu to the ships; it was very handsome, with its prow and stern ornamented with gold; on the bow fluttered a white and blue flag, with a tuft of peacock's feathers at the top of the stafft; there were in the prahu some people playing on pipes and drums, and many other persons. Two almadias followed the prahu; these are fishermen's boats, and a prahu is a sort of fusta. Eight old men of the chiefs of the island came into the ships, and sat down upon a carpet on 
	and presented a painted wooden vase full of betel and areca (fruits which they constantly chew), with orange and jassamine flowers, and covered with a cloth of yellow silk. They also gave two cages full of fowls, two goats, three vessels full of wine, distilled from rice, and some bundles of sugar cane ..t.. 
	When we arrived at the city we were obliged to wait about two hours in the prahu, until there came thither two elephants covered with silk, and twelve men, each of whom carried a porcelain vase covered with silk, for conveying and wrapping up our presentst. We mounted the elephants, and those twelve men preceded us, carrying the vases with our presents. We went as far as the house of the governor, who gave us supperwith many sorts of viands. There we slept through 
	the night, on mattresses filled with cotton, and 
	covered with silk, with sheets of Cambay stuff ...t. 
	On the following day we remained doing nothing in the house till .midday, and after that we s·et out for the king's Łalate ..t.. At the end of this hall there was another little higher, but not so large, all hung with silk stuffs, among which were two curtains of brocade hung up, and leaving open two windows which gave light to the room. 
	·

	There were placed three hundred men of the king's guard with naked daggers in their hands, which they 
	held on their thighs. At the end of this second hall was a great opening, covered with a curtain of brocade, and on this being raised we saw the king sitting at a table, with a little child of his, chewing betel. Behind him there were only women .... Then by the mode which had been indicated to us, we gave him to understand that we belonged to the King of Spain, who wished to be in peace with him, and wished for nothing more than to be able to trade with his island. The king caused an answer to be given tha
	gave to him, he made a slight inclination with his head. To each of us was then given some brocade, with cloth of gold, and some silk, which they placed upon one of our shoulders, and then took away to take care of them. A collation of cloves and cinnamon was then served to us, and after that the curtains were drawn and the windows closed. All the men who were in the palace had their middles covered with cloth of gold 
	and silk, they carried in their hands daggers with gold hilts, adorned with pearls and precious stones, and they had many rings on their fingers. 
	We again mounted the elephants, and returned to the house of the governor. Seven men preceded us there, carrying the presents made to us, and when we reached the house they gave to each one of us what was for him, putting it on our left shoulder, as had been done in the king's palace. (Stanley, 1874: 110-118, in part.)
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	There is ample evidence even in the sparse early historical record for West Borneo, that gold was in use among the coastal 
	peoples a thousand or so years ago, and strongly so--from 
	c. 1200 A.D. to the coming of the first Europeans in the sixteenth century. But virtually all of it has vanished without a trace, except what little has been recovered in the ground, byexcavation or chance. H.H. the Sultan of Brunei has importantpieces of the old Brunei regalia that are not in use, but these do not correspond with any historically recorded gold.iFor the rest, it is (so far as we know) impossible to find an old gold-handled ke�is in use today, even as the precious heirloom of a Malay noble,
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	Where has all the gold gone? Presumably in exchange for the effluvia of western civilization--and particularly of the Industrial Revolution. Yet it remains extraordinary how very little has survived as jewelry even in eager European hands (and see looting at II.15.c below)t. 
	b. Washing and Mining Gold 
	It is only possible to prove actual production of gold in western Borneo back to 1760.tBy this time, Chinese workers had gained concessions in the main gold-field of the southwest at Montrado and at Sambas. By the beginning of the nineteenth century a highly effective Chinese organization radiated out from Montrado, and by 1820 there were reportedly 13 large and 57 small mines there and from this source alone gold production was double that of the whole of Sumatra.tBut the situation was complicated by confl
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	Compare G. W. Earl's account early in the last century; noting especially the amount already exhausted by then: 
	After considerable toil we ascended the last of the range of hills, from the top of which we enjoyed a view of the great plain of Montradok. A few trees were scattered over its surface, many parts of which were cultivated, and the exhausted gold mines, winding over it like snakes, could be easily discerned by the dark lines they formed in the verdure. A lake, about two miles in circumfterence, lay immediately below us,and the town of Montradok, six miles distant, appearedlike a brown patch amid the surround
	No hills of any great elevation were to be seen towards the interior, with the exception of a peaked mount, perhaps a thousand feet high, about thirty miles inland. I found the lake to be artificial, formed by a · dam thrown across the valley through which ran a small stream, the water being thus collected for the purposeof giving the current sufficient force to wash the mould from the gold-ore. 
	At three o'clock we passed through Montradokt, which consists of a single street three quarters of a mile long, and arrived at the governor's house, a building detached from the town, which may be distinguished from the others by its superior size, and by
	a tall young tree, with a bushy top, erected in frontt, like a flag-staff. 
	Although it was raining hard, the governor and the Kung Se met me at the gate of the courtyard, dressed in their best attire, and I was honored with a salute of three guns, one of which, by the way, continued fizzing for five minutes before it went off. 
	As we could not converse until the arrival of the interpreters (neither the governor nor the Kung Se understanding a word of Malay) our mutual civilities were only expressed in dumb show. Every attention was shown me, the best apartment being appropriated to my use, and no pains spared to procure everything that 
	could conduce my comfort.t
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	Sambas is the other extension of the general gold-field of southwestern Borneo that lies in present day Kalimantan. The name in literature is applied both broadly to the area of gold mines on the Sambas river north of the Montrado district and specifically to the town which is the principal port and tradin: depot of the mining area. Sambas was a very productive center in the first half of the nineteenth century. But by 1860 condi tions there had gradually deteriorated, in part because of Chinese resistance 
	·t
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	By 1848, once Rajah James Brooke had estabtlished order upin the Bau district--predominantly inhabited by Land Dayaks--fo· streams of Chinese to cross over the border was not difficult, the journey from Sambas to Bau a matter of several days of determined jungle walking. This part of the island, ·although studded with impressive mountains, is basically a rolling plain a rather homogeneous unit well traveled by trade routes which have persisted as barter outlets from Indonesia into Malaysia.t
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	c. The Bau Gold-Field 
	Bau is the source of almost all of the more than 1,213,t133 ounces of gold exported from Sarawak during the hundred years since 1864, valued at many millions of dollars. The main gold 
	ore deposits are in a northeasterly section of limestone rouhlysix miles long and two miles wide, centered on Bau village.i
	Ł
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	Mining Bau gold falls into three periods. Before 1898 this consisted mainly of sluicing and panningof alluvial depositsby Chinese, Malays, and a few Dayaks. This activity must have been underway on a considerable scale by 1828 when Sir James Brooke mentions a large influx of overland Chinese.iA later writer in the Sarawak Gazette (1929) states that: 
	.i
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	Traces of work have been disclosed which must have been carried out at least 100 years before the Sambas Chinese reopened the mines in· the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
	Hugh Low, in 1848, noting that gold was abundant in the crevices of limestone rocks, in alluvial soil and in the sand and gravelof rivers, observed that the metal was sought by: 
	Numberless Malays during the dry season when the water in the river is low.i
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	In 1857 Chinese (mostly the miners), wishing to set uptheir own government, staged a revolt in Kuching, the growing capital of a growing state. The Rajiah barely escaped with his life. Savage reprisals followed. For a while the Chinese playedlittle part in area life.iThe year before these bloody events, the best of Sarawak-English writer-travelers, Spenser St. John, got a good idea of the Chinese and gold situation below Bau in the Kuching district: 
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	In the spring of 1856 I made a tour through the Chinese settlements established in Sarawak, commencing with the rice plantations and vegetable gardens established at Sungei Tangah. I have never seen in Borneo anything more pleasing to my eye than the scattered Chinese houses, each closely surrounded by beds of esculent plants growing in a most luxuriant manner. 
	Every day appeared to be adding to the area of cultivation; because as the agriculturalists became more wealthy, they invited the poorer gold-workers to join them, and were thus enabled to employ many labourers. Already the effect of this increase of produce was percetible [sic] on pricesi, so that vegetablesi, fowls, and ducks were beginning to be bought at reasonable rates ... near the little mount of Stapok,about forty Chinese had commenced gardens without anyassistance from the government, and appeare
	we considered there were nearly three thoustand living between the town of Siniawan and the border. There were Łbout five hundred agriculturalists in Sungai Tengah and its neighborhood, and perhaps eight hundred in the town of Kuching, the sago manufacturies and 
	the surrounding gardens.t
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	Alongside the Chinese miners in organized guilds, there was the native tradition of mining carried out over a considerable areat. For example, Bemmelen notes that for native trading on a mode_st scale many gold districts were considered workable in West Borneo and in the districts of Kapuas and Bandjermasin in South Borneo. 
	3
	4 

	By 1898, the gold in the Bau field accessible to local mining techniques was worked out. Considerable amounts of goldremained, however, but in fine particles and requiring more sophisticated technology in its -recovery. To meet this new situation the second Rajah Brooke formally opened the second period with the Borneo Company gold works at Bau on November 30,1898.tThe company, using advanced methods, crushed the ore and dissolved the releŁsed gold in a dilute cyanide solution 
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	and subsequently precipitated the metal by passing it over zinc shavings, then smelting. The company conti·nued production until 1921 with cons i der ab 1e s u c ce s s . Its high es t product ion was in 1907 when 16,108 ounces of gold was produced. The total producttion of the Borneo Company between 1898 and 1921 was 983,255 ounces of gold.t
	.
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	By 1921 the Company was obtaining relatively low yields and the price of gold had declined. After constiderable agonizing over the future and in the face of conflicting advice bygeologistst, the Borneo Company closed its gold working at Bau. While this was viewed in the Sarawak Gazeotte of that year as the end of organized gold production in Sarawak, local Chinese miners immediately sought leases on the Borneo Company tailings and resumed operations there at a profit as period three. By1961 there were nine
	.
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	production of 4,000 ounces of gold, in this third phase.t
	d. Other and Earlier Indications 
	The earliest gold working in Sarawak would almost certainly have been an extension back in time of period one: a native panning of secondary deposits, derived from the weathering of primary deposits and the alluvial gold found in the valleys of streams and rivers outside of Bau, and Santubong too. Gold has been worked with great intensity along the SadonRiver, SO miles to the west (cf. Gedong at III.t11 below).tA writer in the 1894 Sarawak Gazeotte notedt: 
	The earliest gold working in Sarawak would almost certainly have been an extension back in time of period one: a native panning of secondary deposits, derived from the weathering of primary deposits and the alluvial gold found in the valleys of streams and rivers outside of Bau, and Santubong too. Gold has been worked with great intensity along the SadonRiver, SO miles to the west (cf. Gedong at III.t11 below).tA writer in the 1894 Sarawak Gazeotte notedt: 
	i 
	3 

	In times of drought ... the bed of the upper Sadong is searched and scraped for gold, generally with suctcess; of course the longer the spell of fine weather the better the results.t
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	This must have been done largely by the Dayak and Malay peoples resident in the Sadong, as well as small colonies of the by-now rapidly increasing rural Sa.rawak Chinese. 
	The same 1894 account also mentions gold activity at Marup, above Engkaleli, on the Batang Lupar river which lies immediately north of the Sadong. There was a settlement of Chinese there by 1870 working gold, but they later drifted away, stimulated by a 1900 report of a rich deposit just over the Dutch (Kalimantan) side. Some gold is still won by Chinese fossicking on the Lobok Antu section of this area, now the Second Division of Sarawak.t'+ 
	0 

	There is a considerable ethnographic literature of Dayak and other native gold-mining further west. Posewitz in 1889 mentions that this was largely done by women and children washing, while a decade later Englehard describes the people of the Kalai· area in northern Borneo seeking gold dust to trade especially for salt.tEven the nomadic Punan peoples were reportedin mid-century _as owning gold nuggets over a century ago.tOn the upper Kahajan in Kalimantan more elaborate mining methods involved men working
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	from the rock . 
	43 

	Schwanert's description of the Kahajan (his KahaijanRiver 
	4 

	4
	gold mining is so exceptional that it deserves quotation: 
	On the Kahaijan River the whole of the district is covered with gold minest, which consist of square or rectangular, and sometimes also oblong, perpendicular shafts of various depths, according to the depth under the surface at which the gold is found. The shafts are here sunk close to one another, and the gravel is drawn out in an irregular manner, so that in the end the shafts issue into one common opening underground, formed through the taking away of the gold-bearing stratum. None of these shafts are in
	On the Kahaijan River the whole of the district is covered with gold minest, which consist of square or rectangular, and sometimes also oblong, perpendicular shafts of various depths, according to the depth under the surface at which the gold is found. The shafts are here sunk close to one another, and the gravel is drawn out in an irregular manner, so that in the end the shafts issue into one common opening underground, formed through the taking away of the gold-bearing stratum. None of these shafts are in
	which the white keisand is found, and which is about 

	½ to 2 foot thick, and above all things is richest in gold in the lowest part. Under that is found dorree, gray solid potter's clay. The gold obtained is washed in the neighbouring river. Of aqueducts the natives have no idea and are therefore only able to extract the gold profitably when it is found near running
	water. . • . 
	When the gold is in the sand on the bottom of 
	the river bed, in order to get this sand a small raft is made use of which is furnished with an apparatusmade out of small tree trunks, which has much in common with the hinged gridiron. At one end there is a wicker basket (faschine) filled with stones. When the place is reached where gold bearing sand is found the apparatus is sunk with its heaviest end and so serves not only as an anchor but also as a ladder uponwhich to climb down. With his back leaning against the ladder so as to offer necessary resista
	The Serawai rivert.and its tributary the Tjeroendong are noted for the purity of the gold found inttheir neighbourhood. "The holes that the natives digare at first not very wide, and only when they are convinced that they have struck the gold bearing sand layer do they enlarge the holes up to 10 to 15 feet square. The depth of the holes varies.t" The sides of the holes, which do not seem to be much more than S (?) feet deep, are supported by timber. "They do not dig up more of the sand than is found at the
	· 

	This local specialization may well have been learned from the Chinese, who were prospecting "down several feet" by 725 A.tD. (Needham, 1959, III: 674). We have no evidence of prehistoric shaft-mining in Borneo, anyway. Certainly, none of the island's native pagan peoples have ever been known to smith gold for their own use. And in the earliest folklore of Brunei fortygoldsmiths are sought from Java to work for the court (seeIIIŁlS.d). Most of them attach much more value to old Chinese stonewaŁe or glass bea
	In what is now Sabah and northern Borneo generally, gold has played much less of a part in cultural life, and this is still true today. As A.tH. Everett remarked: 
	·

	None of the savage tribes of this part of Borneo seem ever to have made use of this metal, notwiithstanding their intercourse with Malays, and in a less degreewith the Chinese, during at least several centuries past. I have never known an instance of a Sea Dayak or Land Dyak, a Kyan or Bakatan, seeking gold on his own account, and manufacturing it into any description of ornament, however rude.Łi
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	Goldsmithing has remained primarily an activity of the coastal plain among Chinese, and to a lesser extent in the past Malaysand other itinerant Malohs.Łi
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	In some inland areas there was an actual taboo on deepmining, and this is evidently ancient, for G. W. Earl reportedit inland from Sambas over a century ago, thus: 
	Gold dust, which is obtained mainly by washing the waters of the streams, since they entertain a supposition that working the mines will entail some serious misfortune on the country. 
	The gold-dust, together with bees'wax, and occasionally small quantities of iron, are disposed of by barter to _the Malays, in exchange for red and blue cotton cloths, beads, brass-wire, salt, and tobacco. These goods are taken to the nearest Dyak town by the Malays, where they are sold to the inhabiitants, who retain what they require, and dispose of the remainder to the people of the town immediately above them; and in this manner they pass from hand to hand, increasinggreatly in price at every town unti
	The iron which is obtained in the interior is said to be valued by many of the wilder Dyaks even more than gold; indeed the latter is only sought for as the means of procuring foreign articles, for which theyhave acquired a taste.Łi
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	There is ample evidence in Sea Dayak genealogies, folklore and saga to suggest that gold may have played a large role for them up to 30 generations ago. In the long sung chant of the Sickness Festival (Gawai Sakit) the shaman's vision reaches along the journey-line of death, "the country of gold,i" and the twentiieth cue-verse goes: 
	Reaching the buttress inlaid with brass, This is occupied by Manang Jaban. 
	The inner part of his room,
	Is full of beautiful jars.
	He is a shaman who never wanderedt, And who also possesses a lump of gold. 
	Or in the dynamics of the Farm Festival (Gawai Umah, verse 55): 
	Reaching for a soft bead-like sand,Shimmering with sprinkled gold, Reaching a plain sprinkled with candle grease,Occupied by Raja Jawat, Who looks ·after the navel of the swirling 
	water subsiding. 
	And againt, in the moving Sea Dayak Whetstone Festival chant 
	(Gawai Batu, verse 24) : 
	Come to Selali Lalang water,
	Bathed in by Kumang who ·tcan marry easily.Here SimpŁlang Gana stops,
	To bring the silver which glitters across one's face,And to bring the gold which strikes upon one's chest.Łt
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	All this suggests so far an extensive knowledge of gold in protc historic times--but not before iron and seldom with the feelingt: poetry, passion, and skill which went into iron technology all through the island's interior (H.O.: 348-360)t. 
	CHAPTER 6 
	GOLD APPEARANCES AND USES IN THE DELTA 
	The best documented working of secondary deposits--andapparently the locus of most intense activity--is the Sarawak River, both the left and right branches, especially in the area immediately around the margins of Santubong Mountain at Buntal Bay and at Tambak. A note of 1874 describes a reef of roicks located about two miles from Buntal, which runs out from the mainland into the sea: 
	The people of a small [Malay] village which is situated close by, procure a living by collecting sand from the crevices of this reef, which sand is said to be rich 
	in gold.i
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	Gold was worked in this area by local people as late as the 1890's. Malays panned gold from sand collected between boulders near the mouth of Sungai Binyok about two miles northwest of Buntal. According to geological evidence, the gold in the sand there was: 
	almost certainly derived from micrograndiorite intrusions in the headwater of streams draining the eastern slopes of Gunong [Mt.]iSantubong, of which the Binyokis the most important. 
	! 
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	We have elsewhere discussed this micrograndiorite as a source for stone tools used in iron and other working as extensivelyexcavated in the prehistoric delta sites. Specifically, this material is used to make the curious "waisted stones" to which further reference will follow. In this connection also, preliminary mention may be made here of another stone material, certain black pebbles (andesite, etc.) found in the same area, which serve the Malay and other local peoples as detectors of gold; they smear br
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	Stimulated by reports from native prospectors, modern miningcompanies have investigated the alluvial deposits in the Sarawak River in this century. The middle reaches of the river between Batu Kawa and Kuching were tested by the Borneo Company in 1900. In their three samples, each weighing a ton, they found from 3 to 3½ grains of gold per ton. The sand in Buntal Bay was tested in 1913 by the Borneo Company and again in 1950 by Anglo-Oriental Ltd., but both companies concluded there was insufficient gold to 
	30 
	the area, over unknown periods, sinking deep, narrow shafts now overgrown with jungle--a real hazard to limb, even life, for the archaeologist re-examining the terrain.i
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	While the alluvial gold in the Sarawak River and in the region of Santubong Mountain does not now repay mining on a Western commercial basis, it may be viewed in quite a different light by enterprising individuals, especially Chinese, seeking to supplement family income. There is the further factor that while the general disitribution of gold in the alluvial sand maybe at low levels, there may nevertheless be patches of relative] high yield where favorable circumstances have caused a concentratiion. 
	This brief survey has revealed a numberi-of points that provide a context for the appearance and use of gold in the Sarawa� River delta sites: 
	A. There is a broad zone of primary gold bearing ores in southwestern Borneo centering on Bau, extending into the Sambas and Montrado areas of Kalimantan. 
	There has been a significant supply of alluvial gold in the rivers and streams draining the primary ore bearing areas into modern timesi. 
	C. The history of intensive commercial working of these deposits can be traced back at least to 1760 and almost certainly long predates that prŁhistorically. 
	D. There is a tradition of native gold panning and workingof this alluvial gold that extended back into the disitant past. 
	E. There is also a long tradition of coastal craftsmanship in gold, both in terms of recovered artifacts (see below, 11.7) and in terms of gold smithing on the spot.For mid-nineteenth century, St. John refers to the Malau (Maloh) Dyaks, a group living near the headwaters of the Kapuas who are workers in the gold and brass and who are allowed to wander freely through a web of head-hunting tribes without being molested; in this century these folk have become specialists in silversmithing and minor engineerin
	i
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	Intense native panning reduced many of the most favored locations to low levels of gold return. In the past, however, especially during the period from the T'ang 
	through the Sung and Yuan dynasties when the delta sites were flourishing these same stream beds and allutvial sands may have offered muah higher yields than todayo. 
	G. The specific area in and behind the delta sites clustering about Santubong was, judging from the concentration of gold panning activity carried out there in the past 100 years, one of the important sources for native gold working and the most accessible of all in terms of outside contact and trade. 
	H. The gold-alive area in and behind the delta rather closely relates to the similar distribution of iron ores which we have shown to be of fundamental importancenot only in southwest Borneo but in the wider pattern 
	of early international trade through and beyond Southeast Asia.t
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	I. There is every probability, in _this human setting, that the mining, smelting and working of the two metals developed, in effect, hand in hand--or, at the least, inside a common local tradition. 
	J. This l_ocal tradition was, in time, in touch with the far-reaching international trade in Chinese ceramics,western glass, and much else, which brought the Sarawak River delta into a world pattern of commerce, and can only have spread its products and the reports of these products far, further afield and asea. 
	Against this provisional background let us now examine the character of gold artifacts actually excavated in the delta during the Sarawak Museum excavations of the past decade. After that we can perhaps seek wider relationships. 
	CHAPTER 7 
	EXCAVATED GOLD 
	a. Previous Records 
	In 1949 when the first survey of ancient gold objects in British Borneo was undertaken by T.H., he was able to find reco1 or trace of 115 gold objects. This represented the total numbe1 of objects brought to written notice since the time of the firs1 Brooke Rajah. Not one of these objtects had been properly published; references to them were usually of the most cursory kin< and often confusing as wellt. Despite careful pursuit of clues it was impossible to determine the exact find-site from which 
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	even one single objtect had come!
	The great majtority of gold objects known at that time were found in southwestern Borneot. That· is, they coincided broadlywith the known area of gold deposits in the ground in primarydeposits with a tradition of working gold in alluvial deposits.The exception to this pattern was the rich horde of gold object! all clearly ·"foreign" in stylet, found at Limbang in the hinter
	6
	land of Brunei Bay. _ 
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	The, greatest number of· gold objects were recorded in the Bau-Kuching area, thus at the edge of the Bau gold-fields and in the alluvial sands of the Sarawak Rive-r. The delta of the Sarawak River also provided several notices of gold finds. Among these last were the following: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	An 1899 list of additions to the Museum collection objects "washed from the soil at Santubong, under the director of the Hon'ble Resident on behalf of the Sarawak Government.t" These were no longer in the Museum in 1947.t
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	b. 
	b. 
	"Fragmentary remains of what appear to have been ear and nose ornaments" are referred to by Everett and Hewitt (1909: 6) as found at SantubongŁ It is not clea1 whether thistrefers to the objects noted in (a) above or whether these represent further finds.t
	·
	.
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	c. 
	c. 
	The same authors also refer to a "solitary stud rescued intact, much resembling the nose studs worn by the natives of India" (1909" 6), which sounds very like one from the Limbang hoard further north and from the 
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	Philippines.t
	33 
	d. "Beads of very fine workmanship" are also listed amongthe gold objects from Santubong by Everett and Hewitt 
	(ibid). 
	. 

	These meagre references--plus the earlier noted local tradition that H. H. Everett had a personal collection of gold objectsacquired during his residence in the village--are the total indications of gold related activity in Sarawak delta prior to the opening of excavations there by the Sarawak Museum in 1949. 
	b. In the Delta Since 1949 (Inventory) 
	Once careful excavation began in the delta it became apparient that the possession of gold objects was fairly widespread among the people who inhabited these ancient stations. The following table of all excavated gold objects obtained since 1949 and now in the Sarawak Museum gives a picture of both the number and the configuration of these objectsi.i
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	Table 1. Descriptive Inventory of Excavated Gold Objects from Sarawak River Delta Sites. 
	Depth Object Description of Object
	Depth Object Description of Object
	Trench 

	(inches) Number* (all measurements in millimeters) 
	Jaong F/2 13 B.l 
	Dl x 14 11 B.2 
	A leaf shaped gold lamination, length 29mm, maximum width 13mm. There is a fine hair-line cutbreach running longitudinal down the center, 16mm long. Both ends are truncated (B.l). 
	Rectangular piece of decorated goldwith incised design. The edges of the long sides have been folded over. The design is organizedaround a central diamond shape.Lines lead from the center to oppoisite end where they diverge and form comma-shaped pattern; 13mm long and 9 mm wide (B.2). 
	* Numbers of objects are prefixed by a letter indicating type.A= plain gold foil; B -decorated gold foil; C = ring or earring; D = gold bead; E = gold needles, thread or wire; F = fragment of gold blocks. 
	Depth Object Description of Object 
	Trench 
	(inches) Number (all measurements in millimeters) 
	Fl x 14 11 
	C. 12 
	Fl x 13-14 

	Fl x 3 18 
	17 
	A.t1 
	A.2
	A. 3 
	B.3 B.t4 B.S A. 4 
	• 
	B.6 
	B.7 B.t8 A. 5 
	Three pieces of plain gold foil found together and about 4" from the decorated piece (B.2). All three pieces are irregular in shape. One is roughly crescentrj with blunt ends, length 15mm, width 10mm (A.l). The second is triangular with base 20mm and sides 18mm (A.2). The third is roughly rectangular with longtsic 10mm, short ends 5mm and 8mm (A.Ł 
	·
	. 

	Three rectangular pieces of gold foilt, with similar repousse designs of diamond and comma pat
	tern, or tangent spirals. The 
	first is 17mm long and 8mm wide 
	(B.3)t; the second 16mm long and 9mm wide (B.4)t; the third 9mm by 15mm (B.S). The long edges of al three have been turned under to form smooth edges. In associatic with these patterned pieces was c plain gold foil which under a strong light reveals the faint press of a design similar to pieces B.2Ł5. It is creased in the center; 28mm in length and 14mm wide (A.4). 
	A gold foil roughly elliptical with pointed ends, length_ 38mm ar maximum width 15mm. There is a fine longitudinal cut-breach llmn along the center (B.6). 
	In the same trench higher up thar B.6, are three qther objectst. TŁ are roughly elliptical gold foil with truncated ends, each with a fine longitudinal cut-breach. Tr 
	first is 50mm in length and 20mm wide (B.7)t; the second 48mm and 20mm (B.8). The third is undecotrated without median cut-breach shaped rather like a club with a 
	pointed top, 65mm long and a tapŁing from maximum width of 15mm tc minimum of 5mm (A. 5; cft. A. 24 be] 
	·

	Table 1 (conti'd) 
	Depth Object Description of Object
	Trench 
	(inches) Number (all measurements in millimeters) 
	Fl x 14 9-10 
	Fl x 17 c. 9-10 
	Q4 X 20 12 
	Q20 9 
	Q4 X 30 18 Q17 6 
	Q20 6 
	Pl x 10 12 
	A.i6 A.i7 
	A.8 A.9 
	A.i10 A.i11 
	A.i12 
	D.i1 
	A.i13 
	A.i14 
	A.i15 A.i16 
	Bent piece of undecorated goldfoil, irregular iri shape. It is 
	14mm long, maximum width 4mm 
	(A.6). Inside a porcelain bowl at the same depth was a dot of gold foil (A.7), probably broken off a larger piece. 
	Two pieces of long, narrow rectangular gold foil, the same size. Length and width 35mm and 5mm respectively (A.8 and A.9)i, 
	A crumpled mass of gold lamination, with one exception very small as if they were broken from a largerobject. The pieces are so jumbled
	that it would be unrealistic to count each as an object. The fragments, which are of plain gold foil, are simply treated as one object (A.i10)i. There is however a piece that is roughly hemispheric 
	in shape that is clearly an entity. It is 15mm in radius (A.11). 
	A very thin piece of gold foil with rough irregular edges. 60mm long, a maximum width of 5mm 
	(A.i12)i. 
	Fragments of a gold bead (D.1)i. 
	Leaf shaped gold-foil with truncated ends. The long edges are turned under, the band of gold along the under-edge being approxiimately 4mm on both sides; maximum length 45mm, greatest width 15mm 
	(A.i13)i. 
	Leaf shaped gold foil similar to 
	A.i13 above; maximum length 5mm and width 18mm (A.i14)i. 
	Two irregularly shaped gold fragments; greatest dimension of either 4mm (A.iIS and A.16). 
	Trench 
	P2 x 10 
	S11 
	S11 
	S3 
	57/H 
	57/C 
	57/E 
	57/D57/B 
	Depth Object
	(inches) Number 
	A.17 
	12 

	15 A
	-
	-


	.18 
	6 D.2 
	29 C.1 
	12-18 A.19 
	30-36 A.20 A.21 A.22 
	• 
	30-36 B.9 
	A. 24 A.t25 A. 26 
	A.2 7 
	A.t28 
	24-30tC.2 
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	C.t3 
	Descripttion of Object (all measurements in millimeters) 
	.t

	Piece of gold Łoil in triangular 
	shape, the three sides measuring 
	7 , 8 , and 9mm ( A . 17) .
	. 
	Fragmentt·tof plain gold foil in a perfect porcelain bowl. It is roughly rectangular in shape, 6mn by 6mm (A.18). 
	A beadt. q_f laminated gold, diamete 5mm (D.2); more carefully finishe 
	_A 4mm gold rod bent into a circle 
	(C.l). 
	Small rectangular gold foil, 6mm 
	long and 3mm wide (A.19). 
	Three plain gold foil pieces. TY are triangular. The first has sides of 13 and 9mm (A.20). The second has a base of 11 and 12mm 
	(A.21)t. The third is diamondshaped, greatest length 7mm,width· 5mm (A.22). 
	Two large objects of plain gold 
	foil. One is leaf-shaped with 
	pointed ends; this has latitudinc 
	cut of 4mm at one end. The leng1
	of the leaf is 20mm, and the grec 
	est width 7mm (B.9). The other 
	object is foil shaped like a clul 
	with a triangular top. It is 60n 
	in length. It tapers from bettor .tto top, with smallest width 3mm 
	·

	and the greatest 7mm (A.t24)t. Th: 
	object is similar in general con· 
	figuration to A.Stin trench Fl x 
	There were also four diamond
	shaped gold foil objects in 57/E
	5-7mrn wide (
	A.ZSŁA.28). 

	Altogether there are eight objec1 
	involved. Two are circular in 
	shape. The largest is a ring 
	madet-of gold rod that has been 
	Table 1 (cont'd) 
	Depth Object
	Trench 
	(inches) Number 
	B.t10 B.t11 B.t12 
	B.t13 B.t14 B.t15 
	66/AZ 12-15 A. 29 
	66/AB 12 A.30 
	Description of Object 
	(all measurements in millimeters) 
	bent and joined in a circle, diameter 14 mm ( C . 2). The s econ d 
	·

	is a piece of gold foil 4mm wide 
	that has been worked and bent into a loop with one end superimposed
	on the other. It has a long axis of 7mm and may have served as a decoration for a garment (C.t3). 
	There are also three gold foils 
	with a medial cut-breach and repousse decoration, shaped like leaves with both ends pointed. 
	The largest is 52mm long, width 18mm; the smallest 35mm long and 14mm wide. All have a longitudinalbreach cut. In the largest leaf there are seven diamond shapes cut into the leaf, giving a sawtoothed effect (B.10). The smaller leaves have ten latitudinal cuts crossing the medial breach 
	cut (B.t11 and B.t12). 
	The remaining three objects are leaf-shaped gold foil, all blunt ended. They .all have center longitudinal breach-cuts. In one 
	(B.t13) the breach rather than being a simple incisiont, is 3mm wide at its greatest width. The other two (B.t14 and B.t15) have narrow incisions down the median line. The largest is 40mm long and 23mm wide; smallest is 38mm long and 15mm at its greatest width. 
	A twisted piece of gold, appears to be leafcrumpled, 10mm long and greatest width 3mm (A.29). 
	, 

	A triangle of gold foil with a base of 8mm and sides of 6 and 7mm. Fused to it is a small piece of crumpled gold 10mm in length (A.t30). 
	Trench 
	Bukit Maras 
	66/A2 
	JJ 
	Buah D/E19 
	Bongkisam J/13 
	U/13 
	Z /3 
	Z/1 
	Depth Object (inches) Number 
	18-24 A.31 6-12 A.32 
	12-24 A. 33 
	6-12 B.16 
	• 
	30-36 C.4 
	21-24 D.3 18-24 A.34 
	Description of Objtect (all measurements in millimeters) 
	A sliver of gold foil, 5mm long. 
	It may be a piece off another 
	objtect (A.31)t. 
	Bell-shaped gold foil piece. It 
	is 1mm thick, 3mm high and its 
	base is 4mm (A.32; cf. A.34 belo¼ 
	Gold foil of rectangular shape, 3mm in width, length 4mm (A.33). 
	Fragment of carefully worked gold cut into a pebbled-pattern of fiv tiny balls arranged in what appears to have been a circle. The whole fragment is only 4mm in 
	length, but it reveals a great skill of workmanship (B.16). 
	A circular object hollow in the center, external diameter is 3mm. Its surftace has a faceted patternof sharply cut relief, probably an adornment for clothing--too 
	small to be a finger ring. Like 
	B.16 above, it is of finet· workmanship (C.4). 
	A gold spherical bead, diameter 4mm (D.3). 
	' 
	A bell-shaped gold piece, minute 
	but carefully shaped. Its long base is only 2mm and its height 1mm, 1mm thick at the base (A.34) 
	It bears a considerable resemblan to objtect A.32 from Bukit Maras. 
	Table 1 (cont'd) 
	Depth Object
	Depth Object
	Trench 

	(inches) Number Tantric Shrine at Bongkisam
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	Z/1 39-43 B.17 
	B.18 
	B.19 
	.B.20 
	B.21 
	Description of Object
	(all measurements in millimeters) 
	A gold foil lotus, with diameter 20mm, rather crudely cut with considerable irregularity in size of 
	its six petals. The cutting instrument has left burrs of gold along several edges. There is a pierced hole in the center (B.i17)i. 
	A small, seven-petalled lotus, 
	diameter 10mm, the cutting crudely 
	done. The center of the lotus is pierced (B.18). 
	An elephant, side view, cut out of springy gold foil. Crudely cut with splinters of gold protruding from the edges. The animal is quite naturalistic with the cranial protuberance presented with consiiderable fidelity. It is 
	28mm at its greatest length, the 
	distance between the front hooves and the top of the cranium is 
	.
	.
	25mm (B.19) .i

	An elephant, side view, of gold foil similar to B.i19 except that the front legs are almost twice as long as the rear legs and the 
	trunk is curled into the front leg instead of hanging directly down as in the previous animali. 
	Its greatest length is 30mm, 23mm from the top of the head to the bottom of the front leg (B.20)i. 
	A gold foil tortoise presented in a birds-eye perspective. Like the other figures above, it is crudelyexecuted. From the tip of the tail to the end of the nose is 37mm, 21mm across the front flippers (B.21)i. 
	Depth Object Description of Object 
	Trench 
	(inches) Number (all measurements in millimeters) 
	Tantric Shrine 
	B.t22 Two seated male figures of gold foil 
	B.t23 The hands are on the hips and elbows outŁtthrust. The eyes, nose, mouth are summarily indicated by incision. One of the figures bears slighttraces of incision over the eyes to indicate brows. One is thinner and taller than the other with a base of 20mm and a height of 35mm; the other 22mm and 33mm (B.t22 and B.t23). 
	B.t24 A carefully wrought snake with a triangular head. Its body is bent into three loops. It is 47mm long
	(B.24)t. 
	B.t25 A crescent moon cut from plain goldfoil, 18mm long from horn to horn and 6mm greatest width (B.25)t. 
	B. 26 .t. A smaller crescent moon of plain gold foilt, 18mm long from horn to horn and 6mm greatest width (B. 26)t. 
	·

	B.t27 Two joined crescent moons cut from ribbed gold foil, 16mm long and 7mm wide (B.27). · 
	D.4 A hollow bead, an oblate sphere with seven sides, the center having an opening of 5mm, bead diameter is 8mm. This bead is nicely made and there is no indication of overlappin or soldering (D.4). 
	D.S A large spherical hollow bead of 
	gold. The perforation is 4mm wide, and the diameter of the bead is 8mm 
	(D. 5) 
	D.6 A ribbed bead. It is an oblate sphere, very carefully made; perfora tion is 2mm, total diameter 5mm 
	(D.6) . 
	Table 1 (cont'd) Depth Object 
	Trench 
	(inches) Number Tantric Shrine 
	D.t7-13 
	D.t14-19 
	c.s 
	C.t6 
	C.7-14 
	B.28-41 
	F.t1-23 
	Description of Object(all measurements in miltlimeters) 
	Seven beads, all of oblate spheres, finished carefully without any trace of seam or joint. The largest has a diameter of 6mm and smallest only2mm (D.t7-13). 
	Six cylindrical beads, all damaged. The largest is 6mm in diameter, the smallest 3mm (D.14-19). 
	Small gold ringt, nicely fabricated. A flat depression at the bezil with two incised lines on either side of the depression, diameter 15mm (C.S)t. 
	A ring with a raised molding running comptletely around its circumference, diameter 21mm (C.t6). 
	Eight thin hollow circles of gold with a "pebbled" surface of textured design in smatll raised dots of gold. These ring-like objects were probably personal adornments, either strung on a chain or sewn on clothing. The largest has a diameter of 9mm and the smallest 6mm (C.7-14). 
	Fourteen patterned gold foil pieces of cylindrical shape. Each is decorated with parallel incised lines uniformly spaced and at rightangles to the major axis of the cylinders. They are holtlow and maybe described as sleeves or tubes of gold foil. Eight of these are flattened or fragmented. The largest
	has a long axis of 13mm and a diameter of 4mm, the smallest is a flattened fragment 6mm x 7mm (B.28-41)t. 
	Twenty three irregularly shaped fragments of block gold. The largest is a truncated pyramid with sides measuring 5mm x 5mm x 7mm (Fl-23). 
	Depth Object Description of Object
	Trench 
	Number (all measurements in millimeters) 
	(inches) 

	Tantric Shrine 
	B.t42-43 Two gold foil pieces in crescent shape. From horn to horn they mea--sure respectively 15mm and 12mm 
	(B.42 and B.43). 
	B.44-49 Six circular pieces of gold foil, the largest 14mm in diameter and 
	the smallest 9mm .tOne of the circle 
	. 

	is pierced with two tiny holes (B.t44-49). 
	E.1-5 Five gold needles. Each has an eyethrough which thread could be passed The longest is 41mm and the shortest probably a fragment, is 6mm (E.1-5). 
	E.6 Needle similar to those above but bent in the middle like a fish hook,38mm long (E.6). 
	E. 7-24 . Eighteen pieces of gold wire. They are irregular and vary considerably in diameter. They have in every case been bent into a loop or, if fragmentary, are an arc or segmentof a circle. They may have served as links on a light gold chain bracelet (E.7 -E.24). 
	·

	E. 25 One gold thread consisting of two loops penetrating each other, greatest diameter 10mm (E.25). 
	B.50 One crudely cut piece of gold foil. It has a domical top, and may represent an umbrella; 11mm long and 5mm wide (B.50). 
	A.35-65 Thirty-one pieces of plain gold foil They are treated together because all are of irregular shape and appear to be simply scraps of gold. They are all bent, twisted or crumpled.t· They do not, however, appear 
	4 
	Table 1 (cont'd) Depth Object Description of Object 
	Trench 
	Trench 
	(inches) Number (all measurements in millimeters) 

	Tantric Shrine 
	B.i51 
	B.i52 
	D.i20 
	B.i53 
	to be mutilated fragments of completely fabricated objects but are rather scraps, leftovers ). 
	(A.35-A.65

	A piece of gold foil shaped vaguely like a oonoh sheZZ. It has a domical top and sides that taper to a point at the opposite end; 18mm 
	long (B.51). 
	A rectangular piece of gold foil 11mm by 9mm. It has a triangular area cut out of one side (B.52). 
	One damaged cylindrical bead, diameter 2mm (D.i20). 
	One plain gold foil piece cut into the shape of a perfect circle (B.53). 
	c. Summary of Excavated Gold: 
	Gold Leaf-foil Especially 
	Gold Leaf-foil Especially 

	Summarizing the above, we see that of the 200 gold objects excavated with full position data in the delta over the past two decades, 142 were from the Bongkisam Shrine, in one concentration. The remaining 57 were in the open, thus: 
	Jaong
	Bongkisam
	Maras 
	2 
	Buah 1 
	For the 86% of open site gold at Jaong, the overwhelming predominance was of plain or decorated leaf foil--45 pieces, compared with 5 leaf-foil from all the other delta sites, which in excavated area exceed Jaong by at least 5 to 1. In brief, excluding the specialized shrine, gold was sparsely present on the sites except for Jaong--where, further, it was absent over much of the site and concentrated in a few small sectors (seebelow). The overall picture is shown in Table 2. Thus, 59% of 
	all excavated pieces were thin foil, only 7% at all elaborate, styled artiifacts, though still all technically quite simple. 
	Table 2. Gold Objects by Type and Site -(200) 
	BongkisamCode and Type Jaong (including Buah Maras Total shrine). 
	A. Plain foil 30 32 1 2 65 B. Decorated foil 15 38 0 0 
	C. Ring or earring 3 11 0 0 14 
	D. Bead 2 18 0 0 20 
	E. Thread, needle,
	•
	wire, etci. 0 25 ·O 0 25 F. Blocks 0 23 0 0 23 
	Total 50 147 1 2 200 
	To these 200 must be added two artifacts not included in the above Inventory, as on display in the Old Museum Building. These are ho.th from the small headland site of Tanj ong Kubor, One is a finger ring, very simple; the other, a plain ring of gold. There is no gold-foili. There are also no iron slag, no '!pebble-bed,i" and no whole stoneware vessels at Kubor. These two gold finds occurred with an estimated 120 burials (no skeletal remains have survived in this open si-te), a seventh century Chinese coir
	already fully published.
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	Although Kubor is regarded as a cemetery, it was a special, proletarian and short-period site, isolated away from the ironworkings--and perhaps restricted to traders from the China Sea, specially treated in death out here on the edge of that great water, outside the mainland stream of native Borneo life, as expressed at Jaong. 
	The rich, deep iron-working and ceramic site at Buah (H.O.i: 
	11) has only a single 3 x 4mm piece of plain foil, and the habitation site on the Maras hillside two fragments of similar size, whereas all but 2 (90%) of the golden beads (D) and all the threads, needles and blocks pieces (E, F) came from the Bongkisam shrine. This underlines the "special" character of the shrine in delta terms, as well as the difference between this late--c. 1320 A.D.--element as compared with the early (before 1000 A.D.) character of Jaong. 
	Most of these gold artifacts are by definition simple, involving an economic and careful use of the precious metal with 
	simple craftsmanship, often crude, in so doing. This simplicityis most marked with the Jaong gold, where even the "rings" (C.1-3) are in the simplest form, and only the bead D.2 from trench Sll has the least pretensions to being classed as of goldsmith standard. The rest could be beaten or cut out by any normal person. This is in contrast to the level of craftsmanship noted for several of the few other open-site artifacts described in the Inventory above.t
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	The indications here are that gold-smithing--as opposed to smelting and mining--improved its technique considerably in southwest Borneo after the Jaong period (say after 1000 A.D.) but that gold in foil and other simple forms played an important role well before that improvement, locally.t
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	CHAPTER 8 
	GOLD ASSOCIATIONS IN THE GROUND AT JAONG 
	Since the gold from the ritual deposit at Bongkisam has been extensively discussed elsewheret, and since the Jaong gold occurs in a different context and with different forms, it will be most useful to focus the discussion heie on Jaong, so that meaningful comparisons can be developed between these two sites of greatest gold incidence and in a wider set of relationshiP?t•E 
	The gold objects at Jaong occur in special contexts. TherE is nothing casual or random about their placement; they are concentrated in trenches which are rich in other valued goods. Table 3 indicates the pattern for relationships between gold and some other objects in. a few Jaong, 1952 and 1957 trenches.t: 
	. 
	6

	Table 3 which accounts for the large majority of Jaong gold pieces inditates a specific pattern of deposit. _In most cases gold artifacts are found in trenches containing other-and otherwise raret--value objects, notably whole porcelain bowl� and glass be.ads. Those sectors rich in gold are in the imme-diate vicinity of or coirespond with those rich in other kinds of value objects. It is exceptional for gold artifacts to be found at Jaong away from the whole stoneware (under or near pebble-beds, III.19-21 
	.
	.

	same sector with or close to pebble-beds-·-as we shall see.References to a separate analysis of 
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	''Finds of Whole Objects at Jaong" shows that almost all the iron objects were similarly found in the same sectors from which most gold objects were recovered.
	6 9 

	Gold belongs to sacral areas as opposed to the areas primarily industrial in charactetr--in Bongkisam as at Jaong. ThesE concentrations of differing functions were clearly revealed again during the 1966 excavations by the difference in material recovered from the almost slagless trenches as compared to that found in the heavy slag working areas X, M, anc;l Y (for details of these see H.O.t: 6 and further at III.20). 
	.
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	Table 3. Relationships Between Gold and Other Objects in Jaong, 1952 and 1957. 
	Gold Objects* 
	Gold Objects* 
	Gold Objects* 
	Other Valued 
	Objects in Association 

	B.l B.2 
	B.l B.2 
	Two whole stoneware inside one. 
	bowlst, the iold leaf 

	A.t1-3,6,7 
	A.t1-3,6,7 
	Gold in base of stoneware bowl with two glass beads. 

	B.3-5 A. 4 
	B.3-5 A. 4 
	Beside previous items (A.t1-3t,6,7) but physically in separate trench. 

	A. 5 B.t6-8 
	A. 5 B.t6-8 
	Two glass beads 

	A.8-9 A.t10-11 
	A.8-9 A.t10-11 
	A flat stoneware bowl with three glass beads, overlapping two trenches. 

	A.12 
	A.12 
	Four glass beads. 

	D.l 
	D.l 
	One broken black bowl with gold inside it. 

	A.t13 
	A.t13 
	Sixteen glass beads. 

	A.t12-14 
	A.t12-14 
	Four glass beads. 

	A.t15-16 
	A.t15-16 
	A stoneware saucer. 

	A.t17 
	A.t17 
	One glass bead. 

	A.t18 
	A.t18 
	Porcelain bowl. 

	D. 2 
	D. 2 

	C.l 
	C.l 
	Two stoneware 
	saucers 
	with three glass beads. 

	A.t19 
	A.t19 
	Twenty-six glass beads. 

	A.21-22 
	A.21-22 
	One whole stoneware bowlt, 
	seven glass beads. 

	B.t9 
	B.t9 
	One whole stoneware box. 

	A.24-28 
	A.24-28 

	C.2-3 B.t10-15 
	C.2-3 B.t10-15 
	One quartzite fire-striker pebblet, eight glass beads. 


	* Letter and number refer to Inventory in Table 1. 
	CHAPTER 9 
	CHANGES IN DELTA GOLDSMITHING (JAONG TO BONGKISAM) 
	As earlier indicated, the gold objects excavated at Bongkisam are more varied in type and complex in manufacture than those at Jaong. This can be re-stated succinctly in a simpletable of Jaong gold: 
	Table 4. Jaong Gold Artifacts by Class 
	Code and Type Number of Items Percent of Total 
	A. Plain gold foil 30 60 
	B. Decorated gold foil 15 30 C. Ring 3 6 
	D. Gold bead 2 4 
	· 

	Total so 100 
	Moreover, all but seven of the class of decorated goldf'oil objects at Jaong were simple leaf shaped pieces, that is, a thin line cut down inside the center, usually along the long axis, with a median cut-btreach. The more complex were onlyelaborated variations of the same basic designs. 
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	At Jaong there were no figures (human or animal) cut fromt
	At Jaong there were no figures (human or animal) cut fromt
	· 

	gold foil; at Bongkisam there were ten. At Bongkisam there were eight precisely executed hollow circles of gold with elaborate surface pattern (C.t7-14)t; none of these were found at Jaong. ·There is no material at Jaong comparable in delicate manufacture to the six gold needles discovered (E.t1-6) at 
	· ·
	12 

	Bongkisam.
	·t

	It is thus confirŁed that working the gold was probably a more sophisticated craft at the later,tBongkisam period; and that the earlier Jaong site represents a rudimentary stage in the developtment of gold skills, so far as this corner of Borneo was concernedt--and without prejudicing the difficult problem of where this gold-work was actually carried out.t
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	CHAPTER 10 
	THE MEDIAN CUT-BREACH ON GOLD LEAF FOIL 
	So, the ritual and iconographic demands of the gold workers were different at Bongkisam and Jaong. At Jaong, the gold leaf foil with an inside slit, the median cut breach, is the dominant theme of decoration, occurring on almost a third of the objects. There is not one object at Bongkisam with that form of decoration. 
	The only decorated gold artifacts at Jaong that deviate from the dominant median cut breach theme are four small piecesof gold with designs organized around a central diamond with tangent spiralst. They are similar to design elements found on objects worked today by Sea Dayaks, in this century. They also relate in feeling to some of the carved symbols on the sandstone rocks surrounding those parts of the Jaong site where gold foil forms are concentrated.t
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	It is notable that all the cut breach effects are on decorated foil, not. plain, though not all of this class (B) is so cut. Eleven such decorated and median cut foil pieces for which we have details give this picture: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Three are elliptical in shape, 8 "leaf-shaped" (usuallypointed at each end)t. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	The longest is 46-52mm (4)t, the shortest 20mm (1)t. 


	(iii) This shortest one (B.9) is unique in that the breach is cut laterallyo, across the long (7mm) axis, the cut itself being 4mm long; the rest have cuts of 11mm or more down the longitudinal axis of 29-52rnm. 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	The cut is usually thin, less than 1mm width--and in one (B.1, 29 x 13mm) only a hair line; but B.13 (40 x 23mm) has a striking, irregular cut, 3mm at widest. 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	However, two have the longitudinal cut erased at rightangles by seven smaller later cuts (B.11, 46 x 16mm and B.12, 35 x 14mm). 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	Finally, one (B.10, 52 x 18mm) has seven diamond shapedcuts into the leaf laterally, giving a saw-tooth effect to the median cut, very distinctively.t
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	The emphasis put on the median cut breach was clearly in the minds of the cutters centuries ago as much as in ours today. 
	so 
	The saw-tooth effect of B.10 (vi above), excavated in 1957, particularly dramatizes, albeit in miniature, the attention paidto the technically simple convention. It provides, too, a highly recognizable form which can hardly occur regularly in different places by chance and which should therefore be looked for in future excavations, as also in ·already collected and undescribed museum collections elsewhere. More broadly, this breach cut gold deserves attention anywheret. It overlaps, as well, to foil piece
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	shape (A.25-A.28 in 

	CHAPTER 11 GEDONG AND JAONG 
	At Gedong, 40 miles from Jaong, erosion on the Sadong River in the Simujan district of Sarawak recently revealed another site disttinctive for being rich in whole stoneware vestsels. The Sadong is a big river like the Sarawak, and as we have seen was once a gold-field area of significance.tGedong at 56 miles from the mouth is still readily navigable to quite large boats, through flat land with heavy swamp. A Sarawak Museum excavation unit worked there in 1967-1969, and the results from R. Nyandohand Lucas C
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	(i.e., Sarawak River delta) time scale through T'ang and Sung-but, as in the delta, with no later Ming ceramics (i.te.t, nothingafter c. 1350 A.D.). A single identifiable coin was T'ang
	-

	(before 960 A.D.). That is, Gedong showed Yueh wares like those of Jaong at one end of the time scale and Lung Chu'an celadons like those of Bongkisam at the other. 
	Ten gold qbjects were excavated at Gedong, mainly in 1969. Exact associations are not yet clear, but by implication several of these were localized in the earlier part of the Gedong deposit. Particularly significant here are three pieces of goldleaf foil from 69/D6 and D7, as shown on the right side of Plate 2 reproduced herewith. The larger complete piece is veryt-close indeed to the Jaong item, Plate 24, where the center breach cut is similarly crosst-cut in diamond pattern. This gold artifact from Gedon
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	CHAPTER 12 
	NIAH CAVES AND JAONG 
	A similar pattern of ceramics, beads and metal objects in
	·
	association with the dead is evidenced in the Niah· Caves some three hundred miles up the coast from ihe Sarawak River delta. There in the Lobang Tulang grottos, high up, difficult and dangerous of access and shrouded.� fn. darkness, is a cemetery dating on the basis of imported ceramics, from T'ang through Sung dynastyt(= Jaong and Bongkisam)t. Two paper thin, gold foil pieces were found there among the scattered bones. In her published report of the Lobang Tulang excavation, Barbara Harrisson observes: 
	·

	This kind of ornament caused some excitement to our trained Santubong diggers; they knew it from the Jaong burial ground near Santubong, where•similar pieces havebeen dug out by them along with the same sort of ceramics.t
	· 
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	In a l�ter extension of the work at Lobang Tulang, a small gold ring (0.t6mm in diameter) was found there, near objects of bronze and iron.Rematrkably, three lumps of iron slag were excavated in this high burial cave at Niah, linking it even more securely to associated patterns found at Jaong and providing a dramatic illustration of th� ritual significance or at least value attached to the slag itselft--and fitting with "magical scatter pattern" found at delta sites (H.O.t: 77)t. The time context here is c
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	The Jaong and related gold objects fit then into a long early tradition of burial practice that does not appear to be related to any discernible Hindu or Buddhist impact, prior to 
	c. 1200 A.D., and is then followed by a later and more outside-
	oriented style and system. 
	· 
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	CHAPTER 13 
	THE ICONOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND FOR JAONG SUGGESTED 
	Clearly the Jaong median cut breach and other forms repre-sent something basic, localized and "primitive" in the sense of a prime relationship to a resident, native people operating a native, inside ritual discipline, relatively "unsophisticated" when measured against the outside standards of Buddhism or Hinduism. But Bongkisam must, as the next phase, be seen as a continuation, under new and more external influences, with gold foil still dominant but differently used. The non-representative concept of th
	· 

	As a whole the gold at Jaong belongs to a system of ritual iconography that is presently as enigmatic, closed and recondite as the Batu Ga�bar figure and the square-cut petroglyphs that abound at the site (III.t18 below)t. Precisely the opposite is true of the gold at Bongkisam. There the specifically ritual objects--the cut-out gold leaf figures--can be pieced directly into the late Buddhist traditions found in much of Southeast Asia. Those objects that do not come into this specific category are either c
	of gold. As a group, they serve, along with the silver box containing the golden lingga and numerous small pieces therewith, to consecrate some sort of Buddhistic movement at its furthest eastern periphery, the legend of the religion probing towards-and getting lost before--the Pacific, and losing out at this stage largely to the "native" strength which shaped the Bongkisam shrine as it did the Jaong petroglyphstin among the ironworking there. 
	All the excavated gold in the Sarawak River delta would thus appear, as at Gedong and Niah, to be associa�ed with T'ang or late imported Chinese stonewares with fully iron age techniques. None date before the eighth century. Gold has not once been found in pre-iron or pre-stoneware association in West Borneo. Wherever identified archaeologically, moreover, goldhere is in a setting where it can best be explained as placed-of course with casual exceptionst--in or on the ground in connection with burial or 
	. 
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	pebbles (in Part III of this paper) .tAt this stage we only say, in a preliminary way, that almost certainly the gold objects at Jaong are grave or death ritual furniture or grave-relatedregalia, although no bones, teeth or other human remains were associated in the ground. Jaong is an open site and the heavy humidity and rapid chemical action of the soil makes it impossible for organic material to survive over the thousand years 
	. 

	or so since deposition. There also is the distinct possibilitythat cremation was practiced--the rich variety of early Bornean rites would allow for almost any variant of primary, secondaryor full cremation practice back into the neolithic, late Stone Age.tel 
	There may have been gold in burials at Bongkisam that would fit the Jaong pattern; we may not have found them. It is not suggested that the entire local population had adopted other wŁys or beliefs. Much goes to show a long continuity behind delta sites--for instance, only fractional changes in the style and size of iron-working clay vessels, crucible or tuyere (H.O.: 
	120)t. Excavation at Bongkisam has not yet, however, produced any of the gold leaf found with median cut breach so common at Jaong. Nor do we have at Bongkisam (or Buah) a significantnumber of trenches in which whole stoneware is associated with gold. The pattern of gold incidence at Bongkisam is so clearlydifferent_ from Jaong--change.s in the intellectual climate, with some traffic in new ideas, modified the pattern of older usages without destroying them. 
	CHAPTER 14 
	SPECIAL PIECE FROM BONGKISAMt
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	In addition to the gold excavated in the delta and Jaong-and related pieces from Gedong and Niaht--as well as to the literary references to casual gold finds at Santubong, one majorgold piece remaining in private hands (unlike all the rest known now or previously) was discovered before World War II by chance. It is larger, much more sophisticated in design and craftsmanship than anything brought to light in the escavations--and quite outside the known Jaong tradition in particular. Unfortunately we have n
	.
	-

	It is a large (33mm high and 30mm at its greatest width) convex locket to be worn on a chain, and heavy--19t.6 gm, by far the heaviest single object known from the delta. The design is built up of two major unitst. The lower section is a large Vshaped unit an4 is surmounted by three superimposed cuspedarches. The design is very dynamic and achieves its effects by a series of shifts in direction, measure, texture and shape. In the center of the lower section of the design there are two concentric oblate sph
	The upper half of the object is completely untextured. At the center, and immediately above the oblate sphere of the lower position, are three cusped arches superimposed one upon the other. The smallest is close to the physical center of the locket, and the other arches increase in scale and height, creating vertical tension which balances the expanding thrust of the lower, winged motif. 
	It is probable that this object is an importation into the delta trading complex, of the Bongkisam phase, perhaps 1300 A.D. Even among the relatively skilled articles of adornment found there, there is nothing that would indicate a design vocabularyof this level of sophistication, or the skill to execute such a design. There is a strong Indonesian (especially Javan) flavor to the object. Its central motif is a stylized rendering of the Garuda. Unfortunately it has not been possible to match it 
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	with a dated Indonesian prototype. Very close to it in overall configuration are the jeweled motifs on the tiara of the stone image of Prajnaparamita from one of the Singasari temples of Java, now in Leiden.tAlthough it may be misleading to compare objects so different in scale, material and intention, the thirteenth century date of the Leiden image would be well within the later range of trading activity at Bongkisam--and the similarities are strong enough to demand attention. Compare also the Balingian 
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	CHAPTER 15 
	OTHER MAJOR GOLD PIECES FROM WEST BORNEO 
	a. The Sambas Treasure and the Balingian KŁris Handle 
	The Sambas treasure consists of nine gold and silver votive images in Buddhist iconography and a curious bronze vessel identified as an incense burner. The collection, now in the British Museum, was the chance find of a group of Chinese laborers reportedly working on the outskirts of a village near the town of 
	84
	Sambas in the Kalimantan part of southwest Borneo.tTheir recovery would thus have occurred in a district which had attracted a colony of Chinese who were working gold mines in the area in the early nineteenth century but very likely the area would have been worked intensively in antiquity as well. It is not possibleto relate the style of these images to anything yet recovered at Santubong. Certainly the stone Buddha in Gupta style found at Bukit Maras is simpler in type and much earlier chronologically th
	near Sambas, and in the extravagant use of gold--the largest gold figure weighs 27 ounces--the Sambas hoard underlines the importance of gold-working in or into this southwestern corner 
	of Borneo. 
	Sambas is some 100 miles southwest of Santubong. Balingianlies about 150 miles to the northeast along the Sarawak coast towards Brunei. Here, a fine golden keris handle was obtained for the Sarawak Museum, which again clearly belongs to an outside, Indonesian tradition. In time the association is thirteenth century (cf. Bongkisam) and there is a fairly good link to the Tantric Bhairavist cults in vogue in Java before the murder of the King of Singasari in 1292 A.D.t·--again a possible Bongkisarn link.t
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	b. The Limbang Hoard 
	The important hoard of golden ornaments and jewels (especially massive rings) from Bukit Mas at Limbang in Brunei Bay, 300 miles northeast of Santubong, is now in the Brunei Museum-there one of us recently re-examined it. These were associated 
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	with a stone Ganesa, now in the Sarawak Museum. These goldartifacts are more elaborate, in a sense more "sophisticated,t" than the general run of delta gold, especially from Jaong. There are no associated archaeological materials; indeed the exact circumstances of the find--in 1899--are uncertain. The situation there is broadly thus: 
	Such parallels as can reasonably be drawn point primarily, though not exclusively, towards Java, and through Java to "Indian" influences thereon. Except possibly--and very vaguely--for the gold bar (B/P.t23)t, there is no suggestion of Chinese influence. The whole atmosphere is Hindu-Buddhist, with a mild emphasis on the Tantric version of a sort of Animo-Buddhist outlier which seems to have prospered in West Borneo through the 13th and 14th centuries, although the evidence remains far from complete. (Har
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	This hoard appearst, thereforet, to date well after 1000 A.tD. and probably nearer 1300 A.tD. in the full Bongkisam (post-Jaong) period for the Sarawak River delta. The slightly "Tantric" inference links again well to the Bongkisam shrine (cf. 111.24 below). 
	·
	·

	However, four gold beads from Limbang match roughly with Jaong ones, though this sort of hollow be-ad was made over the whole delta period very widely. More significant is the curious "fillet" of gold, N/B 18 in the Limbang hoard as Brunei-catalogued and thus described in the 1969 Brunei Museum Journal report: 
	N/B.18 Gold Fillet [see Plate 31a]. 
	A doubled flat piece of gold with a centre line openedout into a tube to carry suspension thread; 27mm. long, 13mm. wide at centre and tapering to the tube width each end. The outer edge is stamped from one side, to give a row of 14 dots on each side, and an opposed pair more each side of the tube at the centre. As noted with C/B.13tthe workmariship here is crude and out-of-line with some of the larger Limbang pieces.t
	► 
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	This golden fillet (see Plate 31a) in crude repousse style, can be seen as a more developed and solid form of the "leaf-shaped" gold foil (especially the truncated forms) oftJaong, in which the foil effect is strengthened, doubled. The workmanship is as crude as for Jaong and conspicuously "out of character" beside the Limgang rings, though not so beside the "phallicpendant" thinly made, hollow, in the same hoard (item 0/12)t. 
	. 

	Each edge of the truncated diamond fillet is pounded with 14 depressions, with one more each side of the crude ridge, centrally. The symbolism is close to the Jaong foil and not veryfar from the symbols cut into the rock-surfaces ai Jaong too. Once more, the continuity of Borneo tradition is indicatedt--even to the extentt, here, of producing two "levels" of artifact in one hoard; the relatively crude and the finely fi�ished. 
	Although an isolated object in the Limbang setting, we must be bold in drawing attention to this fillett, as to anything of this kind that could be significant for tracing out these themes in view of the sparse prehistoric gold data with which the researcher has to work in Borneo. Only by vigilant observation and patient search, especially among the less striking or glamorous things, can we hope to see into this part of the past-itself semi-secret, semi-sacred and esoteric?--more effectivelyin the future
	It must also be noted that one of the Limbang hoardt's handsome, massive rings unmistakenly shows on the bezll the rare design of a dolmeno, of high interest for West Borrteo at the time:t· 
	Limban(Ł/I.3a.) Ring Incised with Dolmen DŁsign [see Plate lb] 
	Ł 

	This is the most florid and rich-looking of the Limbang rings. It is 30mm. across, maximum internal diameter 19mrn.t, and 19mm. along the top of the bezil. There are two elevated flanges each side below the bezil, and there is a shallow groove running central down each side of the bezil. The metal has been worked into a quite elaborate design of speckling and scrolls all round the outer side of the ring itself.t, 
	The bezil, which is not quite flat, has a distinctive incised design which has puzzled all wh� have seen it. Professor Sastri has sent from India what I feel is basically the correct "solution.t" He writes: 
	"The ring bears on it some floral work on the sides and the figure of a dolmen on the fiat top. It shows the three vertical slabs and roof slab, and is open on the side of the observer. The joints of the side slabs with thetreat vertical are indicated by double lines, and the dent like an arch below the verticals on the sides is an ornamental feature giving the appearance of legs to the lower end of the slab$. I have shown the ring to Dr. Chhabra, and he agrees 
	with me that the figure is that of a dolmen and no inscription.t" 
	Dr. Sastri was working from the cast copy. The Brunei 
	original gives a slightly different effect, and what 
	we see here is a big, flat, thick stone slab supported 
	on a line or wall of uprights at each end rather than 
	the "three" he describes. In any case, this is cer
	tainly a monumental, megalithic structure. Close 
	parallels to it exist and have been described from 
	the Kelabit uplands in the hinterland of Brunei Bay
	[II I .17. d] . Apart from the design this "dolmen ring"restembles one in the British Museum, London, from the Franks Collection; No. 2446, which was deposited with the Franks bequest in 1897 and is listed as corningfrom "Java," with no other particulars. (Harriss on, 1968, op. cit.) 
	.

	At Lirnbang, as at Balingian and Sambas, any affinities of these Borneo gold objects, especially the rings, point constantly, vaguely, southward to Java. And all of these most "sophisticated" things can reasonably be dated well after 1150 A.D., mostly after 1290 A.D. (post-Jaong).t
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	c. A Note on Looting 
	The curious distappearance--alrnost total--of gold ornament and usage among the native peoples of Borneo (until again very recently), has been previously emphasized (in II.6.a). It is important to recognize that the objects and methods we are distcussing probably represent only a faint contemporary echo of earlier attitudes and position. Today, most Borneans simply regard gold as something to sell--to the Chinese.tWe believe, 
	· 
	in brief, that 99% of all old Borneo gold objects were melted down for sale sometime post-Magellan. There is reason to believe that this trend was indeed quite late--after the already discussed 1760 advent of organi2ed Chinese gold-search (II.6.b). This development with the intensification of gold search, in a situation where easily won native gold was getting scarcer and finally unavailable, may well have put added pressure on the holders of gold to sell. At the same time, the tempo of eco,: nornic need a
	.

	And a gold ring is so easy to dispose of, Łelt down, even steal. 
	There is ample evidence of stealing and looting in the cave excavations of Sarawak and Sabah, and it could be a significant factor in the delta too. There are strong local traditions of systematic looting of burial grounds in the early part of the last century. Sir Steven Runciman, official Sarawak historian 
	(1960)t, mentions mid-century looting of a Melanau graveyard at Mukah (near Balingian on the coast) in search especially for gold. 
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	Nor must we allow western prejtudice to let us forget that what happened in the later years of the nineteenth century at Santubong was a pretty systematic extension of looting methods sponsored or at least condoned by the Rajah Brookes, who equally allowed their British officers to take out of the country the Limbang hoard just as Chinese took the Sambas Buddhist treasure to sell in Singapore. In most circumstances, such finds would go into the hands of ignorant or mundane men--who might melt them for the b
	From the early accounts of Chao Ju-Kua (1225 A.D.), Pigafetta (1521 A.D.) and others earlier cited (II.S.a on), there can be no doubt that the coastal port-and-power centers of Borneo and adjacent islands in the Philippines and Indonesia were cognizant of the value of gold, concerned with obtaining it, and able to call upon considerable skills (at least partly external in the case of West Borneo) to smith the esteemed metal into its more elaboratet, post-foil craft formst--largely if not exclusively afŁer a
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	That so few of these artifactst--even the simplert.tforms seen in abundance by early visitors at Brunei--have survived as family heirlooms is especially surprising for the western view. But in this part of the world, there is a long record of melting down and re-working gold jewelryo. On the island of Nias, this melting and re-treatment of gold (exported from the outside) plays a very important if not crucial part in the major religious and socio-economic life of the great "Feasts of Merit" at which status
	focal attention on golden jewelry as status symbols (see III.t16.b and IV.28.b following). As well, there are powerful pressures towards sale for "cast" value, increasing under Chinese influence into historic and modern times. This modern sales-pressure, along with a general, steady rise in gold prices, has disastrously eroded the continuity of gold ornaments and art-work all through Southeast Asia, making reconstruction of that piecein the past especially difficult. This puts a premium on publishing det
	d. H.H. the Sultan of Brunei's Regalia
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	His Highness the 29th (Moslem) Sultan of Brunei, has a costly and handsome golden crown and other coronation regalia
	·
	made in Britain since World War II.tThese "replaced" much older pieces, antique and of unknown origin, including a curious and elaboratet_tcŁown decorated in part with gold foil, a striking
	and massive (life-size) golden hand, and an little golden dragon very much in Chinese ("Pekinese") style. These older items are unique ·in Borneo and the only large golden artifacts surviving in the whole area--everything else recovered from the past has been less than two inches maximum dimension,usually less than three inchest. 
	imposi.ng 

	These regalia, remaining part of a living culture into this century, lie rather outside the main stream of our presentenquiry, in tŁat they are without an archaeological or other "ground find"tprovenance. On the other hand, they are the more remar·kable aŁ being uniquely "in use" for the surviving powerful and ancient family with the longest antiquity settled in one place in all of Borneo. In the genealogical royal records of the Brunei sultanate, whatever the version, a crucial, earlyevent was the kidnappi
	.
	-
	·
	·
	.

	The Chinese link is strengthened by agreed presence of an important Chinese tycoon-tradert(? prince) who married into and in some accounts himself succeeded to the throne, in the generation immediately after Muhammed, so that the second ruler,Sultan Ahmad, was at least ·thalf-Chineset. Trade and tribute relationships with China were known at and before this time-between 1410and 1450 A.D. In a mixed Murut-Moslem version of this Brunei origin-tale, the son of the "Rajah of China,t" visiting Borneo for trea
	. 

	These made up three quarters of all this Chinese 
	. 

	Rajah's ceremonial vestments, which he sent to his 
	· 

	son, who was now very close to Wang Alah Bertata, so 
	that his son might perhaps become Sultant. These 
	that his son might perhaps become Sultant. These 
	things he used for ceremonies, marriages, feasts and so on. For himself he only kept the fourth of the royal regalia.t
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	By the same token, the third Moslem ruler, Sultan Berkat (Blessed) was Sherif Ali, an Arab descendant of the Prophet, before his installation--as a result of marrying the Sino-Brunei offspring of Sultan Ahmad. All this certainly happened before 1500 A.tD.t, corresponding with the declining years of the Majtapahit empire Java-based. This period overlapped and probablyrelated closely to the decline of the Sarawak River delta sites way down along the west coast, with the trade occupation of Bongkisam ending j
	We thus have significant indications for likely regalia influences from well outside the archipelago, from Java, China,the Malay peninsula, and further west into original Islam. But we must not fall into the ready trap of supposing that all 
	such symbols came from outside. The establishment of an ascendant sultanate, crowned with gold, grew out of the island soil,fertilized by the flying bees of impact from afar. As with Jaong's gold, pebbles, and rock-carvings, or Bongkisam's "Tantric Shrine,t" so wit:h the mighty past times of Brunei, varied elements were fused, materials blended from several levels, many sources, in the character of a virile people in a viable place. 
	So it is no surprise to find thatŁ just as the old capitalof Brunei, Kota Batu, has a heavily pre-Islamic content when excavated past the limits of the written (jawi script)t, silasilah texts of the house's royal chronicles and 29th sultan genealogies, so also gold has a similar antiquity in the earlier, cloudier horizons both of Brunei and surrounding Murut (pagan) lore. Thus all sources agree that ancestors of the firsŁ Moslem Sultan Muhammed, still fully pagan, explored the whole interior of northern Bor
	So it is no surprise to find thatŁ just as the old capitalof Brunei, Kota Batu, has a heavily pre-Islamic content when excavated past the limits of the written (jawi script)t, silasilah texts of the house's royal chronicles and 29th sultan genealogies, so also gold has a similar antiquity in the earlier, cloudier horizons both of Brunei and surrounding Murut (pagan) lore. Thus all sources agree that ancestors of the firsŁ Moslem Sultan Muhammed, still fully pagan, explored the whole interior of northern Bor
	.

	He called the-all up to him--for in those days people could fly. He put them all in a special gold house, all of gold, where they should learn all things, reading, writing, ritual matters, manners and soon. Then he declared they shouldtall return to the earth from whence they came; and so he tipped them all o.ut (ofthe golden house) .... 
	·t
	. 


	The eldest of these richly educated lads was Awang' Alah Bertata, Sultan-to-be; each of his otherbrothers then became ruler of one river system in Brunei and northern Borneo, and when required became supporters of the first Moslem sultan in Brunei itself--in particular, assisting in the cunning kidnap of his bride-to-be, the Johore princess, already described. 
	.

	In brief, pre-Moslem Borneo was already full of golden metaphor, as proven again in the rich text of Chao Ju-Kua for 1225 A.D. or by the elephantine repeti_tion and the human forms with the silver-boxed golden lingga of Bongkisam shrine which runs roughly contemporary with Awang Alah Bertata as regardsthe pre-advent of Islam. Naturally, then, when the first Europeans camet, rather over a century after the Johore-Brunei nuptuals, gold formed a conspicuous part of the court landscape.This is well illustrate
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	Taking our course between west and s�uth-west, we touched at an almost uninhabited island, which afterwards we learned was named Cagayan. The few people there are Moors [Moslems] who have been banished from an island called Burn�. They go naked like the others [further north]t, and carry blow-pipes with small quivers at their sides full of arrowst, and a herb with which they poison them. They have daggerst, with hilts adorned with gold and precious stones, lances, bucklers, and small cuirasses of buffalo
	' 
	These naked, exiled blowpipers still retained their golden-hilteside-arms as Brunei insignia. 
	Other Spanish accounts latertin the sixteenth century have frequent references to gold in Brunei and .especially the Sultant' enthusiasm for acquiring the stuff.tBut there was nothing new about this: when the first (Moslem) sultan defeated the prince from Java in a famous cock-fight featured in all the Brunei Bay folk-lore, he demanded of the vanquished visitor as yearly payment: 
	Other Spanish accounts latertin the sixteenth century have frequent references to gold in Brunei and .especially the Sultant' enthusiasm for acquiring the stuff.tBut there was nothing new about this: when the first (Moslem) sultan defeated the prince from Java in a famous cock-fight featured in all the Brunei Bay folk-lore, he demanded of the vanquished visitor as yearly payment: 
	. 
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	40 blacksmith, 40 goldsmithso, 40 brass founders, and 

	40 of each sort of crafttsmen. There should also be 
	paid two catties all of gold, two golden necklet orna
	ments, suoh as the Sultan wears on oeremonial oooa
	sionso, 40 lengths of every kind of fine cloth and 400 
	men from the jungles [of Java]t. 
	This early fifteenth century (or earlier) request for Javanese goldsmiths is also to the point of the Limbang hoard (b. above)and Bornean gold-crafts generally. 
	In later times (as we have seen) the craft of the goldsmith seems to have been lost over most of Borneo, and entirely so in Brunei itself, although the arts of the brass and silversmiths remained vigorously, even into this present century. With the royal regalia, the loss of old gold was accelerated by the extravagance and ebullience of intermediate rulers, who on several occasions quarreled over the crown. In one case, the usurping cousin who ruled as an alternate Sultan was eventuallycornered and faced wi
	Anyway, the genuine, mixed, confused, antiquity of the Brunei royal regalia is therefore easy enough to accept. It may well be, indeed, that these are very much more important"historical" pieces than has yet been recognized. This wasdefinitely the impression of one of us when kindly permitted to make a detailed examination some years ago. It is hoped to repeat and extend this--in the light of new ideas developed in preparing this Data Papert--at Brunei in 1971. 
	·

	CHAPTER 16 COMPARISONS FURTHER AFIELD 
	Looking back at gold artifacts in Borneo and then out into surrounding lands, we see local diversity in simpler forms of gold use, alongside and increasingly dominated by more elabotrate jewels and ornaments evidently traded in from a few places and at this stage most easily identified with "Java,t" between 
	·
	about 1200 and 1400 A.D. But so little prehistoric gold survives inside Borneo that any firmer conclusion remains impracticable--though discoveries in other parts of the island, especially Sabah and Brunei by excavation, may elucidate with extended archaeological fieldwork. Meanwhile, we briefly surveythese surrounding lan·ds to bring out points directly related to this primarily Bornean study, starting from the northeastern edges of Southeast Asia. 
	-

	a. Philippines 
	Excavated gold is poorly present in the nevertheless extensive archaeological work carried out in Luzon, Palawan and elsewhere in the Philippines during the past two decades at opensites, showingmany and close parallels with the Sarawak River delta. Thus the big Chinese stoneware burial and trade area at Calatagan in southern Luzon, done by Robert Fox--which produced among other things 505 graves--held only two gold beads and five pieces of old foil, in a time context broadly equivalent to Bongkisam. Agai
	·
	. 
	i
	5 

	..t. with the exception of one paper-thin gold sliver 
	about 1 cm. long and 3 cm. wide accidentally encount
	tered in the churchyardno gold ornaments were re
	, 

	covered from Santa Ana.t
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	All the same, casual finds and historic literature supporteby ethnographic study shows that w·idely in the Philippines, before the Spaniards, the native people hadt: 
	burial practices which more or less involved the in
	ternment of gold ornaments ..t.. (Ibid.) 
	Indeed, in 1565, the Spanish Governor, Legaspi, had to issue a proclamation against the looting of native graves by Spanish 
	67 
	soldiers seeking gold, jewels and other valuables (cf. II.15.c above). 
	The richest site of all (though now looted, not properly"dug") is at Puerto Galera in northern Mindoro, with abundant and often fine Chinese stonewares dating tenth to fifteenth centuries, overlapping in time Jaong and Bongkisam at Santubong. Here, unlike Luzon--and once more underlying the high degree of local variation--"an impressive number" of gold artifacts were recovered, some of the best of which are now in the Locsin collection (1967: Plate 5). These include highly sophisticated objects. Some of the
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	A comparative Philippines-Borneo study has been made, with gold artifacts in the great Manila collection of Leandro and Cecilia Locsin's. With their help, the initial results indicate these points relevant to our present concern: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Gold foil is sparsely used in the later sites and so far does not appear to have been found in any Jaong typecontext; since most of the Philippine ceramic sites excavat_ed to d�te have been Sung and later (mainly postJaong) this is not so surprising. (But see Appendix B.) 

	2. 
	2. 
	In general, Philippine gold artifacts tend to be more elaborate and better crafted than most from West Borneo. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The Limbang hoard shows the closest Philippine affinities (though strongly "Javanese" as well). 

	4. 
	4. 
	The "Philippine tradition,t" in so far as it can yet be summarized, seems more florid and vigorous in local tradition. 

	5. 
	5. 
	As in West Borneo, few gold pieces can be dated very early and the major gold-smithing appears to have occurred after 1000 A.D.--and perhaps especially between 1200 and 1400 A.D. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Small but significant "Hindu-Buddhist" influences are suggested, or more vaguely an Indonesian ("Indian") influence rather than anything "Chinese.t" 


	Historical evidence for gold artifacts and limited goldmining is abundant in early Hispanic texts, although no specialstudy has been made of this subject in the Philippines. Thus in instructions from Governor de Sande for the control of Mindatnao island, dated 1758, we read the usual style of such orders, mixing morality and cupidity: 
	Item: You shall order them not to admit any·tmore preachers of the doctrine of Mahoma, since it is evil and false, and that of the Christians alone is good. And because wehave been in these regions so short a time, the lord of Bindanao has been deceived by the preachers of Berney, and the people have -become Moros. You shall tell him that our object is that he be converted to Christianity; and that he must allow us freely to preach the law of the Christians, and the natives must be allowed totgo hear the p
	·t
	. 

	And you shall try to ascertain who are the preachers of the sect of Mahoma, and shall seize and bring them before me. And you shall burn or destroythe house where that accursed doctrine has been preached, and you shall order that it be not rebuilt. 
	Item: You shall order that the Indians shall not gooutside of their island to trade; and you shall seize those vessels used for plundering excursions, leavingthem those which, in your judgement, are used for trade 
	.
	and fishing.· Youtshall take also what artillery and ammuniŁion they have. 
	You shall ascertain the harvest, seasons, and 
	products of the land; the gold mines, and the placeswhere they wash gold; the number of inhabitants, and their settlements; and their customs. 
	-

	Gold was frequently used in inter-island and other exchange at that time, too.
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	b. Indonesia (Especially Nias) 
	Most· of the information for Indonesia has now been reviewec by Dr. Marschall. As he writes in German in Ethnologica, a journal rarely seen in Southeast Asia, we in part summarize his key points, asŁrelevant. Broadly, the early iŁterest in gold 
	.
	was in the raw material rather than any artifact form; and in Celebes especially gold nuggets once played an important part in ritual life ("god of the the tradition 
	·

	-soil,t" etc.; compare
	of Punan nuggets in Borneo, 
	II.S.c above).
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	Throughout Indonesia there is a relationship between goldartifacts and a ruling aristocracy, and the development of class-power centers on the coastal plainscould hardly have occurred "before the middle of the 1st millennium A.D." Similarly, the gathering of the metal itself was everywhere on 
	· 
	·

	"primitive" lines until the more recent development of Chinese techniques. "It is quite possible that this gold productiongoes further back in time than the art of smiths as established in the coastal areas.t"t
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	Only on the small island of Nias, west of northern Sumatra on the far fringe of the Indian Ocean, is there really a virile and lasting old tradition of native working from imported gold.The Nias golden jewelry is very intimately associated with major megalithic--and microt-megalithic--activities in a manner highlyrelevant to the Sarawak River delta, especially Jaong. Next to rice, gold is Nias' most important import--or at least was until earlier in this century. The smelting of old gold and manufacture of
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	In Nias, as elsewhere in Indonesia and all through Borneo, gold smithing is dissociated from gold mining or gold washingin life. It is, moreover, noticeable that the older, native tradition of symbolic motives is not represented in these gold artifacts, which Marschall (Fig. 14, etc.) broadly related to Arabic, Persian and Indian ideas rather than anything essenttially Indonesian; nor are Chinese styles noted. 
	Although Sumatra has been much mentioned in scholarly literature as a center of old gold trade and craft, in reality it is not rich in gold, and in recent times even "unrewarding.t"tThere is no comparison with the gold resources of Borneo. Smithing is central at Atjeh (Marschall, following Veltman, 1904,gives a good summary of the methods employed, including the use of bellows with goat hides, a bamboo frame filled in earth and bamboo or other forms to model the jewelry).tThe�e are also records of Chinese 
	102 
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	as the best when mixed two-parts to one part of silver ("good gold").t'+ 
	10

	A lesser craft of gold is found among the Karo Batak of 
	Sumatrat: 
	Before the goldsmith of the Karo Batak starts working
	he must offer his blood, heart, liver and lungs to the 
	spirits in prayer. He is afraid of his tools which 
	are seen an animate objects capable of changing their 
	names. The result is an intricate "secret language" 
	names. The result is an intricate "secret language" 
	which the goldsmiths use. Anybody may become a smith but it is usual for the son of a smith to follow his father or he may fall ill. If he does not follow he will be ridiculed by the tools. If the son follows his father he will inherit the tools. They may not 

	be sold, or they will causŁ ill luck.t. 
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	In the west Sumatra hills, gold-bearing places are personalproperty, in which trenches and tunnels are dug, as in the Kahajan basin of Borneo. Mining is concentrated at certain periods, on a communal basis, as irrigation and other cooperation is involved, with prayer and ritual.t
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	Finally, for Sumatrat, it is interesting that in much of Sumatra--as over much of Borneo for the Maloh smiths--goldsmiths are neutrals, themay go unharmed into hostile or through warring territories. 
	i 
	07 

	Java has never been a significant source of mined or washed gold, but has a high reputation for the art of its goldsmiths, especially those of Sendang, Pasar, Gede and Tangerand, centered in middle Java. The methods used have been best described byRouffaer.tThe origins of this specialized craft in Java are obscure, and it is striking that the position of the gold artisan in the �ajapahit kingdom up to the fourteenth century is not known. Indeed the status of the goldsmith is poorly defined in the comparati
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	·
	·
	·

	parable in status to the craft of iron.t
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	Pigeaud makes two good points on the gold rings made in Java--several of which are represented in the Limbang hoard 
	(II.15.b above): 
	It is highly probable that during the last two or three centuries, and even before, innumerable goldrings have been found in the soil of Central Java. 
	In former centuries most of them were melted down by Javanese village goldsmiths. Only in this century the artistic value of the rings began to beappreciated, and many of them were placed in mus�ums. The number of Javanese gold rings in connoisseurst' collections must be considerable too. 
	. 
	-

	One of Professor Bosch's numerous papers on oldJavanese art deals with the problem of gold rings (Djawa VII, 1927). Being interested in the first place in artistic symbolism Professor Bosch made a study of the rings that are decorated with engravings. He came to the conclusiontthat those engravings are 
	.t

	stylized forms of the name cri, Fortune, which suggests 
	that the rings were worn "for luck." This kind of 
	luck-ring is different, of course, from the temple
	rings that are mentioned in the charters of 901.t
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	For CeZebes the ethnographic literature of gold is unusuallygoodt. The Toradja methods of gold-washing are especially well discussed, with elaborate correlated observancest--including a taboo on sexual intercourse. In the Tawaila district a white buffalo and a white chicken are slaughtered as a "price" for the gold prior to wasthing, and similar offerings to the spirits for gold are (or were) widespreadt. Only old clothing may be worn by either sex during the washing, so that the spirits consider the worker
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	Of the lestser southerly and easterly islands, only Bali has a constiderable gold tradition, especially identified with the aristocracy. The small island of Dao, off Roti, which has very poor soil, is �urious in being inhabited exclusively by goldsmiths, who largely copy westtern Indonesian motifs and trade their products by sea to the adjacent islands, especially Timart. Unfortunately the literature on Dao is scrappy. There is one significant prehistoric reference in this sector: in 1912 on Salajar, a bur
	Of the lestser southerly and easterly islands, only Bali has a constiderable gold tradition, especially identified with the aristocracy. The small island of Dao, off Roti, which has very poor soil, is �urious in being inhabited exclusively by goldsmiths, who largely copy westtern Indonesian motifs and trade their products by sea to the adjacent islands, especially Timart. Unfortunately the literature on Dao is scrappy. There is one significant prehistoric reference in this sector: in 1912 on Salajar, a bur
	H. E. van Heekeren, who only onae refers specifically to gold in his exhaustive volume on the Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia, which devotes two of its four main parts to "Megalithic. Cul tu res" and "Urn Cemeteries" (cf. III.ZS and 26.b below).t
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	One important and special feature needs to be brought out for Indonesia generallyt. It has been well stated by Frits Wagner: 
	The other striking point is that so few objects are 
	made from solid gold .o.. even when the object was 
	designed for religious purposes or to denote wealth 
	or status, where one would expect to find solid golŁ
	used, in fact one generally finds only plate, i.e. an 
	object of wood, brass or silver was coated with a thin 
	layer of gold leaft.t
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	The Jaong leaf tradition here finds another exprestsiont. It should be again noted that in Borneo solid gold ornaments, such 
	as the Sambas Buddhas, when found are almost always evidentlyimported, not of local manufacture. 
	The same writer goes on to conclude that pre-Hindu goldartifacts are rare and that precious metals were worked "exclusively in those areas where the influence of Hinduism was strongest"; he includes Java, Bali, southern Celebs and "the Malayancoastal districts of Borneo.t''This is going rather far--for 
	e

	· 
	Bornean Hinduism at least. It would be sounder to· substitute "where later outside influences were strongest" as trade-powertharbor centers developed with establishedstatus, hierarchies, wea1 th, and conspicuous display. 
	· 
	·
	11
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	Back, finally, to the Nias smiths again, in an island with no gold of its own. The tools of the Nias goldsmith are simple.He uses a ceramic vessel and charcoal to smelt the gold and often to mix it with other metals. It is then poured into a storie with a hollow basic effect. Wooden tongs are used in handling, a bamboo blow-pipeas bellows. The flattening of the gold into leaf-gold ist•done on a block of iron fixed on a wooden stand which in turn rests on a mat. The gold is cooled in a vessel containing brin
	. 
	· 

	The resulting jewelry is never worn in daily life, only during 
	the above-mentioned feasts. 
	· 

	lt is notknown how old the manufacture of gold is on Nias. The earliest reference to metals there occurs in the ninth to the second half of the tenth century. Today, a few smiths make it a whole-time profession and travel the island·tworking for others; most are rice farmers as well. But to be a goldsmithis a good thing, so good that aristocrats are specially inclined to devote their time and brains to this Nias art-form.)t
	· 
	15 

	c. The Malay Peninsula ("Golden Khersonese"?)t
	· 
	Paul Wheatley has pointed out that in Chinese texts of the Sung dynasty gold is not mentioned as coming from the MalayPeninsula or Siam (as also Sumatra), whereas he cites references to Borneo, Java, and the Philippines.tGoldartifacts, probably mostly made elsewhere, ·are fairly common in excavations notably at Kuala Selinsing, a west coast site in Perak, verysimilar to Santubong and already proved as importantly related. Although the late I. H. N. Evans dated Selinsing a little earlier than we put the end
	·
	· 
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	·

	its affinities on ceramic and bead criteria seem to be largely with the latter--but the whole Selinsing material needs reexamination. The gold certainly relates mor.e to Bongkisam. On thebasis of "small lumps of melted,tgold and worked bits and 
	· 

	cuttings,t" Evans thought it had been worked on the spot, but this is not real proof and fragments can be as equally valid as whole objects (e.g., in the Bongkisam shrine), as with foilt. In the site excavation, gold was not thought to have any connection with burial. Important, however, was ari earring bearing in 
	relief a human figure riding on a bird flanked by two small human figures riding lions, in style not unlike the big Bongkisam found "broach" (II.t14 above), and considered to be of "the later Majapahit period"--which dates it at the late end of 1293t
	-

	1520. 117 
	Many more gold objects were found washed out on the Selinsing beach, including rings (one with a jewel bezil), spindleshaped beads close to two from Bongkisam, disc beads built of little pellets of gold, a "very beautiful woven chain,t" a small ingot wire. Gold foil is nowhere mentioned, and pending further study it looks as if the Selinsing gold was probably contemporary with the main Borneo finds of more sophisticated character rather than the earlier simpler style so clearly expressed at Jaong.t
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	Alastair Lamb in his 1961 account of the rich deposit of trade goods found at the Kedah open site of Pengkalan Bujang-roughly equivalent with Bongkisam--mentions a "few fragments of crumpled gold foil,t" not described. At a neighboring related Kedah site on the Merbok Estuary, however, many gold foil objects were recovered with a ritual deposit box, which Lamb terms "reliquary box.t" This site, Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, carries the best archaeological data for any in Malaya, and relevant here. 
	119 

	Dr. Lamb's work revealed a considerable temple made in the eighth or ninth century by builders "quite skilled in working stone, but their architectural traditions seem to have been based on brick structure; hence theyt.cut their stone into as small blocks as they could. They combined a mixture of the cults of Siva, Vishnu and Mahayanist Buddhism in a localized Tantric form. Reliquary boxes were generally built into the fabric of the temple; these contained in addition to vegetablematter, gold and other meta
	-

	ward in Borneo and put a higher premium on more local specialization and also simplifictation (by absorption into the "native" frame of v�lues) operating at this end of the ranget. Or one could postulate that the version of mixed Tantric-Buddhist-Hindu Animism operating in Kedah in the ninth century found its last outpost of impact and local expression in the -Sarawak River delta, 1000 miles eastward, some time later. The Bongkisamshrine, with its simplicity, has other affinities to Chandi 
	·

	Bukit Batu Pahat.t
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	Dr. Lamb's conclusions deserve close �ttention and indicate how little is known in this field, even in relatively longstudied Malaya. He considers that the temple did not last longand soon began to collapse. Then it was plundered--and at least two of the reliquary boxes taken. His fine reconstruction is a rare spectacle today, standing in splendid isolation almost unnoticed up a dirt road among Kedaht_rubber-gardens.t
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	The rich T'ang trading station at Takuapa _off the east coast of peninsular Thailand (which we here treat as one with Malaya) and which is roughly contemporary to Jaong has been examined by Western scholars on four separate occasions. Although orderly excavation has never been carried out the·re; the ground is littered with fragments of glass vessels, glass beads and Chinese �nd Western Asian ceramics. The published accounts give no indication that gold occurred there, except as golddust.t
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	The evidence on gold for the Malay peninsula, for which we have only highlighted some relevant examples, thus appears as varied and very unevent. There is a clearneed for more attention to the metal, which has not all reached the same scholarlyinterest as bronze, iron, glass and porcelain there. Mention must also be made of the deep shaft-mining for gold, some of it prehistoric. In this tin--in which Malaya is very rich--seems to have often been technologically worked in parallel with gold and to have had 
	· 
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	The Malay peninsula has, however, lately �cquired a predominant role in gold-thinking among some orientalists, largely as the result of Dr. Paul Wheatleyt's imposing volume, The Golden Khersonese (1961), in which he flatly decides that Malaya was this fabled focus of ancient interest in Asia.t� Sucht.arguments are nearly always based on attribution of place names from early Chinese, Arabic, Greek or other texts according to the languages in which thetauthor is versed. But these identifications are hardly
	12
	. 

	Earlier authors have argued that the golden grail was located as far afield from Malaya as Burma and Sumatra.tFar be it from us in this place to reform the data and point it at West Borneo; but it would be possible (and possibly plausible) to do 
	125 

	so . 
	What must be stressed in this place is that the term Golden Khersonese in the relevant texts and maps needs to be objtectively re-examined in the light of fresh or overlooked archaeological and ethnological information from elsewhere, including that newly marshalled by Dr. Marschall in Ethnoloiaa and in another more 
	?

	6
	specialized way in this Data Paper too.tEven then, there are major gaps in the evidence necessary for a final assessment. Meanwhile, it will be wiser to be cautious in this matter, and 
	1 

	to avoid claiming too much. It would seem best to regard the magic old place-phrase as applying to an as then barely mappedand largely misunderstood labyrinth of islands and mainland, linked by very complicated and now lost patterns of trade both from inland to the coast and between coastltines. In this complex, Borneo certainly played a large part, unknown to many of those who handled its products further west or north; conceivably a majtor part in actual production of new gold from perhaps the ninth or t
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	d. The "Golden Island" Concept 
	Drt. Marschall, in his new study for Indonesia, already cited, puts much emphasis on the Gold Island. He devotes a chapter to an impressive number of non-English sources who refer to this island concept--including (in this sequence) Frauwallner, 1952; Kern, 1869; Verbeek, 1879; Kiilb, 1855; Kowal,1922; Lekkerkerker, 1916; Eerde, 1928, who are not cited in Professor Wheatleyt's 1961 book (nor in his 1959 Sung trade paper). As in general those research materials appear to be insufficiently appreciated outsid
	.

	The Gold Island (a summary translation from Marschall, 1968, by Barbara Harrisson, 1969) 
	Ceylonese chronicles from the 4th to 6th century in
	clude a report on missionary activities in Inda-China 
	under Asoka (3rd century B.C.). In this report which 
	was written in the 1st century B.tC., a country i.s men
	tioned in Pali as Suvarnabhumi or "Goldland.t" Details 
	are not available except that this is an island, not 
	immediately connected with Indo-China but accessible 
	by sea (Frauwallner, 1952: 192). 
	The word dvipah or island occurs again much later in the 12th century in a collection of tales from Kashmir which Somadeva has summarized from the early sources. The island mentioned here is located again across the border in Indonesia in the context of these tales, It is said to be visited by traders on their way to China. On the return journey one is supposed to sail first to the Camphor Islands, then the goldisland in questtion, then Sulong and finally mainland Indiat. Possibly Suvarnadvipa is synonymous
	A passage from the Ramayana where themonkeys are ordered to go out in search of the island of Yava to look for the robbed Sita is more informative; "go and search Yavadvipa, the land west with seven kingdoms, the gold and silver island rich int-gold mines. After Yavadvipa is the mountain Cicira who with his summit reaches into the sky, inhabited by gods and demons" (Kern, 1869: 307). The passage, by a reference to 
	·t

	the Romans is dated about 150 A.D., but the exact location of the island is questtionable until we refer to a Greek source. Claudius Ptolemaios (2nd century A.D.) includes in his description of the various areas of Indo_nesia the following reference: "Iabadiu, that is barley island; is supposed to be very fertile, contain a large quantity of gold and at its westtern extremity 167L. and 810' south a capital with the name of Argyre (i.e. silver town)" (Berthelot, 1930: 406). The report is probably based on 
	° 
	° 
	·
	·

	.
	Knowledge of a golden island had already penetrated Europe much earlier, since Emperor Alexander went to Indiat. Ptolemaios transferred the island into the Indian Ocean. Dionysius is also supposed _to have known about it asdescribed by the chron.icler Fabius Pictor (second half of the 3rd century B.C.) (Verbeek, 1879: 186). 
	-
	· 

	The author continues with other references from classical sources, all stating an island, connected 
	The author continues with other references from classical sources, all stating an island, connected 
	with silver and gold, and some of this information reflected again in Chinese sources (Killb, 1855: 645;Kowal, 1922: 28; Pelliot, 1904). But the exact location of the island in the Indonesian area remains doubtful (Kern, 1916: 314; Berthelot, 1930: 406;Wheatley, 1961: 177-184). 

	Whereas the Chinese literature only transfers the Indian name of the gold island, the Arabic literature is more specific. The translator Sulayman tells us that after visiting the Andaman Islanders, he came to a mountainous island. Its inhabitants reported silver mines in an uninhabited part of the island called Alkushnami and very difficult of access. The sailors of an Arab boat saw this high mountain and sailed along the coast near it. They sent a party ashore to get firewoodt. They also made fires ashore 
	Idrisi also contributes to the gold lore; he reports it from Sumatra and from the island of Sila (Korea) saying that it contains so much gold that even the collars of dogs are made of it (Hennig, 1956, IV: 13 7) . 
	-

	Fantasies relating to gold riches in the Far East, the Indian Ocean and the islands beyond India were a speciality in Europe during the time when connections with Southeast Asia became interrupted at 
	the time of Islamic power. Still under the influence of writers from ancient Greece and Rome, medieval scientists reported the fabulous islands east of India in their map of the world dated 1375 under the heading: "The Indian Sea contains 7,548 islands, the magnitude of riches in gold, silver and precious stones of which cannot be detailed" (Hennig, 1956, IV: 136).These reflections survived in later maps dated to 1748. But we must also consider the possibility that some of these maps did not simply repeat
	The Portuguese explorers were mainly aiming to conquer the spice trade and to seek gold. Shortly 
	after their arrival in Sumatra in 1509 the rumor of gold riches there and the surrounding islands spreadquickly. A series of expeditions followed to pursuethe matter (Kowal, 1922: 61)t, resulting also in stating specific names and locations in Sumatra and the Malay peninsula (Lekkerkerker, 1916: 283 ;-Verbee, 1879: 188)t. 
	·

	The sources referred to are not reliable in detail, but often influencedby second hand information and widely accepted motives and beliefs. The author supports this statement ·by citing additional discussions of the theme by various authors (Eerde, 1928: 
	. 
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	581; Schoff, 1912: 259; Kowal, 1922: 8).t
	e. India--the "Diadems" of Tinnevelly 
	This primarily local study must resist the temptation to range too far too often. But the evidence so far examined--and more to come--wi·th unusual consistency points more often towards westerly (India) rather than northerly (Inda-China and China) influences in the gold story for Borneo. The same turned out 
	.

	to be the c�se in the previous study of Bornean iron-working-though not iron export (H.O.t: 332)t. 
	There is certainly good evidence for the antiquity of _gold as important economically and culturally early in India, as compared with the still rather weak early indications for Southeast Asia or China. There was gold working in India in pre-Harrapan times; by the sixth century B.C., northwest India was payingthe Persian Empire great quantities of gold, and by the start of the Christian era shaft mines had reached a tremendous depth--suggesting the hunger for gold and that it had already been 
	129
	exhausted in easier surface and alluvial deposits.t
	The Tinnevelly district of southern India was long since explored, and is taken here as a single Indian example for finished gold artifacts, to focus down on the above generalizations. Thirty-eight prehistoric open sites in the coastal plainto the seaside probably terminate about 1064 A_.D. when urn burial there certainly ceased. Many of these urns are at Adittanallus (= Adichanallur), which is one of the largest opensites in India, at 114+ acres. They contain much pottery (Indiairon-weapons and implement
	All the gold is in the form of what one of the excavators, Alexander Rea, termed "diadems." The diadems characteristically 
	·

	are long, thin, oval, beaten gold plates, bound round the head of the corpse by a small gold wire--and like some found at Mycenae in Greece: 
	Some of these diadems are simple ovals, and others have thin strips of the gold extending beyond each extremity. A few are plain, but most of them have repousse linear designs of dots. (Rea, 1902: 120, 
	Plate XXII
	) 
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	Although it may not sound like it from that description, of eight examples illustrated four are almost exactly like the Jaong foil. Two of these (Plate XXII: 396) are leaf-shapedwith truncated ends. Another, much smaller, vividly recalls the typical Jaong breach-cut form, without the actual cut but with patterns of stamped dots such as regularly occur at Jaong --and in much the same arrangement. The caption reads as follows: 
	No. 1088, Plate XXII, Figure S. -Size 2 and 3/16" by1/8", weight 10 grs. Pointed oval diadem, with small hole at each extremity. Dotted line along the major axis and another around the edge. Dotted trianglesbetween these lines. Front burnished, and reverse dull. DoŁs impressed on reverse.t
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	The triangles are, in fact, arranged in the same way as the triangular cuts so conspicuous as continuations of the major axis cut line at Jaong (and at Gedong, II.t11), only here instead of cutting there is dotting only. 
	As a result of further collection and stµdy, Rea later was more cautious in his classification and concluded that these gold pieces were "probab ly used as diadems.t" He also makes it clear that they are "of thin gold leaf, so flimsy. that they could not possibly have been used as jewelry in real life.t" Diadem is indeed too strong a term for these thin, crude, simple pieces of gold foil--which for that matter could as well be tied round an arm or urn. "Fillets" might be a better word. Rea then illustrated 
	In no. 1, two rows of raised dots in parallel lines run horizontally through the middle in continuation of the strips at both ends, and similar parallel lines branch off obliquely on both sides, resembling the ribs in leaves. In nos. 2 and 10, the dots, in the form of two parallel lines, run around the ends throughout; and three parallel lines run horiztontally across the centre. The rest of the body is plain. In nos. 3 to S, 7 and 11, the dots appear with no geometrical 
	design. In no. 8, a single dotted line runs along the 
	sides and across the centre with a leaf-like design
	in the middlet. In no. 9 the dots are in a triangular
	designt. In not. 12, a series of parallel lines runs 
	throughout the body in a geometrical designs. Not. 13 
	is· similar to nos. 2 and 10, but with dots throughout
	the body. No. 14 has the dots in an ornamental design
	with three parallel lines running vertically through 
	the centre.t
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	It is rather difficult to believe that these parallels, in this burial context, are purely coincidental. It is not unreasonable to suspect that the Jaong form is a local derivation of the same kind of funerary artifacts as that at Tinnevelly, which of course may well have an older, missing parent, common to both, elsewhere. We can only record the point of similarity f�r the moment, hoping that others may pursue this distinctive type of clue in India.
	_
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	But even at the present state of knowledge, it must seem significant that these striking similarities between Tinnevellyand Jaong gold l�af-foil are in a context of early iron-workingcenters and in regions notable for associated megalithic traditions as weii as urn burialst. The not too remote parallel between Tinnev:elly and the "fillet" in the Limbang hoard (whichtalso has the striking "dolmen ring") has to be noted seriously.t
	.
	1 

	There is an inference regarding the gold in particular,that leaf or fillet shaped Łieces of foil or fine-beaten goldform antimportant shared convention that cantbe ·tracked from Southern India through Borneo to the Philippines--and perhaps further afield also. These objects were probably deposited with the dead. 
	· 
	· 

	In a useful recent popular article, Mr. Alfredo Roces notes that in the Philippines sheets of gold, delicately worked, were utilized to cover the eyes, nose and mouth of the dead. He illustrates a gold eye mask, recovered from a fourteenth to fifteenth century grave at Oton, Iloilo, Panay. The object, apparently recovered from a skull, consists of ·two leaf-shaped gold foils, joined by a strip th•t was placed over the bridge of the nose. Linear detailing gives a schematic rendering of an eyeand the perime
	breach-cuts clearly suggest eye-slits.t
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	This custom in the Philippines is attested by literary as well as archaeological evidencet. It persisted at least until the seventeenth century and is described in a work of 1663, Labor EvangeZiaa, by Francisco Colin. He states that "after 
	This custom in the Philippines is attested by literary as well as archaeological evidencet. It persisted at least until the seventeenth century and is described in a work of 1663, Labor EvangeZiaa, by Francisco Colin. He states that "after 
	the rich and powerful were bewailed for three days, they were placed in a box or coffin of incorruptible woodthe body adorned with sheets of gold over the mouth and eyes.t"t
	t 
	13 


	At least in Borneo and Southern India, this funerary practice appears to have been associated in some close way with ironworking and special attitudes to stone, also. In any case, it 
	is now time to enter this megalithic atmosphere, as the second main theme in this Data Paper and subject of Part III, nextt. 
	PART III 
	MEGALITHIC AND MICRO-MEGALITHIC 
	First I published a book on stones, in four chapters; it distracted my mind from the worries of daily life and made me dwell among mists and coloured hazes. 
	Lin Yu-lin, 1614 A.D. 
	83 
	Figure
	CHAPTER 17 MEGALITHIC CULTURES IN HISTORICAL WEST BORNEO 
	The opening chapter in this third section of our Data Paperis intended to give the necessary minimum of backg·round for a closer look at the curious association between gold and stone, already noted in passing in the previous section (II.8, etc.) and now to emerge as importantly persistent, beginning _with the pebble-beds and petroglyphic rock-carvings and cuttings at Jaong in the delta's earlier iron-working site. To understand what happened in the past--to try, that is, to reconstruct those happenings of 
	1 

	On the basis of the _tpresent survey, supported by a separate bibliography for those who wish to pursue the subject further, wemust then more seriously consider, in following chapters, the meaning of some cuiious features in delta sites, startingwith a £resŁ analysis of the archieological evidence from Jaong 
	.
	-

	(III.18-21)t. From this Jaong experience, we offer a new approach to the particular aspect of megalithic which seems so especially to link with gold; micro-megalithic is the term we venture to propose (III.t22-23) to reflect the relationship between small, usually unshaped, pebbles and larger stone and the larger operations generally classed as "megalithic"'."'t-for instance: 
	megalith: one of the huge undressed items used in various prehistoric monuments.
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	The humble pebble, closely spaced, belongs equally with the menhir and dolmen, Batu Gambar and Stonehenge, as the microsibling of this thought through stone, we think. 
	After a reassessment of Jaong in depth it is possible to see the hitherto puztzling "Tantric" shrine at Łongkisam, the later delta site, in a fresh light (III.24)t. Out of this inspec tion, with eyes aglow, comes time to take a widert·tlook again, and glance across the whole Southeast Asia landscape of stone and gold, to find what support there is more widely for our limited delta hypotheses (III.25-26) and to relate all this to specific ritual and other accounts which triggered the whole process (IV.27-28)
	85 
	There are four main areas with considerable discovered megalithic activity in West Borneo--and so far none of significance in the rest of the island. These are now taken in sequence from north to south. 
	a. Around Kota Kinabalu, Sabah 
	Single menhirs (upright placed stones, always unshaped in Borneo) are scattered over quite a wide area in the foothills of Mt. Kinabalu--highest mountain in Southeast Asiat--where inBut the only major, concentrated and readily recognizable megalithic activity in Sabah is in a narrow belt close to the Sabah state 
	habited by the people broadly called "Kadazan" or "Dusun.t"t
	3 

	4
	capital, Kota Kinabalu.tAs nothing has yet been published on this work, it will be treated rather more fully than is necessary for the other three areas, where the local literature is 
	5
	more adequate.t
	The motor road from Kota Kinabalu to Papar (opened in 1964) passes through wide areas of cultivated rice fields where isolated standing stones form a striking part of the landscape, specifically after the fields have been flooded and while the padi is still young. One is over seven feet above ground; manyare over five feet, massively proportioned. They mostly stand on bunds between rice fields; some, even more conspicuously, in the glittering waters inside the irrigation sawahs. 
	6 

	The main part of the study was contfined to the main roads,with sorties up selected valleys and hillsides. In all, particulars were taken for 113 stones and two "stone substitutes" of wood (see below). Stones selected as representative of various "types" were visited and measured at distances between 20 and 1,500 yards from the road, and also checked by air survey. The survey indicates a concentration of palpably "megalithic" type of upright stones--technically menhirs--within a long strip of irrigated K
	It was also evident that there was nothing comparable in scale with regard to surviving megalithic remains to the north in the Kota Belud and Kudat road area, and again in the south on the now richly (but mainly recently) irrigated plain round Papar. 
	No doubt other upright stones were once erected and will be found later in these places; but these do not constitute a conspicuous or visually significant part of the modern landscapeo, as they do north from Mile 23 on the Papar side to Mile 11 on the Tuaran side of Kota Kinabalu--a direct distance of under thirty miles, entirely populated by Kadazans. · 
	Table 5 lists menhirs still standing conspicuously upright within sight of the main roads running north and south of Kota Kinabalu starting from the north. 
	Table 5. Standing Upright Menhirs Located on Ground, Sabah Kadazan Area 
	a) 
	a) 
	a) 
	Kota Belud road (at SuŁgei Damit) 2 (both small; see above) 

	b) 
	b) 
	Tuaran road Miles 11-10 4 


	10-9 3 9-8 0 6-7 3 
	12 
	c) Papar road Miles 6-7 19 
	7-11 49 11-15 4 15-19 11 19-23 7 
	90 
	Total, upright 102 
	Taking the main megalithic belt as very roughly thirty miles long and half a mile deep (a fair average even allowingfor the majtor part which is not under wet rice but in trees) there are nearly seven megaliths per square mile. In one place,during the July condition of padi growth, it was possible to count and check with field glasses no less than fourteen menhirs from one spot on the Papar road. 
	These are usually well spaced, the nearest "pair" having one just under a hundred yards from the next--in this case one of five standing in the middle of flooded padi sawaho, 'tits neighbor in the more usual position on top of an irrigation bund. 
	Although most stones are now on banked bunds, three of those visible were away from the irrigation altogether. There is strong reason for believing that others have been moved on to areas only opened up for irrigation in comparatively recent times; others again have been moved out of the center of the sawahs, where they now present a considerable inconvenience to buffalo ploughing and other rice agriculture. 
	Included in Table Stare two large stones which have in 
	fact fallen over or been knocked down by buffalo and are lying on the top of bunds at the present time. It is probable that others so fallen would, nowadays, be incorporated into the substructure of the bund themselves, acting as valuable reinforcement and thereby rendered invisible. No doubt a number of factors have operated to reduce the possible numbers. Those present may represent a fraction of what might have been seen, say, at the turn of the century? Where there is no continuing, contemporary res
	This is well illustrated by results of a follow-up on a specific stone at the end of the survey, at Mile 6, close to Penampang, heart-land of the Kadaztans. This, a five foot high menhir, notably stands on dry grassland in fronttof a house, opposite a creek in a small area which has evidently never been irrigated or ploughed. On closer examination, we found, seven feet away behind this big stone, a pair of smaller ones, six inches apart and seven feet from the original. On the other side of the original, th
	.
	· 

	The owner of this property, Mr. Raphael Jau, said that in his grandfather's time this corner had still been jungle; it had never been under rice. In clearing it for housing and grazing, these stones, then all upright, were revealed. The balance had been knocked down by family buffaloes, one of them in his own lifetime. He was emphatic that they represent a "very ancient" burial ground, where bodies were placed in jars. The bones had long perished; but pieces of the jars were sometimes found around in the g
	In February 1966, an aerial search was made over the southern half of the previous main study area, on either side of the Papar Road and the start of the Tuaran Road-�all but five of the observed stones stand in this section.
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	The rice harvest was in, except for odd pockets; the weathe ideal. Flying between 500 and SO feet, up all main irrigatedside valleys and other places which could not have been examined from the road, results were tabulated on the same lines of the previous observations, thust: 
	Table 6. Sabah Menhirs Seen from the Air 
	1966 1965 Section From Air Only Road (New) (Table 5) 
	a) Tuaran Road Miles 6-11 not fully examined 10 
	0-6 2 0 
	b) Papar Road 
	Miles 
	Miles 
	Miles 
	0-6 
	2 
	0 

	TR
	6
	-

	7 
	4 
	19 

	TR
	7-11 
	9 
	49 

	TR
	11-15 
	2 
	4 

	TR
	15-19 
	6 
	11 

	TR
	19-23 
	6 
	7 

	TR
	23+ 
	0 
	0 


	Total (excluding Kota Belud) 31 (new) 100 (previous) 
	Grand Total 133 menh.irs 
	Artifact
	It is evident from the ground and air search that this "megalithic area" was once much more extensive than now. Onlywhere the native peoples have remained relatively uŁdisturbed both topographically and theologically can these fossils of the socio-spiritual past be readily recognized in our time. Even so, the spoken record shows that there has been plenty of local disturbance affecting the belt of menhirs which do remain. 
	The �adazan$ in the Tuaran-Papar area vary in their attitudes towards these stones. Some accept the previous colonial "boundary stone" explanation (less often that of noath stone"); mainly among the young. Some are vague or not interested. But others show much interest and pleasure at having the subject raised; these often offered lively information on the subject. Without better data on the earlier beliefs and observances of these folk, one cannot evaluate such information in detail. 
	.
	But inter-related, overlapping,trecurring themes require record,especially since they are often consistent with the more elabora 
	"megalithic thinking" expressed by Sarawak's upland Kelabits,150 miles further southt--who have no known contact with the Kadazans (c. below)t. 
	These themes express four main situations causing megalithicactivities around Kata Kinabalu: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Distribution of property by the heirless (Minagang)o. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Status feasting and "bravery testing.t" 


	(iii) Funerary rites. 
	(iv) Memorializing. 
	These are not here intended to be four distinct categories.
	It would be possible, for instance, to erect a menhir under all four categories simultaneously, as well as with only one idea specifically in mind--and no doubt, in the lost past, for other "reasons" too. 
	i. Distribution of Property by the Heirless (Minagang) 
	The commonest single explanation offered for the presence of these stoneŁ was on this account. A number had been erected during the lifetime of older living people. Details of the number of costly animals and jars of rice wine consumed were remembered. The extent of these memorable feastings was in fact, a significant status marker. 
	With these Kadazans, land normally belongs to the family 
	as a form of pusaka (Malay pasaka)o. A childless man's land 
	goes to brothers or nephews, not his wife. If it is the wife's land by direct inheritance it will not revert to her husband on 
	death, but to her own kin. The threat or fear of. "his" side acquiring the property by precedent and possession has certainly made this megalithic usage of special value to widows in establishing rightful claims before own death (cf. further under wooden figures below and at d. following). 
	ii. Status Feasting and "Bravery Testing" 
	Big menhirs were sometimes erected in the past to reaffirm and enforce the status of a wealthy family. This could be a function combined with childlessness. The two were merged in a joint feast where those of the non-childless, who contributed a large share, would normally be the closest kin (siblings,nephews, etc.) of the childless. This cooperation would then give a specia-1 claim to the land. The childless could then and 
	Big menhirs were sometimes erected in the past to reaffirm and enforce the status of a wealthy family. This could be a function combined with childlessness. The two were merged in a joint feast where those of the non-childless, who contributed a large share, would normally be the closest kin (siblings,nephews, etc.) of the childless. This cooperation would then give a specia-1 claim to the land. The childless could then and 
	there guarantee these allocations of the property to the cooperators. However, more generalized observances could be held without any elaborate material implications, marked with the movement and erection of a stonet. 

	The idea was to express your statustand 'lthrow a party" with your surplus wealth. This conferred indirect but important status benefits on the feast givers and involved reciprocalobligations, socio-spychologically, from those in position to reciprocate at a later date; and thus established superiority
	·

	to near-equals who failed to do so. It also had an up-gradingoverall effect on the whole community. 
	It is also stressed by some older men that in pre-European times a stone-erection often took place to commemorate, accentuate, or even stimulate an act of bravery in an already powerful family or group. A local chief, Orang Tua John Goninu of Kampong Ramaya, about 60 years old in 1965, who was taught about stone-erection by his grandfatther, told us that the stones came from Taganguan Island off the Putatan coast, miles away, and that they were erected as a proof of rich and powerful status, as a memorial
	As the .stones were collected from a distant place,those bringing the stones were likely to meet with all sorts of enemies. Head-hunting at that time was frequent. To erect a stone would therefore need a strong force. A great gang of people was needed to meet these dangers and to transport the stone to the erecting spot; Only big stones wereused by powerful families. It involved three to four days to get a stone to its destination. 
	· 

	The ceremonies weTe almost the same whatever the reason for erecting the stone. One buffalo a day was killed for bravery; one buffalo and one pig a day were killed for status--and the same nwnber was necessaryfor childlessness. The total number of animals depended on the nwnber of days involved in the operation of erecting the stone. 
	Repeat ceremonies took place yearly following the erection of the stone. 
	It is hardly possible, these days, to see such a seeminglysimple act by a group of men going to gather and carry a big rock as signifying much in courage or virility. But in earlier times it was so, literally as well as symbolically. For the necessary object of desire, the potential menhir, lay back in the hills or off the coast, populated by hostile and war-like 
	It is hardly possible, these days, to see such a seeminglysimple act by a group of men going to gather and carry a big rock as signifying much in courage or virility. But in earlier times it was so, literally as well as symbolically. For the necessary object of desire, the potential menhir, lay back in the hills or off the coast, populated by hostile and war-like 
	folk. The people of the foothills resented intrusion of this sort, particularly if the intruders were out to remove stuff from the native soil--an altogether threatening, offensive idea over much of the island. Sorties from the plain became difficult acts, definable as bravery by traditional standards: tantamount in effect to head-hunting raids. 

	111. Funerary Rites 
	There are strong indications that in earlier times the funerary aspect of these megaliths was more important than it has been within human memory. It is probably that this funerary usage is ancient and pre-dates the extension of the Kadazan (Dusun) peoples into the fully irrigated rice activities of this coastal plain. One menhir on the Papar Road recorded in 1962 had a ceramic burial jar of an early Ming date, placed into the hillside closely behind. Many ceramic fragments were also indicated on the surfac
	no traae aould be reoaovered! 
	Similar ceramic fragments were associated with two uprightstones near Kinarut and other areas, as already mentioned. All these were Chinese-imported coarse stonewares, mostly jars, of usually ancient types, but of indistinct character and in such poor preservation that definite identification has not provedpossible. The possibility that urn burials were conducted even fairly recently, directly beside and with stones is strengthened by a definite tradition that megaliths were used in funerary ceremonies for 
	of the past. One such was told by Majtulan Damidal of Kampong Sugud, 90 years old in 1965, who had the story from his father, who had it from his grandfather. He emphasized the large number of people involved in the rites: 
	A relative of the deceased takes charge of erecting the stone and pays the expenses involved. Theycall together a group of ten to twenty-five villagers to locate a sui�able stone and survey the task that lies ahead. The stone usually came from Ulu Sugud, along the Tanlungug River, about 3 miles from Kampong Sugudt. After the inspection they return to the village home of the deceased for a feast to which all the villagers are invited. This lasts for the rest of the day and the following night. One pig and 
	Next morningt, people gather in the house of the deceased. A small meal is given, the feast lastingabout an hour, with another pig killed. Drinks are served as well, but not enough to get people reallydrunk. Then the men go_ out to fetch the stone. 
	After arriving at the place, they are shown the selected stone. They gather a large number of long wooden poles. They place a number across the stone, others further out, and fasten cross-poles over them at right angles so as to form a frame around the stone. They use the skin of a young bamboo as ropes. Then 
	one man stands in each square formed by the crossed poles, ready to lift and carry the stone. A large stone might need a frame big enough to accommodate as many as one hundred men. 
	On the first day .the men move the stone about a quarter of the way .tOn the second day, more peoplecome to help to carry it further. Once they reach the flat land, progress is more rapid. Feasting continues at the work site. A buffalo is killed each day to feed the workers carrying a large stone. At· pig might be sufficient for a smaller one. 
	. 

	Prayers are said by a shaman (bobohizon) before the stone is erected--usually in the corner of a field of the deceased, inclined slightly towards it. The erection of the stone is foll·owed by further ceremonies held by the shaman. Animal blood (from sacrifices for the feast to follow) is collected in a basin and poured over a stone. Two long poles are finallyput up next to the stone, the one facing the field topped with leaves, the other with a bloody cloth tied on to it. This done, all go to the house. o
	Another informant was Chet' Manlanggum of Kampong Limbanak·, near Penampang, claimed as the oldest man in the district in 1965. Venerable citizens like these have for some time been dated by the single sure yardstick for the island, the explosio1 of the great Krakatoa Volcano off Java. Malanggum was giventhe former credit of "he is 100."He had the following accoun1 from his father, long dead, passed on to him from previous gene: ations. His father had once told him these stories, taking him to the group of 
	8 

	About ten generations ago there was a long-house on the hill where the stones used to stand. The Bangkaakan, forefathers of the present Penampang Kadazans, 
	lived there. They were big people, said to average
	6 ft. in height. They practiced head-hunting at that time. The Bangkaakan lived in long-houses as a means of protection against the Taga'as, who cultivated padi on nearby hills. The Taga'as, ancestors of the present Tambunan Kadazans, raided the Bangkaakan villages for heads. They burnt houses and threw sapod [pointed sticks tied together as a tripod] behind them to make the pursuers fall; then took their heads. The Taga'as were not after the land of the Bangkaakan, only their heads. It was considered an ac
	The stones that were on that hill were broughtfrom hill areas occupied by the Taga'as and used as gravestones. It was very dangerous to get them in the first place. When the Bangkaakan went upstream,Taga'as would try to cut their heads. The big stones came from areas closer than the smaller stones. 
	It took many men to carry a stone, depending on the size. When an important person died, a large stone--requiring perhaps forty men--was erected. A buffalo was killed during the erection of the stone. 
	iv. Memorializing 
	This function is a by-product of the previous three. One 
	particular stone is said to have been put up simply to commemo
	rate a rich individual, with no other frills. Here is the ac
	count of this menhir, nowadays called Sansae'abon and standing 
	six feet above ground, as given by Majtulan Damidal of Kampong 
	Sugud. This erudite aged man also stressed that in the old days 
	every stone carried a name: the name of the person who was 
	mainly responsible for erecting it (for whatever purpose)t. Hist
	· 

	account of this special stone is interesting also in that the 
	operation evidently failed in its nominal intention (to memorial
	ize a name "for all time"): 
	The large stone situated 200 yards from my house is called "Sansa'abon." It was erected by Libu, greatgreat-grandfather of the wife of Native Chief Logimon.The name "Sansa'abon" is thus not the name of the man who erected it or the man in whose honor the stone was erected,twhose name has b�en forgotten. 
	Libu, who erected the stone, fetched it from Ulu Sugud,tat a place about six miles from Kampong Sugud. 
	· 

	Fifty men went to inspect it before bringing it to its destined site. 
	It took five days to carry the stone six miles. Seven buffalos, five pigs and one cow were killed to "feed" the workers while they transported and erected the stone. 
	This informant--like many others--incidentally ins·isted that the stonet_did not have any particular boundary function either then or later. The actual stone and the spiritual relationships of moving it from one place to another, were bound up with deepfeelings inside these peoples; nowadays only mental fragmentsremain. 
	* * * 
	So: most of the menhirs still standing around Kata Kinabal were brought down from the adjacent hills rising inland from the irrigated plain. As we have seen from the testimony of knowledg able old men, getting them could be a dangerous business. Some stones were brought from further afield however, and even across the sea, as described by Orang Tua Goninu. Geological examination of the rock types does not get us far because all the megaliths examined are of a soft sandstone widely distributed all over thi
	In this Sabah megalithic, the stones were never decorated Łith incised or rŁlief figures, or symbols. Nor were they cut into seats, "planks,t" bridged or grouped and balanced to form dolmens, cysts, tables, slab graves or other arranged structures (all-of which are found, for instance, in the Kelabit uplands; see c.). The megaliths here are exclusively single uprights of natural stone. 
	· 
	· 

	Thus, the more than 100 stones studied vary widely in size and proportion, yet are fundamentally "alike.t" Long, long ago some sort of "ideal form" was established locally. Thereafter, any stones to be selected, carried and erected must not be too "unlike" this model prototype. None of our menhirs are round or triangular, or very thin; or very irregular in outline. None have a hole in them or a major protuberance upon them. There are none with big lumps of agglomerate or other non-sandstone intrusions; all 
	to subsequent weathering and breakage. 
	The general form is a stone averaging between four and five feet high above the ground, and up to two feet or more undertground, weighing up to half a ton, between three and six feet in circumference--this tending to vary on any one stone, so that the circumference is less towards the top than at the bottom, giving a tapering effect. The sides are usually uneven but fairly distinctively faceted, with three to five faces, often four. The top is usually gently rounded but sometimes slightlypointed--especiall
	After this passage of time, so long away from the origins of this megalithic concept, it is difficult even to guess why an anomalous, simple, rather conventional natural form so particularly predominates. One could call it "phallic" in the masculine sense, but it would not be easy to justify such a term except on rather involved psychological grounds. Or you mightthink of the moon in its various phases! Any such classification lies in the eyes of the beholder; and when the beholders are "outsiders,t" it i
	Stone endures where nearly all else perishes in the equatorial climate of Borneo. This produces a danger for the prehistorian. It is easy, seeing only the stone, to forget that the same human activity may very well have been conducted in other and less durable materials. The danger is that one does not see the wood and other materialst--bone, shell, clay, bark, etc.t--for the rocks. Therefore one must be careful not to assume that a megalithic activity in this setting is something isolated and conducted e
	·

	The stone megalith was only one expression of a wider view. For the Papar-Tuaran belt of Sabah, we have similar and extremely interesting indicattions in the use of wooden figures within the general megalithic pattern we have been discussing. These figures--of which two survive--were particularly associated with distribution of property by the heirless (i, above). Moreover, there is an interesting distinction in the two survivingwood figures and the information obtained about them: they are male and female
	Both figures stood on land belonging to Kampong Tempasuk-not to be confused with Tempasuk at Kota Belud--about half a mile on the Kota Kinabalu side off Kinarut, along Papar Road. 
	The male figure, more than 100 yards from the road, when recovered in 1965 was tilted over at an angle of 45tfrom the edge of a bund in the irrigated rice fields. The female figure stood nearly a mile away, in a beautiful irrigated valley (shared with an imposing stone rnenhir), slightly tilted over on top of a bund. 
	° 
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	Both figures are carved from the same, fairly hard, wood,locally known as tembusuo, scientifically Fagraaa aoahinahinensis The local view is that this wood would not last more than about 50 years in the open. There are vague local memories of other figures which have disintegrated in the past. G. C. Wooleyphotographed one at Putatan in September 1911 which at that time looked frail, with one arm missing; it cannot be located today.t
	1 

	Both figures at Kinarut stood on land now belonging to a Christian Kadazan, Kemuje bin Lajumin, who helpfully cooperated in preserving them for the future. All agreed that the female figure was erected approximately SO years ago, in favor of a widow with no children. The wooden woman, six feet six inches high, wears a conical hat of the sort commonly used, otherwise no clothing is shown. The sex is indicated by a small pair of breasts. The treatment of the face, and particularly the hollowing of the "eyes" 
	Quite usual are the bands of geometric parallel lines or crossed lines below ·the block on which she is seated, and this treatment is more elaborately extended to the "male" figure nearer the road, identified as such by its "penis character.t" This "male" one has a total exposed length of 6 feet 4 inches, with circumference varying from 1 foot 8 inches to 2 feet 11 inches. 
	Zinjangi was the name of the widow commemorated by the female figure. She dedicated the land to Lajumin's father. When she died he arranged for the special minagang ceremony for the heirless, killing three buffaloes and providing much feasting. He commissioned a then famous craftsman, Lajoman, from Kampong Maan near Penampang, to do the woodwork for the traditional fee: a bundle of padi, 10 gantangs of rice, a black sarong cloth and a chicken. Additional payments over and above this would have been an ill
	This direct substitution of decorated wooden carvings for plain unworked menhirs so clearly used here, is of wider significance in the Borneo prehistoric mega-situation. Owing to climatic conditions favoring rapid decay, we are deprived even of "post-hole" information aboutt_ old wood-work in the Sarawak River delta and other open sites. No wood of any kind, except charcoal, has been recovered from Jaong or Bongkisam. In the case of the latter, this may particularly affect any past super
	-

	structure over the gold-rich shrine (III.t24.ta below)t. As our friend Hiram Woodward, Jr.,· has recently put it, with force: 
	Any knowledge of the ethno-terminology of the modern megalith builders suggests that the term megalith itself may be about as accurate as Balinese music played on a pianot. Tom Harrisson has pointed out that among the Kelabit of the upland central Borneo, the digging of ditches for irrigation, for instance, or to make an easy path over a mountain crest, is considered an activity just as "megalithic" as erecting a stone monument (1958: 698)t. Elsewhere, what might appear to be the main criterion of megalith
	of stone Łs a replacement for wood without having the tools to carve it, or perhaps without needing to carve it)t. Stone and wood may have class connotations; it is said, for instance, that among the Lawa of Siam, 
	who may have been responsible for groups of menhirs near Chiengmai (Hutchinson, 1954), stone menhirs were erected not far from the actual graves, in honor of chiefs or important men; wooden posts were erected in honor of ordinary people (Chin You-di, 1965: 40-41). The interchangeability of wood and stone in certain cultures suggests that wooden forms now lost. to the archaeologist, might have preceded stone in some placesand filled gaps of time and space in others.t
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	Wood for stone, stone for wood, these are substitutions 
	which are characteristic too of the whole tone of the only Borneo 
	megalithic which remained fully alive and observed into the 
	second half of this century, the upland Kelabit (c, below)t. In 
	a sense, as Mr. _Woodward says, megalithic ceases to be an ade
	quate term--and indeed too much has been made of it at times (cf. III.ZS). In northwest Sabah, anyway, the use of stone was 
	only part of a much wider intellectual and ritual activity, 
	which finds other expressions among peoples adjacent to the 
	Kadazans. A little further north, the Kiau Dusuns, high on Mt. 
	Kinabalu, intensively studied by I. H. N. Evans, concentrate 
	their specifically megalithic interest in "guardian stones," as 
	protection against evil spirits and epidemics. The wonderful 
	black granite rock mass of Mt. Kinabalu, 13,t545 feet, itself is the focus of vital religious beliefs.tOther groups of Dusun 
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	(in the Sabah.ethnological usage) put emphasis on heaps of stones, or arranged as walls which also serve a spirit-protection purpose. 
	The Tengilah Dusuns made small cromlechs into recent times, as described by H. G. Keith and far inland further south a curious rock has been shaped in the ancient past and is still in use as an "oath-stone" and arbiter of truth among the SapulutMuruts (Harrisson, 1967: 111)t. Slabs of stone are put up as grave markers around Kota Belud and •elsewhere; locallthey are 
	i 

	4
	interchangeable with stoneware jars for this purpose. 
	From library study of Evans' and others' published materials, Munsterberger has concluded that Sabah creation mythsdemonstrate a significant level of megalithic interest and activity in the ancient past even though megaliths play a physi�cally small part in present day life--he did not know, of course about the vigorous Kota Kinabalu megalithic when he wrote.t
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	We accept that view, and believe that round Kota Kinabalu we see only a living fossil of a once much more powerful· and variegated expression of stone and related usage. There is, moreover, a�6ther rather different fossil form, much less conspicuous, recognized on a small island off the Sabah coast, associated especially with the use of stone heaps and little stones. 
	b. Usukan Island and the Sea Nomads
	16 

	·usukan, in the mouth of the Abai River, about 20 miles upthe coast from Kota Kinabalu, is one of many small islands aroun,the northern end of Sabah which are not permanently inhabited but irregularly frequented by sea-going people called "Ubians,t" who have no permanent dwellings ashore. These sea nomads are part of a wider grouping which includes elements of the Bajau, Samal and Illanun folk roaming widely through Southeast Asian waters. Some of these people have been at sea in one way or another since ea
	17 

	The Ubians and their associates made their cemeteries and ritual centers on small islands off the coast, where they would not be readily disturbed by other humans, scavenging pigs and the rest. Usukan is one of several islets w
	.

	ith a long tradition of use in this way, although difficulty was experienced in 
	getting a satisfactory background picture of Ubian folklore and belief. Indeed, it is not easy to get in close touch with anyUbian. Like most wise nomads, they fade into inscrutability, if not invisibility, at the approach of a curious strangert! 
	The occasional inhabitants of Usukan are currently based mainly on the larger and more remote Mantanawi Island, but retturn periodically to guard coconuts maturing on the islet. These were being damaged by a small army of the beautiful Silver Leaf Monkey (Presbyotis ahrysomelas)o--a vivacious and vociferous island element--when T.tH. visited there with some Bajaus in D�cember 1960. In recent years the place has thus earned its rating on modern maps as "Abandonedt." But the human ties remain firmly identifi
	The cemetery contains several varieties of burial arrangement around a central theme of stone--and latterly cement. Most conspicuous, because newest, are four square surrounds of narrow, quadrangular cement, inscribed with names in jawi script, somettimes romanized Malay as well (including "Ini Sayak punya ibu,t" "This is my ma,t" on one)t. Of these four, one (dated 1935) is roofed; with corrugated iron sheets on four wooden posts. It has a low wall of medium-size broad stones piled inside the cement surr
	.

	The other three cement squares enclose nothing but the buried remains and natural grasses. There ire no associated stones; but a piece of a broken Daulton Ware (English) plate is associated with one and a battered big biscuit tin with another. 
	Two large and one small stone-walled enclosures, non-cement, are clearly older; the largest still with the ruins of a carved wood canopy, ornate, over the area of the grave. These stonewalled sections are becoming slowly overgrown with shrubs and may be difficult to distinguish in another decade. No enclosed stones are now identifiable. 
	More distinctive and lasting is a deliberate row of three single upright stones, natural shaped small boulders placed as menhirs, set 8-15 inches above ground level, in a line at right angles to the beach 4 feet apart. Two others were probably in continuation of this line but have fallen over. 
	Parallel to the line of single stones--in effect menhirs-there is a line of three pairs of stones, arranged in the Mohammedan nisan way found in some Borneo Malay graves. Close byand also parallel are three small rings of three to five flat 
	stones; each ring containing within two uprights, paired menhirs These rings have diameters (external) between 2 feet and 3 feet. The stone is all natural sandstone or consolidated coral-sand agglomerate (in rock form)t. 
	The whole effect is of a miniature megalithic. It was evidently, also, once larger in extent. Scattered around are about fifty loose stones, some up to a foot in length, which clearlyformed part of the same system in earlier times. Our Plate 53 shows these loose stones, which well illustrate the sort used-and perhaps re-used and moved about over centuries. It will be seen that all can be easily lifted by an adult, weighing 4-10 pounds. We have here, in effect, another version, albeit coarse, of the pebble
	ten centuries of overlying deposit--just as these, on Usukan, 
	are already beginning to be submerged by the turf. It is this sort of scatter-pattern of small natural stones, not erected or much arranged, that we would particularly describe as "microtmegalithic" (further at III.22). 
	_t

	The Ubians are, theoretically at least, followers of Mohammed. Theirisland practice clearly overlaps Islamic. Theyhave merged, perhaps, an older pagan concept with the newer (since c. 1400 A.D.) Moslem practice of marking graves with small shape4, usually squared and oftentcŁrved stones or wood posts, at one or both ends of the buried body position. 
	· 
	·t

	In other parts of West Borneo small pebbles are regularly placed as covering on Moslem graves along the coastal plain .t
	.
	In the Sarawa·k River area of the southwest, Malays sometimes make special expeditions to Satang Island, off Santubong, to collect the small (3-5 inches average) rounded smooth black pebbles of andesite on the beach there, and these are used in several local cemeteries. The earliest Moslem graves in this part of Borneo are those of Malay nobles who died before thetfirst white Rajah arrived (1838), and were buried behind what later became the Brooke Astana (Palace). These had wooden marke posts, but were wel
	· 
	_
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	c. The Living Megalithic of the Far Uplands
	19 

	The only active large-scale and conspicuous megalithic activity to continue on the main island of Borneo fully into the second half of the twentieth century has been restricted to a small area, about 600 square miles, of the north-central interior above 3,000 feet. Here, the upland Kelabits, with the closely related Sabans and Potoks, who live far inland where Sarawak, North Borneo and Kalimantan meet, until 1963 lived subject to less outside influence, directly and physically, than almost any other peopl
	· 

	The range of this megalithic--which has been studied by one of us during two decades--is very large and even striking. It will be useful here to summarize the range of Kelabit burial methods which are directly related to and largely responsiblefor the megaliths in this sector; in association with status feasts of merit (irau) and the disposal of the bones of the dead in secondary burial. Firstt, primary burial methods: 
	1. Wooden ·lidded coffin in house; on legs and with drainage bamboo: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	balang type ("tiger dragon") carved;

	b. 
	b. 
	payou type ("antlered dragon") carved; 

	c. 
	c. 
	complicated decoration but not carved; 

	d. 
	d. 
	simple. 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Direct, tied up, crouched, into a Chinese stonewar jar,cut open along median joint with red-hot Łire. 

	3. 
	3. 
	With or without a few planks as coffin, but direct into ground on a knoll, in grassland or scrub. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Buried in ground under house (still-born child)t. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Body left out in jungle, far away (exceptional); usually "crime" or "outsidert." 

	6. 
	6. 
	Bodies taken by father in basket and buried in jungle near normal cemetery (twins)t. 


	Of these methods, the first is much the commonest at the primary stage, and ordinarily, in recent times, secondary burial did not take place except from this method; or, less often, from the rarer jar primaryi; there is thus no retreatment for (4 to 6). Secondary burial methods are more diverse still, and these are all directly associated with megalithic activities. 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	Jar placed on top of high ground--sometimes simply on a mountain pass beside the path, sometimes several in line ont_a lower knoll. (Jars run from heavy T'ang stoneware to Ming porcelain and later; all Chinese made.) 

	8. 
	8. 
	Jar with stone menhir erected alongside (or sometimes another form of megalithic monument, including a stone seat or rock-carving)t. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Jar placed at one end of a nabang ditch, intersecting a path; or as part of an irrigation project, or diversion scheme; sometimes including a dam or fishwall of st.ones across a river, and often a cut to straighten out a benc 1n river course. 

	10. 
	10. 
	Bones direct into stone cyst or "slab gravet." 


	11.Bones placed (sometimes buried or in small pot) undert-a stone "table" (cf. seat)t. 
	·

	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	Remains inside stone urn or vat (made of soft sandstone, some 5 ft. long)t. 

	.

	13. 
	13. 
	Remains placedtin specifically made small grottos workec intq big sandstone boulder. 

	14. 
	14. 
	Stone pile on knoll beside stream often topped with a massive dolment--relics of the deceased covered with thousands of stones and pebbles (see details atte, below)t. 

	15. 
	15. 
	BŁnes. taken in basket and hung up in association with somebody else's jar/megalithic or other secondary burial (childless widow, etc.); basket may also be placed amonŁ rocks. 

	16. 
	16. 
	Bones buried separately under a lean-to roof on a knoll or thrown into a deep rock crevasse. 

	17. 
	17. 
	Whole coffin carried to rock-shelter, without beingopened (one record, payou type 1.b, direct transfer)t. 

	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	Whole jar carried to rock-shelter, or high point (direct

	transfer of 2). 

	19. 
	19. 
	Jar with bones; tied up in tree--only see at Bawang valley, six instances. 


	' 
	There is also a distinct tertiary stage, until recently veryimportant: 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	Hiding skull, finger and some other bones (local variants) in a remote rock crevice or river bed hollowt. 

	21. 
	21. 
	Separate burial of finger and toe bones in tiny eaPthen-


	1.vare pots. 
	The above is the briefest account of what is an elaborate pattern, with many other variants. The list at least serves to suggest the range of variation, past and presentt. The Kelabits themselves scarcely recognize such differencest. For them, death is viable, a fluctuating continuation of uncertain lifet. Its observances may last over generations, involving the same sorts of individual decision, volatile emotion, shifting economic and topographical circumstances which produce the rich texture and exuberan
	In addition, there are many separate stone megaliths in this small highland area, and a very few more extending southward into the Batang Kayan river now inhabited by Kayans and Kenyahs (who have no such recent megalithic tradition)t. Scattered about in the jungle and rivers on natural boulders of the Kelabit country are carvings on rocks, mainly of human figures(mostly spreadt-eagled) or monsters (including a "mant-eating hornbill") of unknown antiquity (see below). There are also 
	block cut rocks, much in the style of those exposed by the Jaong excavations (see Plates 49-50 here; and cf. III.18 below). All these appear to have been cut or chipped with iron points.t
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	The commonest single usage, however, is the placing of bones in large Chinese stoneware jars, and these number many thousands still identifiable in the uplands.In addition, smaller stoneware vessels and glass beads are used as funeraryfurniture in virtually all these activitiest. Gold was not known to these people until recently and is never so found; iron often --and no megalith has ever been identified as certainly pre-iron, there is no neolithic linkage at all (to date). In this area, stonewares are cons
	· 
	r
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	It is difficult here to follow Dr. Heinet-Geldern's theorythat clay materials have "nothing to do" with the megalithic, as supported by Helmut Loofs (1967)--except in so far as this megalithic belongs so strongly to the "iron age,t" which is as well marked by imported hard ceramics as by iron technology itself.t
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	Excluding the jars as such, some idea of the scale and range of this activity (excluding the Batang Kayan) can be obtained from an estimate made in 1964 and now slightly updated (Table 7). 
	105 
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	Table 7. Upland Megalithic-Type Activities in North Central Borneot
	23 

	Approximate 
	Approximate 
	Supposed

	Type of Activity Number Located 
	Type of Activity Number Located 
	Type of Activity Number Located 
	Antiquity 

	Since 1945 

	Stone Only 
	1. Rock-carvings
	i. Humanistic (N)
	ii. Animal, etc. 
	iii. "Symbtols" 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Cut-stones, "seats,t" etc. 

	3. 
	3. 
	i. Parapun stone mounds with dolmens (N)t; cf. e, below 


	ii. Parapun plain 
	iii. Dolmens without mounds 
	25 Prehistoric 80 Prehistoric to 1950 40 Prehistoric 40 Until recently 
	6 Prehistoric 20 More recent intotthis century) 12 Prehistoric 
	· 

	4. Slab graves,t. "cysts," etc. (S) 
	PrehistoriŁ, but 
	re-used 
	5. Menhirs
	•
	1. Rows, gi"oups 9 Prehistoric 
	11 . Pair, single c. 100 Mostly 1880t"'.'1950 
	6. Stone vats, urns, etc. 
	etc. (S) 20 Prehistoric 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	15 Until c. 1920 
	Darns_, walls 
	• 


	8. 
	8. 
	Grottos cut 1n cliffs, etc. (S) 8+ Prehistoric, but 


	re-used 
	Earth and Stone 
	9. Cut ditches and "rides" 
	(nabang) 250+ Until 1950 (re-usedin rice i rriga tio: 
	10.· Stone "bridges" (over 
	nabang) 30 Until recently(rnos.t ly old) 
	11. Big circular ditch (N) 1 Prehistoric 
	12e
	12e
	12e
	. Natural Rock shelters (adapted) 4 Continuously re-use, 

	(N) 
	(N) 
	or (S) indicate concentration in northern or southern partof area (as far as present evidence permits any particularization of validityt, in view of the great deal that must have been completely lost from the past)t. 


	Over and above the emphasis that should be put on the diversity and elasticity of Borneo's only identifiable worked megalithic--but which almost certainly applied through the island in the past--note is taken here of the use of small stones, and especially the moving of these in river beds to make diversions and irrigations which are regarded as exactly equivalent in "value" to the erection of large menhirs or any of the other listed activities. To save space here, a single and striking usage for small sto
	it is so illuminating to what follows. 
	d. Parapun of the Northern Kelabits 
	We have earlier seen the important role played by "heirlessness" among the Kadazans of Sabah's coastal plaint--who are weeks away from the Kelabits and know not of their existence. The most imprestsive of upland megaliths derive from rather the same thinking. This is the parapuno, a great pile of stones and pebbles which may be capped by a massive dolmen (see Plate 46).Three excavated in 1963 were each composed of many thousands of natural, readily transportable stones, clearly transported from not very ne
	The great death difficulty arises when there are no direct or near heirs. Usually, parents will adopt
	a child. There is maneuvering within the family as to who should be adopted if there is an old jar or manyvaluable beads at stake. But sometimes a couple will be obstinate about this in a kind of reverse, frustrated spite--though in Kelabit terms it does not seem like spite so much as self-respect, the individual right. Hardest of all is the case of a childless widower or a confirmed bachelor who is rich. About one in every two or three hundred Kelabit men does not marry. This will always be of his own cho
	·

	is this . . . 
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	"I am in middle age, a wealthy aristocrat. 
	My possessions are unchallengeably mine as the only heir and I having performed all the necessary measures for my father's and mother's departure and monuments. I possess five buffaloes, sundry other cattle and pigs, most of -which are not in my possession but owed to me in my own and three adjtacent long-houses; also I am owed 
	.
	a buffalo, two fattpigs and two hundred salt which I invested by contributing to the death feasts of kin, and which they must repay me or my heirs for my own. But I have no direct heirs. And I can only see trouble if my nephews and nieces get into thist. There are many of them. They have all been most kind. But I do not really want to be dependent on any of them, can support my old age with a few ordinary jars and cattle if I live too long to work (which I doubt I will)t. If I go they will merely fight if I
	"I have one very fine old jar, red earth, three dragons, six ears with only one chipped,also eleven other lesser jars, four of them valuabl�, five of them modern; several good plates, and two fine blue and white bowls hanging in frames on the wall for use on special occasions. I have a great many beads from my mother, including an excellent cap with more than three hundred orange cane beads, as well as two necklaces of rounded green glass ones of the kind we know to be oldest of all. Two good gongs, a se
	"As my further future seems somewhat uncertain,I had better settle the matter myself while I am still active and entirely alive. I will put aside the planks and boards, three of the lesser jars and some of the animals. The whole of the perishable rest, salt, rice, pigs, buffalo as well as many other things to purchase, like tobacco, betel nut, eels and labour, I will expend with due notice at a mighty feast after the next rice harvest. I am in a position to give a very big feast. Hundreds of people will co
	including my relatives over in the Kerayan and Bawang to the east and as far as Pa Tik beyondKubaan to the west. It will be a splendid amusement, tremendous exchange. 
	"On the last day I will declare my monument. All my imperishable property is to be collected in a heap on the ground over there, a dart's flight from the long-house ladder. Every man present will come out when it has stopped raining and form a line from the fine old dragon jar in the center of the slope down to the single bank in the stream bed. Along this living chain, from hand to hand, should pass first the small surface stones and gradually, as the work goesdown, larger stones and then boulders. All th
	to the little knoll above flood level, slowly shaping a pile of stone. Presently this will grow into a mound higher than the long-house is off the ground, and twice the width anyone can leap. All mine. 
	"Thus will my belongings be secured forever. Thus my own memory will stand to eternity. It will be larger than any ordinary man's can be, because so many come to my feast and are so well entertained--siince I have nothing to keep and pass on, I can, I will spend the lot in one great final display; and in consiequence make a mighty effort to do well by me, piling rock uponboulder upon pebble upon stone.i" 
	There are twenty-one of these impressive stone mounds surviving round the Plain of Bah. Others no doubt have gradually vanished, as the alli-powerful jungle has submerged them from above and undermined them with groping roots from below. Some parts of the highlands are situated on such small streams and in such stoneless ground that these mounds cannot be made. 
	(Harrisson, 1959: 111-112)iŁ 
	2 

	Geological considerations must always be borne in mind in an island like Borneo, where it is possible to go for long distances without finding exposed stone, even pebbles; and where there are some large areas with little or no hard, durable rock exposures. Absence of any traces of megalithic activity must therefore be treated with special caution as evidence in this setting. On the other hand, so strong is (or was) the character of the upland megalithic that it would not be impossiible to advance argument
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	spread thence down the river lines of trade into the lowlands,there meeting up with other sets of mega-standard, to and frot. 
	It is striking� too, that the Kelabits living in the quitetiny upland zone of major megalithic activity always associate all this with the most elaborate feasts of merit, iraue, elaborated to an extent unknown in the surrounding communities. Irau normally relate to death rites, especially to the secondary treatment of "primary burials" (as listed intc, above), thoughthey can also be held on other special occasions in the life cycle, such as the birth of a son to a leading citizen. In all cases, they involv
	the 1959 book already cited, and. much elsein note form remains to be published. SuffiŁe it to stress, at this stage, that no sort of megalithic or near-megalithic can everthave been made,placed, or even consitdered among the Kelabits except as part and parcel of the iraue, itself essentially, integrally, linked with the journey of life and death--and with the great importance of identifying .status (and protecting it) all along the way. 
	·
	·

	· 
	e. The Vanished Serus 
	At the other, further end of the scale--and the last appreciable megalithism in Borneo as now known--are four half lifesize moveable stone carvings (never found among the Kelabits) attributed to a people extinct in this century, the Serus,swamped and submerged by the dynamic Sea Dayaks (Iban) since 
	700 A.D.t
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	All four figures are rather crudely cut in a soft soapy stone, which easily cracks and breaks. They appear to be naked and one appears to be female (male sex is rarely identified, e.g., in Kelabit stone carvings). The faces are placid, almost smiling. There is distortion of the ears, common to so manyBorneo figures (and humans). They were found about fifty miles upriver near Saratok in the Second Division of Sarawak in 1928, and no details or associations are available. As pointed out elsewhere: 
	The closest parallel, however, is with some megalithic 
	material from the CentralCelebes. The type of "face" 
	. 

	as so clearly shown in the Awik figure number 1, re
	sembles a face 
	especially.in the eye-brow treatment, 

	at Bada, Central Celebes, figured by Kaudern (1938, 
	figs. 64, 65). Others from that area are also rather similar (figures 50, 66, 27, etc.) though the arm and sexual treatment is never like that in the Awik figures. The parallels between Sarawak and Celebes are therefore only small and may be of no significancet. It should be mentioned, however, that Kaudern relates the well-known human figure at Santubong, mouth of the Sarawak River (see Ling Roth, 1896; more fully examined in Harrisson, 1949c) with one found by Kruyt. This figure bears some similarity to 
	carvings.
	2
	6 

	Loofs (1967t: 82) accepts the possibility of a Celebes parallel.t
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	In brief, these figures--now in the Sarawak Museumt--present just one more facet of the very variegated megalithic strains that can only have once been much more numerous and powerfulthrough Borneo. It is against this background of diversity in and around stone that attention may now be focused down on the prehistoric megalithic of the Sarawak River deltat. (For a wider summary of all this, see at III.ZS following.) 
	CHAPTER 18 
	BATU GAMBAR AND SUNGEI JAONG'S PETROGtYPHIC BOULDERS 
	We started this Data Paper with introductory matter on the Sarawak River delta sites of prehistoric iron-working and related trade and here took a quick look at the one well-known human figure carved, pecked out of the fairly soft sandstone boulders with a metal· .point, in rock, the Batu Gambar at Sungei Jaong, probably dating around or before 1000 A.D. (I.2). The rest of the Jaong mega-activityt-has not previously been publishe, except for a brief summary in our previous Data Paper (H.O.t: 
	277)t; it deserves more attention at this point. Just as the protohistorical or recent-megaliths of Kata Kinabalu, Usukan Island, the Far Uplands and the Serus each differ considerably across a wide spectrum of variety, so again the Jaong formations are not really 1·ike any of the others, except in so far as any patterns pecked on rock faces tend to resemble each other somewhat. 
	Redefining the petroglyphic forms, involving some 30 large rocks, these can be ·best summarized as: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Larger human figures, cut in high relief, principally Batu Gambar (4 on 3 rocks)t. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Smaller human and other figures shown as incised grooves, pecked out,which are difficult to see, often impossible, unless in reflected light or chalked (about 40 on 13 rocks)t. 
	. 



	(iii) Less clear incised forms, pecked out, sometimest·tresembling "characters" or triangular patterns which maytrepresent human genitalia [about 100; same rocks as 
	. 

	(ii)t]. 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	Geometrical shapes chipped out in relief, mostly fairly well-shaped parallelograms--terrned in the dig record books "block cuts.t" 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	Round holes chipped and gouged out of the rock.t
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	This classification is artificial. The whole lot patently belongs to one single system, perhaps executed over a fairly short period of time, in a local metaphor. All are on the natural sandstone boulders, and were covered in with dense foliage and 
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	even great trees when this study began. All are situated in the sector of intensive human frequentation, iron-working, Chinese ceramics, etc. Some of the boulders carved are encrusted with iron-slag from the workings (H.iO.: 232). 
	These petroglyphs are on most of the natural boulders in 
	the sector, and as the soft sandstone crumbles easily and weathers off it is likely there were or are others no longeridentifiable as man-made. It is, moreover, essential to realize that those surviving are nearly always unclear, in the weatheredi. and fissured soft rock face, so that the exact outline and what to consider as such is open to a considerable degree of subjective choice. The numerous examples shown in the Plates (eachwith trench number and a scale in sixi-inch bands) indicate the range and co
	What is one to say in summary of these figures and forms? Many scholars have examined them at Jaong as well as on photos,with contradictory and inconsistent results. For we are looking at something quite unfamiliar in 1970, a simple but vivid lost language of the stone. 
	The basic theme often seems to be a human figure, never showing distinct male genitalia, either arms and legs spread
	.
	eagle or dancing or in some perhaps emphatic shamanistic mood-according largely to your interpretation. As with Batu Gambar, the largest and most distinct figure, there is often some kind of headdress or asymmetrical head structiure. These are often surrounded by odd lines or dots, and the whole series gives the sense of a linear system of discontinuous cdntour lines boundingsimple, flattened shapes, many of them either anthropomorphic 
	or biomorphic. There does not seem to be any single or simple system of special relationships either between several figures on the same rock or as between adjacent rocks. The less clearlyanthropomorphic figures tend to come in small clusters, but with no single ground line or consistent perspective system. 
	There is a tendency for most of the figures to be on the creek side of the natural boulders, which might in the past have given a mural, gallery effect for anyone moving from Batu Gambar downstream. This could also have the effect of delineating the land from the water, defining a major axis of ancient settlement space. But the trouble here is that the rocks themselves to some extent demand this treatment, because the more level, workable, gently sloping spaces faces towards the old river line (andperhaps 
	It is also noteworthy that despite the maritime context,there is no sign of any aquatic creature or boat-Łso frequentlyseen in-similar circumstances elsewhere in Southeast Asia and Australasia, as also in the roughly contemporary Painted Cave at Niah (cf. II .12 above). It is as if these small"pictures" 
	· 
	had to be executed as part of some much larger. ritual or other expressive· act. They cannot, as a whole, be said to be monumental in any way, and the artist or artists left untouched the large possibilities of the extensive rock surfaces available near the creek--though these have been better. exploited with Batu Gambar and the block-cuts a little higher up. This· also raises the question of whether or not all these smaller outlines were not executed by one man over a fairly short period of time? They mos
	The vocabulary of design elements on these outlines, particularly their discontinuity, is very distinctly unlike the contemporary idiom of virtually all Bornean native art, which whether expressed in carving or wall painting, beadwork or matting, is based on complex, dynamic, continuing and (where possible) curvt�linear patterns of outlinet. 
	The scattered dots which show conspicuously on some rocks --and may be present on others and more numerously, the man-made ones are particularly hard to separate from natural erosion forms found on ident•ical boulders elsewhere in the delta--would seem to represent single sculptural impacts, like someone with a spiked dibble-stick, preparing seed-holes for the padi grain.In some cases one gets the feeling that someone was metaphorically striking, spearing, into or around the represented body in the symboli
	In G (see Plate 36) another effect is particularly striking the left side of the figure dissolves into a spray of dots, posi tioned as key elements in the design--suggesting the ejection of sperm conceivably (cf. III.21.d further). This sexual analogyis given special force by the carefully posŁtioned large dots placed inside a triangle on several rocks (e.g., D, E/2, J/3, and marginallyF/4). These constitute, we believe, a metaphorfor the female pudenda--and nearly everyone who has examined this material ag
	· 

	29
	"

	female.t
	This emphasis on the feminine at Jaong may well be part of the strong linkage between megalithic practices in general and the concept of fertility, Mother Earth, and ancestral respect(for more masculine manifestations see III.22.b following)i. These irregular figures could, in fact, represent the ancestors whose remains were placed with the pebble-beds close by or amongthe rocks themselves. Of course, megaliths and bodies do not necessarily go togetheri--in the case of actual rock megaliths, not often so am
	It would be easy to differentiate these smaller outlines from the monumental surface of Batu Gambar itself, and of the "block cuts" (type iv) which are found on other rocks away a little from the creek. Those can be said to show a different, tougher technique. But on close study, in the field, this proves to be largely, if not entirely, a matter of degree. The larger are in effect little more than extensions in space, especially depth, of the smaller; while some of the smaller forms remain very close to Ba
	The more formalized "block cuts" are very much easier to decipher visually; they stand out like scales upon a pangolin,in bold relief. They do not occur on the same natural boulders as types (i) to (iii)i, but usually several together on largerrocks a little higher up (like Batu Gambar)i, itself on the slight slope from the Jaong creek along a 690 foot strip and in the immediate vicinity of the gold finds and pebble-beds (II.8, cfi. III.i19)i. They could, then, represent a different phase from the smaller "
	It just might be argued that the human figures and feminine organs "happened to be there" before the iron-ceramics trade came along and settled coincidentally at the same place. This will not do at any stretch for the block forms, which dominate 
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	the rockscape, show the same pecking technique with iron points,and are mixed up with the slag, including slagt-concentrations, even more fully than the others. 
	The rock carvers were probably already there--or alreadyrock-carving, anywayt--when the iron-workers influence came in. But that in this place the whole petroglyphic operation precedes the megalithic is inconceivable, with the two thus intermixed,yet with none of the equally suitable and workable rock faces on the other side of the brook or elsewhere in the Sarawak River basin touched--and search for parallels on the abundant other boulders all round Santubong Mountain has over the years been as intense as 
	Many attempts have been made, by the present writers now and numerous expert visitors over the years, to "explain" these block-cuts. They show no obvious symbolism, though once more the sex link is occasionally, more thinly, indicated. They did not serve any utility function. They were not left as piecesof the soft sandstone chipped out for some other purpose. The shape and outline vary, but the same form and exactly the same "pecking" technique is repeated again and again. They aret: 
	--roughly parallelograms; 
	--never with major curves; 
	--but occasionally with 1 or 2 small holes pitted inside 
	the line, usually near one or both ends (? sex motif)t; 
	--usually on top of the boulder, but also anywhere, espe
	cially if the top is already used--e.g., on an overhung
	rounded side. 
	The most emphatic cuts are in the junction between the Raso brook and the �aong creek, around and among the slag concentrations. Many lesser rocks ·and groups of rocks are cut and no doubt others with the cuts still buried. Table 8 reports the sizes of the cuts for two main rock groups. It will be seen that there is--by delta standards--considerable consistency in dimensionst. None are less than 18 inches nor more than 3 feet long, less than 5 inches or more than 12 inches broad. 
	The measurements cited below are representative for a largeseries studies, all closely similar. It will be seen that in no aase is the length less than twiae the breadth, and in most cases three times. Further, the longer the block-cut the more the tendency for this ratio to increase (see Table 9). The larger the cut, the higher the length:breadth ratio is likely to be. In brief, by no manner or means can the shapes so cut be regarded as other than deliberately arranged, reflectingspecific ideas in the scul
	Table 8. Jaongi: Block Cuttings
	' 
	Sizes (from the east side of 
	each rock anticlockwise)
	each rock anticlockwise)
	Rock Number of Blocks Code on This Rock 

	Length Breadth (feet) (inches) (inches) 
	1 8 2 11 9 2 11 8 2 8 8 2 8 5 2 7 6½ 2 6 8 2 3 6 2 3 S½ 
	3 3 7 2 1 6 1 6 6 
	2 
	3 

	7 2 8½ 9 2 7 5 2 6 9 2 5 8 2 3 11 
	3 

	2 3 6 
	2 1 9 
	4 10 2 9 9 1 11 7 1 6 7 1 4 9 1 4 7 1 3 7 1 1 7 1 1 7 1 1 6 1 1 6 
	Table 9. Jaongi: Variation in Block-Cut Sample Measurements (in inches) 
	Maximum Minimum Total Range 
	Length 39 13 26 Breadth 11 5 6 
	· 117 
	To those who today cannot see any sexual phallic symbolism, these blocks cut long ago in the living rock may be offered alternativet_of the :
	ly as king-size memorializations clay crucibletin the ground below and all around (H.O.: 100). 
	·

	We have chosen two large boulders exposedby the 1957 excavations as Plates 7�14 here, to indicate the way in which these block cuts are arranged. The roughly quadrangular outlines are placed thust: 
	. 

	Table 10. Position on Boulders (cft. Plates 7-14) 
	Rock North East West South All 
	A 3 7 8 10 28 B 6 1 11 7 25 
	Most of the cuts broadly follow the slope of the boulder up and down, butthere are many exceptions (notably A/East)t. The irregularities in outline are partly the result of weathering; in some places whole blocks have· weathered right out where the face is �ot buried under the deposit. 
	· 
	·

	One block only is cut on the same rock as a figure. This is on the downstream side of Bl, and the figure is of type (i)t, a relief form, badly weathered and broken (hands gone)t. The block is cut just below the figure'ts legs, strongly suggesting a sexual metaphor again. More broadly, we are inclined to betlieve that these blocks, especially those with holes insidet, do represent a 
	.

	symbolism of sexual organs connected with the prethistoric iron industry and the pebble-beds too. Likewise, the holes or depressions gouged out of the soft rock, large cousins of the dots on the smaller incised work--more than 3, mostly 
	c. 6 inches deep, in one ·rock overhanging trench P; sometof the holes hold stoneware sherds and soft pottery. 
	·

	One block-cut was found on the same level as the pebble-bed 
	· 
	in trench F/1 x 9 and F/1 x 11, exactly continuous from the pebbles onto the cut rock face (cf. III.19)t. One piece of goldfoil was found beside atburied cut-block in F/2 and it could also be that these foil shapes further reflect the same broad symbolism as the block cuts and the incised and holed trianglest. 
	·t

	CHAPTER 19 
	THE JAONG PEBBtLE-BEDS (AND GOLD AGAIN) 
	A famed prospector and pioneer business-man of Sarawak,
	L. V. Helms, wrote a tantalizing piece about his youthful experiences of a century or so ago, thus: 
	That there were at some period constiderable settlements in many parts where the solitude of the fishermen reigns, I had often occasion to notice when exploringthe countryt. Often would the pick or spade, used for the purposes of mineral exploration, reveal thick layers of pottery and china of antique, apparently Chinese in make. On one occasion we found a number of square paving tiles some four inches thick, beautifully made of pebbles, concrete, quartz, etc.; they had been polished, were clearly very old
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	Maybe he was prostpecting in the Sarawak River delta for gold: 
	it is probable .Alas, these tiles have not been rediscovered-they are probably disguised under rubber right now. The nearest to them known in Borneo are the few square feet of crude tilework at the Bongkisam shrine (III.24 below) and what we believe to be one source of the shrine'ts development, the pebble-beds 
	. 

	of Jaong, which now require more detailed attention. 
	a. 50,t000+ Pebbles 
	These pebble-bedst--a term first adopted in 1952--are difficult to map and define exactly in the ground, because the density varies so much, from thick layers to thin outliers. These basic characteristics may be stated thus: 
	A layer (or layers) of small (under 6") easily handheld natural, river-worn, rounded small stones (pebbles) retaining a more or less identifiable dense horizontal band through the prehistoric levels of the deposit.t
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	As gradually exposed over the years, the parts of Jaong 
	which fall within the above definition fully have proved to be parts of three adjacent trench series broadly lying back from the incised figure "character" petroglyphs near the creek--in behind the main iron-workings, often close to the "block-cut" boulders. 
	118 
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	The more important part of this sector is the F/Series, involving 19 positively pebble-bed trenches, each 5 x 2 ft., positionedtIS to 20 yards from the creek edge on flat land at the foot of the low knoll which runs across to the Batu Gambar rock-carving on its east side. 
	.

	At an angle of 45twith a gap of 18 feet from the F/Series, runs S/, with 16 positive pebble-bed trenches, rich in stone but much weaker in associated artifacts; and marginal to the two, a narrow band of E/Series, which was followed up latert. To quote from the actual 1952 field report: 
	° 

	There were two pebble zones discovered in the Jaong
	excavation. They were called the pebble zones because 
	of the two pebble beds which lay on the top of the 
	white sand layer of these two zones .... As the name 
	implies, pebble beds were beds of pebbles laid out in 
	thickness of one foot. However, they were not of uni
	form thickness, but unevenly ranging from three inches 
	to twelve inches and more ...t. The pebbles in the 
	second bed were more uniform in size than that from 
	the first one, as the upper part of the first bed was 
	of smaller pebbles than the lower part. 
	With later �xtensions, in all over 1000 square feet were pebblebedded, 700 square feet densely. Nothing of this was visible 
	on the surface. In no case did the layering start nearer than six inches below the present top. (See Table 11.) The principal trench depths involved--these were marked with cement posts,often also identifying finds of importance, checked still in good order in 1967--are shown in Table 12. 
	The outline of this underground pebble concentration is thus irregular in plan as also--as Table 12 shows--in depth,partly owing to variable subsequent depos·ition factors overhead. It is enough to say that the bed starts six inches or more unde1 the present surface. Since there are abundant sherds, slag and other material above the bed, reaching up to the top inch or two, the bed is not the original top or end of Jaong activity. For instance, taking the number of stoneware and earthenware sherds clearly ab
	(III.21) to confirm that the normal system of stratification, 
	weak as it is in the delta, retains its logic here. 
	The number and thickness of this bed also varies irregularly. Every pebble was counted for E, and in part for S (to nearest 5). The results are presented in Table 14. 
	Table 11. Layering of Pebble-Beds, F/, S/, and E/Series 
	Top of Pebble-Bed Top of Pebble-Bed Trench From Ground Surface Trench From Ground Surface (inches) (inches) 
	Fl X 1 12 Sl 15 Fl X 2 12 S3 9 Fl X 3 12 S4 9 Fl X 5 12 ss 9 Fl X 6 12 S7 8 Fl X 7 12 S8 8 Fl X 8 12 S9 12 Fl X 9 12 SlO 9 Fl X 10 6 Sll 6 Fl X 11 6 Sl3 6 Fl X 12 6 SlS 6 Fl X 13 6 S16 6 Fl X 14 6 Sl7 6 Fl X 15 6 Sl8 12 Fl X 16 8 S19 14 
	Fl X 17 8 S22 12 F4 X 1 12 El x 30 6 
	F4 X 2 12 El X 40 6 F4 x 3 12 E2 x 40 6 
	Table 12. Level of Pebble-Bed Start Depth Below Surface in Inches 
	Number of
	Series Total
	Trenches 
	Trenches 
	6 8 9 12 14 15 

	E 3 3 3 F 19 6 2 11 19 s 16 5 2 4 3 1 1 16 
	-

	Total 38 14 4 4 14 1 1 
	Table 13. Potsherds Above Pebble-Bed, Jaong (All Types) Number of
	Series Trenches 
	Series Trenches 
	Potsherds 

	F 19 2,i538 s 16 882 
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	Table 14. Number of Pebbles, Jaongt. 
	Series Trenches Total Pebbles Average 
	per Trench 

	E 3 2,415 c. 750 F 19 25,t750 c. 1400 S* 16 c. 25e,000 
	Total 50,000+ 
	* 17,330 pebbles were actually counted in S, the balance for part of 10 trenches estimated, as other work pressures precluded complete figures. 
	The broad average of pebbles per surface square foot in what can be regarded as a real pebble-bed may be given at between 40 and 100 per square foot, each pebble averaging about 3 to 5 inches long and 1 to 2 inches in width. 
	This is not to say that the bed is just one thin flat layer For six of the F/ trenches (where the pebble-bed started at 12 inches, see lable 11) counts were made in six-inch excavational layers from the surface down, shown in Table 15. 
	Table 15. Pebbles in Six Jaong Deeper Pebble-Bed Trenches (12" start in F) 
	Depth Below Surface 
	Number of Pebbles As Percentage
	Number of Pebbles As Percentage
	(inches) 

	0 -6 8 0 6 -12 15 1 12 -18 1,413 80 18 -24 328 19 24 -0 0 
	Total 1,764 100 Average pebbles per trench 294 
	These pebbles cluster rather sharply at under 12 inches, mainlyaround 15-19 inches. In the shallower starting beds, the majtority (22 out of 38 trenches)t, a sample were more preciselymeasured. Six with 6 inch starts were recorded by 1 inch levels from below the start line, with the results shown in Table 16. 
	12i2 
	Table 16. Pebbles in Six Jaong Shallower Pebble-Bed Trenches (6" starts in F) 
	Depth Below Surface Number of Pebbles 
	Depth Below Surface Number of Pebbles 
	As Percentage

	(inches) (to nearest 
	5) 

	0 -6 40 
	-
	7 7,220 39 
	-
	8 4,5i25 24 
	-
	9 5,520 29 -10 860 4 
	-11 
	-12 
	80 
	3 
	1 
	Total 18,690 100
	.
	Average pebbles 1n trench 3,115 
	It will at once be observed that the pebble-bed is much thiakeP 
	in the six starting at 6 inches than at 12 inches, averaging over 3000 pebbles a trench to a little less than 300 pebbles in the 12 inch starters, identical trenches in the same series, which in fact represent the fringe and tilt-out of the main bed, in so far as this can be specifiied. 
	To check, two intermediate F trenches where the bed started at 8 inches were similarly counted by 1 inch layers (Table 17). 
	Table 17. Pebbles in Two Jaong Median Pebble-Bed Trenches (8" starts in F) 
	Depth Below Surface Number of Pebbles 
	Depth Below Surface Number of Pebbles 
	As Percentage

	(inches) (to nearest 0 -6 5 
	-
	7 10 1 
	-
	8 25 2 
	-
	9 570 -10 610 
	-11 160 
	11 
	-12 100 7 -13 40 3 
	Total 1,520 100 Average pebbles per trench 760 
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	What happens here is that the thicker pebble beds come up nearer the present surface, the thinner start deeper and also tend to run deeper, partly perhaps owing to easy sinking into the sand there (see below)t. No doubt if such exhausting counts were extended, other variables would appear; but basically this is the system inside one pretty distinct part -of t.he Jaong formation. Put another way: 
	Table 18. Pebbles by Depth in Three Sorts of Pebble-Bed F/ Trenches at Jaong (as percentages) 
	• Depth at Which Main Pebble Bed Starts Depth 1n 6" Layer 
	. 

	12" 8" 6 " 
	-
	0 6 
	-
	-


	-
	6 12 1 97 100
	-
	12 18 80 3 
	18 24 19 
	-
	-
	-
	-


	100 100 100 
	Another way of describing this would be tilting. It is often where the pebblet-bed is nearest to the surface (shallowest) that artifatcts--especially gold and stoneware vesselst--are most strongly present. 
	The percentage figures may give a slightly misleading comparison above, toot. Gross figures, similarly arranged, perhapsprovide an idea of the bulk effect of this pebble effort as a whole. 
	Table 19. Pebbles by Depth, Fourteen Jaong F/Trenches (aspreviously tabulated) 
	Depth of Start Depth Below Surface Total Percentage(inches) 12" 8" 6" All All (six) (two) (six) 
	0 -6 8 5 40 0 
	6 -12 15 1,475 18,650 20,140 92 12 -18 1,413 40 0 1,453 7 18 24 328 0 0 328 1 
	Total 1,764 1,520 18,690 21,974 100 Average pebbles per trench 294 760 3,t115 
	The fullest pebble-beds are nearer to the surface, densely packed in a thinner band. Some of the others reflect tilt away from the center and other unknown factors--for instance, possible boundaries or different sorts of markt, if any real significanceat all (cf. IV.ZS below). Not much needs to be made of these differences in detail. The casual factors of over-depositt, under soil, sinking, are among the several that can affect anydetailed point to point analysis. More important is the simple fact that here
	There are probably in all approaching 100,000 placed pebbles inthe area between the Batu Gambar carved rock and the junction of the Raso Brook with the main Jaong creek (I.2). Further careful counts of the 1966 season in Jaong showed that some pebbles taper away from F-S to spread widely in the site. An extension of scattered pebbles was traced out in the A and Y/sectors, though on a much thinner scale than in 1952-7. The largest number were in the three trenches, 347 pebbles in 75 square feet, of which 30
	· 

	Even these outlying, non-dense pebbles are extraneous--as the geologists report for two random samples of Y/pebbles from below 24 inches. 
	These two groups of (excavated) stone probably selec
	tively placed at one site, because they consist almost 
	entirely of one sort of stone namely hornfels (meta
	morphosed shale); the stream (adjtacent) contains a 
	greater variety of rocks but the two samples dug only 
	contained three and one non-hornfels specimen respec
	tively. Also probably collected because of exceptional 
	roundness; therefore not a random stream sample, but 
	highly selectivŁ. (H.O.: 236) 
	There are no comparable riverine pebble occurrences beyond the casual in the later Buah and Bongkisam sites despite exact parallels in other respects with Jaong. Thus in typical Series W/ and E/ at Buah, 130 square feet, only 9 stones of all sorts were excavated, compared to a thousand times that density in the Jaong concentrations.t
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	b. Overlying Soils and Underlying Sands 
	The general character of the ground at Jaong varies from arid sand without top soil over towards the Raso brook to deep 
	· 125 
	mud on the creek bank. Between these two extremes, in the part which is archaeologically so positive and which was clothed with vegetation up to patches of full rain forest when this study began, there is a fairly consistent structure through the rele� vant deposit, though much varied by abundant sandstone rock outcrops and affected whentthe slight hillocks are ascended and 
	.

	old water-levels thus affected. This may be formalized thus: 
	Table 20. Structure of the Ground at Jaong 
	Usual Depthof Layer 
	Sequence Formationt: Archaeology 
	Where Present (in inches) 
	1 Surface humus and plants 
	2 Black soil-I 
	.3 Black soil-II 
	4 Yellow sand 
	5 White sand 
	6 Yellow clay 8 Sandstone 
	Nil 
	Recent formation, since occupation 
	Often reddened and impregnated with iron slag; main artifact zone 
	Affected by overspill of artifacts 
	Old aquatic and erosion effectst: usually sterile 
	·
	·
	unless pebble-bed present 

	Old soilt: always sterile Bedrock 
	-1 
	1 -4 
	10 -40 
	2 -8 
	-12 
	6 -bedrock 
	? 
	The pebble-beds start in at layer 3 always, though they may run down to 4 or S. The gold leaf, whole stoneware vessels and othe things may then occur down to layer. S, otherwise sterile. 
	The pebbles sometimes seem to be placed oŁ layers 4 or 5,but this is never simple and clear-cut, owing to subsequentdeposition and infiltration of earth among the pebbles from above. However, in no case is there a simple relationship of pebbles and sand WITHOUT at least 6 inches of black soil above (cf. Table 11), and with numerous slags or sherds above the pebbles. It is therefore impossible to see the pebbl_es as havin been laid as an entirely separate operation, independent of the rest of the Jaong activ
	· 
	· 
	part of it; and perhaps of all of it. 

	It is the sand which represents the "floor" of the Jaong structure, from the archaeological point of view--although it is, in a sense, the ceiling in terms of geologyt. In this connection, it must be noted that sometimes the black soil lies directly on yellow clay; and that white sand may occur between the latter and bedrock (e.g., in a hillock-top trench). A blackish sand also occurs sparsely, in some cases layered thust: black soil (to 18"), yellow clay (5-6"), black sand (5-6"),white sand (7-8"), black 
	c. The Pebbled Gold 
	Much has been said about gold and the pebble-bed set-up in the previous section (II) of this Data Paper. It is hardly necessary to elaborate on the theme: that gold artifacts, especially pieces of gold-leaf foil, often cut with a median breachline, are reguiarly found in association with small, whole,Chinese stoneware vessels to be detailed in the next but one chapter (III.21), and other human materials, occurring with or under the aforesaid pebble-beds or in a few cases with groups of pebbles less thickl
	21) 
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	Position of Some Gold Artifacts
	Table 21. 
	Depth(inches) 
	21 
	20 
	17 
	18 18 9-10 
	9-10 13 
	24 6 
	29 
	15 
	in Association with 
	Remarks 
	Just under pebblebed with perfect vessels 
	Just below black soil 
	-
	In stoneware bowl; just. above white sand, 4" und·er pebble-bed 
	Just above white sand 
	The only gold object actually found among dense pebbles 
	Close to perfect stoneware vessel 
	.
	Inside a perfect bowl 
	Other Objects 
	Position (layer) 
	White sand 
	White sand White sand
	· 

	White sand White sand Blacik sand 
	Figure
	Blaak SOIL White sand 
	In pebble-bed 
	White sand 
	White sand 
	at Jaong. 
	Gold Object 
	Ring 
	Leaf-foil 
	Leaves (3) 
	Leaf-foil Leaf-foil Small fragment
	leaf (broken) 
	As above 
	Leaf-foil 
	Small beads 
	Bead 
	Ear-ring Leaf fragment 
	CHAPTER 20 TOUCHSTONES 
	Pebbles and gold have another and very direct connection, going far beyond Jaong and into the shadows of an even earlier antiquity. Known in Greecei--and mentioned by Plato, Sophocles, Heroditus and Aristotle--by the sixth century B.C., but reaching China only some twenty centuries later, little research has been done on the touchstone in Southeast Asia, although it is an everyday tool of the smith and known to all the coastal populations today. 
	A touchstone isi--in Borneo at least--a small black pebble
	(2-4") of jaspar (basonite), very hard, seldom found, exchangedthrough the island hand to hand. If gold is rubbed on it, a clear golden trace is left upon the flinty surface, easy to see. Fake gold will not show. It is thus the immediate way of disitinguishing gold from ungold here. But it can be used more subtly, to measure the offered gold piece against a standard measiurement and thus in effect "assess" the quality. Medieval metallurgists had 24 "needles," tiny bars of gold from 1 to 24 carats. By rubbi
	Nowadays, Chinese goldsmiths in Kuching commonly employ nitric acid, but still using the touchstone. They drop the acid onto the streak. If the trace at once vanishes, it is poor stuff. Good stuff, 18 carats and more, will not discolor at all. By using bottles with various strengths of nitric acid, the smith can get the same effect as with the needles.i
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	Jaong pebbles often resemble touchstones, the hornfels mainly used looking quite like jaspar. The parallel need not be purely casual.iThe possibility that gold was extensively worked--as it certainly wasipanned--on the spot round Jaong and in the delta generally must not be overlooked. This may have occurred, on a smaller scale, alongside the massive iron-workings. The techniques required are so simple, compared with iron, that such activity could easily be overlooked even in the long sequence of site exca
	35 
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	CHAPTER 21 
	STONEWARE VESSELS AND PEBBLEt-BEDS AT JAONG 
	a. Vessel Positions and Associations 
	The Pebble-Beds at Jaong are notable not only for associated gold objtects but almost equally for perfect or broken but complete vessels of hard, monochrome, stoneware-porcelaint. These are always small, including saucers and bowls, little jars, lidded boxes and one water dropper shaped as a human figurine. They have been discussed and illustrated in color in several earlier papers. All were made in s�uthern China and may be regarded as late T'ang into early Sung--about a centuryeither side of 1000 A.tD. I
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	What ·tconcerns us here is the presence, regularly, of these small, intact vessels concentrated largely in the pebble sectorst. Nearly fifty have been excavated in this part of Jaong over the years; only two elsewhere in Jaong; and less than a dozen for the whole of the rest of the excavations. It is un� mistakably clear that in many cases the object was deliberatelydeposited as part of the pebble-bed associationt. Here is a cross-section of depth data for a series excavated at Jaong towards the end of the
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Bowl, broken but complete, 18"t. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Spouted pot with cover, 8"t. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Perfect porcelain bowl, 10". 

	4. 
	4. 
	Bowl, broken, complete, 19"t. 


	5-6. Spouted pot with handle at 6½" and broken but complete 
	white bowl, 9". 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	The lower portioŁ of white lidded pot, 8"t. 

	8. 
	8. 
	Black bowl, broken but complete, 6-12"t. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Bowl, broken but complete, 18". 

	10. 
	10. 
	Brown-glaze long neck sp·outed pot, neck broken, 3". 


	11-12t. Two-ear perfect pot and broken but complete bowl, 19"-the bowl on top of the pott. 
	-

	13t. White bowl, broken but complete, 22". 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	Lower portion of lidded pot, 7"t. 

	15. 
	15. 
	Upper portion (lid) of a lidded pot, 18"t. 


	16t. Perfect white bowl, 18". 
	17. Perfect saucer, a perfect pot and an iron implement
	.
	found together with 93tbeads at 29". 
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	18
	18
	18
	. Perf e ct vase , 20" . 

	19. 
	19. 
	Broken but complete bowl, 24". 

	20. 
	20. 
	Broken but complete bowl with iron implement, 11" (3" under pebble-bed). 

	21. 
	21. 
	White bowl, perfect, 12", with 19 beads around it. 

	22. 
	22. 
	Perfect bowl, 27". 

	23. 
	23. 
	Broken but complete bowl, 25". 

	24. 
	24. 
	Perfect saucer with gold earring and 182 beads, 29". 

	25. 
	25. 
	Broken but complete bowl with beads around, 36". 

	26. 
	26. 
	Perfect saucer with 4 beads insideo, 28". 

	27. 
	27. 
	Perfect saucer, 20". 

	28. 
	28. 
	Broken but complete bowl found with a big white bead, 


	18". 
	29. Per£ ec t bowl, 2 2". 
	3 8 

	Among the above all are regarded as whole pieces, including where the vessel is broken but easily reconstructed from the sherds in the immeodiate vicinity, showing that it was left or placed as a complete unit in situo. This is in contrast to 99+% of the sherds throughout the rest of Jaong and the delta generally, where the pattern is one of wide scatter--pieces of the same (often incomplete) pot occurring 10 feet and up to SO feet apart (H.O.: 269). 
	Moreover, as pointed out for broken sherds in our previous
	Moreover, as pointed out for broken sherds in our previous
	study: 

	Below 18" in normal site patterns stoneware sherds become scarceo, except under particular conditions at Buah with the very deep iron concentration trenches there. But even the deepest sherds within a site do not prove to be different or exceptional, let alone earlier pieces within the time phase at that site. (H.O.: 273). 
	Over half the whole pieces at Jaong, however, are at 18 inches or below, as indicated in the preceding list. 
	"Absolute depth" has little significance in Jaong; and the irregular nature of the pebble-beds makes exact position definition even more uncertain. It is easy, in this terrain, for pebbles or associated objects to be displaced sufficiently to obscure precise deposit level. Even so, the picture is quiteclear. To quote from an interim field report entry back in 1952: 
	All the perfect porcelain articles and most of the broken but complete pieces were from under the beds ... only the long neck pot in El x 40 was on top of the pebble-bed at three inches under the ground surface in black soil. 
	17 
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	A later analysis confirmed this trend: 
	Table 22. Whole Stoneware Vessels, Jaong Position in Relation to Pebble-Bed 
	·

	Total 
	Under Above Near Elsewhere 
	Perfect 14 1 1 1 
	• 
	Broken but complete 22 0 4 1 Total 36 1 5 2 
	As it became clear that this whole vessel 
	relationship with 
	pebble-bedsattention 
	(and other things) was more than 
	was made to measure,position of each as 
	casual, .particular sketch, describe and photographit was excavated carefully out.
	the exact 
	that none of the "complete but broken" 
	by the excellent excavation staff and skills 
	(It should be added 
	vessels were 
	broken 
	atany time.) Where two whole vessels occurred together· this was of particular interest; for instance, in brief: 
	· 

	' 
	(i) Sauaer and vaseo. The saucer was in upside position, 
	while the vase lay on its side, the mouth facing into the other, 1" apart. An iron knife lay obliqueiy to the saucer, 1½" away, running 45from the saucer jar axis, its far end 7" from the vase base. 93 beads (27blue, 39 yellow, 27 red) were irside the saucer, and between this and the vase, along with a decomposedbronze piece (? bracelet)t, 29". 
	° 
	i

	(ii) Two sauaers. High-footed saucer upright, Yueh one on top of it. Gold objtect 3" away, beads inside and outside saucers, 29". 
	(iii) Blaak pot and sauaer. Almost upright, slightly tilted; the pot's mouth is broken but complete bowl, 19".t
	closely covered.by slightly 
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	Position data could be exactly assessed for 16 perfect pieces 
	in pebble-beds, as shown in Table 23. In 1966, we took a furthe look at the pebble-bed problem, extending down towards the creei in a set of eight trenches, A/1-8, linking to 1952-7 vessel sectors, but now working among large buried boulders and away from the main beds. Here, under a surface area of 279 square feet, we excavated 8 perfect vessels, four concentrated togethe1in A/1 (25 square feet). These lay nestled among the boulders and on the sand of the old river bed, with some pebbles and
	·
	large stones placed around or near them, as if there had been an overflow of funerary or other use into this corner and treated in a slightly simpler way, with an average of one whole vessel per 25 square feet.i
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	Table 23. Position of Jaong Perfect Vesisels 
	Position Bowls and Saucers Pots and Vases Total 
	Upright 3 1 4 On side 0 3 3 Upside down 9 0 9 
	Total 12 4 16 
	The "pomegranate" lidded box of A/6 was of interest not only as a repeat of an unusual 1952 Jaong form, but also in its own right, since the base was found at 5 inches in the deposit, and the top at 7 inches below its bottom, as if placed upside down-as with most of the bowls and saucers in the previous table. 
	Compare these Jaong A results with the trenches made to test sectors previously pursued as bedless but rich in slag or related materials. We dug 88 square feet of this at Jaong in 1966, without finding a whole vessel--or anything nearly complete, only fragmented and scattered sherds. Likewise, in 875 square feet at Buah and Bongkisam, as also in 687 square feet of lesser sites, no whole vessel (or sign of one) was revealed r1 th i s s e as on . 
	i

	b. Characteristics of Jaong Stoneware (cf. Plates 15-19) 
	The common features of all these stonewares excavated perfect or whole at Jaong may be summarized thus: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Most are small, some "miniature,i" of Yueh or closelyrelated wares. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Far and away the greater part are simply monochrome, in no case are two main glazes employed for contrast. 


	(iii) The forms are generally "simple" though often "forceful"; seldom elegant or delicate--from the point of view of the Western fine-art collector, that is.i
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	(iv) There are a variety of molded and relief designs or incised patterns, particularly of lotus and other simple floral motives. 
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	(v) 
	(v) 
	(v) 
	Although none of the wares and forms are unknown elsewhere, some of the commonest are sparsely representedin other collections and countries. 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	All are acceptable as "T'ang" or early "Sung,t" in Chinese dynastic terms. 
	-



	Although the range of whole pieces is not great in quality, 
	there is a considerable area of technical achievement and artistic skill.ŁtPerhaps the most unusual in this respect is the "water-dropper" from Jaong in 1957t: 
	2 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	It is of stoneware, 100 mm. high--with the fine whiteybuff body of nearly all whole pieces found in Jaong. 
	·


	2. 
	2. 
	The glaze is--or was, for it only remains clear in one place on the-back--blueish white and of Ying Ch'ing sort. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The glaze is much discolored and deteriorated, in placealmost black--and peeled off at one point. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The figure clearly represents a child as judged by the large and "naif" head, and a bib-like cloth round the neeŁ and tied with a string, round the back at the waist. 
	.
	·t



	S. The child is holding a double gourdt(= bag) with the effect of a long spouted mouth in the top (cf. bagpipe) 
	6. The object, as a whole, could be a water dropper, but one-holed. The hole is not in the gourd (which, beingheld upright in this instance, comes high to the child' face)t, but neatly made in the center of the back. Filled with waterit can fulfill the function of wetting an inkstone. (And see Appendix D). 
	t 
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	This unusual figurine has been compared with a closely similar one found among the Ying-Ch'ting stonewares of the Sung dynasty from South China in the "Sutra-mound" at Kyozuka in Japan, whic: is in similar condition, but with a single hole in the gourdinstead of the back. Both may well be funerary ware (cf. Chinese "mortuary whistles") rather than water-droppers. In any case, this is the only item of its kind from Jaong, where all other stonewares are ordinary sorts of vessels, including five miniature ear
	1

	.
	and 6 inches across the mouth, 2-2½ inches foot diameter. Little spouted ewers go 3½ to 7 inches, about 2½ inches foott· diameter. Lidded boxes are from 1½ to 3 inches high, with one larger one. 
	A distinctive sort of lidded pot is usually molded with ridges and with a small knob or blob on the top center of the lid, suggesting a fruit (probably pomegranate); one of these, 15 inches high, is much the bulkiest thing yet found whole at Jaong. Two bowls and lids have similarly molded outside designsof lotus. Similar molding of chrysanthemum or other floral decoration occurs on several of the dishes and bowlsi, though most are plain. There is no animal decorationi, except fish scalesi.ia. 
	4 

	Thei_ifoot is always unglazed and except in smaller ewersi, saucers and potlets inset with a deep foot ridge. In some little dishes and potlets these ridges are reducedi--and one (the only inscribed piece) has a slightly convex foot. But the stylei, texture and glaze treatment is about the same in all of them. Although there is a clear if wide common mood and workmanship for the loti, the range of shapes and use of colors is far from "mass production.i" 
	Three other pieces need special mention--one for its "bare ring,i" one for its glaze, and one for an inscription. 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	A small bowl has a broad unglazed bare ring insidei, around the bottom but with glaze again in a small central ring. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	One small flat dish stands out; although "typical" in other respectsi, the glaze is rich apple green. This color has apparently been applied after firing. It overlapsi, on the outer side, a lotus (?) leaf patterni, unusually elaborate. 


	(iii) A lidded pot with a molded "fruit" (pomegranate?) pattern has the slightly concave foot (already mentioned). Upon this is stamped an inscriptioni--very rare on anyBorneo ceramics. The bottom sign is obscured and the whole has presented difficult to available Chinese scholars. The inscription is the name of a member of the Chen or Chin familyi, a private chop of no help to us. Five characters (somewhat unusually) run in downward lines. 
	A second "pomegranate" lidded poti, but with flat foot, was excavated in the 1966 season, after the above classification was completed (see Plate 17). The eight whole vessels of that season all came from trenches A/1-8, extensions of the pebble sector as earlier discussed (a). All conformed precisely to the earlier criteria of style, shape, glaze, and so on, thoughthe spouted vessel in A/1 was rather heavier than average, with 
	a flat foot, heavily ma·rked with the potter's trimming tooli-
	very similar to one previously excavated in the Tanjiong Kubor 
	cemetery (broadly contemporary with Jaong).i
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	Table 24. Inventory of 1966 Whole Vessels, Jaong 
	Glaze
	Dpth
	e

	Trench Form (regardless Foot
	(inches) 
	of decay) 
	Al 12 18 Spouted pot Brownish-olive Flat 
	-

	-
	Al 12 18 Heavy bowl Fatty white Typical
	-
	Al 12 18 Box (bottom only) Yueh olive Typical
	-
	Al 18 24 Small bowl Greenish grey TypicalA3 @ 19 Small bowl (wholly dis-Typical and
	? 

	• 
	colored) flared ri A4 @ 12½ Small bowl Yueh green Typical and 
	bare rim) A6 5 7 Lidded box Yueh green Flat A7 @ 18 Fat pot Bluish white Typical
	-

	(Ching-pai) 
	All eight feet are bare. "Typical" isas earlier described and a illustrated in the drawings by Miss Selene Fung (Plates 14-17)t. 
	c. Meaning o·f These Vessels for Borneo 
	It is impossible to doubt that these little, simple, strongCh�nese-made vess�ls--broadly Yueh and associated wares were placed under the pebble-beds at Jaong, as part of some purposeful operation. The similar positioning 6£ breach-cut gold leaf and other gold artifacts (II.t8) is equally "intentional.t" And despite a thousand yards of site disturbance, the direct linkagebetween whole stoneware vessels and gold pieaes is too frequent to be coincidental: it is part of a set of regular, related
	·
	.

	.
	placings in sand on or under the surface then overlain with pebbles and subsequently with the deposition of earth-making 
	humus, etc. 
	Although only a few-fragments of (unidentified) bone have ever been found with the vessels, that is no surprise in this climate. 'The indications at this stage would Łeem to be that the vessels not only contained gold and beads, but perhaps ashes or charred bone also. An exactly parallel -compound was formed in the pebble mounds of the Kelabit paraun (III.t17.d)t, thoughthe vessels there were deliberately smashed by the pebbles. Symbolically, the pebble-beds at Jaong mayhave been intended 
	p
	· 

	to seal in the stonewares in somewhat the same way.Łt
	6 

	We have equally seen the association of Chinese and other (later) stonewares with the Kota Kinabalu menhirs, the Usukan Island pebbles and stones, the upland idea of stoneware jars 
	used as secondary burial urns in active association with and sometimes as alternative to stone megalithic usages (includingurns made of actual stone). All this points to a much closer link between hard ceramics and the megalithic than has yet been fully recognized. 
	d. The "China" Angle 
	The reader will not have failed to notice the emphasis on Chinese stonewares at many points in this and preceding chapterst. This could be misleading. So a few words of clarification.t
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	At the time of the Santubong sites, the only hard pottery-that is, stoneware or porcelain--available was being made in Chinat. Not until the fifteenth century were alternatives coming in from central Thailand. One of the kilns there originated largely under the influence of Chinese potters. These hard wares filled a real need in Borneo life. They solved many problems of storage preservation, not least providing big jars which could protect the bones of the dead against pigs and the numerous other native 
	_

	Stoneware became, therefore, a major import into Borneo. 
	Not only did it penetrate the furthest corners of the hinterland, but everywhere inland it became highly esteemed, often a center of status values, class symbolism and much of ritual life. In some places, this pottery became the most important material feature of life. 
	There is (at present) no direct proof that this soon important form of trade goods came to West Borneo in Chinese bottoms. It is much more likely that, so far southeast, most if not all of it during the T'ang and Sung dynasty periods were brought in locally made and manned Indonesian and Malaysian ships, on a place to place barter basis--at Santubong to barter heavily for smelted iron back to the mainlandt, including perhapsChina again (H.O.: 199, etc.). 
	The evidence of a trade in gold itself to or from China is very weak to date, as we have seen (I.4). There is equally no indication of direct Chinese influence on gold smithing for any of the Borneo artifacts (II.7, 14, and 15). On the other hand, such influences and intercourses as can now be effectively detected either for raw or worked gold tend to be to or from the 
	west, through western Indonesia towards the Indian Ocean. In contrast to this, our f·riend Dr. Cheng Te'k'un has argued for a major Chinese impact into west Borneo from early times, basing 
	· 137 
	this partly on our studies. But again, Dr. Marschall· has adduce quite an impressive body of texts to imply that this island area if not this actual island, was long known far to the west as the 
	home of gold.
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	The situation is confusing. We think tha-t really "everytthing happened.t" There were influences in all directions, far more complex and even contradictory that tidy-minded western 
	(or northern) scholars have commonly--and very naturally--cared or dared to suppose. The Borneo picture of the past certainly i extremely difficult to reconstruct now and was not much easier if you lived in it a millennium ago. "Chinese" type influences have played a profound part on some fields, "Indian" in others. But the distinction is wearing thin and perhaps bears little relation to past "realityt," which made no such boundaries in the mind anymore than in metal. 
	One concept should be recalled as illuminating and much in keeping with most Borneant-thinking heret. The ancient Chinese essence of life, the ahhi, has as its kernel, its soul, stone, the bone of the eartht. It is the seminal essence of this--as perhaps of the petroglyph at Jaong (cf. III.t18 previously)t. This seminal essence (ahing) became, in turn, gold and jade. This concept, parallel to Aristotle's "exhalations,t" goes back far before ihe Christian era. Such thinking gave gold, silver and copper a com
	·

	R. J. Forbes has written with characteristic clarity of an idea held far beyond China and nearly universal in the past: 
	..t. who worked these "changed stones" performed a 
	rite full of secret dangers ..t. he interfered with 
	the harmonious growth of the metals of the earthŁ 
	Perhaps the sacrifice of an embryo when bŁilding a 
	furnace has the meaning of an expiatory offering, 
	giving one life for the other, or should we read in it 
	the "charging" of the metal with the budding life of 
	_
	the embryo? Purification and sacrifice were necessar
	r

	when interfering with the processes of Mother Earth.
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	This Mother Earth approach is entirely applicable to Borneo, and is patently present today in attitudes to and rituals for rice agriculture too. It is against such a spiritual background that 
	we have to look, albeit through a swampland mist, at the goingson about Jaong creek, which led to the placing, displacement, cutting or destruction of large and small stones (the chhi), gold and iron, stoneware, earthenware and glass . 
	• 
	CHAPTER 22 
	OTHER JAONG PEBBLE-BED ASSOCIATIONS 
	However rough and ready the definition of the Jaong pebblebeds (to be refined again in the next chapter, III.24), it is by now clear that they are part of a fairly definite set of activities involving small stones, leaf and other gold as well as small stoneware vessels--conspitcuous because perfect--whichat that time were only available from China. This chapterbriefly indicates other and on the whole lessbinding, less diagnostic (but not less provoking) elements in this aspect of the Sarawak River de·l ta'
	· 

	a. Iron Slag and Tools 
	The basic situation was put well back in a 1952 field re
	-

	port for the F and S sectors of Jaongt: 
	Slag appeared to be in the same state of density above the pebble-bed as in the non-pebble-bed areas but was absent under it. There were only one or two isolated pieces of slag dug out from under the bed, but these could have got under it by way of the holes of burrowing animals. . . . 
	_
	5 
	0 

	Later and closer analysis of the actual records for these sector shows that when the density is compared, it is clear that there is appreciably less slag overall in pebble sections, so that 
	the first part of the first sentence of thŁ above (only) require amendation. Again,-in the smaller pebble concentration of E/ series, where most of the trenches were pebbleless: 
	In this series iron slag was found both over pebble zones and in non-pebble zones, but never undeir pebble zonest. 
	Tot-broaden the fact for a wider sample -(random for A, all for B) see Table 25. Well over half the bedless trenches have "abundant" slag, and Just over three quarters "abundant" plus "moderate"--compared with only one in ten "abundant" for pebble-bed trenches and under one-third "abundant" plus "moderate.t" Twentynine percent of layers in bedless trenches have little or not· sl�g compared with seventy percent likewise in pebble-bed trenches. The differences are significant; but (characteristically for t
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	Table 25i. Iron Slag Density and Pebble-Beds (Jaong) 
	Table 25i. Iron Slag Density and Pebble-Beds (Jaong) 
	Number of 6" Layers
	Number of 6" Layers
	Number of 6" Layers
	Number of 

	Where Slag Is

	Trenches Analyzed 
	Abundant Moderate Sparse Nil 
	Artifact
	A. Sample of trenches close to pebble-bed,
	but without own bed 
	L/ and E (part) 10 22 11 13 5 
	9
	C/ 
	6 7 0 
	F/ (part)S/ (part) 
	5 8 3 
	3 8 2 
	8 
	5 
	2 
	1 
	Total All A 27 77 22 30 11 As percentage of A 55% 16% 21% 8% 
	Artifact
	B. All trenches with main pebble-bed 
	E (pebble part 2 0 0 4 5 F/ (pebble part) 19 9 6 33 10 S/ (pebble part) 16 2 15 17 5 
	Total All B 37 11 21 54 20 As percentage of B 10% 20% 51% 19% 
	Iron tools are seldom found complete in delta sites, and evidently this was not a center for treating iron beyond the smelting and refining stage. When recovered they are alwaysbadly eroded and often almost unrecognizable, owing to weathering. In this instance, too, there is an additional complicationabsent in the other excavated artifacts: iron tools have been made and used in almost identical style over many centuries, so that it is (on present knowledge anyway) often almost impossible to distinguish pre
	Of the 13 identifiable iron tools occurring definitely subsurface at Jaong, one was 3 inches below the pebble-bed and several must have been a deliberate placement there. Another, a small knife, is even more definitely documented, in that it is encrusted and sealed onto and across the lip of a small sauce1 
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	recovered perfect and under the pebble-bed. This was evidentlydeliberately placed across the stonewatre 
	vessel.
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	b. Waisted and Other Stones 
	The interesting and special role of waisted stones in connection with the delta'ts prehistoric iron-working has been earlier demonstrated and the stones described in some detail (H.O.: 240-244)t. They are found regularly in Jaong pebble associations, but so they are all through these deposits, like the iron slag with which they are s-o closely related. In all twenty two waisted stones we�e mapped in on� of the two 1952 pebbleconcentrations, howevert--and that is high. These were also conspicuously group
	Table 26. Waisted Stone Pairs, Jaong 
	Depth of 1;.ach
	Trench 
	Trench 
	(inches) 

	Fl 
	Fl Fl 
	Fl 
	F6 
	F6 
	x 
	x 
	X 
	X 
	X 
	X 
	12 
	12 
	16 
	16 
	10 
	10 
	5 7
	-

	5. -8 
	5 andt-6 
	2 and 6 
	2 and 5 
	5 and 7 
	The above may oversimplify the factors involved. As shown in our earlier monograph, waisted stones occur with and without slag, but mainly in and amongst slag concentrations (H.O.: 242 table)t. In fact, there is a distinct tendency for pairing here: 
	Jaong waisted stones, here tabulated; 47% occurred within one foot of each other, as compared with 44% more Łhan two feet
	· 
	apart.
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	Three other sorts of shaped stone, barely noted in.previous publications, are especially associ�ted with though not necessarily exclusive to Jaong, and found in the pebble-bed sectors: usually hexagonal, faceted, .igneous stones, shale "knobs" and granite blocks, all are stones brought into the site from outside The exact function of all these is unknown. None qualify either 
	as tools or of use in other ordinary workt. The first two have decidedly malet, phallic implications for those who see that way. To that extent they may properly be considered in conjtunction with the predominantly feminine rock-carvings around them in the ground (III.t19)--as if these imported male stones were answers, in the round, to the more vaginal motifs cut flat in the natural sandstone rockt. 
	The faceoted igneous stones are usually of bioritet, always columnar in shape and broken across the center--as if on purposenot from any apparent use or routine. All the larger ones, 
	c. 5-6 inches long, 2-2½ inches across, are hexagonally faceted, though the work is very rough and unevent. Smaller ones, down to 2-3 inches and 1½ inches across, are sometimes octagonal. 
	The knobs are about the oddest things found in twenty years of delta work. The first was excavated at Jaong, B/4, 11 inches, on 26 May 1952, but they have since been recovered at Bongkisam also. 
	All "knobs" have these features in common: 
	--of a soft shale or similar stonet, either as a pebble or 
	a piece from in situ formations (? from river bank); 
	--narrow but distinct bands in the stone representing alluvial deposition; 
	--the wider basal part is duller in color, and represents the outer skin of the pebble or weathered coat of the segment; 
	--the "top" has been naturally or artificially narrowed bywear or cutting (probably both) to produce a head or tip, which shows a different color; 
	--this color is pale blue, pale green, pale yellow and in one case blue-black, and gives a contrast effect; 
	--a band of other minor color change may be emphasized out by rubbing, to increase the tip contrastt. 
	All are small, easily held in the hand. The smallest weighs 2 ounces and the largest 25 ounces. These things were carefullyprepared and in most cases there are marks of cutting throughthe "skin" with a metal bladet. Three are much alike in form despite the difficulties of finding the right sort of stone, and thus indicate a specific purpose and tradition, varyingfrom the "normal" rounded pebble-bed pebbles to these curiosa which unmistably suggest a macabre version of male sexuality. 
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	The third type consists of three curious granite blocks,found in association with the pebble-bed (at S), each 9-10 inche high, 11-14 inches: wide, 15-18 inches long, shaped from the natural stone, one with a ridged back. 
	While the occurrence of the waisted stones may be related directly to the general dispersed iron slag, these and the other types described can also legitimately be regarded as havinganother "function" as smŁllt, portable, worked forms of stone supplementing the far more numerous pebbles in the ground and relating these, throught_tmen's hand, to the worked stone faces on the large boulders in full megalithic flourish. They may,in brief, be shadow micro-megaliths as well (III.23 below)t. 
	_

	c. Beads 
	Glass beads of Jaong do not visibly differ to any marked degree from those of Bongkisam and indeed most pre-Ming but iron-age sites in Southeast Asia from Luzon through to Thailand and Laos. They are nearly all small, monochrome, and with a color range already indicated (in HŁO.: 265, where the subject has already been rather fully discussed, with chemical analyses) These beads •re believed to have come from the west, and are definitely not Chinese. 
	The largest concentration of glass beads, plus a much smaller number in stone (mainly faceted carnelians) is at Jaong. Many are in the pebble sectors. But these tiny, highly mobile and often fragile things are subject to maximum loss and displacement _und_er these conditions, and especially in amongst the iron-workings. There is, however, a distinct tendency for beads including clusters representing old necklets or wristlets, to be found close to, and sometimes inside, the whole stoneware vessels as earlier
	-

	A sample of 178 glass beads individually pinpointed by exact position in pebble-bed concentrations at Jaong gave: 
	Table 
	Table 
	Table 
	27. 
	Position 
	of Some Jaong Glass 
	Beads 

	Above the bed 
	Above the bed 
	17% 

	In the bed 
	In the bed 
	46 

	Defi·ni tely 
	Defi·ni tely 
	under 
	37 


	Under the circumstances such differences cannot be regarded as significant. 
	Table 28. Some Carnelian Beads from Jaong, 1952 
	Artifact
	Maximum Length
	Maximum Length
	Depth

	Width Shape Color Association 
	Sector 
	or 

	(inches) 
	(mm) 
	s 9 Round, but Pale watery pink 2 together below pebblefaceted bed 
	15 

	24 9 Round, but Red to milky In yellow sand faceted 
	C 

	s 30 7 Round Watery pink With beads below pebblebed 
	F 24 4-5 Round, Cherry 2 togetheri+ 16 glassirregular beads and iron tool, below pebble-bed 
	F 27 14 Round, very Smokey to pale Below the pebble-bedsmooth brown 
	Round, Brown to Between 2 rocks in SWAMP;pitted white (blemish?) with three tiny glass beads 
	M 
	8-10 
	6 

	5½ Round, Whitei. (mostly) · In iron slag concentration pitted and brown 
	X 
	14i-15 

	F 10 20 Hexagonal Deep red 
	Q Hexagonal; Deep red 2 together 
	6-12 
	20 

	flattened ends 
	-145 
	Little has been said in previous delta publications on nonglass beads. These are particularly numerous at Jaong, the over whelming majority being of a pale, pink to red--sometimes brown with white streaks--carnelian agate, usually round or faceted,and of a kind believed to come from Burma and India, found throughout Southeast Asia in prehistoric sites. As these beads are virtually imperishable [unlike their glass cousins],tthey also remain in use among many inland peoples, such as the Kelabits in central 
	·
	·
	.
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	Only at Jaong did these worked carnelians occur with such regularity as to earn a separate field classification for onthe-spot tabulation as each one was excavated. The random extract shown in Table 28 gives some idea of this material, and indicates a possible high degree of pebble-bed correlationt. The other main type of stone bead is of white quartz crystal or quartz pebbles. These are much less common than carnelian-least numerous, relatively, at Jaong. Table 29 provides a cross section picture for co
	Table 29. Quartz Crystals from Delta Sites 
	Maximum
	Depth
	Site T-rench Length Shape Quality
	(inches) 
	(mm) 
	Kubor D/m 18-24 45 Massive Exceptionally
	pointed fine hexagon 
	Kubor D/2 12-18 27 Pointed Very pitted
	hexagon 
	Jaong F4 x 6 6-12 17 Pointed Very dark hexagon 
	Jaong 
	12-18 17 Sharp flat White and 
	chip 
	clear Dark
	Bongkisam II 6-12 17 Rough lump 
	Bongkisam Z/1 12-18 25 Irregular Perfectlylump white but very worn 
	Bongkisam Z/1 6-12 18 Pointed Thin and fine hexagon 
	s. Ayer W/A 6-12 6 Tiny Crystal facet-fragment ing retained 
	d. Earthenware 
	The soft earthenwares of the delta have not yet been adeiquately studied, except for the little headland cemetery of Tanjong Kubor--and that took over a year for a Museum team working under the top expertise of Dr. W. G. Solheim.·i
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	It can safely be said, however, that earthenwares--mostly made among the islands--are as abundant in and to some extent under the pebble-bed and related sectors at Jaong. Calculations of samples for a series of trenches show that in both pebble and pebbleless sectors earthenware is quite numerous. If anything, the earthenware sherd ratio goes up be loŁ the pebble-beds. 
	CHAPTER 23 THE MICRO-MEGALITHIC IDEAt
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	It is here suggested that these pebble-beds at Jaong had a ritual--and perhaps also a metallurgic--"purpose,t" for the people who worked iron (and perhaps also gold), there. Moreover, this use of placed small natural stone is contemporary with and intimately related to the more obvious use of much larger natural stone, the boulders so richly decorated with 
	·
	figures, lines, holes and "block cut" quadrangle forms a11alongthe right bank of the main creek in this sector. 
	In reality as presumably in past fantasy these pebbles serve as an extension out from the carved rocks into the ground, a continuum over the earth, a cover for chosen places, touched too with gold, stoneware, beads and other valuables of those distant days. Each placed pebble is a miniature boulder or menhir, just as the piled pebbles of the Kelabit parapun are so intimately part of the great crowning dolmens (III.17.d) .tTo
	. 
	treat a pebble as seriously as a rock--or even as the child, or the sperm of the rock--could present no intellectual problem to Borneo people who (as we have seen) regard wood and stone as interchangeable (Kadazan) or an irrigation ditch equivalent to 
	a menhir equivalent to a stoneware urn (Kelabit). We have seen, too, pebbles used over graves on Usukan Island (Ubian, Bajau). And we shall see that pebble-beds in several forms and with several functions occur in surrounding lands, starting notably in strong association with gold jewelry on the little island of Nias.t
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	Beds, mounds, pyramids, heaps, platforms, paths, walls, wells, built-up of pebbles and stones, stone pavements, stone terraces, "altars,t" and other such uses of small, easily handled moveable stone displaced from natural positions for the purposecan all be usefully considered as falling within one loose but identifiable term micromegaliths, where this noun is other than purely "functional.t" The activity of employing or deployingthem may thus properly be termed micro-megalithic. 
	-

	We are well aware--and even happy!--that this term is somewhat contradictory. The dictionary definition emphasizes the large size This thinking is indeed largely responsible for the over-attention paid by laymen to large stones as such, and the comparative--sometimes total-neglect of the smaller, less conspicuous stone-pebble aspects. A logical etymological answer would be to call these smaller frymicroliths. But in archaeological circles (though unknown to 
	Ł
	-
	of megalitths--unfortunately.
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	most dictionaries) this lesser term is pre-empted: it describes very small stone artifiacts used in the Stone Age, some of the nicest being found in Celebes. We are left, then, with micromegaliths . It is a term easily understood and remembered, while the conjunction of micro and mega helps make the point of interrelationship; these are not separate systems, but levels of one common, intense, sensiitive expression of belief. 
	In accordance with all that we have been seeing and sayingabout the megalithic, the idea of interchangeability and diversity of material and form must be reiterated. With the micromegalithic, therefore, care must be taken to apply the term to more than the pebbles or stones nominally involved. It can be that small stoneware vessels or sherds or gold fragments play a micro-part corresponding to that of large stone jars with menhirs in the uplandsi. 
	For the possible convenience of others, two simple working defiinitions-are offered as suitable to the present purpose: 
	Pebb le: a naturally formed rock (usually water-worn or rounded) which can easily be held in the palm of the hand or put in the pocketi= small. 
	Stone: a large piece of natural rock (not deliberately broken off a geological formation in recent times) 
	·i
	which can be lifted and carried with ease by an 
	adult. 
	Of course there is no definite distiinction between ·a largepebble and a small stonei. However, by and large the smallest stones used in any micro-megialithics so far known to us tend to be quite appreciably bigger and heavier than the biggest pebbles --though this may easily be a matter of local geologiical chance, too. 
	.

	There must be all sorts of other gradations. · For instance, the stones although usually or originally natural-shaped, when used may be re-shaped, cut into bricks or other forms and used to build megalithic type structures in a transition between strictly placing the natural stone (in, for instance, a wall) and the even more deliberate--and in one way less "megalithic"-act of building a structure such as an altar (notable in �ali terraced temples and Polynesian marae) . But big menhirs do not cease to be s
	.

	of the southern Kelabit uplands in north central Borneo or on 
	the Plain of Jars in Laos have to be denied the accolade of megalithism because they have been so intricately and skillfully restructured. The stones of the shrine at Bongkisam indicate this transition between wholly unshaped pebbles or stones and 
	something approaching a stone brick; and this postulation for the first excavated feature of its kind in Borneo can now be considered in some detail, from this point of view as well as its own right as the largest single source of gold artifacts in the Sarawak River delta. 
	CHAPTER 24 
	THE BONGKISAM SHRINE IN THE MICRO-MEGALITHIC MOODt
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	Until 1966, the Jaong pebblet-beds were the only man-made stone formations excavated in the entire Santubong complext. In fact these beds of pebbles, with their rich deposit of value objects--gold pieces, glass beads, precious porcelains and stoneware from China and iron tools--were the only ritual structures ever excavated and placed in an orderly context of unquestionable authenticity anywhere in the great island of Borneo. 
	It follows then that the discovery and excavation at Bongkisam in 1966 of a carefully constructed stoneplatform of ritual purpose came as a dramatic event both for the excavating team and the villagers of Santubong. 
	·

	We wish to preface the detailed description of the shrine and its ritual deposit by drawing attention to what we consider to be the overriding importance of this material. We believe that this "find" must be seen in the context of the whole Santubong complex and most specifically as a cultural mix of indigenous ideas associated with the Jaong pebble-bed together with the assimilation and adaptation of later ideas relating to the Hindu-Buddhist tradition imported from abroad, presumably as a result of trad
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	Previously, Professor Paul Mus had demonstrated the same process at work in the ancient kingdom of Champa, which began in the fifth and ended in the fifteenth centuries. There ancestor worship and the cult of the god of the soil were symbolized by a menhir (simple upright stone) placed in the middle of the rice field to symbolize here the unity between the familygroup and the god of the soil.tUpon this base was grafted the Hindu cult of linga worship following the development of complex territorial and po
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	· 

	At Bongkisam we believe we see this kind of assimilation and adaptation at work. The exuberant megalithic tradition of Jaong receives a new inflection, with the addition of demonstrably received_ ritual practices from abroad: the result is the stone platform--a structure which extends the Jaong pebble-bedtradition but with a new look, from unworked stone to brick. 
	a. The Platform: From Pebble to Brick
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	Excavation at Bongkisam leading to the discovery of the stone monument and associated ritual deposit began on 12 July1966. The trench which revealed the first traces of the worked and arranged stones was 5 feet by 2 feet, one of a series of small trenches originally designed to recheck the iron slag and pottery evidence of previous excavattion here. When it became apparent that we were in the presence of a plane of carefully laid stones, we extended the area of the trench until by 17 July the entire surface
	The stone in the paving is a shale quite common in the area. It is easily worked and cuts readily into flat planes. The stone blocks of the platform were rectangular, the upper and lower surfaces were quite flat. There was not however anyconsistency either in measure or (beyond a rather erratic rectilinearity) shape. The largest worked stone was 19 inches long and approximately 10 inches wide. Some were as small as 6 inches by 2 inches. The greatest number, however, were roughly12 inches by 7 inches. There
	·t

	There was no attempt to lay these crude bricks in any exact pattern, even one as simple as an alternation of long and short ends. The stones remain neatly joined in those areas that have not been disturbed, but there is no evidence that any adhesive material was employed to band them together. These bricks have been laid in two· layers, each about 2 inches thick, restingdirectly on a base of introduced fine yellow sand. There was no other effort to provide a foundation; no modification of stone-shape on the
	The upper surface of the platform wasi--when excavated-littered with small pieces of shale and a number of pebblesi. 
	The posiition of these pieces may be seen in our photographic Plate 29. The concentration of fragments is far in excess of any natural or random occurrence in this sandy soil. For example only 3 stones were recorded in Z/2, an immediately adjoiningtrench 5 feet by 2 feet which was dug to a depth of 24 inches. Many of the platform's shale fragments, while irregular in outline, had smooth upper and lower facesi--an indication that they may have been dressed stones, deliberately fractured and left lying on t
	Intimately related to the presence of this litter of rock on the platform surface, is the problem of the supersitructure of the monument. First of all we may eliminate the possibility that the supersitructure was made of heavy masionry. The platform, except for a well or shaft to be discussed below, is without supporting foundation. It is simply a horizontal plane of stone resting on the sand. Any heavy supersitructure would certainly have caused sinking. The plan of the platform indicates, too, that it 
	(see further at 24.id below). 
	b. The Central Shaft and Golden Sand 
	On the photograph of the platform (see Plate 29) it will 
	be noted that there is on the surface of the platform a broad area of irregular outline but of a generally rectilineal character. When first uncovered this area was filled with rubble and it appeared to be merely a zone of intense disiturbance possibly caused by tree roots. After the exciavating team had brushed 
	the loose soil from all the stones, it was apparent that there was a certain regularity to the outline of this area; and that the jumble of large stones within its perimeter had more the character of purposely selected and positioned rubble than the random breakage and upheaval expected from root damage. Therefore, on 25 July, twelve days after the first indication of the existence of a stone structure at Bongkisam--and after the 
	completion of a photographic record and scale drawings of the platform in plan and elevation--we began the removal of rubble which extended from the level of the platform to a floor 14 inches belowt. The rubble consisted largely of irregular piecesof local shale. Some iron slag was mixed in with the stones at 3 to 6 inches below the platform surface (cft. 21. a above).Several slag pieces were unusually large, the biggest a block 7 inches by 3 inches by 3 inches. Upon removal of the rubble and iron slag, it 
	·t
	·

	Below this flooring of stone slabs, there were six courses of stone, each of large shale blocks (cft. III.26 following)t. They were between 2 inches and 3 inches thick; and they thus made a seal in the shaft extending from 14 inches below the surface of the platform to approximately 28 inchest. After the removal of these stones, the shaft was found to be filled with golden yello� sand. It was clearly deposited there by human agency, as the surrounding sand was the light gray to whiteish coraline sand commo
	e
	·

	c. The Ritual Deposit Chamber 
	There was a large number of objects located in the warm yellow sand which filled the deposit chamber encountered at 28 inches below the surface of the platform. These objects are both numerous and varied. They will be discussed under seven subheadings: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The Ritual Deposit Box (with Golden Linga)e; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Gold Objects; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Semi-precious Stones; 

	4. 
	4. 
	Stone Objects; 

	5. 
	5. 
	Beads; 

	6. 
	6. 
	Earthenware Pottery; 

	7. 
	7. 
	Organic Material. 


	1. The Ritual Deposit Box (with Golden Lihga) 
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	The first object encountered in the deposit chamber was a ritual deposit box of silveri. It was lying in the loose sand at about 29 inches below the surface of the stone platform. It had been deposited directly, deliberately, in the golden yellowsand. 
	The box is made of silver and is almost pyramidal in overall configuration. It consists of three parts. A low disci-like bottom with vertical sides rising to a height of 25 mm. at the flamged rim which fits inside the top of the box. The sides are covered with a band of conspicuous fluting. The dish has a wide and hollow foot rim with concave base. The diameter to the outside edge of the foot rim is 52 mm. and the width of the foot ring itself is 40 mm. 
	The top of the box is a low, flattened hemisphere with a height of 44 mm. Its interior is worked in a finely chased design divided into three registers. At the very top of the interior lid there is a disc surrounded by several concentric lines from which swirling lines emanate into a "sunburst" patitern. Next there is a narrow-banded zone of decoration which is almost unreadable, but appears to consist of a repeat patternof a simple geometric motif. Below this there is a large zone of dynamic "vine" patter
	The design fits the hollow hemispheric shape of the topwith great surety. It may very well serve to emphasiize that this domical shape is the bowl of the universe. It is interesting to note that there is a definite progression in the palpability of the handling, as one moves from the lightly incised sunburst with its connotation of the spiritual, ethereal, to the heavy and physically tangible handling of the organic material represented in the lowest zone. The whole object in shape,design and execution a
	The design would probably have been visible from the outside of the box when it was originally fabricated. Today, however, the surface of the top is covered and encrusted with fine granules of sandi; and this epidermal layer has obscured the design, except for small mounds that betray the heavily punched areas of the vine relief inside. 
	155 
	· 

	The third part of the deposit box is an inner divider that zones off the lid from the deposited material in the dish below. It thus functions then as a Zid for the dish. The upper portion is a disc that is 62 mm. in diameter and that rises with a slight swell toward the center, where it is surmounted by a solid gold Zi*gai, which is a cylinder with a hemispheric top,
	14 mm. high. Incised on the Zinga at its base are conventional representations of the glans penis and the frenum. The base 
	of the Zinga ls 16 mm. in diameter. When the box was closed,the golden Zihga would be directly under the center of the central disc surrounded by the sunburst pattern on the interior of the domical lid. The Zihga then would provide the spiritual energy and thrust for this diagram of the microcosm. 
	The lower portion of the inner lid is indented or waisted,then flares out to fit across the diameter of. the dish. The lid is thus hollow and it would be possible for any material deposited in the dish to be in contact with the vivifying power of the• golden Zinga. 
	When the deposit box was opened, the entire area between the domical top and the divider-lid was filled with infiltrated sand. The situation below the divider was quite different. The actual b_ottom of the dish was filled with hard-packed, intrusive sand. Under pressure it had formed a hard crust. Above this zone the dish was filled with black, rich and moist material. It was pressed entirely into the top possibly, or prob� ably, by the sand which had infiltrated the bottom. This material had the consist
	·t

	The only other object inside the deposit box was an irregularly shaped piece of thin gold foil. It had no definable distinctive shape, no writing or design. In view of the fact that 141 gold objects were outside in the sand in association with the deposit box, some of them being cut into figural shapes and others being decorated (see below), this small--its greatest width is 15 mm.t--and shapeless gold foil seems quite incidental to occupy such a privileged position. Yet it can hardly have got in here "by
	·

	The entire box, dish, lid and divider are carefully finished. The design and workmanship of the dish with its fluted sides and well cut flange are a work of solid craftsmanship.The lid with its design integrated physically and iconographically to its domical shape is a very sophisticated thing. The execution of the design is assured. The entire deposit box must surely have been the product of a workshop which had a long tradition. 
	That the object is of ritual significance is evident both from its context, deep in the earth and sand in a specially prepared chamber; and from the character of the design, the presenceof the gold foil piece and the solid gold object clearly representing a linga. The specific religious significance and cultural tradition which the box represents will be .analyzed (ind, below); the summary can be more conveniently made there after the objects found in the deposit chamber have been described and analyzed.
	2. Gold Objects 
	Associated with the silver deposit box were 142 gold objects, that is two-thirds of all the gold pieces excavated in all delta sites since 1947. These 142 gold pieces are clearlyof ritual significance. It is possible that many of them were originally placed in a precise and prescriptively determined relationship to the boxi. Unfortunately, the gold was depositedin loose sand. When revealed during excavation, the objects were found to be scattered and jumbled with no intelligible directional relationship to
	The objects are quite varied in type and functioni. Some are gold foil pieces cut in the shape of animal and human figures. These have a direct iconographic significance and carry a primary load of meaning. Another large group is sumptuousand ornamental, designed primarily for personal adornmenti. Included in this category are several finger rings, small circular objects of decorative intention, and a large number of goldbeads and needles and pins of gold which, no doubt, are designedfor display rather th
	The gold objects will therefore now be discussed under the three general types noted above: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Gold foil objects cut into the shape of human or animal formsi; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Articles of adornment in gold; 


	(iii) Scraps and fragments of gold. 
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	(i) Gold foil objtects representinghuman or animal formst
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	1. Two gold lotuses (B.t17 and B.t18). They are crudely cut in the foil with considerable irregulŁrity in the size of the petals. One lotus has six petals and the other seven. They weigh 0.38 and 0.t13 gm. respectively. Both are pierced in the center and thin gold wire may have passed through this performation to serve as a stern. There are a number of objtects of thin gold wire (E.t1-E.tS which could have functioned in this mannert. The lotus has a great range of symbolic associations both Hindu and Buddhi
	2. Two elephants (B.t19 and B.20). They are crudely cut from gold foil. The representation of the animal is quite naturalistic. They weigh 1.t49 and 1.17 gm. The elephant again is a symbol common to both Hinduism and Buddhism. The animal serves as the symbol for one of the directions of space in Buddhist cosmology and during the aniconic period of early Buddhism, the six-t.usked elephant was atsymbol for the Buddha. He is thus sym
	.

	.
	bolized in the representation of his birth on the _vedika 
	at Bharhut in India. The elephant is also the mount of 
	Indrat. It is not endemic to Borneo and unknown in 
	Indrat. It is not endemic to Borneo and unknown in 
	· 

	Sarawak. 
	3. There is one tortoise (B.21) represented in plan or bird's-eye perspective. The object is again quite naturalistic in representation. The tortoise occurs in both Hindu and Buddhist contexts. The objtect weighs
	1.30 gm. 
	4. Two seated male figures (B.t22 and B.t23). These figures are the most curious in the whole assemblage of gold objects. They are seated in a posture of meditation with the legs folded one over the other or crossed. The arms are held with the elbows out away from the body and hands held on hips; the facial mask is curiously indicated by incisions. They weigh respectively 0.t68 and 
	1.t06 gm. The posture and position of the hands do not relate to any of the traditional iconography of the Buddhat. No cranial protuberance is indicated. Nor is it apparent that it belongs to any of the readily recognized figures of the Hindu pantheont. There is a very close visual parallel between these two figures and a curious and crudely executed figure which Lajonquiere encountered at Vieng Sra, an ancient site in peninsular Siam. He includes a line drawing of this figure in his 1909 report.t
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	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	There are six pieces of gold foil in the shape of a areseaent moon (and B.42-B.t43). They range in weight from 0.94 to 0.31 gm. The crescent moon is, of course, a symbol intimately associated with Siva. He wears the crescent in his matted locks or jata as a diadem. The crescent of the moon also is. a symbol of measure for time. However, some Tantric Buddhist forms of Avalokitesvara which have assimilated much of Hinduismt, also wear the crescent. An example is the Halahala7 
	B.25-B.27 
	Lokesvara.
	6


	6. 
	6. 
	There is a gold serpente, apparently a representation of the hooded cobra or naga (B.24). It is very carefully executed and is the most impressive of the objects in the deposit. It weighs 1.22 gm. Here again, there is a wide range of both Hindu and Buddhist associations with the serpent. 

	7. 
	7. 
	A gold foil piece cut in the form of a perfect circle 


	(B.53) and weighing 0.79 gm. It would seem likely that this would represent the sun. 
	The condition of the gold foil figures is excellent. There are no stains on the surface; nor is there any evidence of damage. There is no indication of writing on any surfaces . 
	• 
	The figures, with the single exception of the serpent, are rather crudely executed. The lack of precision in the cuttingof the foil is particularly evident in the passages requiring abrupt shifts in the direction of the cutting tool. At these points there is often a ragged edge. All of the foil figures, except perhaps the serpent, could easily be the work of the same handt. The relative crudity of execution will be evident if the Bongkisam figures are compared with similar gold objects found buried in a bro
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	(ii) Articles of adornment in gold 
	1. There are two gold rings both carefully finished. The larger (C.6) has a raised molding running completely about its circumference. It weighs 4.73 gm. The smaller 
	(C.S) has a flat depression at the bezil and is further decorated with parallel incised lines running transversally on either side of the bezil. It weighs 2.t06 gm. 
	2. The most delicate craftsmanship of all the objects at Bongkisam are eight thin, hollow circles of gold (C.7-14) with a pebbled surface of raised gold dots. Local goldsmiths in Kuching indicated that the precise cutting of 
	2. The most delicate craftsmanship of all the objects at Bongkisam are eight thin, hollow circles of gold (C.7-14) with a pebbled surface of raised gold dots. Local goldsmiths in Kuching indicated that the precise cutting of 
	such small units of design would require considerable skill. It would also demand cutting instruments capable of delicate work. The largest weighs 0.t36 gm. and the smallest, 0.18 gm. 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Thirteen patterned gold foil pieces ofcylindrical shape (B.28·-41). They apparently were articles of adornment for clothing or possibly were strung together as a bracelet. Some of the objects are flattened and otherwise damaged. In view of the good condition of other equally fragile objects deposited in the chamber, it is probable that they were already damaged when introduced there. The total weight of all these pieces is 2.02 gm. 
	. 


	4. 
	4. 
	Seventeen gold·obeads (D.t4-20). They have been fully described in the previous Inventory (II.7.b) .t. Theyrange in weight from 0.68 to 0.14 gm. The quality of workmanship is variable and several of them are damage-d. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Five gold needles (E.1-5) and a similar object (E.6) which has been bent in a sharp curve like a fish hook. 


	(iii) Scraps and fragments of gold 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Twenty-three irregutlar fragments of block gold. Total weight 12.62 gm. (F.t1-23). 

	2. 
	2. 
	Nineteen pieces of gold bent into loops ().Many of these objects are in a damaged condition. Total weight 9 gm. 
	E.7-E.25


	3. 
	3. 
	Thirty-one pieces of plain gold of irregular shape. 


	They are bent, twisted or crumpled and seem to be scraps of gold fabrication (A.35-65). Total weight 6.10 gm. 
	4. Three "scrap" pieces. A crudely cut piece of gold foil that might possibly have an integrity of its own but may be scrap (B.t15); it is vaguely shaped like a stylizec conch shell. A ragged gold piece with a triangular shape cut out of it (B.t52). A scrap oŁ gold foil,damaged at its base, that could have been intended to 
	be a linga (B.t51). 
	3. Semi-precious Stones 
	The following twelve semi-precious stones or minerals were found in the yellow sand in the vicinity of the deposit box and the gold foil objects: 
	--a large piece of rock crystal; 
	--a large glossy, pink stone identified as a pink sapphire 
	(corundum) ; 
	--a blue-viiolet aquamarine (beryl); 
	--a small red stone identified as the gem hyacinth (zircon); 
	--a small green opaque stone possibly jade; . 
	--a small block of lustrous black mineral identified as 
	stibnite (antimony ore); 
	--a small lump of cinnabar (mercury sulphide); 
	--a small piece of amber; 
	--three fragments of copper pyrite; 
	--a block of black mineral identified as columbite. 
	Most of these are small (largest: 7 mm.) and polished or otherwise shaped. Stibnite, cinnabar, amber, and copper pyrite are found in Sarawak. Columbite occurs iniMalaya often associated with tin in alluvial soili. Other semi-precious stones are not found naturally in the vicinity, as far as we can learn.i
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	4. Stone Figurine 
	A small, friable and badly eroded figure of a seated divinity, wearing a high, conical headdress, would appear to be a 
	·
	representatiion of a female--as the area of the chest has a pronounced convexity; but the deteriorated condition of the objectprecludes even confiident identifiicatiion of sex. Iconographic analysis is impossible, but the general configuratiion of the figure, the context of Sung pottery and broadly "Tantric" associatiions in the other objects in the deposit, allow one to believe that it may represent one of the aspects of Tarai. 
	S. Beads 
	A few beads were present in the shrine sectori. These do not differ from the general run of glass and stone beads, nearlyalways monochrome, found widely throughout the excavations. 
	6. Earthenware Pottery 
	A few earthenware sherds were present, perhaps by chancei, over the shaft and platform. They do not differ from the regular types of such wares common to all delta sites in good abunidance. But there does seem to be a rather high concentratiion of the curious "phallic tops" in this sector. Thesewere first described for the adjacent Tanjong Kubor site by Dr. Solheim. 
	.i
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	· 

	7. Organic Material 
	Inside the ritual deposit box, below the divider, was a thick, dark, rich earthy deposit, surrounded by intrusions from the golden sandsurrounding the box outside (see at a, above)t. This is clearly not a geological deposit;nor does· it resemble any of the local soils. 
	· 
	·

	Attempts at exact biochemical analysis of a sample in the United States have not yet produced very informative results. Meanwhile, however, a relatively simple test of an over-drysample was kindly made for us by courtesy of Dr. J. R. Dunsmore,Deputy Director (Research) of the Department of Agriculture, Sarawak. Table 30 is based on a report from their laboratory to T.H., dated 7 July 1967 .tWe have included part of a series of soil analyses, measured in the same sector of Bongkisam as the shrine, to inditca
	·
	. 

	Table 30. Analyses· of Soil Samples, Bongkisam 
	Sample Percent Percent
	Depth
	Number Nitrogen Carbon 
	MS 1051 Deposit box (inside) 0.t226 46.t48 300 MS 1064 Bongkisam soil, 6-12" 0.089 1.67 565 MS 1065 Bongkisam soil, 12-18" 0.045 1.t05 405 MS 1066 Bongkisam soil, 18-24" 0.002 0Ł48 50 M 1067 Bongkisam soil, 24-30" 0.027 0.22 25 
	Both nitrogen and carbon content are relatively muah higher than in any outside ground sample. This clearly indicates the material in the box was of organic (animal) origin. 
	d. Conclusion: The Shrine in a 
	Continuing Borneo Tradition 

	The recovery of the ritual deposit box and associated objects from the Santubong area of the Sarawak River delta affords dramatic evidence that West Borneo participated, at least on the fringe, in the wider impacts of Indian thought and religion. The delta excavations as a whole abundantly prove that this part of Borneo was locked securely into the great web of Asian trade as early as the T'ang dynasty; and that a massive commerce of objtects changed hands in these trading stations, Jaong, Buah,Bongkisam, 
	archipelago has yet shown any coastal trade concentration parallel in extent or intensity, solidly proven by artifactual evidencei. Potteryi, glass beads and other valued objects arrived on these shores with the monsoon winds. By the same agencynative productsi, scented woodsi, gumsi, and strange objects from the rain forests' teeming life leavened the iron,gold and other metals that flowed out on the following winds. But what of the intangibles of culturei, the flux and reflux of ideas that shift the lan
	. 

	The implication is of an already powerful indigenous culture existing to receive and advance this commerce? 
	With the Bongkisam periodi, however, we find evidence of later acceptance, by whatever minority O! elite, indigenous or extraneous and locally settled, of complex religious practices that have their origin and meaning in the religious intuition of Indiai, although not necessarily reaching Borneo direct from the Westi. Deposits of ritual substances are common to both Hindu and Buddhist monuments. The practice of placing reliquary boxes and other objects in Buddhist stupas can be traced back to the earliest m
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	There is also extensive archaeological evidence for the existence of ritual deposits in the ancient sanctuaries of Southeast Asia. The following reports are directly relevanti: 
	Champa 
	L. Aurousseau, "Nouvelles fouilles de Dai Hu'u; une fouille au village de Trung-quan (Quang Binhi, Annam)i," B.E.F.E.O. , 26, 1926: 358-369; H. Parmentier, "Nouvelles notes sur le 
	· 163 
	Sanctuaire de P6-Nagar a Nhatrang,t" B.E.F.E.O., 6, 1906: 291-295; "Decouverte d'un nouveau dep6t dans le temple de P8 Nagar de Nha-Tang,t" B.E.F.E.O., 9, 1909: 350; and Inventaire des Monuments ahams de l'Annam, 1918, 2: 414 and Fig. 133; J. Boisiselier, La statuaire du Champa, 1963: 
	133. 
	Cambodia 
	M. L. Finot, "Phnom Baset,i" B.E.F.E.O.o, 3, 1903: 63-70; L. de Lajonquiere, Inventaire Desariptif du Cambodge, 1902
	-

	1911 , 1 : Fig . 50, and 2 : F i g . 1 0 6 ; H. P a rm en t i e r , " La Con -struction dans l'tarchitecture Khmere classique,t" B.E.F.E.O. 36, 1935: 283-284, and "Chronique: Travaux de la conservattion d'Angkor,t" B�E.F.E.O.o, 30, 1930: 579-585; G. Coedes, "La destination funeraire des grands Monuments Khmers,t" 
	B• E•F• E• O. , 40, 1949: 3 31-3 3 3 , ''Dis cove ry of the Sacred Deposit of Angkor Wat,t" Annual Biboliography of Indian Art and Arahaeology, 10 , 1935: 43-4 7, and "Un Yantra recemment dŁcouvert a Angkor,t" Journal Asiatiqueo, 240, 1952: 465-478; 
	J. Boisselier, Le Cambodgeo, Paris, 1966: 205-210. 
	Thailand 
	H. G. .• Wales, "A Stone Casket from Satinpra," J.S.S., 52,1964: 21-7221; G. Coedes, "The excavations of P'ong Tuk and their importance for the ancient history of Siam,t" 
	Q

	J.S.S.o, 21, 1928: 195-210; H. G. Q. Wales, "Further Excavations at P'tong Tuk (Siam)t," Indian Art and Letters, 10,1936: 42-48; Fine Arts Department, Thailand, Guide to Antiquities found at Koo Bua, Ratburi, Bangkok, 1961: 98. 
	Malaysia 
	H. G. Q. Wales, "Archaeological Researches on Ancient India Colonization in Malaya,t" J.M.B.R.A.S., 17, 1940; A. Lamb, "Chandi Buki t Ba tu Pahat,t" F. M. J. , 5, 1960, and "Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, Three Additional Notes,t" Papers on Southeast Asian Subjeats, 5, 1961: 10-14, and "A Copper Casket from Pondicherry, South India: a possible parallel for 
	.

	the Stone Caskets from Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, Kedah,t" 
	F.M.J. , 9, 1960: 19-20. 
	Indonesia 
	W. F. Stutterheim, "De Archaeologische Verzaameling,t" 
	Koninklijk Bataviaasah Genootsahap van Kunsten en Wetensahappen, Jaarboek, 5, 1938: 127-129, Figs. S, 6, and 10; 
	J.tE. Van Lohuizen-de Leeuw, "The Dikpalakas in Ancient
	.
	Java,t" Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-en Volkenkunde, 3,1935: 356-384; W.tR. van Hoevell, Reis over Java, Madura en Bali in het midden van 1847, 2, 1847: Figs. 6-8. 
	A survey of the ritual deposits cited above reveals that their is a great variety both in the container of the depositand of the objects associated with it. This is of course determined by whether the monument is Hindu or Buddhist; and within each tradition there are varying usages determined by textual presciriptions. 
	The closest immediate parallel to the Bongkisam deposit is found in a site excavated by Dr. Quaritch Wales in Kedah, his site 16 on the Bujang River (J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 1940: 34-36). In a cavity in the ruined foundation of a small sanctuary, Wales found a bronze relic casket. It was a small vessel 4-3/4 inches in diameter, with a hinged topi. Inside the casket there was a golden bowl and a small golden lotus, a lion of gold, a horse of copper, a bull of silver and a mass of corroded iron that 
	may have been a small elephant. A number of other objects made of gold and silver were also included: a bow, two arrows, a sword, a dagger, a noosei, a staff or spear, a shield, a damaru drumi, a bell, a ploughshare, a yoke, and a rectangular piece of gold which Wales speculated, might be a booki. In addition there were a number of gems, including a diamond, a zircon, an amethystine quartz, one pearl and two cast yellow glass octahedrons. There was also one bead, of limestone or marble. 
	Wales considered that the deposit was intended to representthe attributes ·of a deityi, possibly a Tantric form of Bodhi-sattvai. He suggested a dating between the ninth and the tenth century.Dr. Alastair Lamb, who re-studied this and other Kedah sites, proposed some changes in Walesi' dating (Lambi, Journal of the South Seas Societye, 15, 1959: 110, and cf. II.16.c). 
	It is not desirable to make very compelling parallels between the Bongkisam deposit and the Kedah material, beyond the fact that both involve the same kinds of thingsi: a reliquarybox or casket, semi-precious stones, figures of animals and other objects made of gold and silver. There is not correspondence in detail between the type of boxes or the specific figures represented in metal; the boxes and contents do not conform to similar "textual prescriptions.i" However, the broad paraillels are beyond quest
	Walesi' inference that his deposit was associated with Tantric practice would seem wariranted. Lamb has also tentativelyconcluded that the ritual deposit boxes he recovered from a ruined sanctuary in the general neighborhood of Walesi' site 16, were Tantric in character (Lamb, 1959: 107). In addition to semi-precious stones and some apparently organic substances, Lambi's deposit boxes contained objects of gold, silver or copperfoil including representations of a bull, a tortoisei, a lihga, 
	a lotus flower and a seated female figure (cf. II.16.c above).These objects were contained in large granite boxes--and were 
	· 
	thus rather different in type from Wales' single copper casket or our silver Bongkisam box. 
	The Bongkisam deposit fits into this Hindu-Buddhist tradition received ultimately (though not necessarily directly) from India. It is, however, not possible to draw exact
	.parallelswith any ritual deposit excavated in Southeast Asia, althoughthere may very well be similar reliquary and associated objectsin the treasure room of the Djakarta Museum--where reliquaries are a rather common feature. Inquiry at the Bangkok Museum in Thailand failed to produce any parallel reliquary, although the gold foil figures from Wat Mahatat at Ayuthia (later than fiftteenth century) have some similarities, since (among other things) they include gold lotuses, -a tortoise, an elephant. The pa
	The fact that there i� a linga in the reliquary box does not necessarily mean the religious intention is Hindu. Under the influence of impulses from the monastery colleges, such as Nalanda in Bihar (northeastern India), there was a strong pressure for syncretic religious expression in much of SoutheastAsia, espec�ally from the end of the eleventh century, when manymonks may have fled Bengal to seek sanctuary in Southeast Asia as a result of the Moslem conquest there. In Tantric Buddhism there was a minglin
	· 
	·

	' 
	The date of the Bongkisam deposit is well within the period when Tantric influences were strong in Southeast Asia. The dating is partly based on the ceramic sherds which were found on the aurfaae of the platform, and which are part of a fullyanalytzed pattern (Zainie and Harrisson, 1968)t. All fall well within the standard range of Chinese Sung wares (960-1279 A.DŁ)tand Yuah (1368 A.D.) which characterize this particular part of this delta site, and can safely be dated almost entirely after 1000 A.tD. (post
	.

	was almost 12 inches below the surface of the top soil, there is a presumption that it was not built at the very end of habitation at the site. We believe that a Cl4 radiocarbon date of 
	c. 1315 A.D. from charcoal in trench Z/3, 9-12 inches, close to the Bongkisiam shrine, is near to the true terminal years for this site and for the shrine itself (H.iO.: 156) .i
	. 

	The Bongkisiam deposit operates along with an elephant tile, a stupa finial and a Buddha image discovered at adjacent Bukit Maras--uphill from Bongkisiam--to add a cluster of "Indianized" objects to the delta picture. Other objects in this tradition surely remain in the ground, since it has been impossible to excavate some potentially rich areas of Bongkisiam because of the value of fruit and rubber plantations on the site. It is apparent, however, from the material now available that later delta stations w
	If we have had little difficulty in placing the actual contents of the ritual deposit in a Hindu-Buddhist context, the picture is less clear when we turn to the form and function of the platform itself. There are no clues in plan or elevation that reveal its function. It could not have served as a placeof public frequentation since it has no foundation. In addition, there is 1ittle in its vaguely rectangular plan to suggest a Hindu shrine. Similarly, even if it were a small votive stupa it would seem to r
	·i
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	To sum up: the breakage on the surface of the platform and the assemblage of rather large pieces of rubble in the central shaft suggest that the monument may once have supported an upright slab of stone--a menhir; and that we are dealing here with the persisitence of the megalithic ideas already familiar in the Jaong pebble-beds and associated petroglyphs (III.i18-19). It is then possible to suggest that there was no superstructure to the Bongkisam ritual platform; and that features "inexplicable" when com
	In effect, what has happened is that the older, highlyindigenous, Jaong cultural activities of c. 1000 A.iD. with rock carvings, cut stones, and placed pebbles with gold (among other things) came presently--before 1370 A.iD. at latesit--into contact with a fresh extraneous influence with a different approach to stone and subsequently to gold. This new approach was at the far easterly extension of range from the west, and not so strong therefore as the resident micro-megalithic and related attitudesi. 
	But with foreign prestige the influence was considerable towards formalization of the older, diffuse local ritual expressiont. Not considerable enough, however, to impose a total outside pattern; instead, the new mood fused with the old to produce a hybrid. The old bed of natural pebbles was replaced by the still very crudely shaped smal7., stones (bricks-of .a sort); the underlying natural sand of Jaong was reflected in the introduced golden sand below the brick platform. The wider Borneo pattern,the impr
	. 

	e. Other Bongkisam Megaliths 
	Apart--in space if not necessarily in time--from the fourteenth century Bongkisam shrine, there are three other larger stones which rate as mega-megalithic on the Bongkisam side of Jaong and clearly connect with the gerieral occupation there. 
	The followiŁg is from an earlier description, updated to 1970:t
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	(i) Grave Stones: 
	Beyond Bongkisam, between the present village of Santubong and the Batu Gambar upriver are two unusual stone pillars, erected (and now cemented in). One of these is clearly that mentioned by Everett in 1909 as: 
	"crudely carved stone found at an elevation of 300 feet on the mountain ... it is about 4 ft. high and 1 ft. broad; its history is quite unknown.t" 
	He has a crude text figure of two of its four decorated top faces. The faces are considerablyeroded, the clearest and most characteristic being
	that shown in my plate. It is not now ashigh as 300 ft. above sea level, but it is not clear whether or not the present site is the original one. For at one time, these stones were removed to the Sarawak Museumt. Then people started to cultivate the Bongkisam section and the stones were remembered and their site marked-after a dream which reminded the people of the exactly correct site. Presently Everett was taken ill and treated in Singapore. Treatment was of no avail and he had to go to England. His Daya
	.t
	·

	very worried lest he be unable to return, made offer
	ings and prayers at the old kramat site. Eventually
	he returned; then she, voicing public opinion, attrib
	uted his recovery to the site, and begged him to ask 
	for the return to it of the original (and even more 
	efficacious) stones from the Museum. Everet_t made 
	representations to the Resident at Kuching who, with 
	the curator, summoned the Santubong people to take the 
	stones back and re-install them (about 1910?). The 
	top of one is now cracked and balances precariously 
	upon the base. 
	The decorated stone is 2'7" (out of the ground),11" wide, and 8" deepi. It is rectiangular, well faced, but the top slopes a little to one side. There is an inset "collar" below the engraved area, 8½" from the top. Some of the locals, who are a mixture of Melanau, Malay, and much else, say the grave is that of a Sultan of Sambas who died here en route to Brunei long ago.But Mary Murjan, niece of Everett, then aged 70, gavethe fullest information recorded (Feb. 1949): 
	"After the stones were returned from the Museum, one of the ruling family of Pontianak came to Santubong. He had heard from his father of ancestral talk that long, long ago one of their family, second brother of the then Sultan of Pontianak, had journeyed to Brunei. In those days Pontianak paid homage to Brunei and made periodical visits. Now he sought his ancestor's grave. At this, the village people ·thought it must clearly be these stones, and thus informed him, to his delight." (T .Hi. 2/49) 
	This tradition seems to have some historic basis, which may well have been modified subsequently. The story may be older than the Brunei Mohammedan sultanate and date to the "Hindu" period in Brunei. The designs certainly do not appear to equal anything of Mohammedan character, and are vigorously denied as such by leading local Malays. 
	(ii) Yoni and Lihga 
	At Santubong, Everett in 1909 reported a "cylindrical block of sandstone about 6 £�et lonQ" with wellsmoothed surface and carefully rounded ends, indicating human workmanship. This sounds much like a linga and stood "near the Government bungalow." In 1939 the bungalow was rebuilt and the site flattened out more carefully. In the process, this stone (which has not 
	been otherwise described) was upset and smashed. Examination of the remains suggest that it had been handworked, but into a rectangle rather than a cylinder?Local informants now say it stood about 3½ ft. out of the ground and leaned on another stone. 
	It is tempting to relate this to yet another stone, described by Everett as a large block of sandstone in which a.tshallow rectangular cavity has been cut. He describes this as near his house. This Bongkisam stone is something between a very crude yoni, subsequently worked for another.tpurpose, and a trough deliberately made in the stone. Like Batu Gambar there are quantities of iron slag about, and it is said that several of the gold objects obtained byEverett were found between this and the gravestones.
	· 

	The above four Bongkisam stones indicate that the micro-megalithic there, as usual, is more broadly associated with the use of the larger stone, but in a different mood from Jaong. It is unlikely thc1:t any of th .. ese four belong to a post-Bongkisam period, since everything points to human abandonment of this river mouth area after the beginning of the Ming dynasty in China (1368 A.D.) closely followed by the advent of Islam and the new centralization of power up the coast at Brunei (c. 1404 
	A.D.) until the last century's coastal revival. 
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	Several other probable menhirs, adapted by Islam, into Kramat (holy stones) occur in the vicinity, at Muara Tebas and Pulau Laki. Several small stone figurines elsewhere described, more or less "Indian" (Hindu-Buddhist) in character, could also be ascribed to the micro-side of the transitional megaliththinking. 
	£. Santubong's Petrified Dragon, Golden-Scaledt
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	Under half a mile from the Bongkisam shrine, at the point where the last of Borneo land runs down to the South China Sea, on a rock-strewn stretch in the very mouth of the Sarawak River, at the end of Santubong village, one of the largest natural boulders curiously resembles a giant crocodile's head, jaws agape (see Plate 45)t. This is Batu Boya, a landmark second in fame to but much better known by sight than Batu Gambar--tucked away there upstream on Jaong creek. 
	.

	Batu Boya is much discussed in the oral folklore both of the Moslem Malays in the delta and of the pagan Land Dayaks who see it guarding the wide mouth when they come down from inland. There are several current versions of the tale involving the rock. In a Land Dayak one the stone originatted from the "offense" of Dayang Perrnaisuri, wife of the great culture hero Datu Merpati, when she went bathing in the river while menstruating.Her menses blood "turned into a dragon with golden scales,t" which made her 
	Before the dragon disappeared into the depths again, he gave Datu two golden seeds for remembrance. 
	It was the head of this dragon which eventually emerged and petrified into rock at the river mouth. A Santubong Malay vision attributes its origin more directly to a plague of crocodiles which descended upon them some 28 generattions ago (c. 12501300 A.D.?). The people had a great battle with the beasts, and the head of the largest, "nine fathoms in length" was choppedoff and placed in its present position as a warning to others. The head turned to stone, as did the tail, which is placed upriver at Ulu Si
	-

	Not long after their settlement here, Datu Permaisuri (wife of Datu Merpati) gave birth to a dragon with golden scales (sisit mas)o. He swam out to sea and lived theret. 
	This Moslem account goes on to tell of the later search by the Datu for his wife and the helpful encounter with his dragon-son at sea, where: 
	Then the dragon raised its head and -let Datu Merpati pick some golden saales thereon. The dragon advised Datu Merpati that the gold was not for sale, but to be kept for medicine from one generation to anothert. Its last warning was "those who sell it and spend the price will turn poor and pauper.t" [Curing sickness was by drinking water in which the gold scales were soaked.] Now Datu Merpati set sail on to Brunei..t.. 
	The striking natural boulder, with its petriftied representational tone and its golden associations into the ancient past,links the megalithic and the golden foil in a vague yet subtle metaphort, which deserves a little further attention in a wider context at the last part of this study (IV). 
	CHAPTER 25 WEST BORNEO'S MEGALITHIC IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 
	Nearly all the known megalithic of Borneo is in the western third of the island, Sarawak, Sabah and inland as far as the northwest Kelabit-Potok-Apo Kayan corner of Kalimantant. This chapter seeks to place what we have been able to reconstruct of this activity--the earliest of it not dateable before 800 A.D., the latest after 1950 A.D.t--in the setting of Southeast Asia,primarily in order to assess how far it is "typical,t" "specialized,t" or otherwise noteworthy from outsidet. In this we are assisted by D
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	First, Borneo has two of the very few megalithic "cultures" which have continued alive and active in the archipelago into this century--on the coastal plain of northwest Sabah and at the other geographic extreme in the interior uplands above 3000 feet overlapping the Sarawak-Kalimantan borders where they form a triangle with Sabah (but with no megalithic at any time showingon the Sabah side there); as also, micro-scale, on at least one offshore island south of the Sulu Seat. The only equivalently varied and
	is lost forever in jungle or river by erosion, destruction and decayt. 
	This universal megalithic is confirmed, too, by the persistence of the same concepts in mythologies where actual megaliths are trivial or absent today such as the people on Mt. Kinabalu in Sabah. And by the occurrence of at least some recognizable large megaliths in virtually every corner of South. 
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	east Asia, up to the Himalayas westward and Taiwan northwardi-though we have, as throughout this study, to limit our area to the vast arc contained to the westward by the Isthmus of Kra and the Malay Peninsula, to the east by the Philippines (and Palau). 
	Starting from the northwest top corner of this huge inverte tuning-fork, in Thailand the evidence is very weak and diffuse, mostly of menhir among the Lawa and other hill tribes. But clearly there is need for more research there--for in adjacentLaos there is a rich prehistoric megalithic, which owes most of its recognition to the industrious fieldwork and detailed publications of Madam� Celani. For Cambodia the indications are veryslight, again; but in Vietnam there are considerable thoughloca.lized traces
	f
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	In the long Malay peninsula (southern Thailand and West Malaysia), the relics are mostly localized in the lowlands, includings some quite impressive sets of menhirs and a few slabgraves, which have ag�in been inadequately examined. Some of these areis� like some Sarawak efforts that a visiting Kelabit chief immediately accepted them as manifestations of his own ancestral upland ast--"as a similar integral part of a similar general culture.i" 
	Ł
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	Coming down into the wide sweep of the islands, -there is a large-scale and well documented (but still largely unexplained) megalithic in West Sumatra, notable through Van der Hoopi's work (1932) on the massive carved sarcophagi and rock-faces, often flat-on-the-boulder figures vividly elaborating the simplicityof Batu Gambar at Jaong.iMoslem Java, which has been well explored from this point of view (like much Indonesian territory, by the Dutch), has a fairly rich and very diffuse set of remains, with som
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	In central Java: 
	Three types of monuments can be distinguished: those 
	clearly non-Hindu; those with a Hindu-Javanese veneer; 
	and those where Hindu-Javanese and previous elements 
	are of about equal importance ..i. the Sundanese must 
	have clung for a long time to their megalithic beliefs 
	in the midst of a more or less strong Hindu-Javanese 
	influence.i
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	This Javanese (Balinese) process clearly relates closely to that at the Bongkisam shrine, as does a monument near Sukarta in Java which was Hinduized only at the end of the Majapahitempire (c. 16th century). The monuments in question are often terraced. 
	East of Borneo, Celebes has a large, rich and well published prehistoric and historic megalithic, notable for carvings, stone vats and urnst, and for the Moslem re-adaptations of the old stonework as earlier noted (III.17.b). This activity continues through Timer and the Moluccas up into the Philippines, where the literature again becomes weak. Most of the recognized Philippine megalithic is in northern Luzont, again connected with the rice irrigation and terracing of the Ifugao and otherst, montane peopl
	Sparse indeed is any information about megalithic ele
	ments which might exist in their culture. Besides the 
	mention and sometimes complete destcriptions of various 
	head-hunting rituals and Feasts of Merit (Prestige 
	Feasets) which ... point towards a megalithic culturet, 
	the only information is the little summarized by Eggan 
	(1954) on lookout and gossiping places; a photo in 
	Barton (1930) showing an absolutely "classic" mega
	lithic gathering place, complete with stone seats, up
	right stones and wooden postst, and finally a photo of 
	a stone-paved place with an upright stone.t
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	The great gaps in our knowledge are not, therefore, all confined to Borneo, which indeed has in some respects now a longer and wider run of data at different levels--prehistoric, archaeological, ethnological and historic--than most of the zone. What then, is the interpretation to be put on all this in respect of time-scale? In Borneo, we have been unable to find even anyfaint indications of a neolithic ("stone age") megalithic. All the stone and associated work, even the distinctly related wall paintings o
	By and large, this is also the picture for Southeast Asia generallyt, although the published literature tends to concentrate on the major megalithic and rather neglect the other minor materials on detail--it is always worth digging at and around any menhir, dolmen, petroglyph and such like, as Batu Gambar so well proved (I.2). Some attention has been paid to this aspect in Malaya, however, where both H. D. Collings and Michael Tweedie emphasized the iron-age character of prehistoric slab
	-

	graves. Madame Colani is one of several others who has seen 
	the whole mega-procedure as metal age, though for continental Laos she brings in the "Bronze Age," non-existent as a distinct period in Borneo. Van ·der Hoop puts the Sumatran monuments at the "beginning of the Christi•an era,t" and slab graves in western Java are dated to "the first centuries A.D. ," ·although a cistgrave in northwestern Java did contain three stone adzes--a veryimportant, almost unique and unconfirmed record.t
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	The whole approach to a reasonable reconstruction of sequences in this field has been clouded by the brilliant scholarship, thinking and writing of the late Professor Robert HeineGeldern, who has produced a monumental series of papers on this theme for Southeast Asia and the Pacific whi-ch, since 1928,
	both from their publication and his own university teaching,have filled the minds of others with basic assumptions. Amongother things, these assumptions (i) limit the functions of megalithic purpose far below the real life thinking of the "primitive" people who actually do--or did--this their thing; (ii) dis tinguish on purely stylistic grounds activities which are opento other explanation in many cases; (iii)ton this basis, separatthe separate "waves" of megalithic culture corning in from outside the Ol
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	a Mediterranean origin near Heine-Geldern's own heartland. Moreover, an ideological basis of distinŁtion was drawn between the genealogio megaelithio and the oosmoe-magia megalithic. Bythe time Dr. Heine-Geldern, in his old age at 1966, in effect revoked his own original and fundamental distinction between Old and Younger Megalithic, his earlier theories had gained world-wide acceptance as no doubt will some new and equally theoretical ideas he then put forward afresh. Loofs is himself a keen diffusionist a
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	This Data Paper is not the place to go into these and other diffusionist and "wave" migration theories, except to note them as relevant to seeing the stone for the pebblest, the moods for the rain forest. All that need be said here is this: nothingin the Borneo evidence suggests these wave diffusion theories,however modified, are either adequate or in the final analysishelpful in trying to understand how megalithic activity develope1 in the area. A wholly different formulation, based on the actua: thinking 
	Under the circumstances it is at this time best to concentrate on collecting the largest possible number of new facts about every aspect of the problem, as the basis for a fuller and deeper revaluation from objective and scientificaioiy acceptableall-round evidence. Meanwhile, further pure speculation is likely to add to the present confusion rather than clarifyt. 
	Unfortunately (for us) the recent prime scholar of earlyMetal Age sequences in island Southeast Asia, Dr. H. R. van Heekeren of Hollandt, who has presented a comprehensive general survey of "megalithic cultures" in Indonesia (only) as ChapterII of his The Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia bases his approach on Heine-Geldern's projectionst, especially the "older" and "younger" beliefs. However, his following text is particularly full and useful as a summary of Dutch work for Java and Sumatra, while for Bali he re
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	CHAPTER 26 
	MICRO-MEGALITHIC ELEMENTS ELSEWHERE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 
	Seeing how much remains unknown, or undecided, for the formal megalithic in this part of the world, it is not surprising that the less massive, nont-monumental aspects tend to have been poorly (when at all) documented. It is also encouragingthat new scholars for the area are shedding some of the longaccepted approaches to the megalithic as a whole, and thus freeting the way for the overdue look at the whole subject. Thus,Frits A. Wagner, in his excellent book on Indonesian art, writes 
	It should not be suggested that megaliths are necesŁ 
	sarily always stones of considerable size, although
	the term "large stones" might lead to the misconcep
	tion. On the contrary, smaller stone objects must 
	also be classed as megaliths, in as much as they were 
	evidently made with some partiaular saaral purpose in 
	view, and have no connection with implements in the 
	ordinaŁy sense of the word.
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	The reader will notice, however, that even this "step forwar.d" assumes that smaller stone "objects" have to be evidently "made" for the purpose. This does not clearly allow for the use of unworked small stone, although the same writer follows the universal procedure in accepting any and every large stone placed for any purpose as potentially megalithic, whether "made" or not--and, of course, the vast majority of large stones used in menhirs, dolmens, cromlechs, and cists in Southeast Asia are not shaped, w
	Where, then, there is no published record, only a negative, on smaller scale placed-stone activity, either on its own or in association with large rocks, it can by no means be assumed that none such existed or exists. The generalttendency has been 
	.
	to look at the mega-and very easily overlook the often seemingl:casual or insignificant microt-activity. 
	Fortunately, however, some of the large micro-structures have attracted a decent quota of positive attention, which maygain additional points if now briefly re-examined from the Bornean stance. We follow the same sequence geographically as in the previous and parallel gold comparisons.t
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	a. Philippines (and Palau) 
	The Philippine megalithic is, as we have just seen (end of III.ZS) meagre if regarded in the usual, massive sensei. It is striking, however, that its majior total impact, in the mountains of Luzon, is almost entirely in the form we have ·termed micromegali thic--in that case, the use of pebbles and stones, largelynatural shaped, to build up terraces, walls, and platforms for the purpose of or associated with the particular (and so obviously "sacral" in Dr. Wagner's sense) functions of imaginiation and mon
	First [in making rice terraces] they level the area behind the wall so as to form a foundationi. Over that they put gravel and sand, then over that some clay,usually a layer several inches thick of blue or some other very good clay ..i. then inside this lining,they put a foot or so of sand again, and then some gravel, which is brought down from the hillside usually not by merely carrying in by baskets or wooden troughsbut by running it down with the aid of water.i
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	Here we smell something of the atmosphere of the old pebbleisand relationship at Jaong and the brick-sand horizons of the Bongkisam shrine's platform and ritual chamber. The description goes on to remind us, quite forcibly, of the Kelabit stonecarrying method of building up the piled parapun: 
	When people in the mountains build rice terraces they 
	..i. build them out of broken stones ..i.. But later 
	on nature dissolves these broken stones ..i. as theydecay and fall out, one-by-one, the people carry up round hard stones from the river, which may be far down the mountain sidei. They do this ..i. until finallythe wall is all made of round stones and there is not 
	a single broken stone in it.i
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	It could be said that this is hardly "megalithic" behavior, in the strict sense. But it is our argument that this strictness has been too severely imposed from outside; that we can 
	only adequately look at all this through the eyes of the peoplewho actually do it and not adopt remote-control definitions which are not only invalid but unhelpful on the Asian spot. As we have seen with the Kelabits and Kadazans of Borneo, such proud distinctions are literally "unthinkable" in their multiplemotivation for megalithic (let alone micro-megalithic) operations. Encouragingly, the high authority of Dr. Loofs indirectly supports the view that as a whole the Luzon mountain operations must be rega
	in the previous chapter (III.ZS). He goes on to detail other and hitherto largely neglected Luzon stone-works, includingstone-paved house platforms, surrounded by stone walls (ofnatural stones and pebbles)t, slab seats and back rests, unshapedmenhirs, and sometimes elaborate communal meeting places stone paved and formerly used "in some instances (for) religiousrituals" and heaps of stones for which "no explanation has been obtainable as to their purpose.t" He then, oddly, separates the similar use of unwor
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	We would venture to suggest as an alternative view that the whole complex of Luzon stone use be experimentally considered as a whole--as well as a survival, perhaps,of a much wider, 
	· 

	now lost and also lowland Philippine pattern; and that rice terracing may have been just as much a part of this thinking as the last function of the stone-paved platforms and stone heaps,another way of expressing the sense of stone, needing no specialexplaining away nor pointing to any particular single outside source (or sources) with parallels surviving today. It would also be surprising--and very significant--if no megalithic ever occurred in _the southern Philippines and Sulu, so closely related to and
	Moreover, immediately east of the southern Philippines, on the western fringe of Micronesia, lies the little group of Palau, with one of the richest megalithics in the world. This has been meticulously mapped by Douglas Osborne, who--as well as a great many menhirs--describes stone platforms, altars,stairways and pavements (cf. the Polynesian marae)e, large pyramids of blocks of andesite, a "tower made of coral blocks" upto 15 feet high, and seats for important people. Much of this work is executed with un
	Moreover, immediately east of the southern Philippines, on the western fringe of Micronesia, lies the little group of Palau, with one of the richest megalithics in the world. This has been meticulously mapped by Douglas Osborne, who--as well as a great many menhirs--describes stone platforms, altars,stairways and pavements (cf. the Polynesian marae)e, large pyramids of blocks of andesite, a "tower made of coral blocks" upto 15 feet high, and seats for important people. Much of this work is executed with un
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	b. Indonesia (Especially Nias) 

	As with gold (II.16.b)t, so with micro-megalithic, Nias emerges as of exceptional interest. For nowhere else in Southeast Asia--and probably for no other place of comparable size in the world--is the literature so rich and often-excellent, thanks largely to the work of three scholars, Schnitger, Schroder and Suzuki notably. 
	We have read and digested the Nias literature, and find in it, again and again, matter directly relevant to the theme of this primarily prehistoric study. HŁre we have a megalithic in fuii, magnificent flower, adequately studied into present times. On this noble island, westerly outlier into the Indian Ocean,stone-thinking has continued into our times in forms which could easily have been common place and generally spread around the whole archipelago at the time of the Sarawak River delta sites a millennium
	Despite the vivid attractions of this Nias study in stone, only the bare essentials of a very elaborate set of ideas and actions can be summarized here.t
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	The original classical two-votlume study of Nias by Schroder (1917) although marred by some naif diffusionist theories, is invatluable for its documentation and for the many good photographs, of which most interesting here are the extensive stone dancing and meeting pavements in village meeting centers (Plates 55, 62-65, 82-85, 88, 89, 110, 116-117, 124-128t, 134, 200, 204)t; stone steps (66-67, 91-95, 236)t; stone seats (60, 76-77)t; and seat tables, often in rows (102-108, 137)t; a stone house path 
	(69) and piles of stones (86, 216-217)t, as well as a detail effect much like some Kelabit nabang (112 cf. 118).t
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	Other writers have confirmed in detail the extraordinary intensity and diversity of megalithic activity on Nias, combiningelaborate stone carvings and figures (and wooden alternatives) and numerous uses of smaller unshaped stones such, as those noted above. A particularly impressive transition between these micro-megalithic efforts and full megaliths is provided by the making of a short, high wall or bundle of squared stone, pyramiding up to a flat top, over which jumping co.ntests occur, as the favorite Ni
	so on, leaving their (now usually invisible) footprints stamped in the rock surfaces.t
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	In all of this, the megalithic is the center of life for Nias, and with it always an intricate association with gold.Stone work is essentially the outcome oftFeasts of Merit, called owasa, which closely resemble those similarly critical in uplancKelabit life, there called irau and an essential prelude to and part of all types of megalithic operation and secondary burial, status assertion and economic distribution. The later work of Peter Suzuki from the University of Leiden has brought this intc sharp focus
	.

	Since scant attention has been paid to the feasts of merit as such, some general remarks with regards to these feasts are in order here. The term used throughtout Nias for these feasts is OWASAo. Whether one is a nobleman or commoner the first thing one does after getting married is to collect together enough gold
	and pigs to sponsor an OWASA, which forms a continuum. For example, in S. Nias, after onet's marriage, a nobleman or commoner will want to sponsor an OWASA with gold and pigs he has accumulated. It is usually the cus·tom to have a piece of jewelry made for one's wife before beginning on onet's own piece. At any rate, one must begin with an earring of gold. The gold contained in this piece must conform to a fixed standard of quality and quantity. An elaborate and intricate set of weights and measures have b
	the case. Therefore the OWASA is a public announcement proclaiming success in achieving a new status and title. The achieving of a still higher status and acquiring a new title then requires having the following prescribed piece of jewelry made: a goldbracelet, and an OWASA to dedicate it. As one ascends the scale of status and titles, one must have cosotlier pieces of jewelry made and give more elaborate banquets of pork than the previous feast. The commoners in S. Nias may not go beyond making the gold 
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	For a Nias commoner the pinnacle of ambition and achievement in life is reached by dedicating the fifth gold ornament; for a nobleman: 
	... only after more than twenty other pieces of jewelry have been made and dedicated--this is not to mention the stone monuments and house he must have constructed in order to reach the limit. 
	The "ideal pattern" for a Niasan is as expressed in this island text: 
	Whenever guests visit our village,Whenever guests come to us, That is the token of the nobleman, Let it cost mountains of gold if need be, Let it be at the expense of our gold,That is the duty of our class, which the mass scrutinizesi. 
	Relating gold and stone, Suzuki sums up: 
	like the other items of Nias art, the "megaliths" have 
	cosmological significance: they represent the total cosmoso. These stone carvings are required of those who wish to achieve higher rank and acquire more important titles, and call for_ sponsoring an OWASA as well, when the carving is to be erected, and dedicated. 
	Note that this writer puts the word megaliths in quotes, "megaliths.i" That is because he feels the term is devalued by misuse (oversimplification) among anthropologists, and wishes to avoid it where possible. There is much of the deepest signifiicance in this and other accounts of the stone and gold rites on Nias, which we suggest as a survival of something like what may have gone on in other ways and at other levels, in places like Jaong a thousand years ago. There is no space to go into all these Nias r
	..i. goldpieces and stone monuments represent the total culture and cosmos sucicessfully merged from antithetical elements. 
	But at another level, not antithetical at all--at least in Bornean terms--but rather parts of a common synthesis, when goldand iron came from rock; all out of earth and all capable of metamorphosis along the way (as also, differently, in the ancient Chinese and other views; cfi. III.21.e). It should also be noticed that Munsterberger, on the basis of myth studies, has 
	(rather confusedly) suggested a close relationship between the megalithic of northern Nias and the more central part of Borneo, and of southern Nias and northern Borneo!i
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	Nias has the most developed megalithic in Southeast Asia,and it is full of microt-megalithic elements. But in the much larger islands of Java and Sumatra as well as on smaller ones like Sumba and Flores, there is much to support the same picturE exaept that in these places the survivals are pale ghosts, ofter silent echoes, of the teeming dynamic Nias aura-megalithic. 
	Of most relevance to the Sarawak River delta in particular are the "sanctuary terraces"--especially well developed in Java, but found also in South Sumatra_, Lombok and in Bali--where one later became the State temple, see Appendix A (Loofs, 1967)t. They occur frequently with menhirs, and also with heaps of stones, stone walls, and paved walks; in part of Java with stone "with artificial depressions or cupmarks,t" often arranged in rows. Dr. van Heekeren also describes a most remarkable gravesanctuary from 
	In the centre was a pile of stone 2.t50 metres square
	which appeared to be. a grave lying in the direction 
	north-south. Beside this grave was a smaller one 
	... it is an interesting fact that on top of the 
	smaller grave there lies a miniature dolmen .... 
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	For South Sumatra the same scholart's account gives the basic plan: 
	Terraae Graves 
	These are graves used for more than one corpse. They
	consist of one or more terraces built of earth, sup
	ported round the edges by vertical walls, constructed 
	with river stones. Such terraces occur frequently in 
	Polynesiatand I have personally seen several in South 
	1
	Celebes.t
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	It is to the later versions of these terraced sanctuaries that we would draw particular attention from the micro-megalithic and Bornean angles. 
	The Bongkisam Shrine would appear to have particular analotgies with the later, fifteenth century terrace sanctuaries of Mt. Penanggungan in eastern Java, and especially the terrace sanctuaries of Tjeta and Sukuh on Mt. Lawu east of Solo, also in Java--which are of course direct continuations of a much older traditional theme. These terrace sanctu�ries climb a sacred mountain, just as the Bongkisam shrine and Jaong beds cling to the foot of Santubong Mountain. They combine megalithipractices, ancestor wors
	-
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	While Sukuh is notable for the form of its main sanctuary --a stepped pyramid--both it and Tjeta also contain a variety 
	of plain terraces. While these terraces are massive comparedto the simple plane of dressed stone at Bongkisam, it is quite easy to see them as part of a similar system of belief. 
	One piece of evidence that lends force to the possible-though indirect--link between Sukuh in Java, Besakih in Bali, and Bongkisam in Borneo, is the important and enigmatic relief of a blacksmith's shop on the Sukuh monument. This is a magical invocation of the blacksmith, seen as Bhima, the principal actor in an ancient cult of salvation.t
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	It can only remain conjectural at this point, but we believe that intensive exploration of the jungle-clad lower slopes of Santubong Mountain could disclose other ritual platforms, possibly climaxed by a larger and more complex monument. Althoughthe heights have already been examined by Sarawak Museum teams,such megalithic structures would not offer much in the way of profile after centuries of forest growth. It is instructive to recall that intense excavation in 1955 in already cleared and cultivated rubb
	-

	Thus, the antecedents of this small closed monument in 
	·
	coastal Borneo are to be traced not directly to the monumental architecture of the Indian tradition, but rather on one side to the pebble-beds of Jaong; and on the other by analogy in the sacred mountain sanctuaries of Mts. Lawu and Penanggungant·in Java and of Mt. Agung in Bali, originally megalithic and animist, subsequently reshaped by Hindu influence. A. N. van der Hoop 
	(influenced by Heine-Geldern) sought to show that in South Sumatra "ancient graves differ from modern in that they form a small terrace about half a metre high, the upright borders of which are constructed of river stones. On the terrace ..t. upright natural stones stand in pairs.t"t
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	Schnitger, already cited for terraces, writes of some Sumatran menhirs in a very Bornean mood, thus: 
	-

	(they are) partly grave monuments ... partly memori
	-

	als to the founding of a federation ... partly the 
	boundary of assembling places where folk games were 
	formerly played. The chiefs sat on the flat stones 
	and leaned against the pillars (menhirs. Near the 
	{
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	pillars buried gold is sometimes found. 
	Such assembly places, often paved with small and even untshaped stones, so strong as dance, jump-game and ritual grounds on Nias, recur in force south of Borneo in the Lesser Sunda Islands, notably Sumatra and Flores, where they have been richly 
	Such assembly places, often paved with small and even untshaped stones, so strong as dance, jump-game and ritual grounds on Nias, recur in force south of Borneo in the Lesser Sunda Islands, notably Sumatra and Flores, where they have been richly 
	illustrated in a posthumous volume of photographs by G. P. Rouffaer.t
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	c. The Malay Peninsula 
	The Malayan megalithic has not been studied down to the micro-level, as yet. Alastair Lamb's work at Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, in Kedah, has been discussed for gold earlier (II.16.c); the reconstructed temple shows signs of the same sort of thinking in stone as the Bongkisarn shrine, which it predates. Emphasis is put on the way the builders "cut their stone into as smaZZ blocks as they could.t" His Plates 9 and 10 well illustrat the technique. The use of very rough unworked pebbles and rubbl is also illus
	10
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	d.tInda-China (and India) 
	. 

	It is not our intention to pursue this argument much further afield, but rather to hope that--as with iron slag in the earlier study--we may stimulate others, expert in other areas, to pursue these lesser and readily overlooked manifestations of human intricacy in more detail. But this section can hardly be closed without mention of another strongly micro-megalithic tendency, which although recorded in Java, Sumatra and Bali, reaches major proportions in Inda-China and on as far west as Assam, Sikkian and 
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	For instance, in his study of the Samre people of the eastern Cambodia, R. Baradat refers to stone mounds along mountain paths, to which each passer-by adds one more pebble while uttering a propitiary invocation.tAround Hue in central Vietnam,
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	L. Cadi�re describes rough riverside shrines of stone to protect against boats smashing on the river rocks, with incense sticks, paper parasols, gold and silver foil paper placed on flat stones. One more elaborate arrangement similarly used includes a mound of broken pots behind a shrine of dry bricks, before which stand five ordinary flat stones, with a hedge to protect the area. In a later paper, the same observer describes itinerantst' graves marked with pebble hoards, with offerings of 
	L. Cadi�re describes rough riverside shrines of stone to protect against boats smashing on the river rocks, with incense sticks, paper parasols, gold and silver foil paper placed on flat stones. One more elaborate arrangement similarly used includes a mound of broken pots behind a shrine of dry bricks, before which stand five ordinary flat stones, with a hedge to protect the area. In a later paper, the same observer describes itinerantst' graves marked with pebble hoards, with offerings of 
	gold and silver leaf paper and beads from assers by who some
	Ł
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	times add a new pebble from the river-bed. 
	Among the hill-tribes fringing northeastern Indiat, there is extensive use of large and small stone, essentially as partof Feasts of Merit. And an ethnologistt, H. Siige_rt, has this useful account from Sikkim: 
	The Priest was in charge of a peculiar open-air shrine ... it consisted of two groups of natural stones, a bamboo platform and two poles. The bamboo platform 
	was used for the offerings at the ceremonies and the poles for tying up the sacrificial yak. At first sightthe stones seemed to be lying in disorder, but their arrangement became evident when I was told they represented mountain peaks ... bigger stones representedprominent peaks. The stones were arranged in two groups, each having a bigger stone as centre ... it became clear that the shrine was constructed as an imitation of the mountain panorama and was, so to speak, an artificial replica of the divine an
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	Likewise, long ago iron workers and gold seekers in the Sarawak River delta looked with deep respect upon Santubong Mountain which, rising sheer out of the South China Sea, dominates and overshadows Jaong and Bongkisam, even if we can no longer anymore decipher the signals that effect conveyed by and to themt, than on the sandstone rock facest, in the shrine brickst, blockcuts, gold-foil shapes, dynamic Batu Gambar, crowded pebbles,hexagonal shapes, granite, questionable vaginal and phallic forms, unbroken
	e. Lost Evidence? 
	We only know a fraction of what once went on around Santubong. Anyone who investigates the megalithic--let alone micromegalithic--activities in the field these days will almost anywhere soon realize that he or she is only dealing with a residue, quite apart from deliberate looting of value objects (already discussed in II.15.c). In most places, even in the Kelabit 
	• 
	uplands of interior Borneo, menhirs and other large stones have been broken, upset by buffalo or deliberately removed for re-use (recently for Christian building)t. Even the great laterite slab 
	which form the walls of Brunei's pre-European capital, Kota Batu 
	("Fort of Stone") have. been extensively pilfered for stone byl�cal Moslems in this century, while a seemingly key Kadazan site outside Kota Kinabalu in Sabah has been accidentally despoiled into disappearance by a government department in the past decade (cf. III.17.a). At Jaong, all but one of several hundred figure carvings were buried in masses of roots, grass an soil when excavations began there in 1952. 
	The trouble, in West Borneo, is a general scarcity of hard or large stone exposed or readily dug out near the surface over la·rge areas . This puts a premium on it (e.g., as rock metal)nowadayst--and always has made it attractive, just as this has also of itself controlled and restricted megalithic activity locally and also tended to favor use of smaller stones locally. 
	Therefore, it is impossible to doubt that under these circumstances what has been found and recorded is only the tip of the iceberg, the fraction that is left showing. Moreover, owingto· the great emphasis put on the massive, monumental aspectsimplicit in the very term megalithic, observer attention has been over-oriented towards the large and impressivet. Who bother with a few pebbles beside a dramatic dolmen or a dynamic avenue of menhirs? The early emphasis on megaliths as mysterious or as markers of gr
	It is thus all the more certain that where the big has suffered at the hands of time, man, jungle, erosion and deposition, the small may well have suffered that much more. Smaller stone has been washed or carried over, more often simply overgrown and submerged in grass, roots and soil. This can in fact happen, in Borneo or anywhere in the tropics, within a coupleof years. Indeed, such things as the pebble-beds at Jaong are, at one level, attempts to offset the overwhelming wet mud, decayand impermanence o
	In surveying, measuring and above all in drawing conclusions on the use of stone in Southeast Asia, these severe limitations on the evidence have to be constantly borne in mind. This, also, puts a special premium on careful exploration and then careful excavation at located megaliths, in search of 
	• 
	.I 
	"subsidiary" stone and other materials. This aspect has not been sufficiently considered in the area. The big stuff so easily steals the show. 
	PART IV 
	SOME IDEAS 
	Aiways when I sit confronting the many-hued rocks andplay a tune on my antique lute, mythoughts are borne away to unearthly regions. 
	·

	Lin Yu-lin, 1614 A.tD. 
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	CHAPTER 27 
	THE DATING OF GOLD (AND GOLDSMITHING) 
	This and the following chapters will seek--only briefly-to draw together a few of the points from the considerable bodyof data which (we hope) has emerged from the three previousparts of this Data Paper. We aim to offer some broader ideas and conclusions in two follow-up papers for scientific journals: one on gold leaf-foil generally and one on the micro-megalithic concept applied over ·a wider field. The present chapters will be no more than commentaries of emphasis on what has already been said or shown 
	The importance--perhaps the pre·dominant importance--of Borneo (and particularly southwest Borneo) as a source of gold had been sufficiently indicated in earlier chapters. There does not seem to be any good reason why it has been passed over in favor of other islands like Sumatra or for the Malay peninsula, Burma, etc. In so far as the "Golden Khersonese,t" El Dorado and other go_lden lands of fantasy can be suitably located at a11·Ł West Borneo has at least as strong a claim to that doubtful distinction as
	However, the evidence which we have been able to assemble in Part II of this study is surprisingly �ketchy, in some sectors even feeble, as regards the antiquity and intensity of past gold working in island Southeast Asia. Although there are, clearly, powerful ancient traditions and skills of making gold ornaments, weapon handles and small figurines in Indonesia, the Philippines and elsewhere, there is little actual proof that the traditidns are very venerable though it may well be so. Few pieces of merit 
	A.D. at this time. There is a marked tendency for the well-made solid gold objects to date after c. 1200 A.D., with an apparentboom in workmanship during the Majapahit period (c. 1300 A.D. on). Gold was in abundant use in West Borneo when the first clear Chinese (thirteenth century) and European (sixteenth century) accounts are available. 
	Prior to c. 1000 A.D., nearly all excavated gold is in very simple but distinctive form, notably the cut-breach leaf-foil so conspicuous at the Jaong site,· with affinities to other pieces found in Gedong and at Limbang further up the coast, as well as in Indonesia, the Philippines, and as far afield as at least one site in southern India. This leaf belongs to the 
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	oldest line of evolution we can so far trace in the area, and deserves fuller attention than its rather mediocre style has earned for it hitherto. 
	At Jaong, this form of gold leaf is especially associated with beds of extraneous pebbles comprising what we have termed 
	a micro-megalithic activity. Similar very close association between gold and the most intense living megalithic of Southeast Asia is demonsttrated as basic for the small island of Nias, west of Sumatra; as also in the past by the dolmen ring from the Limbang Hoard in Brunei Bay. Other special associations with gold and megaliths conform with our interpretation of all Borneot's extensive megalithic as basically "late,t" and certainly "iron age.t" Neither for gold nor megaliths is there any evitdence of a ne
	The earliest historical records for specialized gold mining in West Borneo are no earlier than 1760 A.tD., with an influx of Chinese shaft mines whose work subsequently influenced the whole island evaluation of gold effort, leading among other things to a widespread sale of gold. This process had begun, however, with the advent of the Europeans and Indians, and in particular the rapacious gold search by the sixteenth century Spaniards, so that by the time British interests took control of most of west Borne
	Despite the historical influence of the Chinese, nearly all the uneven evidence points westward rather than northerly in goldsmithing and craft. Many Borneo artifacts, such as the Sambas buddhas or the Limbang ring, show Javanese origins; and more remotely the line leads towards India, not China. Tantric influences also play a part, evident in the Bongkisam shrine and the keris handle from Balingian, as well as outside Borneo. Here again there is a link with what Schnitger for Indonesia has called "megalith
	In all this the gold story differs very markedly from that of iron, which though developing late "caught on" and became a majtor skill up into the remote uplands too. Gold barely entered into upland life at all, even as a value import or status symbol--whereas, all over the interior, very much more difficult, bulkyand tasteful outside goods were brought in on human backs over the mountain ranges for centuries: the big Chinese and later Siamese ("Sawankhalok") jars, fine great brass gongs audible for miles, 
	CHAPTER 28 
	"THE MEGALITHIC MAKERS": WHO, WHEN? 
	Monumental work in stone has always impressed the western mind--perhaps more, at times, than the eastern. When seen in what is supposed to be a "primitive" context, western minds can find it difficult to visualize such efforts as local. They are commonly regarded as having come upon allegedly simple peoplefrom "outside." There is, of course, no doubt that a distinct,fairly orderly diffusion of certain megalithic features--such as the "passage graves" of northern Europe, for instance--did take place, in this
	... megalithic tombs were being built and used in 
	westerŁ Europe from perhaps 3500 to 1000 B.C. This 
	should not surprise us; our own Christian burial 
	custom of inhumation in a flat grave has lasted for 
	two thousand yŁars. It does suggest however thattthe 
	. 

	role of the megaliothic builders in areas like western 
	France, Ireland, and northern Scotland, for example, 
	may be more important than we had hitherto thought.
	(The Megalithic Builders of Western Europe, Baltimore, 
	1963 : 145.) 
	Unless we artificially isolate work in (large) stone as a single criterion of these insular Asian cultures, we can see no people who came into and spread out through the archipelago conceivably identifiable as "megalithic builders.t" All sorts of people did it in all sorts of ways, upon little islands, on the accessible coastlands and in the interior of some of the wildest terrain in the world. They did it, toot--so far as we can judge from what has survived--as the integral substance of rituals, customs, 
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	not to say such movements could not, did not occur; only that there is no proof of them, and that such evidence as exists points rather to a much more subtle, oblique and even random spread of ideas, island to island or valley to valley, over long periods of time and quite eccentrically; from no one direction; and in all cases heavily affected by the existing culture receiving the message (and frequently ignoring it as unfit or modifying out of recognition as inadequate). 
	It is clear, too, from all that has gone before in this study that there is no evidenae for any appreciable megalithic in Southeast Asia at anywhere near the early dates for Europe and elsewhere. No megalithic structure in our area is as yetsubstantiated as earlier than the start of the Christian era. The great part are decidedly later than that. Many of the main and best known activities at least in Borneo belong--in so far as they now appear--to date much later than that, a good deal of it after 800-1000 
	It would be absurd, at this stage, to suppose that there was no early megalithic in Borneo. But there is certainly not one strong implication of any pre-metallic megalithic on the great island at this time. This is not a trivial matter. If further study confirms the presently implied time-pattern, it raises further doubts about the widely accepted hypotheses of Heine-Geldern and others, who have pre-supposed that "older" megalithic element occurred in the stone age, and so on. 
	On the other hand, it would reastonably be argued that it is certainly very odd if no early elements did enter the area early on, in view of megalithic origins in surrounding lands long before. 
	However, it took Islam eight centuries to reach West Borneo, Christianity fifteen, Colonialism three. This also raises another question: how much have the megalithics discussed in this Data Paper evolved entirely independently? After all, it takes no great genius to place a stone upright as a memorial menhir marker for all to see; or to balance one boulder on several others to get a splendid dolmen which also serves as a 
	However, it took Islam eight centuries to reach West Borneo, Christianity fifteen, Colonialism three. This also raises another question: how much have the megalithics discussed in this Data Paper evolved entirely independently? After all, it takes no great genius to place a stone upright as a memorial menhir marker for all to see; or to balance one boulder on several others to get a splendid dolmen which also serves as a 
	waterproof shelter for human remains. On the face of it, the evidence taken as it stands (without allowance for other factors shows so erratic a distribution thatit would be easy to believe that the remote Kelabit group, for example, did evolve their intricate system for themselves. For days and days of dreadfully severe walking--and there was no other way before 1945-their is the only concern with living, dying stone in all upland Borneo. 
	.t


	Stretching a point, it may seem plausible for Dr. Loofs-who has thought as much on this as anyone living--to try and explain mountain Luzon's megaliths by some direct diffusion from Vietnam (see our Notes, III, 82, 84). But whence can we similarly trace mountainous Borneo's, far more inaccessible and isolated? And if, say, we look to South Sumatra (a fiercesome journey), what happened in between? Could not big works be wholly lost all alongthe way? And whence Sumatra's, for that matter? 
	· 

	Certainly no outsiders came up and taught the Kelabits how to megalith. Whenever they got the idea, they developed it, rightly and deeply, for themselves, as part of the natural, zestful, explosive upland way of living. No one at all brought gold--or even the news of it, to be retained in folklore--to the same anŁ other remote peoples, whereas their cousin Dayaksof the lowlands, such as the Iban (Sea Dayaks) became highly interested, sometimes (like the Malohs) skilled too. 
	It is thus no coincidence--in the particular context of this study--that the story of gold runs fairly closely in parallel with the story of megaloid (and miniioid) stone in and around West Borneo. Again, there is no clear evidence of great antiquity. Again, indications rather persistently point to major developments well inside the Christian era, and increasingly well on into the second millennium A.D. Again, the earlyactivity with gold, whether mining it or working it for use, began with a simple respec
	These are some of the problems and questions that remain for further consideration, and necessarily. Unfortunately, megaliths have widely been lost in the jungle or moved and reused by man, while gold has attracted looting, reworking and interference to the largest extent. But once more, only orderlyand fully controlled excavation can explore the ideas here offered, testing their validity in depth. We may be consoled that even in western Europe the same difficutlties exist. To quote Dr. Daniel once more: 
	The megalithic builders surely formed a most important, as well as a most exciting, element in the early hisotory of western Europe. It is at once the fascination and the frustration of prehistoric archaeology that what we can say about them is so full of doubts and disputeso. (Glyn Daniel, 1963: 141) 
	CHAPTER 29 MICRO-MEGALITHIC SIGNIFICANCE 
	In putting forward (in Chapters III.t23 to 26) a new and somewhat difficult term, "micro-megalithic,t" we have been imtpelled by the need to categorize an aspect of specifically "megalithic" activity (within the definitions of Heinet-Geldern, Loafs, van Heekeren and many others), which has been underestimated. Yet the presence of large numbers of "pebbles" and/or "stones" (as defined in III.23), may add up to a much biggerwork in stone than the erection of a menhir. And the impulses, incentives and correl
	The Jaong pebble-beds with their gold leaf foil linked to the petroglyphs and massive iron-working there before 1200 A.tD. shade into the fourteenth century climax at Bon-gkisam, with its more developed gold inside the Tantric Shrine, embedded in another context of massive iront-workingt. We have suggested that this pebble-·and-stone evolution, with or without larger rocks as full megaliths, has affinities with quite separate occurrence in the transition to Hinduism on Bali and Java. It is also implied th
	The possible uses of pebbles and stones is, of course, numerous. One suspects that at Jaong they made some sort of layer in or relevant to death rites. But many other roles are likely, consistent with the great diversity and elasticity which the megalithic excites in a land like Borneo. 
	We can see a continuing range of pebble, stone and rock in the Bali temples so striking in the holy stone-seats and terraces, but extended out into the same structures as secular seats in daily use on pebble-and-stone platforms and walls set among similar house platforms and stairways of stones so abuntdant around Gelgel in southeast Bali. At the other end of Southeast Asia, the same atmosphere is no.t_iceable in Assam, where Christoph von Fiirer-Haimendorf describes "Pre-Buddhist 
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	elements in Sherpa belief and ritual,i" and how these are carried over into later observance--for instance, to gain merit in the Buddhist sense: 
	While it is thought that even the poorest man can obtain merit ... by the circumambulation of gumba and mani walls. . . . Among such meritorious acts is the constirucition of the so-called mani walls, rough stone structures built along a path and contiaining upright stone slabs, which bear incised inscriptions of ... sacred formulae ..i. they [the walls] are often combined with stone platforms, built for the confort of travellers carrying loads ... mani walls are usually set up in memory of a deceased kin
	If we had to pick out one point which stays in the mind as "characteristic" of the micro-megalithic as such, it would be built into this size factor. At this level every individual, strong or weak, rich or poor, as part of a community yet as an individual can contribute--from little child to blind greatgrandfather--recapitulating the wholeness and integrity of the community as well as the vitality of the individual. The pebbleidentifies a very personal, simple participation physically imipossible with the
	take the text on its merits, whatever these may be judged to be; and certainly with no personal claim for anything above the level of the tentative, the micro-theoretical.... 
	CHAPTER 30 THE FEAR OF STONE 
	One important aspect of Borneo thinking--linked to both stone and gold--has hardly been touched on in the preceding pages: petrification. This and the fear of it are widespreadand fundamental over large parts of the island, both in the foll lore past and in the intellectual present. 
	Put at its simplest, the idea is that man can be turned into stone, petrified, for some transgression and in a matter oi minutes. Out of a clear sky swoops a great storm, probably witr floods and/or hail ("stone rain"), to strike flesh to rock with the aid of lightning--and stone tools, when found, are everywhere reported as "lightning teeth" or "the teeth of thunder.t" Moreover, the wrong done by one person may lead to the whole community being thus punished geologically. 
	The commonest causes of petrification are ridiculing or humiliating animals (especially dressing them up as humans or making them do human work)t; being socially unkind to widows with little children; and incest. More subtly, petrification is part of a broader concept by which the whole community in its total ecosystem can be dangered by "becoming cold"--or at the other extreme "too hot"t--owing to the neglect of proper behavior codes, especially due observances of respect to the spirits and the gods. This 
	·

	Many of the striking peaks, hillocks and rocks inside Borneo are explained in local terms as petrified longt-houses, people, domestic animals and so on. Caves are commonly thought of in parallel. There are many folk tales of persons imprisonecalive inside petrified houses. The only antidote to this dire threat is by filling the doorway with an ancient stoneware jar; that alone can resist petrification, being broken after the storm passes to let those inside out. 
	Nor is this idea confined to the pagans inland. AlthoughIslam has reduced or removed the actual fear of being turned into stone, local Moslem lore is full of stories where animals became petrified. Thus, for example, one version of the cockfight contest between Javan and Brunei princes led to a settlement including 40 goldsmiths in the fee (II.15.d, last quotation)t. In another passage, the defeated Javan cock turned spurand flew, landing on an islet at the mouth of the Brunei River, 
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	where it turned instantly to stone. Impressive in thisi, too, is the saga of the stone dragon, at times golden scaled, which links Brunei to Santubong, where its head now stands guard at the mouth of the latter river as does the cock of the former 
	(cf. III.24.f and Plate 45). 
	In this way, natural rocks and formations unmoved or untouched by man can be a sort of macro-megalithic extension of the same ideology which covers dolmen and pebble-bed. This thinking assigns a role to stone as a living matter, which can evolve from man and animals, in something of the same fashion as the ancient Chinese belief that gold was the end chain of a long series of changes beginning in stone. Indeed in Borneo there are beliefs that stone itself ages in an animal way. Recently in Brunei a Kadaya
	In this sense, the eminent French scholar Paul Levy may have been right in seeing the rocks of Chapa in Vietnam as partof a megalithic culture, though Dr. Loafs has concluded that "they cannot be considered an element of the megalithic complex"
	(Loafs, 1967: 176). Loofs himself, in 1961, concluded the Moi of Vietnam had a megalithic, but in 1963 withdrew his earlier description of a "possible megalithic monument" when he learned on subsequent information, that it was "only a natural rock formation" (Loafs: 177-8). Perhaps he withdrew too readily? 
	In the same spirit, W. van Bekkun in 1944 reported megaliths in the island of Flores which the local people said were petrifications. He did not "believe" them; and Loafs summarizes: "it is still an unsolved riddle" (Loofs: 435). Or again, A. C. Kruyt has reported "beliefs and legends" about human beingschanged to stone among the actively megalithic people of Sumba 
	(Bijdragen , 78, 1922: 466-608, an important paper). 
	It might be wise to extend the already capacious term megalithic to include rock formations which to a geologist have got into position through "natural causes," whereas to those livingwith them they are as much a part of human experience as anydolmen, terraced temple or piece of mined, worked gold. The megalithic cannot be successfully treated in isolation as a physically restricted set of acts out of context, in Southeast Asia. 
	CHAPTER 31 
	OTHER POINTS 
	i. Stone Birth 
	As well as many ideas of turning (by dying) into natural stone and the close linkage between megalithic activity and death rites, there are frequent beliefs about birth from stone in Borneo--mostly that a seed or egg contains or becomes a small pebble. Such stones are given the highest value by most Dayakpeoples and can seldom be examined by outstiders. Those seen by
	·
	T. H. over the years have all been tiny, usually black ( andes i te, etc.) pebbles, several resembling small touchstones (II.20). 
	The finder was usually led to a spot in a dream. The association is usually with rice grains or hen's eggs, from which the pebble developed as a form of seed growth. 
	Almost everywhere in Borneo these found pebbles are thoughtto bring great good fortune, especially in improving rice harvests. The concept extends to other lands, of course, and was encountered -in this study as far afield as Annam (Vietnam). At Hue there is a powerful cult of stone, boundary stones, shrines of natural stones, mounds of small stones, on the "natural" side of magical stones, incantation stones (pierres de conjuration) and talismans, without any of the "normal" megalithicevidences such as m
	11 . Sex in Stone and Gold 
	There are strong manifestations of a sexual symbolism near the heart of the Jaong delta petroglyphs and cut rocks as well as in the numerous small shaped cut stones, carnelian faceted beads and other items there as earlier discussed. The emphasis is often feminine, at Jaong--and even the cut-breach leaf-foil in gold could be seen not only as an eye-slit to mask the dead,but also as formalized female pudenda. 
	At the later Bongkisam stage, the lingga in the silver box which is at the core of the Tantric Shrine of the fourteenth 
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	century, is of shining gold. There is no doubt about the penis metaphor hereo. It is repeated, almost blatantly, in the model golden phallus, glans incised, as item noo. 0/12 in the Limbang Hoard from Brunei Bay (B.M.J.e, 1, 1969: Plate XXXIIa), with similar thirteenth century indicationso. 
	Although this aspect has not been emphasized here, we believe it underlies a good deal of the golden and megalithic material here described, and look forward to analysis along those lines when more data is at hand. 
	iii. Golden Color 
	The color of gold has always been important, if Borneo folklore is any indicator. And considerable ingenuity has been exercised in strengthening, often reddening, the "natural" color in some parts of the region. The concept of yellowness is 
	·
	widely significant here, inlater times especially associated with high social status. This matter deserves fuller study in Southe as t Asia. (See also especially Joseph Needham, Saienae and Civilization in China, Cambridge, 1959: 642.) 
	iv. Feasts of Merit 
	At several significant points in this study megalithic activity in general and micro-megalithic activity in particular have been seen to be intimately (and inextricably) linked with what anthropologists often call "Feasts of Merit," festivals in which perishables are consumed, objects exchanged and much else, partly or wholly, to establish, advance, or otherwise influence the position of individuals and kin-groups in the community, both in temporal terms of everyday life and in a spiritual metaphoro. In at
	apex of the value symbolism implied in the festival, in a sense representing the highest value for which old stoneware jars, ancient glass beads and other previous imperishables serve as equivalents among goldless peoples such as the Kelabits of 
	central Borneoo. 
	By the very nature of the material, it is now nearly always difficult and usually impossible to relate megaliths (microo-ormacro) and/or gold artifacts to the rituals and other actoivities which were associated with their past preparation and use or exchangeo. We shall never know exactly what happened among the petroglyphs or upon the pebble-beds of Jaong, though the "tantric" tones do provide some more familiar clues at the Bongkisam shrine as on Balio. There is much to suggest that, regardless 
	of background, suchifeasits of merit or something of their sort-especially associated with ensuring status in and a successful after life�i-were frequently if not always part (not necessarily all) in the complex whole of this pattern. Certainly there is nowhere any sign that either megalithic activity or gold use 
	·· 
	were considered casual, flippanto-r purely personal, private experiences--except in the sense (an important one) that, for example, the contribution of your pebble to the Kelabit parapun stone heap as upon the roadside stone pile in Inda-China is a highly personal way of fitting the self into a much greaterlife exercise. 
	Gold, as General de Gaulle emphatically supposed, is "unchangingi." So, in a· way, is stone. Herein lies immortal promise of life-death-lifei. Cut-breach gold-leaf foil upon the lasit-closed eyes, a stone above the head, are two of many answers to the mortal dilemma, and to the fear of dying without status, of losing life's gains through death. The micro-mega� lithic terrace or the solid boulder menhir• can be among the strongest assurances that your life cycle will not be soon forgotten. Gold, experienc
	It remŁins striking that the Kelabits living in the quitetiny upland zone in Borneo which still has in this century a major megalithic activity always associate this with the most elaborate feasts of merit, called irau. Irau normally relate to death rites, especially to the secondary treatment of "prima1burials (cf. III.17.c), though they can also be heldi-on other special occasions in the life cycle, such as the birth of a son to a leading citizen. In all cases, they involve elaborate economic exchanges ce
	Dr. Loafs has adequately emphasized in other countries the link between megalith and merit feast (1967) as also has H. E. van Heekeren (The Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia, 1959i: 62). 
	v. Irrigation and Iron 
	Two of the great changes in Borneo life came with the advent of iron technology (H.O.: 318, etc.) and with the development of irrigation and then especially the irrigation of riceo. Wet rice cuts down greatly on the effects and shi·fts involved in slash-and-butn agriculture. Both are found in close association with gold and megalithic interests in Borneo and throughSoutheast Asia. We have already indicated this for gold at several points and should now add a little more emphasis on the irrigation side. 
	The frequency with which megaliths go with irrigated rice can hardly be accidental. The two places in Borneo where largescale megaliths have persisted in use into thi� century are the richest irrigated rice plains on the west coast of Sabah and 
	the most highly organized irrigated rice anywhere in the interior, on the Plain of Bah. It may well be that there was a similar correlation centuries ago in the Sarawak River delta, where rice irrigation is active a little way upstream from Jaong on the Batu creek now. The correlation is also pronounced in Bali and Java on terrain equivalent to the Sabah Kadazan's, and againinside Luzon's equivalent to the Kelabit uplands (for instance)o. The association has, of course, been discussed by our predecessors
	.
	of irrigation and other cut ditches as "megalithic activity" among the Kelabits today (II.17.c)o. 
	NOTES 
	Part I. Thet.tSarawak River Delta Excavations 
	(N.B.: These notes are numbered from 1 on for each Part of the Data Paper.] 
	Chapter 1. The Santubong Complex 
	1. Torn Harrisson and S. J. O'Connor, Excavations of the Prehistoric Iron Industry in West Borneo, Cornell University (Southeast Asia Program, Data Paper No. 72)t, Ithaca, New York, 1969, 2 volumes. Referred to throughout the text as H.O. (= Harrisson, O'Connor) followed by the page reference (cf.Footnote to Preface)t. 
	Cheng Te-K'un, Archaeology in Sarawako, Cambridge, England
	(Heffer) and Toronto University Press, Canada, 1969; for our 
	comments on this valuable little volume, which was preparedwith our support, see H.O.: 392; also review by T.H. in Antiquity_o, 172, 1969: 326. 
	· 

	For the general background in some detail (671 pages), Torn Harrisson's The Malays of South-west Sarawak, a Socio-Ecological Surveyo, London and Michigan State Univ. (Lansing), 1970, especially pages 117-155. 
	2. The Malays of Southo-west Sarawako, as above: 522. 
	3. No separate publication on Buah has yet been published, thougit is extensively dealt with in H.O. Three seasons were spent there, and a small sample check repeated in 1966 (H.O.: 7). Tanjong Kubor, a small headland site, was fully excavated in the season and reported by T. and B. Harrisson,"The Prehistoric Cemetery of Tanjong Kubor,t" Sarawak Museum Journal (hereafter S.M.J.), 8, 1957: 18-50. Subsequently,Dr. W. S. Solheim made a more detailed study of the Kubor earthenwares, and published an important 
	Chapter 2 .. Sungei Jaong: Creek Backwater at Nowhere 
	4. The Batu Gambar petroglyph is reproduced in H. Ling Roth, The Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo, London, 
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	1896, 2 volumes; S. Baring-Gould and C. A. Bampfylde, A History of Sarawak under Its Two White Rajahs, London, 1909; and M. Colani, Megalithes du Haut-Laos, Paris, 2 vols.i, 1935; in the last see especially her figs. 231 and 232, based on a misunderstanding of the Borneo situation. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Celani, at p. 301 as above. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Carla Zainie and Tom Harrisson, "Early Chinese Stonewares Excavated in Sarawak," S.M.J. , 15i, 196i7: 30-91, which also contains a full bibliography of the extensive and other publications based on stonewares resulting from the delta and related researches over the years. In press since this is a further classification of the later (post-delta) ceramic wares by B. Harrisson, for the Brunei Museum Journal (hereiafter B.M.J.), 2, 1970. See also Appendix D. 

	7. 
	7. 
	For a further discussion of dating problems in the delta, see H.O.i: 17-22. There are particular difficulties with 


	C-14 dating in these tropical open sites, as further examined in some detail for Kota Batu, Brunei, in press with B.M.J. , 2, 1970i. 
	Chapter 3. Bongkisam: The Later Phase 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	See Chapter II.i24 for details; also II.9 and 14. The original report on the Bongkisam shrine was published in S.M. J. , 15, 1967: 201-222, and is here in part reproduced, in revised and updated form, courtesy of the Curator, Sarawak Museum 

	(Mr. Benedict Sandin)i. 

	9. 
	9. 
	How this adaptive persistence even works on into the living present may be seen in the reference cited at Notes 1 and 2 abovei. We also were compelled--from the data--to emphasize this aspect at many points in the earlier study of delta iron-working (H.iO.). 


	Part II. Gold in West Borneo 
	Chapter 4. Borneo in the World Gold Setting 
	1. R. J. Forbes' Studies in Ancient Technology , Leiden, 1964i, Vol. VIII. This and the associated volumes by the greatDutch scholar are indispensable background for all metal studies; as well as his earlier Metallurgy in Antiquity , Leiden, 1950. Also of high value is R. F. Tylecote's Metallurgy in Archaeology , London, 196i2. 
	2. C.tH. V. Sutherland, GoZd: Its Beauty, Power and Allure, New York (McGraw Hill, 1968), an attractive and able account which should be read in conjunction with Timothy Greent's The Wo�ld of Gold, New York (Walker), 1968). We are grateful to the authors and publishers of both works for generous permission to draw upon these for some of .the more generalbackground here. Mr. Sutherland's illustrations of goldartifacts are especially good. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Forbes, 1964, Vol. 8, as in Note 1. This point requires even added emphasis in Southeast Asia, where the written records are seldom specific and clear about topographicaland taxonomic identifications; and where, clearly, the Chinese and other texts upon which historians have necessarily most relied are frequently based on second hand, often on third hand information, and on confused, long-range reporting. Very important for Borneo, too, was the regular deception practiced by the native peoples in order t

	4. 
	4. 
	Klondike calculation from Newsweeke, December 4, 1969t. Smuggling estimate from Timothy Green, The Smugglerse, New York, 1969: 212-224. The chapter on smuggling gold, referre to in our text, is an extension of earlier material in the same author's general work, The �orld of GoZd (Note 2), in which of particular relevance here is the detailed description of Indiat's unceasing greed for gold--now as in ancient times (Chapter 9). India remains an avaricious gold buyer, largely for family and marital status do


	U.S. $1,000,t000 worth of gold "looks no larger than a puffed up jewel cushion on a foot stool'' (The World of Gold, 1968: 11). This image is relevant in reality. The special sizee, scale of the gold trade was so tiny in relation to value,t. compared with iron, precious stones, timber, etc. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	J. G. Andersson, "The Goldsmith in Ancient China,i" Mus. of Far Eastern Antiquities, Bull. ?, 1953i: 1-38. The previous three citatiions are from Sutherland and Forbes as in Notes 2 and 1 above, respectively. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Edward H. Schafer, The Golden Peaches of Sama.rkand, Berkeley,California, 1963, for this and the two preceding citations. 


	Chapter 5. Borneo's Gold Sources 
	7. H. H. Everett and John Hewitt in Journe. Straits Branch, Asiatic Soc.e, 51, 1909; cf. H.O.: 96, also on stray finds from Santubong, Sarawak Gazettee, 1887: 23 and 1888: 87. T. Harrisson, "Gold and Indian Influences in West Borneo,i" Journ. Malaysian Branoh, Royal Asiatic Sooe. (hereafter 
	J.M.B.R.A.S.), 22, 1949: 33-110; for the full inventory; cf. further on the important Limbang hoard and other finds in our Chapters 14-15 fallowing. 
	8. Wolfgang Marschall, "Metallurgie und friihe Beseidlungsgeschichte Indonesiens,i" Ethnologica (Cologne), 4, 1968i: 29263; this major study will be further used in our Chapter 16 (and see Note 15 below). The Stamford Raffles quotation is from the 1965 Oxford reprint of his great 2 volumes, History of Java (1815), which also has a passage amplifying the points made in our main text and in Harrisson, 1949 (Note 7). This was so well written over a century ago that we venture to reproduce part of Rafflesi' pr
	-

	"From a calculation recently made, it appears that 
	the number of Chinese employed in the gold mines at Mentrada and other places on the western side of Borneo, amounts to not less than thirty-two thousand working men. When a mine affords no more than four bengkals (weighing about two dollars each, or something less than a tahil) per man in the year, it is reckoned a losing concern and abandoned accordingly. Valuing the bengkal at eighteen Spanish dollars, which is a low rate of estimation, and supposing only four bengkals produced in a year by the labour o
	is 3,744,000 Spanish dollars, equal to £936,000. 
	Such is the result of a very moderate calculation of the produce of these mines. According to an estimate made _in the year 1812, the annual produce of the mines on the west coast of Borneo was estimated at 4,744,000 Spanish dollars, being an excess of a .million sterling.The quantity of gold procured on Sumatra, the supposed golden Chersonesus of the ancients, is according to 
	Mr. Marsden about 30,800 ounces, which at £4 sterling the ounce is worth £123,200, equal to 492,t800 Spanish 
	dollars. 
	"With respect to the disposaltof the gold from the mines of Borneo, it may be observed, that every native Chinese, whether employed in the mines, in agriculture, as merchant or articicer, manages every year to remit at least the value of one tahil, more or less, of gold to his relations in China. These remittances are generally made by the junks in gold, as it saves freight, is more easily smuggled on shore without the notice of the rapacious Mandarin, and remitted overland to .the residence of their famil
	·t

	"It is calculated that, one year with another, at least five hundred Chinese return in the junks to their native country with a competency.· Several have been known to take away one thousand bengkaZs of gold, manyfrom three to five hundred, but very few return before they have cleared a competency of two thousand dollars, or from one hundred to one hundred and twenty tahil of gold. This goes partly in gold; though they prefer investing a part of it in tin from Banka, opium and other articles. Say, however, 
	·

	"A further amount of not less than the value of a million of dollars (£250,000) is supposed to find its way annually to Western India, and principally to 
	Bengal, via Batavia, Malacca, and Pinang, for tl1e purchase of opium and piece goods. The surplus enriches Java and some of the other islands, in exchange for salt, tobacco, coarse cloths, etc. 
	"As the mines are worked with so little expence of machinery, the funds necessary for commencing an undertaking of the kind are small; and as the property of the soil belongs to the first occupant, almost everyChinese would become a proprietor, but from the mode 
	by which their services are, in the first instance, 
	secured by the council of proprietors or kongsis. A 
	parcel of half starved Chinese, enchanted with the 
	prospect of wealth on the golden shores of Borneo, 
	readily find a passage in the annual junks that sail from the mother country to Borneo at ten dollars a head.i" 
	See also Notes 23-26 below. 
	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	Sylvain Levi, "K'ouen-louen et Dvipantara,i" Bijdrageno, Hague, 88, 1931: 627. 

	10. 
	10. 
	G. Coe-des, The Indonesian States of Southeast Asia, Honolulu, 1969 (reprint). 

	11. 
	11. 
	Golden Khersonese hypotheses are considered more thoroughlyin Chapter 16.ic and d, following. Basically, we do not accept the rather narrow topographical localizations which have fairly generally been advocated--sometimes in contradiction to each other--by textual scholars. More specifically, none of these give Borneo serious attention as a major gold source; it is not possible to accept that exclusion in view of the evidence of its role as given in this and other chapters of our main text. Also cf. Note

	12. 
	12. 
	See especially Chapter 16.e for the Tinnevelly affinity in making cut-breach gold-foil leaf, which we identify abundantly from Santubong (Chapter 10) and elsewhere in the islands (11-16). See also Note 87, below. 

	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	J. A. E. Morley, "The Arabs and the Eastern Trade," 

	J.M.B.R.A.S.o, 22, 1949: 143-176. For the best generalbackground here see 0. W. Wolters, Early Indonesian Commerceo, Ithaca (Cornell), 1967. 

	14. 
	14. 
	From C. Lassen, Indische Altertumskunde, Leipzig, 1961, vol. 4: 937-941 (cf. Marschall, 1968: 75; see Note 15 below). 

	15. 
	15. 
	Barbara Harrisison kindly worked with Maureen Liebl in preparing this and following summaries and translations from 


	Marschall's 1968 German thesis (cf. Note 8 above and Chapter 16 of text). 
	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	On Po�li, Po-ni, etc., see most recently Cheng Te-K'un, Arahaeology of Sarawak, Cambridge, 1969; of the earlier literature, which is extensive, we here cite W. Groeneveld1 "Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca, Compiled from Chinese Sources,t'' V.oB�G.K.W., 39, 1880: 80. A thorough and critical discussion of all Brunei-Borneo Chinese terminology is in D. Brown's unpubtlished doctoral thesis on Brunei history, Cornell, 1969: Chapter J, courtesy the author. See also further in Part IV�t
	. 


	17. 
	17. 
	Since this was written, we have visited Bali and proved gold-foil in connection with stone sarcophagi there (January, 1970; see Appendix A). 

	18. 
	18. 
	Marschall, 1968: 68; see Notes 8 and 15. 
	·



	19. Chao Ju-Kua's Chu Fan Chih text; cf .tW� H. Scott, Prehispania· Sourae .Mate,rials for the Study of phi.lippine History, 
	. 
	,

	Manila, 1968: 65Ł75;t-cf. Hirth and Rockhill's translation, Amsterdam, 1966 (reprint of 191·1). And see Note 93. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	Pigafetta's vivid account from Lord Stanley. of Alderley's text £cir the Hakluyt Society, The First Voyage r6und the World by Magel'lano, London,t' 1874.·See also Pigafetta on Timor as cited in our Chapter 16.b, and other early Brunei references, including pre-Hispanic gold, in Chapter .15;also Note 93. 

	21. 
	21. 
	Details in Chapter 15.d following. 

	22. 
	22. 
	R. W. van Bemmelen, The Geology of Indonesiao, The Hague, 1949, 2 vols. 

	23. 
	23. 
	J. Crawfurd, History of the Indian Archipelagoo, Łondon, 1820, 3 volumes at 3: 486; T. Harrison in J.M.B.R.A.S.o, 12t, 1949, see I, note 7. We have earlier quoted Sir Stamforc Raffles on Montrado (his Mentrada) in Note 8 above, which· gives a dynamic picture of the scale of Chinese.tgold effort there early in the last century. Compare Note 25 below, and Note 7 above. 

	24. 
	24. 
	Theodor Posewitz, Borneo, Berlin, 1889: 43; cf. H.O.: 220,Note 20/1, which points out that this authority on minerals devotes 52 pages of his monograph (in German) to gold, 31 to coal, 22 to diamonds, and 6 to iron in the island . 


	, :''. 
	. 
	25. Even so, it is likely that the ughost town" of Montrado seen by T.H. from the air in 1949 was a livelier thing then 
	than it is today, since (in 1967-9) serious racial clashes 
	ocicurred in that part of Kalimantan, leading to the virtual 
	elimination of Chinese hitherto so long resident in the 
	Indonesian interior of the southwest. In prehistorical
	times similar events went unrecorded and remain undetected. 
	26. G. W. Earl, The Easetern Sease, London, 1837; this passage 
	(p. 283) should be consulted and read in full by those interested as it goes on to desicribe a conducted tour provided for the author next day, including inspection of the sector then being worked, in veins close below the surface, with shallow trenching. He describes the methods of extraction interestingly (p. 283 on)i. Compare Raffles, two decades earlier, but not from a first hand visit (Note 8)i. 
	27. T. Harrisson, 1949 (see Note 7); and more broadly SiriSteven Runcimani, The White Rajahse, Cambridge, 1960. This large-scale immigration in part led to the Chinese rebellion of 1857 against Sir James Brooke, which in turn resulted in slaughter of the Chinese round Bau and a serious set-back to gold exploration and exploitation throughout the area for the time being. See further in section (b)of this chapter, following. 
	. 

	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	The "border,i" as such, was simply ignored by Indonesians and Sarawakians and Sabahans until Indo-Malaysian "Confrontation" in 1963 made it a hard-line of distinction, policed and soldiered. This tension is now relaxed, and movement continues in both directions, largely regardless of restriction. 

	29. 
	29. 
	29. 
	Harrisson, 1949, for more particulars on Bau (see Note 7).

	G. Wilford, 1955, one of a series of monographs from the British Borneo Geological Survey, Kuching, which are full of significant information covering much of West Borneo. Dr. Wilford and his colleagues have helped us at many stages in the invesitigation of Bornean prehistory and ecology, always with generosity and patience. 

	30. 
	30. 
	Spenser St. John, Life in the Forests of the Far East, London, 1862, 2 volumes (cf. H.O.i: 213 on the value of this source), at 2: 331. 

	31. 
	31. 
	Hugh Low, Sarawake, London, 1848, an exciellent source, second only to St. John £or the period. 

	32. 
	32. 
	Cf. Note 27. 

	33. 
	33. 
	St. John, as Note 30, at 2: 331. 

	34. 
	34. 
	Bemmelan, 1949, II: 123; see Note 22. 


	35. 
	35. 
	35. 
	A. Lucas in-Sarawak Gazette , 1949: 30. 

	36. 
	36. 
	G. Wilford, 1955: 107; and Harrisson, 1949, cf. Note 29. 


	37. G. Wilford, 1962, Annual Report of British Borneo Geologiac Survey . 
	. .
	38. Compare the Gedong site with Jaong parallels discussed in 
	Chapter 11 below and to be published in S.M.J. , 1969, by
	RŁ Nyandohtand Lucast.tChin (in press; see Note 78). 
	. .
	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	Sarawak Gazette , 2 July, 1894. 

	40. 
	40. 
	T.H, personal observation (to 1963). 

	41. 
	41. 
	T. Posewitz, Borneo , Berlin, 1889: 263; and H. Engelhard in Tijdeahrift voor Indieahe-taa i, 39, 1897t: 464, 489.


	' 
	42. 
	42. 
	42. 
	H. von Dewall in Tijdsahrift voor Indisahe-taal , 4, 1855: 434. 

	43. C. A.-L•t. Schwaner, Bo.rneo: Besohruving . van -het Stroomge_tie van den· Barito, Arnsterdam,t185 3, vol. 2: 72; Posewitz, 1889 265; and other sources summarized by Marschall, 1968(seeNote 8·tabove). 
	.. 
	.
	.
	. 
	·
	_
	· 

	44. 
	44. 
	Schwaner as in Note 43; summary and translation in H. LingRoth, The Natives of Sarawak and Br-itish No.rth Borneo,London, 1896, vol. 2: ccvii. 


	.
	45. Cited by Roth (Notet44), ·tz: 237; J. Needham, Science and Civilization in_ China, Cambridge, 1959. 
	. . . . 
	46. Posewitz, 1889: 289; and Harrisson, 1949: 72 as above; A. , Nieuwenhuis, Ouer durah Borneo , Leiden,t, 1907,t, vol.t. 3: 186;and cf. Marschall, 1968, for survey; further on Malohs in Chapter 6.e, cf. Note 53. 
	· 

	47. Earl, 1837: 264; see Note 26. 
	'•
	48. T. Harrisson and Benedict San.din, Borneo Writing, Kuching, 
	.. : 19·66 :. 109,·200, 239t. (S . M. J. Special M.onograph); which also carried othe.r references t.o :folk-gold _among theinland pagan peoples; cf. Benedict Sandin's numerous other publications of related material in S.M.J. 1955-69. 
	-
	·
	·
	. 
	, 

	. . ..
	Chapter 6. Gold App_ear·ances and Uses in the Delta 
	· 
	. 
	· 
	. 
	, 

	. . 
	49. Sarawdk Gazette, July 1Ł 1874. 
	SO. Wilford, 1955: 159. 
	51. 
	51. 
	51. 
	See Chapter 20 on "Touchstones"; and on "waisted" and other stone tools Chapter 22.b here and H.O.: 234 previously. 

	52. 
	52. 
	One such shaft explored by T.H. in 1951 was 43 feet deep. 

	53. 
	53. 
	St. John, 1862, 1: 31; for a full ethnological study of the 


	·
	Malohs see T. Harrisson in S.M.J., 12, 1965:
	236-350. 
	54. We have earlier put forward reasons for believing that the prime carriers in overseas traffic for prehistoric West Borneo were often local, pagan peoples in small craft (cf.Bajau, Bugis), rather than primarily large-vessels during a direct trade with the mainland (see H.O.: 196, etc.). 
	Chapter 7. Excavated Gold 
	55. 
	55. 
	55. 
	Harrisson, 1949 (Note 7). 

	56. 
	56. 
	First published in C. Hose, Natural Man, a Record from Borneoe, London, 1912 (briefly); in more detail with photographs in Harrisson, 1949, and fully in a new illustrated account by T.H. in B.M.J.e, 1, 1969t: 57-71. See further at Chapter 15.b following. 

	57. 
	57. 
	Sarawak Gazette, January 1, 1899. 

	58. 
	58. 
	Everett and Hewitt, 1909; see Note 7. 

	59. 
	59. 
	As in Note 56; see also Chapter 16.a following. 

	60. 
	60. 
	This inventory was made by S.J.O'C. in August 1966 at the request of T.H.t, then Curator of the Sarawak Museum. All these items were then placed in the safe and strongroom, and the inventory filed and catalogued to correspond. 

	61. 
	61. 
	An attempted robbery of pieces on display in the Museum disturbed this sett, so that in 1966 it was no longer clear from which one of the two trenches they came. Altogethernine objects are involved from trenches 57/B and D at 24-30 inches? 

	62. 
	62. 
	As described in our paper for S.M.J.e, 15, 1967: 197-218, · revised in Chapter 24 here. This is, however, the first published inventory of the gold pieces recovered in association with the Silver Ritual Deposit Box containing a golden lingga, and this section should be used in conjunction with Chapter 24 following. See also the Plates. 
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	63. For Tanjong Kubor, see furtheriat Part I, Note 3. 
	.

	64i. For instance, Inventory items B.i16 and C.i4 from. Bongkisamand A.34 from there, comparable to A.i32 from Maras. 
	65. It would be unwise to be heavy on the negative evidence here, however. And there is one rather weak possible indication that gold may have been worked in Tanjong Kubor. 
	W. G. Solheim (S.M.J.o, S, 1965), in his examination of the earthenware sherds from Kubor, found one very thick flat botitomed vessel with a "thin, shiny, hard, black deposit 
	on its inner surface.i" This deposit and the thickness and shape of the vessel suggested that it was a cruciblei. It certainly is not one of the standard iron working crucibles of the delta sites which are cylindrical in shape (H.O.). This deserves further follow-up, which we have not yet been able to provide ourselves. If there was Kubor working, it would be at least contemporary with and probably before Jaong (c. 900 A.D. or earlier?). 
	Chapter 8. GoldAssociations in the Ground at Jaong 
	.i

	66i. This Chapter 8 is preliminary to the later extension of ideas to another level of analysis in the fuller megalithic context at Chapters 19-21 of Part IIIi. 
	67. Two unlisted foil pieces are not included in this table; see further at Chapters 21-22. 
	68i. A main theme of Part III in this paper. 
	See further at Chapter 22.ia, etci. The greater part of the extensive Jaong excavations since 1952, including the whole of sectors B, C, E, G, H, M, N, R,iT, U, V, and W, did not
	·

	· · 
	produce a single piece of gold. 
	70. Series A typical here for slag-poor X, Miand Y, for slagrich (see details of these in H.O.i: 6; and further at Chapter 19 on, here). 
	Chapter 9. Changes in Delta Goldsmithing (Jaong to Bongkisam) 
	71. 
	71. 
	71. 
	The reader may care to consult the Plates at this stage to be clear on exactly what we are writing about, gold-wise. 

	72. 
	72. 
	There were 18 gold beads--some excellent--at Bongkisam


	(D.3-20) as against two rather crude ones from Jaong 
	(D. 1-2) . 
	73. The inference here would appear to be for a rather late development of gold-smithing in West Borneo in parallel with but hardly keeping up with the skills evolved alongside in mining and smithing iron (H.O.). 
	Chapter 10. The Median Cut-Breach on Gold Leaf Foil 
	74. For the relationship further see Chapter 18. 
	75i. (vii) The total effect of the design is sometimes not far from the spirals and curls of the mainland Dongs'on culture, though for reasons which lie outside this Data Paper's scope we do not favor making that direct association (so often taken for granted in an extended sense in Southeast Asian prehistory writing) without further study over the whole field. Much of the key material to this purpose is (wehope) in Saigon, and so not presently available to us. 
	76. This convention relates to what is so often called "repousse" (French) in the west. Strikingly similar also is a piece found since 1968 at Gedong (next chapter), and we shall later meet striking if remote parallels from Tinnevelly in Southern India (Chapter 16.ie). 
	Chapter 11. Gedong and Jaong 
	i7. Chapter 3.ic previously on this aspect. 
	78. We are grateful to the Curator (Mri. Benedict Sandin) and his staff at the Sarawak Museum for sending a draft of the paper "Archaeological Work at Gedong (1967-1969) ," by R. Nyandoh and Lucas Chin, to appear in the 1969 issue of 
	S.M.J. now in press; also for photographs reproduced in our Plates here. 
	Chapter 12. Niah Caves and Jaong 
	79. 
	79. 
	79. 
	Barbara Harrisson in S.M.J.e, 12, 1958: 607 (Lobang Tulang first report). 

	80. 
	80. 
	Barbara Harrisson in S.M.J., 13, 1959: 171 (second report). 


	Chapter 13. The Iconographic Background for Jaong Suggested 
	81. T. Harrisson, "Borneo Death," Bijdragene, The Hague, 118,1962: 1-41, especially tabulation of 60 variants on paganburial styles at pp. 7-13. Also following paper by B. Harrisson in S.M.J.e, 1967 (Niah Cave repoTts). 
	.

	Chapter 14. Special Piece from Bongkisam 
	82. This piece was found, before World War II, and before the Antiquities Ordinance required that all such objects must be reported to the Sarawak Museum, which has power to purchase at a fair price any piece over 100 years old. 
	83t. A. J. Bernet Kempers, Ancient Indonesian Arte, The Hague, 1959: Plate 222. 
	Chapter 15. Other Major Gold Pieces from WesttBorneo 
	-

	84. 
	84. 
	84. 
	Purchased from a trader and the Chinese workmen by Mr. Tan Yeok Seong in Singapore. See H. G. Quaritch Wales, "The Sambas Finds in Relation to the Problem of Indo-Malaysian Art Development," J.eM.B.R.A.S., 22t, 1949t: 4; and Tan Yeok Seong, Preeliminary Report on the Discovery of the Hoard of Hindu Religious Objects, Near Sambas, West Borneo (Singapore), 1948, and Journal of the South Seas Societye, 5, 1. 

	85. 
	85. 
	The Balingian keris handle is discussed in detail and illustrated by T. Harrisson in J.M.eB.R.A.S., 39, 1966: 175181, to which reference should be madet. The 1292 A.tD. atttribution is from our Cornell colleague and friend, the late Mrs. Claire Holt, and is further discussed in the aforesaid papert. 
	-


	86. 
	86. 
	Limbang Hoard literature as detailed in Note 56 above. 

	87. 
	87. 
	There is also quite a clear parallel with some of the smaller so-called "diadems" from southern India (Chapter16.e.2; cf. Note 12 above)t. 

	88. 
	88. 
	See also on Brunei gold at d. below--especially for the Javan goldsmiths imported c. 1400 A.D. On Java gold see Pigeaud as cited in Notes 109 and 110 below. 

	89. 
	89. 
	S. Runciman, 1960: 140, as in Note 27. 

	90. 
	90. 
	In Brunei clothes, weapons, boats, domestic utensils and jewelry were lavishly decortated with or made purely of gold (see Chapter S.a for early text quotations). 

	91. 
	91. 
	91. 
	The Brunei sources are : 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Lord Stanley of Alderley, The Firs t Voyeage Round the World by Magellane, London, Hakluyt Society, 1874 (the Pigafetta text); as cited. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Hugh Low, "Selesilah (Book of Descent) of the Rajah of Brunei,t" Jouern. Straits Branch, Asiatic Societye, 5, 1880: 1-35. 


	(iii) H. R. Hughes-Hallett, "A Sketch of the History of Brunei,t" J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 13, 1940: 33-37. 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	T. and B. Harrisson, "Kota Batu in Brunei,t" S.M.J.e, 7, 1956: 283-319. 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	Amin Sweeney, "Silsilah Raja-Raja Brunei,t" J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 41, 1968: 1-82. 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	P. M. Shariffudin, "Brunei Cannon,t" B.M.J.e, 1, 1969: 72-93. 


	(vii) T. Harrisson, "Brunei Cannon: their role in Southeast Asia," B. M. J. , 1, 19 69: 9 4 -118. 
	(viii) Cheng Te-K'un, Archaeology in Sarawak, Cambridge, 1969. 
	(ix) 
	(ix) 
	(ix) 
	T. and B. Harrisson, The Prehistory of Sabah, Kota Kinabalu (Sabah Society); in press. 

	(x) 
	(x) 
	D. E. Brown, doctoral dissertation at Cornell University, 1969 (a very important background not yetpublished; used courtesy of Dr. Brown). 



	92. 
	92. 
	This and the other two extracts from Brunei folk-lore in this section were collected by T.tH. in Brunei Bay during September 1947, and are scheduled for publication in B.M.J. shortly. See also Chapter 30 in Part IV following. 

	93. 
	93. 
	Chao Ju-Kua, as in Chapter 15.ta of our text and at Note 19 above. 

	94. 
	94. 
	These texts are richly provided in Emma H. Blair and J. A. Robertson, The Philippine Islands, 14e93-1e894, Taiwan (nodate, reprint)--e.g., vol. 4: 149, 162, 178, 182, 183, 218 for 1578-9 A.D.; and see further in Chapter 16.a following. 


	Chapter 16o. Comparisons Further Afield 
	95. 
	95. 
	95. 
	Robert Fox, "Excavations at Catalagan," Philippine Studies (Manila), 7, 1959: 321-390. In considering present Philippine gold evidence, looting must be taken to qualify all results (cf. Chapter 15.e)o. 

	96. 
	96. 
	Leandro and Cecilia Locsin, Oriental Ceramiecs Discovered in the Philippines, Tokyo, 1967, with color illustrationso. 

	97. 
	97. 
	Locsin, 1967: Plate S (cf. previous note); T. Harrisson, "The Golden Hoard of Limbang," B.M.J.e, 1, 1969: 57-71, espo. Plate XXXIIb. See also Appendixo·B for additional Philippine information not available when our main text was completed at Cornell, and based on the fine Manila collection of Dr. Santos. 


	Blair and Robertson, as at Note 94 above here and in the 
	previous 1558 citation; Volo. 4 of 1903 (original): ·179, 
	etco. 
	99o
	99o
	99o
	. Dr. Marschall's important contribution to metallurgy for Indonesia (in sensu stricto) has already been cited at Note 8 above, and our gratitude for help on this at Note 15. 

	100o
	100o
	. Marschall: 217o. 


	101. E. Schroder, Nias, Leiden, 1917, 2 volso. 
	102o. J. Kreemer, Atjeh, Leiden, 1922, 2 Łolso. 
	103. 
	103. 
	103. 
	For multiple uses of bamboo in iron metallurgy and related fields see H.O.: 151, etc. 

	104. 
	104. 
	Kreemer as Note 102o. 

	105. 
	105. 
	Summary from Marschall (cf. Note 15) cf. J. H. Neumann, "De Smid," Mede dee ling en, Nederlandsche Zend . . . , 4 7, 1903: 15-20o. 


	106o. A. van Hasselt, Volksbeschrijving en Taal. Midden Sumatra, Leiden, 1881-2, 3 volso. (espo. 3: 393 here)o. 
	107. 
	107. 
	107. 
	Hasselt, 1882: 185 as in previous Note; W. Marsden, The History of Sumatra, London, 1811: 165-172, gives i lucid account in English. 

	108. 
	108. 
	G. Rouffaer was a vigorous writer on this subject in Dutch early in this century; here his De voornaamste industrieen der inlandsche bevolking van Java en Madura, Hague, 1904: 93, etco. 


	109. 
	109. 
	109. 
	T. Pigeaud, Java in the Fourteenth Ceneturye, Hague, 1962: 496. 

	110. 
	110. 
	T. Pigeaud, "Javanese Gold," Bijdragen (Hague), 114, 1958: 192-196, at 194. 


	111. A. Kruyt, De West-Toradjas op Midden-Celebese, Amsterdam, 1938, 5 vols., at 4: 415-428 here. The same author has written much else to the point since 1900 (see Marschall: 2 5 9) 
	112. 
	112. 
	112. 
	On Bali, see Kat Angelina 1922 cited in Marschall; and our further information in Appendix A following. The "small golden leaves" from Salajar are reported by H. E. van Heekeren, The Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia, Hague,1958: 85; their present whereabouts are unknown. 

	113. 
	113. 
	Frits A. Wagner, Indonesiae: The Art of an Island Groupe, New York and London, 1962: 72 ("Art of the World" series). And see Note 117. 

	114. 
	114. 
	114. 
	See further in Part IV following, as also on the related subject of alloy uses to obtain certain color effects values in Asia, and acid to redden gold (Atjeh, Sumatra). Note may also be taken here of Pigafetta's related 1521 

	A.D. description of Timer as having so much gold in one mountain that the inhabitants could buy all they needed with raw nuggets (Stanley, 1874i: 150, cf. Note 91 (i)above). 

	115. 
	115. 
	E. Schroder, Niase, Leiden, 1917; cf. E. Loeb, Sumatrae, Vienna, 1935: 136; cf. Marschall, 1968. We shall return to Nias in connection with gold and the megalithic, where it plays a crucial role (Chapter 26.a, etc.). 


	116 . Pau 1 Wh e at 1 e y , "Sung t-.1a r i t im e Trade, " J •M • B • R • A • S • , 3 2 , 1959: 1-140 at p. 133. But his 1960 book, The Golden Khersonesee, claims that this mythic land of promise in effect was the Malay Peninsula, an apparent contradiction. (See further later in this section at section d. following.) For some general comment on the Selinsing, Santubongaffinities, see H.O.: 311-312, etc., and see Evans in next note. Also cf. Note 11. 
	117. D. G. E. Hall, A History of Southeast Asia, London (3rdedition), 1968: 79-93 for the best brief general account of Majapahiti; I. H. N. Evans, series of Selinsing papersin Journ. Federated Malay States Museums, 15, 1930-39: 25-136; particular reference here is to 1932: Plate XXXVII. Mention may also be made here of a magnificent Majiapahit royal ornament from East Java illustrated in Wagner, 1959: 116 (cf. Note 113 above). 
	118. 
	118. 
	118. 
	Evans (as in previous note), 1932: 114-117. 

	119. 
	119. 
	Alastair Lamb, Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, Singapore; and 


	Federated Museums Journ.e, 6, 1961. 
	120i. See also Chapter 24 following; and F. E .. Treloar, "Chemica Analysis of Some Metal Objects from Chandi Bukit Batu 
	Pahat , " J •M • B •R •A • S • , 4l, 1 9 6 8 : 1 9 3 -1 9 8 , wh i ch is s umm a r -ized and discussed in Appendix C to our H.O.: 401�402. A fragment of a small broken gold bead from Santubong has been sent to Dr. Treloar for comparative analysis, to check his view that the headwaters of the Sarawak River behind Santubong were one direct source of minerals· found by Dr. Lamb in prehistoric Kedah: gold should be the perfect test case. See also Part III, Note 69. 
	121. 
	121. 
	121. 
	See further discussion in our Chapter 24.d and following. 

	122. 
	122. 
	Lunet de Lajonquiere, Bulletin de la Commisesion Archaeologique de l'eIndochine, 1909, 1912; H. G. Quaritch Wales, Indian Art and Letters, 9, 1937; Lamb, 1961 as previous note; S. J. O'Connor and Tom Harrisison, "Western Peninsula Thailand and West Sarawak: A Ceramic and Statuary Comparison," S.M.J., 11, July-December 1964: 23-:i24. 

	123. 
	123. 
	For instance, Abraham Hale, "On Mines andi-Miners in Kinta, Perak,i" Journ .. Straits Branch, Asiatic Society, 16, 1885: 303-320; for other references, see H.O.: 368, note 5. 

	124. 
	124. 
	Cf. Note 116 above. 

	125. 
	125. 
	T. Harrisson in J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 12, 1949: 33-110, esp. at 

	126. 
	126. 
	See Note 8 above. 

	127. 
	127. 
	Cf. Note 11 for background. 


	128. Section d owes much to Dr. Marschall and to Barbara Harrissoni's help in summarizing (cf. Note 15). In this case we have not checked back all the original references, but left them here as from the Ethnologica paper, to which the reader is referred (Marschall's bibliography is from 253-2 6 3) •.
	pp 
	. 

	129. 
	129. 
	129. 
	F. R. Allchin, "Upon the Antiquity and Methodsiof Gold Working in Ancient India,i" Journ. Economic and Social Historye, 5, 1962. 
	·i


	130. 
	130. 
	Alexander Rea, "Prehistoric Antiquities in Tinnevelly," Anne. Rep. of Archaeological Survey of India, I, 1902-3: 111-140. 


	13i1. As above, p. 121. 
	132. Alexander Rea, Catalogue of the Prehisetoric Antiquities from Adichannallur and Perumbair, Madras, 1915i: 7 and Plate I. 
	133. 
	133. 
	133. 
	Direct re-examination of the Tinnevelly original material (in Madras and Berlin Museums) would be desirable at this stage. See also Appendix A and Bon Bali and Philippineparallels. 

	134. 
	134. 
	The Limbang "fillet" as at Chapter 15.b previously (andPlate 31a), and in B.M.J., 1, 1969, Plate XXXIIc. On megalithic and urn burials see Chapter 17.ic below. See also Chapter 15.b and Appendices A and B. 

	135. 
	135. 
	Alfredo R. Roces, "Philippine Jewelry--Pre-Historic Ornaments,i" Esso Silangane, 13, 1968: 18-23, a popular monthly magazine put out by Esso. 

	136. 
	136. 
	Quoted by Roces: 22. 


	Part III. Megalithic and Micro-Megalithic 
	Chapter 17. Megalithic Cultures 1n Histoirical West Borneo 
	1. The need to re-survey the megalithic scene in Borneo is particularly strong because it has hitherto been barely 
	or not at all recognized in its real importance. Thus the principal relevant work of reference devotes many pages 
	to "megalithic cultures" in the area, but concludesi: 
	"Borneoe: despite its size, this island contains very few 
	megalithic antiquities" (H. E. van Heekeren, The Bronze
	Iron Age of Indonesiae, Hague, 1958: 63). Like other 
	authorities, this one does not mention anything signifi
	cant. See also Part II, Note 112. 
	2. Websteri's New Collegiate Dictionarye, 1965: 527. 
	Dusun was long accepted as the common term for the inland pagan population of northernmost Borneo; and is still so used in ethnographic literature. Kadaizan previously applied only to a small but highly educated, Chrisitianized group near Kota Kinabalu (then Jesisel ton), the capital of Sabah. These were the first politically conscious nonMoslems; objecting to the term Dusun (lit. "gardener"),they proposed Kadazan as the acceptable alternative. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	The Kedazan megalithic was first recognized by Barbara Harrisson in 1962, subsequently studied in detail by T.H. with major help from Mr. Michael Chong of the Sabah Museum and active support from Mr. E. J. H. Berwick C.B.E., first Curator of that fledgling institution. 

	5. 
	5. 
	_The only previous report of any kind in this striking Kadaz, assemblage of menhirs is an illustrated article by T.H., "The Stone Lovers,i" in Straits Times Annual for 1969 (Singa· pore)i: 105-106. Part of the reason for the previous neglec1 of these megaliths is that they were scatitered over wet-pad: fields, difficult to walk in. The new road system out from the capital opened up these wide villages and revealed thei1 beauties to anyone with a bus fare. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Sawah is the common word forirrigated wet-padi rice land ir Southeast Asia; the alternative, dry slash-and-burn fields (swiddens) are in Borneo usually called ladange. And see Chapter 31 (v)i. 
	. 



	7. The main aerial study was made in a "Cessna" plane on Februiary 18, 1966 by T.H. with E. J. H. Berwick (cf. Note 4). It is not thought that the survey was complete. Other standing menhirs certainly remain unidentified, as well as many fallen, broken, and otherwise disturbed ones. The present ·total of 133 can only be a fraction of the pasttotal within a few miles radius of Kota Kinabalu. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	Krakatoa erupted so dramatically in 1883-4, when the effectŁ were felt throughout the archipelago. Anyone remembering i1 regularly.iclaims to be 100 in Borneoithough ninety would bE quite plausible. Even so, such claimants are very rare under co-ndi tians which have not favored longevity in the past. Malanggom is probably in fact about 92. 
	i 
	.


	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	As these figures are now safely in the Sabah Museum, they can be more exactly studied than was possible in the field-and we hope someone will do this presently. Their removal was initiated when Mr. Berwick was the first Curator (1963-� and involved considerable negotiations--as the whole community felt implicated, while admitting Lajumin's personal property right. In the end the transfer wasagreed against payment of a water-buffalo, a pig and a chicken (together worth $230) and $50 in cash--provided concr
	· 
	.i


	M. J. Leonard. 

	10. 
	10. 
	Some of G. C. Woolley's photographs are now in the Sabah Museum, along with his diaries; an important archive. 

	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	This makes the salvaged specimens all the more important; cfi. 

	Note 8. 

	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	Hiram J. Woodward, Jr. has kindly let us see and refer to his 1968 graduate student paper on the megalithic for Professor Chang at Yale. The references he cites in the extract quotedhere are, in sequencei: 

	(i) T. Harriss on, "A Living t-1egali thic in Upland Borneo,i" S.M.J.e, 8, 1958: 694-702. 
	(ii) Christoph von Filrer Haimendorf, "The Megalithic Culture of Assam,i" in F. M. Schnitger, Forgotten Kingdoms in Sumatrae, Leiden, 1939: 215-222i. 
	(iii) T. Bloch, "Conservation in Assam,i" A.S.I.A.K.e, 190i6-7: 17-28. 
	(iv) C. W. Hutchinson, "Megaliths in Bay ab,i" Journal Siam Societye, 331, 1954 (reprint from S.M.J., 2: 78-83). 
	(v) ChiŁ You-di, "Hin Yai" (=i"Megaliths"), Bangkok, 1965 (in Thai)i. (Mr. Chin You-di is an archaeologist and Director of the Bangkok Museum.) 

	13. 
	13. 
	I. H. N. Evans, The Religion of the Tempasuk Dusuns of North Borneoe, Cambridge, 1953i: 149-154, etc. This is a rich source book (cf. iron relevance in H.iO.i: 77-84 and 213). 

	14. 
	14. 
	H. G. Keith, "Megalithic Remains in North Borneo,i" J.M.B.R.A .e. 22, 1947: 153-155; and T. Harrisson, "Ethnological Notes on the Muruts of the Sapulut River,i" J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 40, 1967: 111-129. 

	15. 
	15. 
	W. Milnsterberger, Ethnologisahe Studien au Indonesisahen Saopfungsmyethene, Hague, 1939: 167-173; which goes into Dusun material in some detail but considerable confusion. He wrote of course, before Evans' big work (Note 13) or discovery of the Kota Kinabalu megalithic now. 

	16. 
	16. 
	David Sopher, The Sea Nomadse, Singapore (National Museum),1964, for background. 

	17. 
	17. 
	See Part II, Note 3, previously. In January, 1970, Barbara Harrisson found traces of the usukan type cemetery further north on Benggin Island (Appendix C). 


	18. 
	19. 
	20. 
	21. 
	22. 
	23. 
	24. 25. 
	26. 
	A. J. Bernet-Kempers, "Archaeological Activities in Indonesia, 1948-1953,i" Annual, BiboZiography of Indian Archaeology, 16, 1958; H. E. van Heekeren, 1958 (as at Note 1 above) at his p. 63. 
	This subsection is largely derived from a revised version of T. Harrisson, "Borneo Death,i" in Bijdragen (Hague), 1962, 118: 1-91. This remarkable range of megalithic and related or equivalent activities on the tiny upland area involved indicates the elasticity and dynamism of what at first sight looks a straight "megalithic culture.i" For our present theme, itern numbe·r 14 is of interest, and is detailed further at section e. The special records at items number 17 and 19 are both reported in T.H.'s "A Liv
	.
	_i

	S.M.J. and Geographical Journal, 1949-69 .i
	. 

	Nowhere in Borneo has there been any proven link between megalithic and neolithic (stone age) activities, despiteextensive excavation in the Kelabit uplands and elsewhere, as well as Jaong. 
	T. Harrisson, World Withino, London, 1959: 114. Part I of that book deals generally with the whole of Kelabit culture, including an account of the status feasts of merit essentially linked with and capped by megalithic efforts 
	.
	.
	of all kinds. 

	It is also not too easy to accept the rather sharp distinction drawn by Dr. Heine-Geldern and -widely accepted since 
	(e.gi., by Dr. H. van Heekeren, Note 1 above), between clay urn burials and megalithic (stone urns, etc.i). See also the last sentences of our Part II main text and Note 134 there, as well as Note 84 below. 
	This table is slightly revised from T. Harrisson, "Inside Borneo,i" Geographic Journal, 130, 1964: 331-, one of
	_a series of papers on the interior in the Royal GeographicalSociety's quarterly from 1949, often dealing with megalithj aspects. 
	World Withino, 1959 (see Note 21): 111-112. 
	Benedict Sandin, The Sea Dayaks of Sarawak before Brooke Ruleo, London, 1968; and Robert Pringle's book on the same people during Brooke rule, based on his 1968 doctoral thesis at Cornell, now in press (with Macmillan's, London)i. 
	T. Harrisson, "The Serus and Four Stone Figures from Saraiwak,i" Bulleotin RaffZes Museum, Series B, 4, 1949: 117-122. This is the only paper published on these people so far. 
	27i. Helmut Loofs, 1967, see previously in Prefacei. 
	Chapter 18. Batu Gambar and Sungei Jaong's 
	Petroglyphiic Bou
	lders 

	28i. This summary is developed and modified from the brief treat
	-

	ment of Jaong petroglyphs in the previous delta monograph
	(H.O.i: 277)i. This is the first comprehensive account of this material, first studied in the field in 1952i. We refer the reader to the photographed and drawn Plates as essential data. Until new and comparative information is available we must rely largely on these to make our points. 
	29. H. van Heekereni, 1958: 61 (see Note 7 above)i; cf. our Chapter 17.e for another Celebes parallel. In exciavations of Sabah Caves for the Sabah Museum, T. and B. Harrisson have found significant earthenwa·re pottery, stone and metal tool parallels between northern Borneo and Celebes (The Prehistory of Sabah, Sabah Society Special Monograph, in press)i. 
	Chapter 19i. The Jaong Pebble-Beds (and Gold Again) 
	30. L. V. Helms, Pioneering in the Far East, London, 1882: 153. 
	Helms was one of the originators of the Borneo Company and other early economic enterprises in the areai, several of which centered on the Sarawak River delta (notably the extraction of cutch)i. It is on the whole probable that he here describes something encountered in this sector, looking for goldi. 
	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	But the more random distribution in places is reminiscent of the scatter patterns in iron slag, described under the heading, "The Magic Iron" in H.O.i: 75-84i. 

	32. 
	32. 
	This report is written in the U.S. without daily access to the detailed workbooks and sketches in the Sarawak Museumi. Any minor descriptive deficiencies may perhaps be forgiven on that accounti. The Sarawak Government regards these records as their exclusive property at this time. 

	33. 
	33. 
	Cf. H.O.: 239 and Chapter 24.a following. The complexitiesand variations in delta sites are fully discussed throughout H.O. 


	Chapter 20. Touchstones 

	34o
	34o
	34o
	34o
	34o
	. Joseph Needham, Saienae and Civilisation in China, Cambridge, 1959, vol. 3: 672, etc.; and R. J. Forbes, Studies in Anaient Teahnologye, Leiden, 1964, vol. 8: 171; plus 

	T.H., personal observations, 1945-69. 

	35o
	35o
	. Small sharpening stones used for steel knives widely in Borneo are often visually close to touchstones, especially the very hard Batu Berani (lito. "Brave Stone") of the Iban Sea Dayakso. This is of a very fine-grained dark sandstone used for sharpening the spurs of fighting cocks; particularly found in the gravel-beds of the Upper Temburong in Brunei, where tektites are also found. In Bali in Februar� 1970oT.H. was given, by the Sura Gold Works Shop at Denpasar, a beautiful 4 inch by 2 inch piece of da
	> 



	36. Despite the use of touchstone and other tests outlined in this chapter, Borneo people remain remarkedly naif about gold values at this time, as instanced in this item from the Borneo Bulletin (weekly) of January 17, 1970: 
	''o'oCHEAP GOLDo' CHEAT 
	"SIBU -Police have arrested a man on suspicion of cheating an old farmer from Sarikei of $13,o000 at Igan by selling him 'cheap smuggled gold.o'" 
	Chapter 21. Stoneware Vessels and Pebble-Beds in Jaong 
	37. On the whole porcelain from Jaong, see T. Harrisson, "Some Ceramics Excavated in Borneo," in Trans. Oriental Ceramia Soaietye, 1953, 28: 11-21; with color plate which is also produced as frontispiece to S.M.J.e, 1957, 8. For a more general review see T.H.'s paper, "Export Wares Found in West Borneo," in Oriental Arte, 1959, 5: 1-12. These publi
	37. On the whole porcelain from Jaong, see T. Harrisson, "Some Ceramics Excavated in Borneo," in Trans. Oriental Ceramia Soaietye, 1953, 28: 11-21; with color plate which is also produced as frontispiece to S.M.J.e, 1957, 8. For a more general review see T.H.'s paper, "Export Wares Found in West Borneo," in Oriental Arte, 1959, 5: 1-12. These publi
	· 

	cations have been drawn upon, along with other papers published in s.M.J., for this chapter. All these vessels are in the Sarawak Museum (see also Note 41)o. 
	38. This and a following extract from early field reports are from an interim report prepared with Mr. Cheng Boon Kong, 
	.
	.
	then Research Assistant in Sarawak, now alas a resident of Singapore, in 1952 at Jaong. 

	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	See also the list in Chapter 8 previously; and for the metal-ceramic relationships at Chapter 22.a following, as also in H.iO.: 229. 

	40. 
	40. 
	For our formula on this way of expressing artifactual and other material in an open-siite deposit see H.O.: 34. The eight 1966 pieces are listed further in section b of this chapter. 


	41. Cheng Te-K'un, Archaeoiogy in Sarawake, Cambridge, 1969: Plates 9-10. Dr. Cheng illustrated 21 T'ang and Sung stonewares excavated from Jaong, Bongkisam and Buah. 
	42. 
	42. 
	42. 
	T.H. in Orientai Arte, 1959; see Note 37. 

	43. 
	43. 
	This curious water-dropper is discussed and illusitrated in 


	S.M.J.e, 8, 1957: 101-102 with Plate IX. 
	44. One fish-shaped and sealed jar from Jaong is illustrated in T. Harrisson, "Ceramic Crayfish and Related Vessels in Borneo,i" S.M.J.e, 15, 1967: Plate VI, and on a smaller scale by Cheng's Plate 9f, where he likens it to others reported by R. L. Hobsion, Catalogue of the Eumorfopolous Collectione, 1, Plate 56, 401; and S. Okuda, Annam Toji Zukane, Plate 4 (cf. Note 41 above). 
	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	For Tanjong Kubor see Chapter 1 previously. This spouted vessel is illustrated at S.M.J., 8, 1952: 33. 

	46. 
	46. 
	Other pebble-bed functions are perfectly possible, too. Since this was written, we have watched people building uppebble-beds by placing pebbles singly, as personal or family acts of tribute at Buddhist temples for Japanese New Year Rites round Kyoto, for example. And in the terraced temples of Bali (to be mentioned further in Chapters 24 and 26b following) pebbles are frequently so placed in shrines and elsewhere in temples during Hindu Animist festival rites; cf. Appendix A. 

	47. 
	47. 
	See also the general discussion of Chinese stoneware and contact in H.iO.: 262-276. 

	48. 
	48. 
	Dr. Cheng's Sinophilish approach see Part I, Note 1; also our Chapter 16.d; Dr. Marschall, Part II, Notes 8, 15 and 


	99. Edward H. Schafer has added powerfully to the argumentby insisting that there was equivalent gold-link between China and the Indies early one. He illustrates rich goldusage and says: 
	"Such was gold in the T'iang. But internal pro
	duction did not meet the needs of the people, and 
	the gold of Asia poured in over the frontiers .... " 
	Then he goes on to examine sources and concludesi: 
	"What is surprising in all this welt.er of gold
	is that we hear nothing of gold brought to China frgm the Indies. Somewhere in Malaya was Suvarnadvipa, the island or contiinent of gold, an almost fabulous El Dorado for the peoples of India. But the tradition ... was absent from China." 
	The Golden Peaahes of Samarkand, Berkeley, 1963: 
	254. 

	49. Forbes, 1964, 8: 76 (see Note 34 abo_ve, cf. Part II, Note 1) 
	Chapter 22. Other Jaong Pebble-Bed Associations 
	SO. See Note 38 above. 
	51-. Cf. H.O.: 77, and the very thorough analysis of slag in the 470 pages of the H.O. study generally. 
	52. 
	52. 
	52. 
	Cf. Note 39 above. 

	53. 
	53. 
	These percentage data were not included in the previousH.0. monogr.aph. 
	·


	54. 
	54. 
	The relevant glass bead literature and data for Borneo was last reviewed by T.H. in Man, 64, 1964: 50; cf. Alastair Lamb, Man, 65, 1965i: 30. For ethnic background see S.M. J. 5, 1950i: 1-22. OtheŁ papers in press. 
	, 
	-


	55. 
	55. 
	W. G. Solheim in S.M.J. , 13, 1965i: 1-62. Sherds of largely 


	.
	"local ware" occur in great numbers in all other sites, including Jaong. But at this stage, pending the exhaustive separate study required, any generalizations on them--or even lumping them all together under one heading--must be taken with special caution, even by the nervous standards of this Data Paper (and cf. H.O.i: 140). As with slag, the general scatter-pattern of earthenware is confused by ironiworking and other, including later, disturbance. Owing to the heavy wear and tear on these softer pots, t
	2 30 
	Chapter 23. The Micro-Megalithic Idea 
	56. 
	56. 
	56. 
	This is a tentative formulation. We are now testing out the approach outside Borneo--so far with some success in the fieldi. We plan two joint papers to extend the present treatment during 1970-1. 

	57. 
	57. 
	Nias detailed in Chapter 26.b (cf. earlier Chapter 16.b)i. 

	58. 
	58. 
	"Megaliths" already defined as in the first paragraph of Chapter 17. See also Note 2 above. 


	Chapter 24. The Bongkisam Shrine in the Micro-Megalithic Mood 
	59. 
	59. 
	59. 
	In section d of this Chapter (only) references are given in the text rather than in these notes, where these occur in concentrations. 

	60. 
	60. 
	H. L. Shorto, "Dewatu Sotapan: a M6n Prototype of the 37 Nats,i" Bulletin School Oriental and African Studies, 30, 1967: 1. 

	61. 
	61. 
	61. 
	Cf. the manhirs associated with irrigation in Sabah (Chapiter 17 .a) ·and in northern Luzon (26.a), and the close riceirrigation and megalithic linkage in the Kelabit uplands (17.c); also Chapter 25, fourth paragraph and Chapter

	31 (v). 

	62. 
	62. 
	F. Mus, "Cults Indiens et indigenes au Champa,i" Bulletin de l'Ecole Francaise d'Extreme-Orient, 33, 1933: 1. 

	63. 
	63. 
	Part of the following discussion was published by the authors in S.M.J., 15, 1967i: 210-222. Our interpretationof the significance of the shrine has been mildly revised and considerably extended as a result of our study of the whole related Jaong megalithic complex and other research involved in the preparation of this Data Paper during August-December, 1969. 

	64. 
	64. 
	Using this term as previously defined by S. J. O'iConnor in Artibus Asiaee, 36, 1966: 53-60. The object in question was illustrated in S.M.J., 15, 1967: Plates XXXVIII and XXXIX and in Cheng, Archaeology in Sarawake, 1969: Plate 5. 

	65. 
	65. 
	The letters and numbers associated with the gold objects refer to the inventory located in the Gold section of this report, at II.7.b. 


	66. Lunet de Lajonquiere, Bulletin de la Commission Archeologique de Z'Indoechinee, 1909. 
	67. 
	67. 
	67. 
	A. Daneiloui, Hindu Polytheisme, London, 1964: 215; A. Getty: The Gods of Northern Buddhism, Rutland, Vermont, 1962i: 69. 

	68. 
	68. 
	68. 
	A. Bernet Kempersi, Ancient Indonesian Art, Hague, 1959: 

	Plate 180. Compare also the finer yet still simple work on the pieces from Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat in Perak, Malayf(Chapter 16.ic previously). 

	69. 
	69. 
	F. E. Treloari, in J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 41, 1968i: 193i; cf. details in Part II, Note 120; also H.O.: 401. 
	-


	70. 
	70. 
	W. G. Solheim in S.M.J.e, 12, 1965: 1-100; cf. H.O.: 141; and further in Asian Perspectives (in pressi, T.iH.i). The absence of stoneware porcelain sherds directly associated with the platform and shaft may be negatively significant. For the overlay of Sung sherds, see section din this chapter. 

	71. 
	71. 
	Procedure here as defined in Note 59 above--for section d only. 

	72. 
	72. 
	72. 
	We shall return to this and other aspects in suggesting parallels with Java-Bali terraced sanctuaries in Chapter

	26.ib. 

	73. 
	73. 
	Sectiori e is a revised and updated version of extracts from 


	T.H.i's earlier "Gold and Indian Influences in West Borneo," 
	J.M.B.R.A.S.e, 12i, 1949: 33-110. 
	74. 0. W. Wolters, Early Indonesian Commercee, Ithaca (Cornell), 1967; T. Harrissoni, The Malays of South-west Sarawak before Malayesiae, London, 1970. 
	75. All quotations and information for section f here from 
	T.H. work to be published in B.M.J.e, 1970-1; cf. Harrisson, 1970 (as in Note 74) at pp. 117-122. 
	Chapter 25. West Borneo's Megalithic in Southeast Asia 
	76. 
	76. 
	76. 
	H. H. E. Loafs, Elements of the Megalithic Complex in Southeast Asia: An Annotated Bibliographye, Australian National University Press, Canberra; Oriental Monographseries, 1963; 1967. See Preface to this Data Paper. Further references to Loofs are to this 114 page monograph, except as at Note 82. The italicized numbers used in these cases refer to the titles ·ilisted by him in the bibliographyand NOT to the pages (which, if cited, are not italicized). 

	77. 
	77. 
	Milnsterberger and Evansi, as Sabah sourcesi, see Notes 13 and 15 above. 


	78. 
	78. 
	78. 
	See Note 61 above (and also Chapter 2). The Laos literatture owes everything to Madeleine Colani, notably her greatMegalithes du Haut-Laose, Paris, 1935, 2 vols. (from E.F.E.O. , Vols. 35-36). Of the 21 papers listed in Dr. Loofst' bibliography for Laos, 14 are by Madame Colani (Loofs: 134-14?) . 

	79. 
	79. 
	T. Harriss on, "Megaliths of Central Borneo and lVestern Malaya compared,t" S.M.J.e, 10, 1962; 376-383t. 
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	APPENDIXtA 
	THE MICRO-MEGALITHIC OF BALI, 1970 
	In Chapter III.t26.b of the main text, we drew attention to fairly close parallels between stone-usage at Santubong's "tantric" shrine excavated in 1966 and the "sanctuary terraces" of Indonesia, and pointed out how one of these structures became the State temple of Bali.t• We suggested an especially close even if superficial, relationship between Santubong and the fifteenth century terrace forms of Indonesia, with their element of "megalithic tantricism.t" 
	Since that text was completed, both of us have been able to visit Bali, in January and February, 1970, and one of us to spend a week on an intensive study of the State temple, Besakih,and ten others of the "terrace" and associated forms, with the help of Dr. Ida Bagus Ratu at the University of Den Pasar. This note briefly states some further points which deserve mentiont. It is intended to elaborate on these along with material from other islands for fuller publication presentlyt. Here, initially what is en
	-

	· ·
	· ·
	ditionst. 

	Points of emphasis here: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Besakih is, as it were, a major elaboration of Bongkisam, with massive use of natural stones and pebbles to establish a series of seven terraces up the sacred mountain, Agung volcanot. 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Tens of thousands of stones and pebbles have been placed round earth case or fill, or used as pavements, steps and sloping facest. 


	(iii) A wide range of larger rocks, either natural or shaped, are involved as menhirs, and these play a crucial role beside the numerous formal Hindu figurest. 
	·t

	(iv) This tremendous temple assemblage dates back to before the eleventh century, and is certainly a direct carryon from earlier, animist, megalithism, based on a less "sophisticated" concept but still firmly rooted in the use of a lot of small stone and a few larger rocks in stepped patterns towards a summit (truncated pyramid)consummationt. 
	237 
	(v) 
	(v) 
	(v) 
	Throughout the whole, the utmost importance is attached to the establishment and identification of seats whereupon the gods and spirits are invited to rest during temple riteso. More of the larger rocks form part or all of these seats, often the back rest especially. 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	The earlier phases survive with less Hindu overlay on the remarkable temple north beyond Kintamani at Panulisan, built all up a steep hillside and developed formally in the eleventh centuryo. But the idea is everywhere in Bali, even in ostensibly "non-terraced" temples like the large Gelgel one, where the projection is flat but the approach almost the same in essenceo. 


	(vii) The simplest form seen was the fishermen's temple at Sanur, close to the new Intercontinental Hotel Beach. This is a simple, terraced, truncated pyramid entirely of natural rock (local coral), with two associated smaller pyramids, and a bare sprinkling of Hindu regalia 
	• 

	• 
	as minor accessorieso. 
	(viii) Apart from the temples, Bali is alive with other megalithic works, especially micro-megalithic usages of many sorts, notably connected with the domestic enclosures and family temples, walls, steps, irrigation systems (closely linked, especially in the Tempaksiring and Pedjeng sector), and a multitude of separate, secularly used stone seats (most conspicuously around Gelgel)o. 
	(ix) 
	(ix) 
	(ix) 
	Some of the latter bear the curious cup-shape marks (cf. III.26.b); there are also neglected stone urns in several important temples, pointing to another megalithic funerary practiceo. 

	(x) 
	(x) 
	The several known stone sarcophagi of Bali have hitherto received most attention. A newly found one was examined and photographed in situ, at Nongan (the main source area)o. 

	(xi) 
	(xi) 
	This sarcophagus typically contained bronzeo. In the small museum at Pedjeng there is also some gold leaffoil reportedly found inside a sarcophaguso. 


	Bali shows a devotion to natural stone shapes, mostly quite small, used to erect elaborate holy structures without any corresponding elaboration in architecture as such, without complex building techniques or--particularly important here--the formation of fully enclosed roofed spaceso. The rock and earth has been re-assembled to reflect, reshape, restate and revere the 
	forms of nature and the conceived universe, with Mt. Meru from India reformed onto Balit's Mt. Agung. Many smaller such structures flourish inside the main micro-megalithic quadrants (neverother than rectangles)t, sometimes roofed with wood or grass (cf. Bongkisam?) but not shut-in--despite the savage monsoon and mountain weather. 
	·

	APPENDIX. B 
	MORE INFORMATION ON PHILIPPINE GOLD 
	(Especially Gold Leaf Foil) 
	Scholars of Asian ceramics are familiar with the outstanding collection of export pottery by Dr. Arturo de Santoso. His important collection of pre-Spanish gold objects is, however-unlike the Locsin collection--unpublished and relatively unstudied. Although not the product of scientific archaeological excavation, and thus without record linking object to site, context and association, the collection has a wide variety of objects and offers a range of form from the very simple to the complexo. 
	During a brief visit to Manila in December, 1969, one of the authors (S.J.O'C.) was able to identify a number of pieces of gold-leaf foil that bore almost exact analogy with the leafshaped gold-foil pieces that are so typical in the ground at Jaong in the Santubong complexo. Several of the De Santos pieces bore the repousse design elements, the center cut breach and the overall leaf shape that we find on Jaong gold foil. While the range of Philippine gold jewelry in the De Santos collection includes many 
	There is also in the National Museum in Manila a leaf-shaped piece of gold foil that fits very closely with the Jaong gold pieceso. 
	These pieces add to the information in Chapter 16.a of our main text accordingly and widen the argument for treating gold foil as an important cultural clue for the ancient past. 
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	APPENDIX C 
	UBIAN BURIALS ON BANGGI ISLAND 
	by Barbara Harrisson 
	On January 23, 1970, I visited the Ubian village of Padang,founded six years ago. The people were previously settled at Pulau Tiga, a small island sandwiched between Northern Banggiand Balanbangan, off the northwest tip of Sabah. 
	A few graves are present, just along the village street and above high water mark--the houses are lined up on high stilts in permanent water (i.e., high and low tide). These new gravesare rectangular frames of cement or timber, enclosing sand, with a nisian (grave marker) planted to one short side and a ceramic pot (ewer, mug, bottle) in center. The people say that some of the old graves at Pulau Tiga are still built up with stones. But we cannot stop there with our launch owing to high winds and tide. 
	Howevei, we manage to make a visit to another old Ubian cemetery, opposite the new village (police station) at Karakit, on Pulau Patanumau at the southern tip of Banggi• Island. This island has coconuts, but no present-day village. A small ceme� tery is just above the tideline, largely overgrown with scrub. This shows several graves (about ten) all built up with rec-tangular or quadrangular frames of limestone rock (found opposite, on Banggi). One is built to a height of two and a half feet, the other less
	· 
	1 

	What struck me about these burial places was their closeness to the sea--just where one would step first on landing.This is so unlike other people's burial places, which are usually some distance away from villages or houses, on hillocks, etc. Not so with the Ubians--as recorded previously on Usukan 
	[III.17.b of main text]. 
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	APPENDIX D 
	FIVE DYNASTtIES' STONEWARES FROM JAONG 
	In 1968, fresh from a study of old Chinese kilnt-sites, Professors rsugio Mirami and Fujio Koyama visited Sarawak to examine our excavated stonewares (see above, Chapter III.21.b). Theyidentified many pieces from Jaong (p. 129 above), as products of Si Chun, a kiln near Canton, hitherto little known but reported in a Chinese booklet by the Canton Cultural Preservation Committee, 1958. Their analysis, elaborated by Eine Moore, has now appeared in S.M.J. , 16, 1968: 85-99, with Plates X-XII. Exampleshave ea
	Si Chun produced not only white porcelain of ch 'ing-pai types but wares imitating yueh and even temmoku ; iron slip decoration is frequentt. Of nine defined Si Chun types, seven occur at Jaong and several at the other "earlier" delta site, the small Tanjtong Kubor cemetery (S.M.J. , 8, 1957: 18-50 and 13, 1965: 1-62; cf. H.O.: 16). The Si Chun wares of Jaong and Kubor were made at the end of the T'ang, primarily during the Five Dynasties (907-959 A.D.), perhaps a little into early Sung (at 960 A.D.). As st
	use before and around 1000 A.D.," Bongkisam later (p . 5 above)t. We may now italicize before . Most vessels with pebble-bed assotciations from Jaong (illustrated in Plates 15-19 following) are Si Chun. 
	Mrs. Moore's paper, written in 1968, was included in the 
	S.M. J. issue for that year, which however was not distributed until May 1970. Thus, she had not read our first delta Data Paper (1969), while we received her excellent study too late for incorporation in this second main textt. 
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	Plate 1. Principal excavation sites in the Santubong area, Sarawak River delta (after Cheng Te-K'un's APahaeology in SaPawak, Cambridge, 1969)t. 
	Plate 2. Drawing of a petroglyph executed in soft sandstone at Sungei Jaongt, Santubong, one of many on natural boulders in situ there, associated with placed beds of river pebbles, gold leaf and other gold artifacts, ceramics, glass and a great bulk of slag from prehistoric iron-working (mainly, from there, to 1000 A.D.). This _figure, drawn by Che Abdul Aziz (see Credi ts on Contents sheet) is shown photographically on Plate 41 following. 
	This and the following four plates (3-6) are publishedhere to enable comparison with the photographic record in connection with the difficulties described in the caption to Plate 33 followingt. 
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	Plate 3. A small petroglyph at Jaong, usual in the spread-out position, unusual in that female sex organs are indicated by a circle without a dot in the center (unlikethe next Plates)t. The rather cursory treatment of the head is also usual in this context, but there is no elaborate headdress as in Plate 2 and other figures. 
	Figure
	Plate 4. 
	This assemblage of the Jaong petrog-lyphs is on the same natural boulder as the headdress figure in Plate 2, and all are shown photographically at Plate 41 following. Apartfrom the human figure with characteristic "female pudenda" (see Plate 39 following)t, it is difficult to interpret the exact inten of these outlines--or even their preciseextent. 
	Figure
	, 
	, 
	Plate S. This is the same Jaong boulder face as is shown phototgraphically in the following Plate 40. It is particularly useful to compare these two versions, as indicating the degree of agreement between Che Abdul Azizt's eye and Che Junaidi's camera. The agreement is particularly close in this case. 
	Figure
	Plate 6. Compare this with photographic Plate 39,t.twhere the particular importance of the "spotted triangle" as a sex symbol (£eminine) is discussed in the captiont. 
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	JAONG ROCK A 
	Plates 7-10 
	A natural boulder at Jaong, largely covered with "block cuts" (as described in Chapter 18). Four faces of the rock are shown 
	in these drawings by Mr. Joseph Ingai of the Sarawak Museum. 
	These block effects are achieved by pecking out the edges and 
	bringing the several quadrangles into high relief. These vari
	ous forms, repeated again and again at Jaong, but not on the 
	same rocks as the figurest, are believed to symbolize masculine 
	activities. 
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	Plates 11-14 
	Four faces of a second typical block-cut rock to compare with Plates 7-10 (see Chapter 18). outlines have been heavily eroded on the soft action of tide. 
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	Plate 15. Three bowls and the bottom part of a lidded round box, in Yueh-type stoneware made in China in the T'ang or early Sung dynasties, as described in detail in Chapter 21. All excavated at Sungei Jaong in 1966 in A/series trenches at between 12" and 24". (Thisand following drawings by Miss Selene Fung.) 
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	Plate 16. A bluish white fat pot in Ching-pai style excavated at Jaong A7, 18", with pebbles. This Chinese-made stoneware pot 1S a less common type at Jaong. 
	Plate 16. A bluish white fat pot in Ching-pai style excavated at Jaong A7, 18", with pebbles. This Chinese-made stoneware pot 1S a less common type at Jaong. 
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	Plate 17. A heavy bowl excavated in 12-18" at Sungei Jaong. Brownish olive glaze, 
	probably made c. 1000 A.D. in southern China (Chapter 21.b). Drawn 
	natural size. 
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	Plate 18. "Pomegranate" lidded box in Chinese stoneware from Jaong trench A6, a rather distinctive form of Yuehware, late T'ang (probably c. 900 A.D.). All these whole pots are excavated in association with placed small pebbles (Chapter 19, 21). Actual size. 
	Plate 18. "Pomegranate" lidded box in Chinese stoneware from Jaong trench A6, a rather distinctive form of Yuehware, late T'ang (probably c. 900 A.D.). All these whole pots are excavated in association with placed small pebbles (Chapter 19, 21). Actual size. 
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	Figure
	Plate 19. Heavy spouted pot (actual size) with brownish olive glaze, unusual in this place as having a flat foot (see 21.b, Table 24). Made in China and
	Plate 19. Heavy spouted pot (actual size) with brownish olive glaze, unusual in this place as having a flat foot (see 21.b, Table 24). Made in China and
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	excavated at Jaong A, 12-18" 1n 1966 
	, 

	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 20. Santubong Mt.t, a sandstone peak of just under 3,000 feet, rises sheer out of the South China Seat, the first landfall in a thousand miles of openoceant. The village of Santubong stands overshadowed at the westerly mouth of the Sarawak River. Across a narrow creek, bridged with planks (lower foreground), the far side is Bongkisam. One of the major iron-working sites of the Sarawak River delta, this richly rewarding sector lies 200 years behind the last house in center picture. The Tantric Shrine i
	N 
	°' Ul 
	Figure
	Plate 21. Santubong Mt. seen from the other, southerly side of the sand flats near Buntal in Baka Bay. The Sungei Jaong site, earlier than Bongkisam, lies beŁind the fringe, where the mountain sweeps down to the level land of the Sarawak River out of sight. The foot of the slope behind the man in center is extensively holed with gold-mining shafts (see Chapters 2, 5, 6). 
	Figure
	N
	°' 
	Plate 22. The labyrinth of the Sarawak River delta, as seen from Mtt. Matang behind Kuching, capital of Sarawak. The highest point is Santubong Peak, and the lower formation a little upriver is Buah hill. The lowland in the centerground is dense mangrove and nipah palm swamp. 
	Figure
	N -..] 
	Plate 23. Threading through dense mangrove (foreground) and nipah palm (behind) h water and impassable at tide. Here the tide is falling but not yethe old ironworking and rock-carving center at Jaong, dating to the end of the tenth century (see Chapter 22). 
	swamp, the Jaong creek is today just broad enough for a small boat on hig
	low 
	right outi. A mile up this unpromising water-and-mudway lies t

	Figure
	Figure
	?late 24.. ·Cut-breach. leaf-foil of beaten goldŁ decorated wi tl1 r-epoussŁ. dots .. This is typical of the sh.ape and style
	. 

	· 
	excavated i11 .· and abo·ut the pebble-beds at Jaong, and is regarded as a.n important marke·r fo-.r burial and 1elated activities at that time .. Closely similar 
	--

	pieces have been found el.se-w·here in SarŁwak (Plate
	· 

	30)t, as well as in Bali, the Philippines, _and as far 
	afield as 'fi11nevelly in southern India (Chapt:ers 7, 10, 16, 27) . The leaf 1nay l1ave been put ove1" the eyes of the dead (Chapter 16.e; cf .. 31 (ii)). 
	. 
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	Figure
	• 
	Plate 25. Plain gold leaf pieces from Sarawak River delta excavations. These occur both at Jaong and Bongkisam, and came in all shapes. They are very finely beaten thin. This technique belongs, we believe, to the earliest native gold tradition in Borneo, where more advanced crafting (e.g., casting) of gold seems to have been very late to develop--perhaps not until the 12th-13th centuries, and then considerably under "Javanese" influence rather than (as with iron) on a native art basis. (Chapters 6, 9). 
	Figure
	Plate 26. Gold foil figurines from the Tantric Shrine at Bongkisam, dated to approximately 1300 A.D., in association with a silver ritual deposit box containing a fine golden Zihga. These included a tortoise, two elephants (which are not indigenous to Borneo), a nicely made snake, two sexless squatting humans,crescent moon (6), star (2), and sun (1) symbolst. This simple but expressive style follows naturally out of the earlier symbolism of the leaf foil (Plate24). (See Chapter 24.) 
	Figure
	Plate 27. Various styles of ring from the Bongkisam shrine, as detailed in Chapter 24.c.2. The smaller whorls mayhave been studs of some kind, on clothing. The workmanship is simple, but effective, the gold of highquality and probably of local production, either from the Bau gold field upriver or from Santubong Mt. foot-slopes. 
	Figure
	Plate 28. Four gold beads from Bongkisam, again showing the relatively crude and simple workmanship as indicated for Plates 26-27 previously. These beads are seldom solid, but hollow and therefore light. No such gold beads have been recorded in use in Borneo duringmodern times. (See Chapter 24.) 
	Figure
	Plate 29. The stone platform of the Bongkisam shrine, with the deposit shaft positioned under the white card in center. The transition between use of pebbles and small stones to roughly shaped tiles or bricks is considered important in this setting (as discussed in Chapters 24.a, 24.d, 26.b). Adjacent charcoal here gave a C-14 date of 1315 A.D. + 95 years. See also another view in Sarawak Museum Journal, 15, 1967: Plate XXXVIIt. 
	Figure
	Plate 30. Cut-breach gold foi� from the recently discovered open site at Gedong, on the Sadong River 40 miles from Jaong. This site has been excavated ·by the Sarawak Museum and revealed large amounts of T'ang and Sung stonewares. It will be reported upon shortly by R. Nyandoh and Lucas Chin, in theSarawak Museum Journal. (See Chapter 11 for preliminary information.) 
	Plate 30. Cut-breach gold foi� from the recently discovered open site at Gedong, on the Sadong River 40 miles from Jaong. This site has been excavated ·by the Sarawak Museum and revealed large amounts of T'ang and Sung stonewares. It will be reported upon shortly by R. Nyandoh and Lucas Chin, in theSarawak Museum Journal. (See Chapter 11 for preliminary information.) 
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	Figure
	Plate 31i. (a) npillet" of gold from the Limbar1g hoard in Brunei Bay, showing affinities to the Jaong style as in Plate 24 previously. The piece is described in Chapter 15.b; it has distinct if remote affinities to the 'finnevelly "diadems"i(Chapter 16. e). 
	Plate 31i. (a) npillet" of gold from the Limbar1g hoard in Brunei Bay, showing affinities to the Jaong style as in Plate 24 previously. The piece is described in Chapter 15.b; it has distinct if remote affinities to the 'finnevelly "diadems"i(Chapter 16. e). 
	· 



	(b) This handsome gold ring, one of several from the Limbang hoard with Javanese-style workmanship, has been identified by Professor Sastri and Dr. Chhabra, leading Indian scholars, as representing a dolmen 
	(see details in Chapter 15.b)o. It is remarkable that of only five rings with designs known from West Borneo, one has a megalithic connection. 
	Figure
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	Plate 32. The well-known and often described (with varying accuracy) Batu Gambar, the sandstone rock carving identified in the Jaong creek at Santubong, which triggered the Sarawak River delta excavations after 1947 A.tD. This is not to be confused with the cast copy now outside the Museum in Kuching. This photo of the original was taken in 1966. The figure is rather less than life size. See our earlier Data Paper, frontispiece, for another view at a higher angle (H.O.: ii). (See Chapters 3, 18; cf. Plate 
	Figure
	N 
	Plate 33. Small human figure from Jaong with curious headdress (common in these petroglyphs). The black and white scale at the side measures 12 inches. The outline has been chalked in for photographic purposes, as the original execution is often far from clear and there is jungle overhead. Most of these Jaong designs are incised in chipped or gouged lines on the soft rock surface, whereas Batu Gambar has been cut in high relief (Plate 32). Heavy climatic and vegetational weathering has therefore made exact 
	(i) first, that some of the original pattern may have been lost; (ii) second, that what remains frequentlymerges into the natural weathering and seaming of such soft rock, so that to some extent what is marked as deliberate design depends on subjective eye judgment. (See also caption to Plate 2, previously.) 
	Figure
	Plate 34. This small human figure, again with a curious head treatment, is transitional between the two previouslyillustrated (Plates 32-33) in technique; it is executed, unusually, in low relief. The right hand mayhold a weapon. There appear to be roughly indicated sex organs, probably female (cf. Plates 5-6 previously). This figure is cut on an unusually level almost squared section of a natural boulder, in the old river bed, where most are more rounded. 
	Figure
	Plate 35. One of several Jaong figures which are mostly pecked out with a metal (iron?) tip, but with head in slight relief. The result is open to more than one interpretation, along the lines discussed with some uncertainty in Chapter 18. The desire to make some pattern on the natural rock of Jaong seems to have been at least as important as a physical act as anyintent to achieve representation, let alone art formso. 
	Figure
	Plate 36i. This figurei, apparently spread-eagled in the same way as Batu Gambar, has an evidently deliberate open side with carefully pecked out spots as shown in the petroiglyph. We have been tempted to relate this to the idea of scattering iron slag pebbles, even conceivably semen, in a symbolism which however remains obscure indeed from a millennium oriso ago. (See Chapter 18.) 
	Figure
	Plate 37. Another rather complicated set of apparently human figures among the petroglyphs (cf. Plate 35). Here again it is difficult to be certain of the origin�ldesign, and of what the result was intended to convey. When experienced observers examine either these photographs or the unchalked rock-faces in situ at Jaong, they come up with surprisingly different visual interpretations ofwhat they see. (Chapter 18). 
	Figure
	N '-0 N 
	Plate 38. The most complete "family" of figures, with dancing or some processional movement strongly implied. Once more, the hand is in each case treated with a measure of fantasy, suggesting that whatever happened so long ago at Jaong was especially concerned with heads and headdresses too. The whole assemblage covers less than 2 feet of rock face, and like all these petroglyphs except Batu Gambar was buried deep in roots, moss and soil before excavation (1952 on). 
	Figure
	Plate 39. Another spreadt-eagle figure, this time with a more pronounced "weapon" in the right hand; and more "normal" treatment of the head heret. Important on this is the triangle with a central dot, which occurs in many forms and which we suggest symbolizes the female pudenda in this context (cf. Plates 3-6, 40-41 and Chapter 18, cf. 31.tii). The "Mother Earth" idea is especially connected with "The Magic Iron" scattered all around (H.O.: 77, etc.). 
	Figure
	Figure
	ate 40. The nearest thing to an "animal," though still to bte seen as human perhaps? he emphasis on human form is striking in this whole Jaong assemblage. The spotted triangle occurs here again (cf. Plate 39) in the metaphor which has een proposed as female sex (Chapter 18; also Plates S, 9). 
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	Plate 41. A rather clear-cut set of petroglyphs exposed under a big tree in the Jaong excavationst. The headdress figure on the background is as shown in the drawing at Plate 2, and the "female" near the measuring-rod with its surroundings in Plate 4. (See discussion in captions to those, previously.) 
	Figure
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	Plate 42. A cryptic set of ed lines, one of which might be taken to symbolize a bird (hornbill? egret?). More probably, in this very rounded boulder face, much of the original has been lost in erosion (cf. Plate 33 above on this aspect)t. 
	incis
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	Figure
	N 
	Plate 43. The least representational of all the Jaong petroglyph assemblages, cut in a yard-long band low on a large sandstone boulder beside the present creek-bed. It is thought that in this case the chalked lines reflect the original intention with more than.iusual accuracy. Some sort of tally or score could be indicated-
	-

	perhaps of the iron-worker? 
	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 44. An isolated head with unusually clear features indicated, though the nose line is far from certain. Two female pudenda symbols each have a dash cut at one side (as if to signify some act against the sex). This rock is particularly difficult to interpret, the face is so worn. Thus the hole and lines immediatelybelow the measure may very well be man-made. In such cases, decision has been conservative and no effort made to stretch the petroglyph dimensions (Chapter 18). Compare this Plate with the dr
	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 45. Batu Boya, Crocodile Rock, which guards the western mouth of the Sarawak River on the point just below Santubong village. It is a natural formation, which to the local people strongly reveals a crocodile's head. In folklore this is the petrified head of the monster-dragon-serpent-crocodile (according to source version) which befriended the culture hero Datu Merpati, and which had goldenscalesi. (See Chapter 24.f.) 
	Figure
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	Plate 46. Massive dolmen placed on mound of pebbles and stonesi, called parapun but iron age)i. Traditional monument to a person dying without heirs largest single type of megalithic activity in the Kelabit uplands of interior Sarawak and just over the border into northwest Kalimantani. ture is in course of excavation near Pa Trap, at 3800 feet, in 1963. characteristic stone size in foregroundi. (See Chapter 17.d.) 
	(prehistorici, and the northern 
	The strucNote 
	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 47. A parapun in the Kelabit uplands at 3700 feet (cf. Plate 46), the mound overgrown by jungle and the dolmen collapsed (T.H. stands on cap stone. Thousands of stones are scattered about, some of them showing at the feet of the Kelabit men at each side. (Chapter 17.d.) 
	)

	Figure
	Figure
	te 48e. In another remote, now uninhabited jungle area at 4500 feet in the Kelabit uplands stands an impressive row of megaliths (only partly shown in this Plate). The Kelabit man sits on a stone seat, one of several. Behind him is a stone table. In the foreground a slab grave (cyst) which contained charred bor1es and 15th ce11tury ceramics. Large menhirs to left and right, one capped by a stone slab. 
	Figure
	Plate 49. 
	A sandstone boulder (very like some at Jaong in the lowlands) curiously cut to enlarge a natural feature, 
	near Bario in the Kelabit uplands of the far interior 
	at 3,000 feet. There is a resemblance to the techt
	nique used with the "block-cuts" at Jaong (see Plates 
	7-14 previously), but with less of a square "male" 
	and more of a female (in the Jaong sense) atmosphere. 
	The Kelabit woman Bulan, who definitely considers the 
	form ltere sexy and fun, is wearing the earrings until 
	very recently required for all upper-class upland
	women, and recalled also in the Plate 51 figure. 
	Figure
	Plate 50. Another natural sandsitone boulder which has been cut by a metal blade to producein largeriform some of the same symbolismi(?) as in Plate 49. This boulder stands as part of an "avenue" of similar stones and two impressive dolmens near Bario in the uplands, as one of the very many Kelabit megalithic forms (see Table 7 in Chapter 17.c). 
	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 51. High in the mountains of the Indonesian-Malaysia border behind the village of Pa Main, this is one of several similar half life-size figures cut in bold relief on a natural boulder as part of a cliff face. Compare this to Batu Gambar at Jaong (Plate 32). The enlarged earlobes are a regular feature (compare the Kelabit woman in Plate 49). 
	Figure
	Plate 52. Prehistoric petroglyph between Bario and Pa Main in the Kelabit uplands, pecked out with an iron pointand believed to represent a man-eating hornbill; cfi. Garuda) about three times natural size. Lower on the sandstone boulder some small, nearly triangular human heads are similarly outlined. (Chapter 17.) 
	Figure
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	Plate 53 
	(a) (b) Stones stre\-\Tn over Ubian burials onMoslem nisarl) on Ubian graves at Usukan Island off the northwest coast of Sabah. 
	Line 
	of stones placed as menhirs (= 
	Usukan Island (see Chapter 
	17.b) 
	-


	Figure
	Plate 54. Small black pebbles are often strewn over Moslem Malay graves in southwest Borneo. These are the oldest such graves known in Sarawak, created for Brunei nobles. Originally in the grounds of the Astana (Palace) across the river in Kuching, theywere moved to the Museum grounds after World War II, and replaced exactly as before. (Chapters 23, 26) . 
	• 
	Plate 55. One of the wooden figures which could be used in place of stone menhirs among the Kadazans round Kota Kinabalu, Sabah. This one represents a female, and was erected in connection with the death of an heirless person cf. Plate 46)o. The original has now been removed to the Sabah Museum, and replaced in situ by an exact cast replica. (Chapter 17.a)o. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Plate 56. Menhir incorporated as liha in a special shrine inside the main upper court of the great terraced hill-temple at Besakihi, State Temple of Bali. This is one of several such menhirs here incorporated from a pre-Hindu megalithic pastinto the structure of Hindu observance. The same tradition included the stone terraces, pebble pavements, and stone seats (Chapters 24.d, 26.c; Appendix A; and following Plates)i. 
	g 
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	Plate 57. Stone seats for the visiting gods and spirits are essential and central in Balinese temples, but have also a continuing "secular" use, notably around Gelgel in the southeast. Commonly the seat itself is of two natural large stones, one upright and the other flat, placed on a platform of smaller stones and pebbles in micro-megalithic style (Chapter 23).This line of seats circling a clump of bamboo has strong animist links also. 
	327 
	Figure
	N 
	Plate 58. Menhir seat back with smaller stone as seat base, part of a loose assemblage in micro-megalithic style. The back is pock-marked with low cup-shaped depressions, which have puzizled observers on several examples in southern Bali. This one, at Gelgel, suggests a "board" for the widespread Asian game of throwing small pebbles into cup-like depressions arranged in rows. 
	Figure
	Plate 59. Menhir adapted as animist shrine under sacred figtree beside the road between Sanur and Den Pasiari, capital of Bali. "Offerings" on stone and on wooden platform above, upon which several pebbles had also been placed--a common micro-megalithic feature from the State Temple downwards at several levels of Bali religious observance. 
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